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Foreword to A Donut Nuclear Story 

You are holding in your hand an unusual book not found in 
libraries. It explains concepts about the structure of the 
atomic nucleus, gravity and the source of the energy that 
runs the universe not yet theorized by modern scientists. 

This book was designed around a Russian Babushka egg 
concept. Each set of differently sized egg-shaped dolls of 
the same design nest one inside the other. Only the scale 
is different, and so it is with my books. Each is filled with 
many detailed scientific observations discovered in nature 
from different perspectives used to investigate our 
universe. They range from the many galaxies scaled down 
to the lowest electromagnetic frequency spectrum. The 
smallest egg is a single, donut-shaped atom. This book 
describes how it was first created and how it works. There 
could not have been a big bang 13.4 billion years ago 
without that first atom. How it got started is my story. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My other Babushka books (briefly described at the end of 
this book) relate my discoveries of many new scientific 
facts never postulated before. For example, the many 
mystery bronze-gold clocks in museums not deciphered 
by the specialists are explained in Asteroid Answers to 
Ancient Calendar Mysteries.  

The news media seem perplexed about the many 
outbreaks of swine flu, salmonella, e-coli and unknown 
stomach ailments not responding to biological drugs such 
as in the deadly spinach and peanut fiascos from eating 
GMO foods. Why are so many afflicted, sick and dying? 
The media and government officials do not link these 
outbreaks to the dangers of genetic modification by 
international corporations who use the general public as 
experimental guinea pigs, but that is the probable cause.  

Become informed about the risks to you from genetic 
modification in my book, Genetic Modification 
Exposed! Global warming also causes great confusion, 
so I wrote a short book titled Reflections on Global 
Warming. These topics and many others are connected 
to Bible prophecies of the apocalypse now started in 2008 
and due to intensify through 2015.  

Then, another news flash caused upset scientists to ask, “Why 
are the many IPK Platinum Standard Kilograms gaining 
weight, becoming obese after 135 years?” No one has the 
answer yet, but that question led to this Donut Atom book.  

Here in my last book we will investigate what an atom 
really is from a biblical viewpoint. Its structure is not yet 

very well understood by the experts largely due to their 
belief in evolution fairy tales. I present a more balanced 
perspective to give a better understanding of science. In the 
process, I noticed that every science mystery mentioned in 
this book is now revealed in more detail, as each complies 
with a common denominator by conforming to the laws of 
physics linked to an infinite energy Alpha source.  

Scientists are not familiar with the infinite gravity power 
disbursed throughout the universe and how it is scaled 
down by the structure of each atom, which functions like 
a transformer to convert this energy for our use. It is 
how infinite energy is transformed into visible light 
spectrum coming from space, which ends up on a lower 
spectrum frequency with signatures embedded of all 
elements categorized in the Periodic Table. This energy 
originates from galaxies and transfers in parallel 
intelligence information by spectral lines within the 
rainbow colors and ending with a better atom model that 
even my kids could understand.  

Beautiful pictures of galaxies in space give us a visual 
representation on a large scale of what an atom looks 
like as the laws of physics are the same. In the natural 
universe, we can learn about the smallest Babushka egg 
by studying the larger ones. This approach evolved into 
my new and original Donut Atom Model. 

I use the egg illustration to teach the laws of nature 
defined by Dr. Albert Einstein and Isaac Newton, but 
intertwine them with the metaphysical world. Atheistic 
scientists do not know about the spiritual dimension 
embedded in the Bible, which is the oldest book in the 
world and reveals God’s Plan for Humanity. Including 
biblical data in science helps to explain many recent 
discoveries upsetting scientists. Many are puzzled by the 
possible reasons for why the platinum IPK world weight 
standard has changed its weight. Rational answers for 
this and many other unknown phenomena elude them 
because they lie in the realm of metaphysics that cannot 
be measured by scientific instruments.  

In fact, scientists still do not know how life is 
embedded in atoms. They do not know what gravity 
is or where the force of magnetism comes from. 
Neither do they really know how electricity is 
formed inside a wire loop passing through a magnet! 

This invisible energy embedded in atoms can be released 
resembling a genie spirit from the Arabian Nights bottle. 
Once out of the bottle, it cannot be controlled. On earth 
we have cleverly utilized its power by managing it with 
knowledge and can witness the same intelligence 
embedded in galaxies that still shine with their lights still 
on after the Big Bang.  

The question unanswered by scientists for hundreds of 
years is, “Where does the energy come from and 
how is it produced?”  

Nothing can only produce Nothing; therefore, I ask, 
“Where does the Something come from to produce the Big 
Bang?” In this book I will logically contrast the opinions of 
scientific fairy tales with the observed facts of the universe 
that we must accept as truth because they have many 
witnesses. I will do my best to include all information 
available from the knowledge pool of mankind - including 
the metaphysical dimension that cannot be measured by 
scientific instruments but are recognized by a child.     

If you are not biased by an atheistic evolution religion, 
the mystery of the metaphysics can be explained in 
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physics. We need only a few illustrations to understand it 
logically. For example, a transformer has two energy 
potentials: one on the high input side and the other 
scaled down. It is the same when we look at a galaxy. 
One can compare it to an atom, or vice versa, as all 
conform to the same laws of physics. But in physics we 
can only measure the reaction of a force with material 
instruments. It is like an electrical transformer where the 
electrician can only guess the potential input side 
because we do not have instruments capable of 
measuring metaphysical power or - say a million volts as 
only the output side of 110 volts is useful for people that 
is not life threatening.   

A counter force according to physics must always have a 
cause and can only be defined by its reaction. The 
invisible starting point by its definition is undetectable by 
our five senses: touch, smell, hearing, sight and taste. 
One might include the unusual sixth (+One) sense. If you 
can define that one, you will earn more money and 
perhaps a PhD.  

However, opinions are always biased by our belief 
systems. Some believe in an unscientific atheistic 
evolution religion not conforming to entropy. Some 
believe in God’s oracles collected in a 4,000-year old 
Bible. Conversely information from the metaphysical 
world can only be revealed, so I am sure that we will 
keep on wondering about the many unsolved science 
mysteries.  

The biggest puzzle to me is why scientists are still 
building bigger cyclotron atom smashers in Switzerland. 
It only will produce more fragments like all the others, 
which can never, ever reveal the purpose why an atom 
exists and how it functions. As we will explain it later, the 
neutrons with neutrinos polarity create Gestalt within the 
nuclear atom that cannot be fractured energy wise, as 
the plasma beam of a cyclotron is infinitely small - 
merely like a burning match compared to a lightening 
bolt seen on my ranch. A plasma beam will never reach 
the energy level needed to split atoms made up of 
neutrinos.  

The neutrino inside an atom has a trillion x trillion x 
trillion infinitely higher energy level of protons-positrons 
linked like a horse and carriage. Only the proton carriage 
can be made smaller or bigger creating atoms. The 
neutrino horses inside the atom are the nuclear energy 
source will always adjust to the number of protons 
present no matter how big the atom is spooning with 
another atom. Understanding that would make cyclotrons 
obsolete. 

If we do not understand the blueprint of 
our existence, we will not understand 

the house we live in. 
In the universe all the laws of nature must link to the 
Alpha (+One) force originating in the Heh 
(metaphysical) dimension and can only be understood 
reading the Bible. That book of books connects the 
physical Daleth dimension with the metaphysical Heh 
dimension.  

The Heh dimension is the infinite energy source 
emanating from the rainbow above the Throne of God 
(Revelation 4) and is transforming infinite light energy 
scaled down to the visible light band energy spectrum. It 
is recognized in our earthly rainbow light frequency which 

has embedded spectral lines of every element now 
categorize within the period table defined as crystallized 
mass=m converted from the infinite light - E∞ energy 
source. It is the same principal of a transformer. The Heh-
Daleth laws can be expressed in a formula according to  

The three cosmic 

electrical finger rules: 

E - First Law of Entropy  
Nothing can only replicate itself into Nothing – 
Never over 100%. 

M - Second Law of Entropy 
If you add infinite intelligence energy to the 
Nothing - It becomes Something over 100% 

C - Third Law of Entropy   
      E∞= m (+∞C/–∞C)². 

Let’s put Dr. Albert Einstein’s formula next to the Donut 
Atom equation expressing a new approach to nuclear 
physics: 

 

                  Daleth Dimension            Heh Dimension 

E∞=m(+∞C/–∞C)²  or Einstein’s E=mC² 
 

Since we are interested in the mass of many elements 
categorized in the periodic table, we turn the formula 
around mathematically to explain atoms and look at it 
from a different perspective:     
 
        Daleth Dimension        Heh Dimension 

m=E∞/(+∞C/–∞C)²  or  m= E/C² 

Defining nature always starts out with the First Law of 
Entropy where mass is amorphous, an unstructured 
nothing below 100% not yet completed or crystallized. 
Investigating it from potential energy frequencies, we 
assume a half-life decay for every element by using a 
light speed scale time dimension. But if light would be 
faster or slower, that would change the half-life, too.  

In the metaphysical nuclear physics, it is revealed by just 
looking at the Hebrew letter (h) “Heh” a horizontal line 
below two vertical legs. The horizontal line reveals the 
only one omnipresent God in a concept but below the 
horizontal line expanded to a creation the beginning of a 
foundation for a cosmos universe - Beth. When we take 
away one leg in the Heh letter it converts creation in 
another Hebrew letter (ד) Daleth expressing a time 
dimension which did not exist before the big bang. More 
is explained at the end of this book.  
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This exercise in Hebrew letters philosophically indicates 
embedded laws are designed now for a change like the 
biological world oxidized faster before 4004 BC. The 
system is getting older according to predetermined 
settings or a plan to degenerate DNA molecules to become 
less than 100%. This means that living things since Adam 
got kicked out from the Garden of Eden die from 
sickness or pass away some other way in a decaying 
process heading toward Taw, the end of the Hebrew 
alphabet. 

It needs the added intelligence expressed in a formula for 
the other side of the equation articulated in the Second 
Law of Entropy to give us life one notch higher. It 
operates like a teeter-totter. To make it into something 
over 100%, it must be linked to the Heh dimension 
toward the infinite energy source to give Gestalt to 
every atom.  

It can be embedded with life to last a little longer, which 
therefore needs added energy but has an unavoidable, 
implanted, parabolic time factor that cannot exist 13 billion 
years. It is not possible as God has a plan for mankind that 
comes with a schedule expressing purpose. He started with 
a continued process for the universe to exist by providing 
energy from the source because everything in nature runs 
on energy. That energy must come from somewhere. Even 
the sun needs energy, or Kelvin-Taw takes over. Check out 
the billion galaxies: the lights are still on! Go ahead and 
wonder where that energy comes from: 

m=E∞/(+∞C/–∞C)² 

Consequently mass (the elements in the seven rainbow 
color spectrum) are created by a process concentrating 
infinite energy crystallized out in a parabolic time 
dimension (+∞C/–∞C)² and scaled down like a 
transformer to a sustainable level for mortals as now 
defined in the true physics presented in brief here.  

God’s Plan for Humanity designed the cosmos for human 
beings with divine laws to operate within the visual 
spectrum of mortals, which is the center of the frequency 
range and becomes a visible energy spectrum as science 
measured the speed of light to be 186,000 miles/second 
in 2009, but that speed keeps slowing down as Dr. Albert 
Einstein noticed. Recently, many more scientists now 
agree. New discoveries prove that light is slowing down 
from the Heh infinite energy level getting a little cooler.  

It is perfectly fine-tuned for mortal life to operate under. Life 
cannot function at higher electromagnetic frequencies like X-
rays, alpha, beta or gamma rays.  All biological life was 
designed to be fine-tuned on a very narrow visible light 
frequency bandwidth. Light is therefore the carriage for life 
inside the Donut Atom, which is a transformer to convert 
infinite energy into the lower range 110 volts everybody 
uses and doesn’t kill you. Let’s have a closer look at how 
that would change many existing opinions about science and 
even could explain the paradox of Global Warming.  

For life to exist in the Daleth dimension of this world - in 
this time, God needed to add a parabolic time 
dimension to fine tune a biological world. It is expressed 
in the cosmic three finger rule I did not invent. It is 
energy divided out in smaller portions allocated for a 
certain exponential time added with intelligence for 
atoms to evolve, like a loaf of bread takes time to bake, 
as explained in my Donut Atom model. That is the reason 
why “time” must be parabolic. (Check out ancient 
bronze-gold clocks in museums.) 

We mortals live in the Daleth dimension as time must be 
delayed a little otherwise squared time according to Dr. 
Albert Einstein’s E=mC ² is too fast for our biological 
world as demonstrated by the atomic bomb or the Big 
Bang bomb 13.4 billion years ago. The Hebrew calendar 
embedded in Genesis is more accurate. It and other 
ancient calendars demonstrate a parabolic time curve 
that tells us the Plan for Mankind was predetermined at 
7,000 years, a time concept I can understand on the 
Daleth side.   

Since the original Big Bang initiated the first something to 
shape a universe raised from the nothingness of Kelvin 
zero temperature Taw. Kelvin represents the black hole of 
nothingness where all was formless and does not have 
yet Gestalt as something appeared later after the original 
Big Bang embedded it in a vast absolute cold empty space. 

It needed infinite energy to bring it into existence one 
notch higher controlled by divine intelligence to make it 
over 100% and turn the nothingness into something 
expressed in the Second Law of Entropy. When the Big 
Bang showed up it needed intelligence to direct the force 
on which way to go. Otherwise it could go either way - an 
explosion or implosion in the opposite direction. Divine 
intelligence was needed to form atoms linked to the Alpha 
force winding up the universe like a cuckoo clock to run 
the cosmos gravity flywheel controlled by a pendulum 
measuring energy in smaller chunks for life to exist. Thus, 
the cuckoo clock in my home illustrates the cosmos.  

These ideas will remain mysterious to most scientists 
because they believe in an atheistic evolution religion and 
mistakenly purged every Bible from the universities. 
Therefore, having lost the science information in the 
Bible, the academics will still be searching and foolishly 
spending tons of money by building bigger cyclotrons and 
never finding out the real answers.  

Our Donut Atom book is linked to the Bible for a better 
understanding of science. It expands our horizons 
towards a fantastic vision never preached in church or in 
the halls of higher education. I am still discovering more. 
It seems to be never ending and will in time make all of 
the cyclotrons and the atheistic evolution religion 
obsolete to save both a lot of time and money. Check out 
the Forum Pearls on the web site for updates.1 

                                    
1 This picture shows Nebula NGC 2392, called Eskimo. It is 5,000 light years 
from Earth and illustrates perfectly the Big Bang or a Donut Atom as the 
same laws apply. 
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Explaining a New Donut Atom Model 
I use many examples from familiar things in nature to 
explain my novel model for the structure of an atom’s 
nucleus and a bit of the theory behind it. Even so, I know 
it requires a lot of imagination. A little patience would go 
a long way to reward your reading. I offer insights from 
my own innovative perspectives proven by my history of 
successful hi-tech inventions, though I was not educated 
in lofty places to understand nuclear physics.  

When you activate the electrical switch on your wall, the 
light goes on and even turns on the TV. I ask the question; 
what is the force inside the wire? Where does it come from? 

The answers will be discussed here. The problem is that 
no one has yet figured out where the energy begins to 
form or explain where it really comes from. Now for the 
first time, we can learn about a new logical concept even 
embedded in the Bible. God reveals it to those interested 
in knowing about it.  

Along the way will also learn a lot about God’s Plan for 
Humanity as recorded in the Bible because this Donut 
Atom theory has roots in ancient Scripture. As a scientist, 
I was compelled to share this discovery of a marvelous 
plan for mankind. I could not keep it quiet, so I tell an 
original story what nobody has ever heard of before. 
Maybe it will qualify someday for a Nobel Prize in physics.  

This little booklet is not religious. I do not endlessly quote 
the Bible. I am a retired scientist who must have rational 
and logical answers to my questions: what is electricity, 
gravity, magnetism and life?  

I am not satisfied with the answers provided by 
evolution-based science. Most atheistic university 
establishments are only interested in selling their 
opinionated fairy tale books to gullible people as facts. 
Basically the information they sell are only opinions. I 
look beyond their theories and under the covers. I even 
discovered how life is embedded inside an atom.  

Science investigation will always be biased either by an 
atheistic evolution religion or Bible-based faith, but 
research tests, hypothesis and proposals must not forget 
logic in the equation. The conclusions must be compared 
with the reality that two dimension exist. Denying the 
spiritual aspect of man will never discover reality. Wrong 
assumptions can never discover facts. 

I do not hide my opinions shaped by information found in 
the Bible, which prove hard science. If you want to be 
fair, we should view science from a circular 360° 
perspective. If you do so, you might even get yourself as 
excited as I am discovering electricity … no kidding.  

My books came through intuition and research for a 
balanced perspective AND ARE FREE! God does not 
charge us to read what he wrote to educate us about 
what is on the other side. It is a place we all will 
eventually travel to. 

Summary of the Donut Atom 
Model: A Mini-Babushka Egg 
People commonly know about and experience three 
forces in nature that are mostly invisible unless you do 
something similar to what I did as a kid. (Yes, I once 
stuck my finger in the electrical socket! I never forget it.) 
One is magnetism, the other is electrical current, and, if 
we pulse that current high and low, we get something 

called voltage. I think it links to gravity, also invisible, 
and follows a similar pattern.  

Many years ago, I helped build up SLAG, the Stanford linear 
accelerator in Palo Alto, CA. I made klystrons, which gave 
me an opportunity to get involved with advanced science 
and try to visualize the smallest particles in physics.  

I was taught then that the atom is a ball with electrons 
circling around it, but I have now come to the conclusion 
that it more resembles a donut with invisible energy 
proton-positron pairs bunched together that create a 
current with oscillating high and low voltage going around 
it at the speed of light. It is like a dog chasing its tail. My 
model conforms to the electrical hand rule applied in an 
electrical generator where motion passing a conductor is 
converted to magnetism radiating 90° from the flow a 
moving current creating forms of light energy ending in 
seven color electromagnetic frequencies.  

I applied the electrician’s three finger rule to my Donut 
Atom model, which tells me that magnetism is produced 
by neutrino-positrons orbiting inside around the donut 
hole at the speed of light. It is analogous to a plasma 
beam inside a cyclotron surrounded with magnetism 
radiating 90° to the plasma flow all around in a closed 
circle just like a nuclear donut hole.  

In our case the plasma beam is made from a billion pairs 
of neutrinos-protons that behave like the horse pulling a 
proton carriage. The neutrino is the energy transformer 
side like a horse passing on its energy from the Heh 
Dimension in form of gravity from the infinite light energy 
spectrum located throughout space. The carriage proton 
linked to the horse will create spectral lines seen in light 
spread out in a rainbow spectrum, which ultimately 
crystallize out as mass and condense as elements 
categorized in the Periodic Table.  

The Donut Atom model states that the subatomic energy 
particles circle around like a dog chasing its tail producing 
magnetism. Meanwhile, another energy conversion 
simultaneously happens similar to how a generator 
produces electricity for light and heat but on a lower level.  

The universe is analogous to a huge cyclotron 
transferring energy. Stand on the top of a dam with a 
huge lake behind it and observe. It collects water and 
transfers energy converted by means of a generator 
made up of spinning magnets below the dam. This 
process produces another form of energy, which is 
reduced and transferred by overland wires to you as 
electricity to light your house and a refrigerator with the 
little magnet stuck on the door.  

That is not the end of the cycle, as money must be paid 
to the investor who will build more spinning turbines with 
another dam behind a lake. The lake needs regular inputs 
of rain to be refilled on a cycle to keep generating the 
electricity. That cycle depends on the sun evaporating 
water to create clouds and rain to fill the lake.  

But the cycle keeps going and needs the sun. It is just 
another transformer station that steps down the infinite 
energy, but this time the source is a bigger energy generator 
cyclotron - the Heh dimension Throne of God. Infinite gravity 
energy is stepped down through the core structure of Donut 
Atoms inside the sun to appear as measurable light 186,000 
miles/second plus excessive leftover gravity.  

Throughout space, the immeasurable gravity energy is 
evenly disbursed and linked to every Donut Atom 
transformer by countless mail carrier neutrons pushing 
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protons to transfer the energy that goes and comes from 
God’s Throne, which is the source (like the big lake 
behind the dam) of all energy in the universe.   

God’s Throne simultaneously refuels three universe 
theater stages: the Heh, Daleth and Jod dimensions. 
Neutron mail carriers and must be recharged 100% each 
cycle, like the water refilling the lake behind the dam. It 
keeps the universe running like a gigantic cyclotron just 
as electricity from the dam keeps our civilization running. 

The Bible tells us there is a great rainbow above God’s 
throne with spectral lines embedded as recorded by the 
Apostle John 2,000 years ago. He indicated that a kind of 
mass exists at an invisible and higher electromagnetic 
energy level. (Revelation 4:2-3) 

The rainbow above God’s Throne was a major discovery for 
me. It is coupled to the universe cyclotron fueling three 
universe-wide theater stages. This rainbow is also the key 
to describing a better model of a nucleus’ structure and 
ends up explaining how a refrigerator magnet looks on the 
inside with its many Donut Atom dogs chasing their tails. 
(My grandkids like that story.) 

The dual rainbow seen in the picture reveals a mystery 
showing us the resonance between a Daleth and Heh 
dimensions. It functions like a transformer transferring 
the invisible energy from the heavenly Heh dimension to 
usable energy in the material universe the Daleth 
dimension sustainable for our use on earth. It is 
analogous to when we hit a low “C” key on the piano the 
next octave higher “c” will resonate with a frequency that 
transfers harmonious sound energy we can hear. 

That symbiotic relationship between matter and energy 
was originally formulated mathematically by Dr. Albert 
Einstein in E=mC². That is now expanded one notch 
higher by my Donut Atom model. Physics now makes 
more rational sense to me than how it was explained 
years ago at Stanford. I can now understand how gravity, 
magnetism and energy are converted with life embedded 
inside the atom, which can be expressed in a new, never 
before postulated formula:  

E∞=m(+∞C/–∞C)² 
This concept is totally new to science. The traditional picture 
of electrons circling around a ball is further advanced to a 
scientific model where proton-positrons move inside a Donut 
Atom at the speed of light to produce magnetism, which is 
squeezed out around and through the donut hole as excess 
energy must go somewhere and cannot be lost.  

That will open the question, “Where does the energy 
come from to explain why the electrons circle endlessly 
around the nuclear ball?”  

It is not yet explained by scientists who build even bigger 
cyclotrons to smash atoms with bigger force. Fractured 
atoms stuck on the cyclotron Nebel chamber cannot tell 
the rationale of elements, like manure stuck on a dairy 
barn, will never tell how many cows got milked.   

My Donut Atom theory is easier to understand as the 
apple atom cyclotron plasma beam has many embedded 
neutrino-protons running around in a circle like a horse 
and carriage. The running around squeezes magnetism 
out the walls as only so much space is available within a 
nuclear atom that creates electricity 90° to the flow of 
speeding dogs. Now we have a model where energy is 
ultimately coming from as it is always recycled at God’s 
Throne via gravity if you understand my thinking. 

To sum it up, my Donut Atom model works in reverse from 
a cyclotron perspective creating magnetism and thus 
changing into light as seen in the Nebel chamber indicating 
particles with a radiating electromagnetic  frequency. This 
produces elements with spectral lines which end up as 
elements you will find collected in the Periodic Table.  

In the real Donut Atomic world - similar to a cyclotron 
squeezed by magnetism, every time a portion of a 
converted magnetic ray passes the donut hole its 
magnetism will be compressed and then expanded on the 
other side. Thus it is happily pulsating, not pressured, but 
still forced again through the donut hole. This transfers 
and converts infinite energy from God’s Throne into the 
material universe in the form of gravity at a frequency 
level that works in the physical universe. 

Conventional science does not know where atomic energy 
comes from. It stipulates that the electrons forever orbit the 
atom’s nucleus ball in the center since the Big Bang in the 
universe 13 billion years ago. But entropy laws teach that 
that theory is not possible. A nothing evolving into 
something can not run forever as energy must follow the 
Second Law: what runs gets hot and loses speed and needs 
intelligence to direct where it goes.  

But in my Donut Atom model, the protons-neutrons move 
around inside the donut hole endlessly without friction 
connected to the source producing a force called gravity, 
which can be converted to electromagnetic frequencies 
depending where it will flow - Daleth or Heh dimension 
direction according to the electrical three-finger rule. 
However, it gains momentum back and forth circling 
inside this gigantic universe cyclotron to start the process 
over and over in space returning to get recharged again.  

Energy is never lost according to the First Law of 
Thermodynamics, so it must go back to the source to be 
renewed. Just like the water flows down the river into the 
ocean and returns via clouds and rain in the mountains to 
start the water cycle all over again.  

But the law of entropy teaches us that some energy will 
be lost; therefore, a little less than 100% actually 
returns. This is designed by God for our benefit. What is 
leftover from the gravity cycle becomes free energy to 
fuel the earth as demonstrated by the natural biological 
life in our world - now explained through DNA.  

The reduction of energy according to entropy, the Second 
Law of Thermodynamics, is caused by a parabolic time 
dimension to make the math equation come out right. 
That makes the inertia in the universe, like a flywheel, 
run slower, otherwise it would be spend too fast and 
explode like an atomic bomb. Eventually all will end, 
fizzed out in Taw, the last letter in the Hebrew Alphabet.  
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That would surprise Dr. Einstein. He would turn in his 
grave to fill in the gap he noticed in his theory. His theory 
could not explain why light is slowing down. I am sure he 
would be happy to get the answer presented in A Donut 
Atom Nuclear Story. Check out the Daleth-Heh and Jod 
dimensions that explain our universe from God’s 
perspective. Even atheistic science accepts the existence 
of a multi-dimensional universe.  

My model combines those three energy forces so they 
can be transmitted together like the electrician’s three 
finger rule. A spectral analyzer shows that each one is on 
a different oscillating energy level. They are bunched 
together as some donuts are bigger than others, or the 
three invisible forces cluster to become mass expressed 
as elements in the Periodic Table. If two donuts come 
together, the gravity force in the hole gets twice as big 
because they bunch together with magnetic force fields 
aligning in the same direction to form a taller hole like 
two magnets stuck together. 

We cannot close my story without a good illustration of 
applied Donut physics. We should look at some galaxies 
with a dark hole in the center. It is a good graphic image 
of what is really happening inside a Donut Atom. Since 
Donut Atoms are constantly born and form, their 
different stages can be observed in a pulse-star with a 
black hole - a good example of the early development of 
the donut-galaxy universe. The micro universe must be 
seen in the macro universe as the same laws apply.  

The galaxy hole is like an antenna collecting invisible 
gravity energy frequencies emanating from the outer 
universe, which is the metaphysical Heh dimension we 
call the Throne of Heaven. It sends out infinite, invisible 
light energy like an ocean throughout the universe, but 
this energy is scaled down inside the Donut Atom, which 
becomes a transformer to reduce the infinity light energy 
to the speed of light of about 186,000 miles/second to 
balance everything in nature.  

We should be daily thankful for receiving this free energy 
gift from God to live a little longer. We can analyze its 
composition through the spectral lines embedded in the 
rainbow colors coming from space. This set up makes the 
Daleth dimension possible as a material or physical 
dimension now better explained with science.  

Looking at the Hubble Telescope photographs, we can see 
the invisible energy sucked into the galaxy hole with gravity 
acting like an overpowered, gigantic vacuum cleaner. It 
collects all the invisible energy floating around and evenly 
distributes it across the universe space dimension, where it 
becomes concentrated in galactic centers.  

Inside those gigantic galactic cyclotrons, we can recognize 
a scaled down energy converter that drives the neutrino-
proton like a horse and carriage within every Donut Atom. 
Ultimately, this energy becomes crystallized as material 
elements used by business to make some money - like the 
magnet on my refrigerator.  

The intense gravity energy is then transferred according 
to a reversed three-finger electrical rule, 90° to the 
direction of suction, to generate a current with 
transformed magnetism. That propels the invisible 
neutrons pushing and chasing the protons around the 
apple slices inside the Donut Atom from large diameter to 
small diameter at the speed of light, which transfers 
energy scaled down to a lower level crystallized out as 
elements seen in spectral lines of the Periodic Table.  

Think. It is like magnets passing a conductor in a 
generator: they create an electrical current, which is 
demonstrated by a light bulb plugged into the socket. We 
can turn the turbine faster - over 60 hertz - along the 
invisible spectrum going up the electromagnetic frequency 
curve bypassing TV, radio frequencies, etc. getting higher 
in frequency past the visible range of visible light and 
beyond as high up as alpha and gamma rays.  

In fact, it can go even faster - to beyond material 
manifestation as marked with ∞ energy in science. That 
creates higher energy in the generator with a ∞ billion 
billion volts. The Donut Atom model is just reversed like a 
generator or a motor can be, but scaled down for our use.  

Some scientists may not accept my idea that the atom is 
shaped like a fat round apple because their thinking needs 
electrons for the old model. No problem. I have not 
investigated how negatively charged electrons might be 
sucked around the apple ball as the magnetic field turns in 
conjunction with them. That could explain why electrons are 
moving as the magnetic field is moving too with the 
positively charged protons to produce polarized magnetism.  

The accepted atom model says that if the nucleus is the 
size of a cherry the next electron is 3 miles away, 
meaning the electrical field greatly affects others in the 
neighborhood.  

Some made tests and discovered that the forces 
communicate with each other over long distances at 
speeds much faster than the speed of light, which 
surprised them. The commonly accepted model keeps 
them from postulating better explanations. The size and 
strength of a electromagnetic field depends on how the 
apple donut atoms clump smaller and larger like 
magnets to vary the size. It remains for the valence 
department to explain the rules of Donut Atom spooning. 

Galaxy Pictures Illustrate Donut 
Atom Model 
Seeing Galaxies in space is visual demonstrating what a 
Donut Atom looks like, as the same electrical three finger 
rule law applies to both dimensions either in the Heh and 
Daleth dimension or this micro- or macro-creation. When 
I saw these pictures, I sequenced them according to the 
Donut Atom model. You be the judge! Compare the 
frozen pictures in time against the background of now 
static universe photographed by the Hubble telescope.   

Recently, astronauts voted on the top photographs taken 
by Hubble in its 16-year journey so far. Remarking in the 
article from the Daily Mail, reporter Michael Hanlon says 
the photos “illustrate that our universe is not only deeply 
strange, but also almost impossibly beautiful.” 

Cone Nebula 
The nebula pictured here is 2.5 light years in length (the 
equivalent of 23 million return trips to the Moon). The 
Cone Nebula presents a pregnant galaxy giving birth. It is 
like a corral reef spitting out a billion Donut Atom babies 
ticking to create more galaxies in an expanding universe. 
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Hourglass Nebula 
The next pictures demonstrate the formation stage with 
Proton–Neutrino polarization. It is the same applied 
physics whether a Donut Atom or a galaxy. 

The next pictures show the Hourglass Nebula, which is 
8,000 light years away. It is a model of a Donut Atom 
forming sucking gravity infinite energy in its center.  

 

 

The next pictures illustrate galactic separation. Notice 
how they look like cell division: two galaxies form like 
a cell nucleus divides. Saturated Donut Atom protons 
repel each other to separate in the middle instead of 
spooning together. 

 

 

Section 1 - A New Concept of 
Atomic Structure  

For this is what the LORD says— 
he who created the heavens, 
he is God; 
he who fashioned and made the earth, 
he founded it; 
he did not create it to be empty, 
but formed it to be inhabited— 
he says: "I am the LORD, and there is no other.” 
(Isaiah 45:18) 

Introduction 
If we do not understand the blueprint of our existence, 
we will not understand the house we live in. Physicists 
can't stop asking questions and are the people who never 
grew up. One puzzle that philosophers and physicists 
have pondered for centuries is the riddle, "What is 
matter?" The Greek philosopher Democritus was the first 
to propose that matter is comprised of tiny "indivisibles" 
that he called "atoms." 

The history of physics is a long and involving tale, which 
will not be told here. But than there are new discoveries 
which will throw out the previous puzzle since it is a better 
picture. Discovering recently that the speed of light is not 
constant forces us to reevaluate what Dr. Albert Einstein 
explained, which revolutionized science and have another 
look what is the mystery force gravity, magnetism and 
“Life” still not defined within an atom theory. 
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How is it created? How does a clock intelligence 
mechanism link with the inside of a biological cell to 
make it propagate according to physics?  

The interaction of related mystery forces can now be 
explained by an extraordinary atom donut hypothesis, 
which investigates nuclear science from a different 
perspective even high school students would enjoy spelled 
out in simple analogies to help understanding complex 
molecular interaction now presented in a new atom theory.  

Its conclusion leads us to how our universe was created 
coupled with an embedded Biblical perspective not allowed 
to be explained in modern universities. That presents a 
problem being surrounded with contemporary scientist 
believing in an evolution religion not based on true science 
and being a German writing from a foreign language not 
very skilled to write about new discoveries in conflict with an 
atheistic pagan priesthood controlling universities. Please 
overlook some of my deficiency but get to the core of my 
scientific investigation which will present one notch higher 
than Dr. Albert Einstein’s famous energy equation: 

E=mC² 
My new Donut Atom theory is now expanded on top of an 
existing nuclear model and will give us a simpler 
understanding how an atom might look now changed 
from an old-fashioned nuclear ball theory to a Donut with 
no electrons moving around. That new theory will explain 
for the first time a rational uncomplicated explanation of 
how gravity and magnetism is created which probably 
will split science opinions right down the middle.  

I will investigate physics from a 360° perspective which 
must include the history recorded for Humanity especially 
quoting from a 4,000 year old Bible book not allowed and 
rejected by an atheistic priesthood controlling most 
universities. However if we want to be educated in a 
round about movie perspective our vision will be divided 
in two times 180° perspective which means we must turn 
around to see the invisible behind us.  

In my case, I present ideas from a dual rail perspective 
which includes the wisdom of the Bible which is a good 
method one notch higher then limited tunnel vision 
taught in most universities for a better balanced system 
usually conjure only one-sided monorail opinions. Most 
science or even Christian religion is typically explained on 
a shaky monorail perspective which needs the other rail 
for balance. My discourse will include recent discoveries 
of the Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS) code 
and ancient bronze-gold clock exhibited in many 
museums which has embedded calendars time dimension 
evolution scientists know nothing about.  

Therefore, my discourse will include the Heh and Daleth 
dimension philosophy of ancient Hebrew writings now 
deciphered for the serious people learning about a 
different aspect of science linked with the Christian faith 
never explained. If you can not explain life, gravity or 
magnetism from a dual rail perspective, than you have 
discovered a good unified theory how the universe with 
all the galaxies and us included where created.  

It is quite feat to condense a donut theory in 50 pages 
without charging money or writing elaborate expensive 
books and hope that a smarter person would show up 
and be better organized as the selection came in bits and 
pieces was only recently revealed to me from 
extraterrestrial information one page at the time. I never 

knew where I was going in the process until I saw the 
whole puzzle picture assembled at the end. I hope 
someone would rearrange the subject matter a little 
better and check it out and cross reference it with 
conventional true science being better educated to enjoy 
a journey never explained. 

This new theory is again developed according to the 
Russian egg concept with similar ideas replicated in the 
next layer of a little smaller egg fitting within the bigger 
egg matching in color and design. Once more we will see 
like in previous published Russian egg books explaining 
concepts that even in this little mini-egg overlay of God’s 
Plan for Humanity rationalized from the Biblical perspective 
aided with science and modern technology.  

It is like a dual rail road viewpoint is better balanced. 
Enjoy an unusual ride which may ruffle some feathers 
with ideas never explained in universities exposing their 
faulty thinking and discovering new biblical concepts 
never preached in church either upsetting theologian. 
That I am sure will widen our knowledge horizon if you 
can see the difference between what is true science and 
true religion from a Biblical perspective delineating and 
hopefully arriving at the truth.  

Donut Atom Model Proposal 
In rereading my Babushka books once more, I noticed a 
transformation in my own thinking over the process of 
writing.  Being a retired hi-tech inventor, president of my 
own computer company and a vintner in my later years, I 
have come to honestly believe that God has inspired much 
of what I have written. Learning about various subjects 
that I only had scant education caused me to interrupt my 
comfortable lifestyle. For the past 4 years I have gotten up 
at 4 am in the morning to write. We are now less than one 
year before the Apocalypse, and true science rises in 
conflict with one hundred year old evolution opinions 
elevated to a religion in our universities.  

My challenge to you will be, “Can we think from an 
unbiased platform and delineate between what is science 
from what is prejudiced evolution opinion?”  My challenge 
encompasses some paradoxes, controversies and/or 
outright mistakes presented in my books. That could open 
new avenues of scientific and theological understanding, 
which would remove the greatest obstacles to 
understanding our world a little better.  

Similar to what Galileo or Martin Luther experienced 
standing before an educated tribunal to try to justify their 
new ideas that conflicted with the establishment, I present 
some rather bold and striking ideas in these few pages. 
Time will tell, but I think the implications of my new model 
of atomic structure are world changing in perspective – 
potentially worthy of a Nobel Prize! 

Whenever I read now various science magazines articles 
- stories on atoms & cosmos, archaeology & geology, 
genetics & cells, DNA & stem cells, body & brain 
functions, neutrinos & elements connected to rainbow 
spectral lines expanded to the universe – they all end up 
eventually blending with theology of the Bible in a way 
that satisfies important and serious questions about the 
nature of things, or why the universe is as it is, when no 
satisfying answers can be found in the halls of the great 
secular universities.  

You explain to me how gravity or magnetism is 
manufactured and how life is embedded in atoms to 
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differentiate an organic from an inorganic molecule? 
What is the essence to link society religious or scientific 
drive to grasp and understand for the first time? What is 
the Plan for Humankind from God’s perspective as 
embedded in the Bible?  

You will find that the concepts in Babushka books are 
drawn from antiquity and embellished with true science. 
Together, this collection of concepts presented in book 
form represent a woven, unified fabric including ancient 
historical facts from humanity’s 4,000 years of recorded 
history as recorded in the Bible.  My research exposed a 
continuous timeline from antiquity into the future, which is 
now validated. It is like choosing a dinner plate full of 
appetizers to satisfy our inner urge. Only then we have the 
freedom to decide and can pick appetizers according to our 
science or theological taste.  

Expect to be confronted with many gross errors in our 
modern thinking patterns like sour grapes typically found 
in a biased evolution religion controlled by the academic 
priesthood overseeing our universities. They will not 
allow open discussions of many subjects like intelligence 
science discovered and embedded in genes not 
conforming to basic entropy laws and call that ignorance 
religion forbidden by the American government. Perhaps 
truth and liberty  can only be found in Jail or when you 
where fired from your job like a high school teacher in 
Chicago interviewed on the evening show by Larry King 
to have the freedom to expresses extraordinary science 
ideas not controlled by atheistic government. 

I have recently learned much by comparing what was 
written in my earlier books with what I read in several 
science magazine articles with their many pictures, either 
photographs or illustrations from computer generated 
graphics. Those science articles mention data that prove 
so many aspects of my writings. I have lost count of it 
all, as previously described. That is fun and exiting for 
me discovering more like catching fish one after another.  

I know that more time and effort is required to read my 
books in order to understand the newly discovered HANS 
(Hebrew Alphabet Number System) linked to science. I 
compare it to a treasure hunt or like diving for pearls in the 
unlimited Bible Ocean. Science enables me to find Bible 
knowledge pearls one after another every time I dive. Check 
it out and widen your knowledge horizons to see more of 
God’s Plan as I explain science from a Godly perspective. 

Use the Internet to tell me your discoveries or visit a 
passionate retired German inventor still inventing useful 
ideas could make you a millionaire if you talk some more 
visiting a California Mendocino vineyard and tasting the 
best home grown organic pinot wine.  

Road Map of a New Theory 
Section 1 A New Concept of Atomic Structure 

Section 2 Groundwork for a New Theory 

Section 3 New Model of Atomic Structure Described 

Section 4 The Atom as a Model for the Universe 

Section 5 The Mechanism Sustaining the Universe 

Section 6 Why do we have a Universe? 

Section 7 Babushka Book Concepts: 7,000 Years of 
History 

Section 2 - Groundwork for a 
New Theory 

A Mystery Rainbow Above God’s 
Throne  
When I first discovered a systems code embedded in the 
ancient Hebrew Alphabet, it challenged my curiosity as 
an inventor of high-technology. It works like a math 
system check when overlaid with the Bible and exposed 
many prophecies shrouded for centuries, being 
misunderstood by theologians and so causing different 
denominations.  

When I straightened out the mixed up pages in Revelation, 
a new puzzle picture showed up which in turn deciphered 
many mystery clocks in museums around the world. These 
discoveries eventually became a series of Babushka books 
aligning various concepts in parallel and confirmed by the 
Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS).  

HANS discerns between the Daleth dimension (this world–
in this time) and the Heh dimension (the other side-
spiritual infinity), which cannot be measured with our 
Daleth instruments of physics. For example, we have no 
instruments to quantify “life” and do not know how it is 
embedded within an atom. All that exists has intelligence 
implanted within it in order to make it run a certain path.  

Human existence must have purpose can never be 
random as intelligence domineers every atom to behave 
and conform to certain laws. “Purpose” therefore is the 
start of every investigation otherwise get mostly stuck in 
controversies and paradoxes.  

The ancient Bible is the only book to give us logical 
answers. Applying it to science questions must be based 
on purpose. Following the trail and comparing it with 
modern science, I discovered that Dr. Albert Einstein 
theorized on the Daleth side perspective explaining 
physics, but in this discourse, we will try to see the same 
physical laws from the Heh dimension perspective.  

I discovered that the Heh dimension is always reflected in 
the Daleth dimension for some mysterious reason, which 
makes me conclude that only a creation model can unify 
both dimensions sharing the same laws of physics. We can 
therefore find out how gravity and magnetism is 
manufactured and embedded within every atom, which is 
replicated in every galaxy controlled with the same 
intelligence as identical laws must apply. Even when we do 
not see certain forces, we know they exist, or tell me what 
is this invisible electricity energy in my wall socket is that 
instantly produces light when the switch is turned on.  

Therefore, in our science investigation we must first look 
at the purpose for existence, and why everything works 
so well. It must be compared with God’s Plan for 
Humanity linked with the underlying principle now 
revealed across the many pages of the Bible using HANS.  

The most important theme for mortals is centered on 
God’s Plan for Humanity ending in the prophesied 
eminent birth of the Saints resurrected at once on a 
future date. Since it was determined and planned before 
the foundation of the earth, we want to investigate what 
was laid out and how it is connected with the story of a 
heavenly rainbow now deciphered with spectral lines. 
That gets us back in history of the original universe which 
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was disturbed by Lucifer’s rebellion in the highest 
government of the Heh dimension. 

It gave reason for God to put together another plan for 
reconciliation and correct what went wrong. He designed a 
new Jod dimension to replace our present one according to 
a predetermined schedule. Since the present Heh dimension 
is broken like a dinner plate and cannot be repaired, a plan 
for a new heaven – new earth was needed. This exchange of 
the old for the new is represented in the rainbow above 
God’s Throne [Revelation 4], which got my attention as a 
scientist. It was never explained by theologians. Having 
recently discovered a Hebrew Alphabet Number System 
expanded my ability to link the Heh dimension with the 
Daleth dimension.  

The rainbow over God’s Throne depicted in Revelation 4 is 
like a prominent pictogram of supreme imperial power. It 
is displayed like in Roman times when an eagle was placed 
over Caesar’s throne. It is usually replicated on a right 
hand finger ring expressing supreme imperial power with a 
seal to imprint documents of new laws, give orders in 
changes of government administrations, decide over death 
and life and in general exercise what needs to be done 
among conquered nations. Once sealed and imprinted with 
the emblem cannot be changes and is carried out.  

God does the same and used a rainbow when he wanted 
to seal important decision either in the Heh or Daleth 
dimension give authority to make his order valid. For 
example, when God ratified a contract made with Adam 
in 4004 BC, the world was not totally destroyed in Noah’s 
Apocalypse (Flood) in 2288 BC. God made a new 
covenant with Noah and his descendants and sealed it 
with a seven color rainbow for the Daleth dimension. 
Check it out in Genesis.  

At the end of Revelation in the Bible I noticed another 
seven color rainbow linked with the second Apocalypse, 
but now it includes the Heh dimension landscape. There is a 
powerful angel with a seven color rainbow above his head 
who gives an order to execute all the fallen demon angels in 
the underworld of the Heh dimension, which reaches as far 
as the air domain of our earth. This mighty angel displays 
the seven color rainbow to signify that he has the imperial 
infinite seal with direct authority from God.  

Therefore, my investigation of the rainbow in heaven got 
my attention and discovered in the process how the 
universe was created embedded with divine imperial 
power controlling every atom God created. Like a gigantic 
computer keeping track as nothing is left to chance, God 
ultimately decides the future or past and a time 
dimension even my and your life is known as it is 
connected to Divine Life. Do not ever think that this 
gigantic computer will sleep as he will remember every 
word you said recorded in books opened on the final day 
of humanity. Check it out. I am not writing fairy tales.  

We will now focus on a rainbow described in Revelation 
Chapter4, which describes a rainbow over God’s Throne 
with spectral lines information embedded which lead me 
to postulate a new donut atom theory ending in a good 
model how the universe was created. 

After this I looked, and there in heaven a door stood 
open! And the first voice, which I had heard speaking to 
me like a trumpet, said, “Come up here, and I will show 
you what must take place after this.” At once I was in 
the spirit, and there in heaven stood a throne, with one 
seated on the throne!  And the one seated there looks 

like jasper and carnelian, and around the throne is a 
rainbow that looks like an emerald.  (Revelation 4:1-4)    

Rainbow Spectrum Lines Part 1 
The heavenly rainbow has embedded spectral lines, which 
gives us information how a Donut Atom is formed. To 
understand that invisible information we must first get 
acquainted of what spectral lines understood from our 
present time.  

Our eyesight is not capable of seeing invisible rays outside 
its range. We must not assume that a rainbow in heaven 
has no color or spectral lines just because it is in the Bible. I 
am a little scientifically inclined and do not reject information 
from another source just because I was only educated in 
present evolution religion enforced in every atheistic 
university claiming all the rights of science. They do not 
allow facts to be presented that are not conforming to the 
accepted political mindset.  

Science is now deteriorating into a nonsensical illogical 
morass sanctioned by the establishment as the only 
gospel. Writing this book opened my horizons much wider 
by comparing science with the Bible to discover what the 
other side had to say. I copied some neat information for 
you from the Internet.  

What Scientists Learn From 
Spectrums 
It took a long time for scientist to learn how to use a 
spectrum to gain insight into the universe. Isaac Newton 
(1642-1727) saw the spectrum from sunlight as a 
continuous band of colors. In 1802, William Wollaston 
(1766-1828) observed several dark lines in the spectrum 
of the sun. He thought they represented natural divisions 
between colors.  

Joseph von Fraunhofer (1787-1826) looked at the 
sunlight with even better prism; He saw 600 such dark 
lines in the spectrum. Then finally, Gustav Kirchhoff 
(1824-1887 figured out what was going on and gave the 
world a set of rules describing what was making both 
continuous spectrum that Newton saw and the dark lines 
that Fraunhofer saw.  

When German scientist Joseph von Fraunhofer discovered 
the rainbow colors coming from space he noticed 
embedded spectral lines of every element. They are now 
categorized in the periodic table that created new 
technologies utilizing his detection we could today no 
longer live without it.  

Just look at the full range of application designing various 
spectral analyzers used in agriculture, crime laboratories, 
genetic modification, DNA investigation, court proceedings, 
hospital medical examination, universities and the list goes 
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on. Now we can expand on Mr. Joseph von Fraunhofer’s 
spectral line vision.  

Wavelength=distance between peaks (Wavelength = m)  
Frequency=number of peaks passing a point in 1 

second (f = 1/sec) 

Rule #1: A luminous solid or liquid emits a 
continuous spectrum of all wavelengths. It has 
no lines in it. 

Rule #2: A rarefied luminous gas light whose 
spectrum shows bright lines. These lines are 
called emission lines. 

Rule #3: If the light from a source passes 
through a gas, the gas may extract certain 
specific energies from the continuous spectrum. 
We then see dark lines where the energy has 
been removed. These dark lines are called 
absorption lines. 

Each element in the dark periodic table appears in 
gaseous form and will form and will produce a 
series of bright lines unique to that element. 
Hydrogen will not look like helium which will not 
like carbon which will not like iron...and so on. 
Thus, astronomers can identify what kinds of stuff 
are in stars from the lines they find in the star’s 
spectrum. This type of study is called 
spectroscopy.  

 

The science of spectroscopy is quite 
sophisticated. From spectral lines astronomers 
can determine not only the element, but the 
temperature and density of that element in the 
star. The spectral lines can tell us about any 
magnetic field of the star. The width if the line 
can tell us how fast the material is moving. We 
can learn about winds in stars from this.  

If the lines shift back and forth we can learn that 
the star may be orbiting another star, we can 
estimate the mass and size of the star from this. 
If the line grow and fade in strength we can 
learn about the physical changes in the star. 
Spectral information can also tell us about 
material around stars. This material may be 
falling onto one star from a doughnut-shaped 

disk around the star called accretion disk. (That 
will be our story next). 

The disks often form around a neutron star or 
black hole. The light from the stuff between the 
stars allows astronomers to study the interstellar 
medium (ISM). This tells us what type of stuff 
fills the space between the stars. Space is not 
empty! There is lots of gas and dust between the 
stars. Spectroscopy is one of the fundamental 
tools which scientists use to study the universe. 

Now let’s examine another rainbow spectrum, but one 
notch higher, as it comes from God’s Throne (Heh 
dimension), which is the very center of the universe as 
reported by the Apostle John in Revelation 4.  

Let’s investigate these phenomena with scientific tools 
available through a dual railroad perspective forbidden by 
the atheistic academics that control universities. Not 
allowing the Bible to be quoted in science forums has 
caused degenerated monorail opinions and fairy tales 
elevated to a false science believed by gullible people 
that needs an editorial police force and lawyers to force it 
on the public due to a lack of evidence. Atheistic 
evolution cannot explain life or how gravity is generated 
and bound together with magnetism.  

In this book, you discover science expressed with the 
ancient Hebrew perspective of the Bible, which presents 
revelation from the Heh dimension of the spirit that 
explains some of the mysteries of the Daleth dimension 
of material physics subject to time. My model gives a 
panoramic view from the Donut Atom level to the source 
of infinite energy - the greatest mystery of all - the 
Eternal God. In some ways every atom is like a child of 
God because he created it:   

Then God said, “Let us make humanity in our 
image, according to our likeness; and let them 
have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over 
the birds of the air, and over the cattle, and 
over all the wild animals of the earth, and over 
every creeping thing that creeps upon the 
earth.” So God created humanity in his image, in 
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the image of God he created them;  male and 
female he created them. (Genesis 1:26-27) 

A New Math Equation 
The latest scientific definition of an atom is complete enough 
to build nuclear bombs and nuclear power stations. It is 
based on Dr. Albert Einstein’s famous energy equation: 

E=mC² 
My discovery in the Bible of a new donut atom model puts 
nuclear physics up another notch higher. The equation I 
use reflects Einstein’s but comes from the Heh dimension 
perspective: 

E∞ = m (+∞C / –∞C)² 
This new formula converting energy of invisible infinite 
light creates a force for the Daleth dimension creating 
elements which can be seen embedded in spectral lines 
forming solid elements expressed in the periodic table. A 
creation force coming from the Heh dimension now 
ending on the lower Daleth dimension both coming from 
space and share spectral lines in a rainbow color 
frequencies spectrum, which has embedded intelligence 
information either expressed in light force spectral lines 
or elements crystallized out. It is like a frozen force seen 
in physics’ creating atoms of our material world 
categorized in the periodic table. Both concepts are based 
what comes from space stretched across a dual railroad a 
better balanced system much more stable.  

Energy Scalability Explained 
Professor Albert Einstein taught the scientific world that 
time is not what it seems. The Speed of Light is not 
constant either. Both time and light speed are affected by 
gravity, which means the neighborhood you are located 
in. Just as the moon’s gravity pulls on the earth’s oceans 
to make tides, so the gravity of galaxies, stars, planets 
and other stellar phenomena pull, bend and even 
consume light and time.  

The primary lesson for modern scientific observation is 
that the principle of uniformitarianism is only useful 
within the context of time. We have at best only a couple 
of hundred years of documented observations. From 
them most scientists extrapolate “billions of years” 
forward or backward through time. But Einstein taught us 

that, when it 
comes to the 
passage of time, 
what we may 
perceive to be 
taking place is 
distorted by our 
point of 

reference. 
Because we are 
part and parcel 
with the present 
phenomena of 
time, we cannot 
observe or 
measure it 
objectively. We 

need a third, external point of reference for that purpose. 

The primary lesson for me concerns my research into 

prophetic timetables. The Bible presents the divine plan, 
which is symmetrically designed, but many variables of 
relative chronological perspective exist, which makes any 
correlation with our present calendar very difficult.  

God’s symmetric patterns of history and prophecy possess 
heavenly design but apply to our material dimension. This 
means that symmetrical patterns of historical and prophetic 
events overlay the uneven or warped continuum of time-
space of the natural universe. The alignments are moving 
tangents connecting curves to curves. The time-space 
distances are vast and ever changing, and so my researched 
estimates of the dates for predicted events is dated very 
accurately based on ancient clocks and HANS totaling 66 
witnesses. 

Because time and space are moving curves of relative 
speeds and force fields, any attempt to correlate God’s 
prophetic clock to our own is extremely difficult. One 
thing is certain: God's plan for this universe is fixed. Time 
and again I found that the calculated dates for the events 
of the Apocalypse correlated with the signs in the 
heavens and match ancient calendars. Like the gears of a 
cuckoo clock, the historical and prophetic tables 
synchronize with the cosmic clock set in the universe 
from the beginning.  

But gravity bends time and light, slowing them down or 
speeding them up based on the gravitational 
environment. My Parabolas of Time graph plots the curve 
of a changing year length. Over variables may exist due 
to time’s capacity to bend. Only fulfilled prophecy will 
tell. The Apocalypse in the Daleth dimension reflects 
heavenly purposes. Because the prophesied earthly 
events and dates are linked to heavenly events, they will 
take place when the heavenly clock gears linking the two 
have moved into their appointed positions. God has set 
the schedule from creation.  

My Babushka books express scaled concepts that fit 
together like a set of nested Russian toy eggs. Each egg 
has a number of smaller ones inside that replicate the 
same picture but scaled appropriate to the size of each 
one. Similarly, an atom - as the smallest egg, replicates 
the pattern of the next bigger egg linking higher still to 
encompass the whole universe and finally connecting with 
the largest egg - the Bible. The Donut Atom model reveals 
the structure of the universe created with purpose, 
crowned with humanity and connecting the Daleth 
dimension physical world with the Heh-spirit dimension. 
The infinite God (I AM) is revealed in the Bible’s description 
of a smaller, finite, version (Man) as an image of God.  

We will see it later clarified with many analogies explaining 
the embedded intelligence of invisible realities like the light 
spectrum analogue the invisible ultraviolet frequency 
linked with infrared color also invisible. It is like when the 
invisible God said in capital letters [I AM] we become the 
counter part spelled with a smaller letter but now 
appearing in the visible spectrum [i-am] expressing a dual 
dimension, which is similar the universe to an invisible 
atom a smaller egg. The infinite light is replicated in the 
finite energy spectrum like a scaled eternity embedded 
converted in finite energy and slowing down in a time 
dimension from a dual railroad perspective.  

Dr. Albert Einstein explained that a slowing time 
dimension influences the speed of light, which made the 
atom bomb possible with gigantic energy released in 
seconds. The sun shows the same energy conversion but 
at a modulated, slower release of energy without a 
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mushroom accident; however, the Bible reports an 
uncontrolled big bang explosion, like Chernobyl, that took 
place about 6,500 years ago (4488 BC +2012 =6,500).  

I ask now the question what would be the mechanism 
within the atom to slow down a time dimension equation 
to avoid a fast nuclear reaction in seconds like an atomic 
bomb. Understanding Mr. Joseph von Fraunhofer’s 
discovery of spectral lines embedded in light frequencies 
which can be expanded in a new donut theory not yet 
taught in school can give us the answer why the sun 
converts the same energy a little slower.  

Examining a cuckoo clock mentioned in previous 
Babushka books with gravity controlling gears in a time 
dimension gives us a picture what would happen inside 
an atom. If we would remove the clock pendulum and 
watch now gravity reacting within seconds activating an 
invisible uncontrolled force which even could jerk the 
clock off the wall in pieces on the floor energy released 
too fast. That would end a time dimension concluding in 
absolute Zero Time for that clock.  

Therefore, I thank God he engineered a pendulum 
system within the sun like a cuckoo clock with a time 
pendulum to control energy released a little slower as I 
would not be around to tell you about with a new theory 
matching physics not explained in universities.  

Imagining Zero time dimension demonstrated and watched 
a movie in Washington science museum which explained a 
Zero Time dimension by removing all space between atoms 
demonstrating that all the galaxies in the universe could be 
shrunk down to fit inside a one pound coffee can. That 
concept is no different than to postulate that the infinite Heh 
dimension world can be embedded in the Daleth dimension 
again controlled by two entropy laws postulating within a 
donut atom system.  

Proposed Entropy Laws of the 
Universe 
First Law:  
“Nothing” can only replicate itself into “nothing” or 
disintegrate formless into less then 100% ending in Taw. 

The Second Law:  
If you add infinite light intelligence to the first law it will 
replicate itself into “something”, one notch higher over 
100% of “nothing.” 

That “something” for the Daleth dimension world would be 
formed into elements found in the periodic table which can 
be formulated from the donut atom theory expressed in 
two laws explained as the third option resulting according 
to the electrical three finger rule explained latter:  

∞E “Something” = mass x ([C+∞] / [C–∞])² 

Previous Babushka Book References 
My second Babushka book2 describes a new Rosetta Stone 
discovery from ancient times which revealed that the 
Hebrew Alphabet Number System has embedded a clock 
code which exposed dates in Daniels-John prophecy. That 
got me in trouble with theologians which censured my first 
Babushka books3 just seeing a date on the front cover [21 

                                    
2 Mystery of Tammuz 17 – The Apocalypse Dated and Described 
3 Apocalypse Prophesied – God’s Plan for Humanity 

December 2008 - 21 December 2015] pontificating “no 
one knows the time” an old excuse to hide their ignorance. 
The prophesied Apocalypse is scary but surprised me that 
educated persons reacting with lack of knowledge linked to 
intolerance. Asking every pastor get the same answers we 
do not want to upset folks in our church.  

Looking closer, I think they just worry about income getting 
smaller perhaps from folks being better informed. A retired 
inventor-scientist never misses a challenge kept on digging 
to find more proof to counter ignorance made another 
discovery deciphering ancient bronze-gold clocks4 exhibited 
in many museums like the Aztec stone calendar and the 
Antikythera calculator with 32 gears in an Athens museum a 
science mystery for a hundred years now deciphered in my 
third Babushka book, which proved even more Bible 
prophecy with a date. It surprised me greatly and expanded 
my horizon to find more clocks in museums with quite a 
number not deciphered by scientists.  

That directed me to notice that even in Genesis-Bible has 
embedded a world calendar a total surprise never 
mentioned in any science books or theological institution 
searching the internet. That new perspective opened 
more science horizon for me as I was now confronted 
with Einstein’s theory. He also seems to have questioned 
that time is not constant. That explains why recently 
being inundated with tons of people writing in science 
magazines articles how the universe was created seems 
stuck in hundreds of theories going nowhere.  

It looks like our civilization has become unhinged. No 
wonder. We have lost the compass of the Bible 
instruction book purged from every school. Perhaps it is 
time looking back where our civilization started to get a 
new perspective again as history is repeated in cycles. 
Discovering how ancient bronze-gold clocks work, 
available free on the internet, the ancient clock builders 
are telling us that time is not constant which in our 
modern time is now explained by Dr. Albert Einstein too.  

I notice many articles appearing in scientific magazines 
on new conjectures that upset a lot of scientists because 
they prove an evolution religion meltdown by new 
discoveries. That fallout has tremendous implications 
even for politicians perplexed by global warming, world 
wide energy-food shortages, the environment in trouble, 
oceans fished out and the list goes on and on. It all 
connects of how we think as fallible mortal human beings 
relating to the universe would make a difference.  

I will start at the bottom with a new atom theory fitting 
much better in the overall picture of science as it could end 
confusion as my Babushka books are designed to open a 
knowledge horizon a little wider which hopefully would 
solve some of humanity’s problems. Maybe theologians 
have a chance to be educated in science so that they can 
convince pastors that the Bible is scientific, too.  

Ancient Clocks Connect with 
Donut Atoms 
The biggest quest for modern scientist not finding any 
answers is how was the first atom created which could 
evolve into more complex structures recognized as 
elements collected in a periodic Table expressed with 
rainbow colors spectral lines. I compare our civilization 
running out of energy like having a hybrid 12 cylinder car 

                                    
4 Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar Mysteries 
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with advanced high-tech technology now even controlled 
from space but is now broken and lacking the mechanic 
not educated how to fix it caused by deficient atheistic 
school system no longer teaching Bible wisdom collected 
from 4,000 years.  

Just watching the NEWS it is getting worse that even the 
fuel is rapidly depleting compared to the price per gallons 
if you remember last years gasoline pump sticker price. 
Yet scientist commiserating to discover that time of our 
universe is running out too upsetting hundreds explained 
theories which will obsolete many books. Therefore let’s 
have another look in our changing world and examining a 
tree again to understand the forest but recognize its 
surrounding environment without it a forest would not 
exist back to the tree where it started to complete the 
circle.  

The beginning of our galaxy could be started with Gravity 
and Magnetism which are interlinked with a Time 
dimension. But there is another ingredient we find 
embedded some kind Intelligence Code giving birth to 
three energy frequencies nodules forming elements or 
mass and on top of the pyramid is a mystery life force 
which establishes our existence Body-Soul and Spirit. 
Only earth has Life embedded no other place we know of. 
For strange reason it is linked with Infinite Light the 
greatest mystery but is very essential for us as mortals 
giving us energy to grow food but is running out of time 
all connected and can be summed up mathematically in 
an ancient Hebrew hand rule. 

 1+4=5 
 
That hand rule tells when God [+one] is put in the equation 
in the Daleth dimension [4] (in this world in this time) we 
get Heh [5] (the other side spiritual dimension) which 
equals = knowledge and hopefully is balanced with wisdom.  

The Daleth= [4] dimension can be summed up by:  

God + [Light+Gravity+Magnetism+Time]  

= Knowledge   

If you are offended by the word “God” just replace it with 
another word “Intelligence” to cross the bridge of ignorance. 
As we have learned from ancient clocks describing a 
parabolic time dimension, light has embedded intelligence in 
it and, when modified, it evolves into elements categorized 
in the Periodic Table according to the three finger rule of the 
electrical laws.  

I learned from recent DNA physics that a molecule or 
biological cell can only replicate itself with embedded 
intelligence, which needs a roadmap for its nucleus to 
propagate. Remember, entropy laws teach that we can 
never, ever get over 100% in an energy conversion. Do 
not be misled by evolution fairy tale speculation found in 
our school books and painted evolution monkey pictures 
depicting increased intelligence and complexity (requiring 
increased energy) levels on museum walls for lack of 
evidence.  

Another misconception contrary to science, which needs 
revision, is the notion that time dimension and the speed 
of light is infinite but becomes finite in teeter-totter 
crossover following a parabolic time curve. Looking at 
history and ancient bronze-gold clocks exhibited in 

museums the parabolic crossover point happened about 
2,000 years ago (BC/AD) and is considered to be the 
fullness of the time dimension based on the 7,000-Year 
Table of Human History. For example, since scientists 
invented instruments to measure the speed of light about 
400 years ago, it was proved by hundreds of calculated 
measurements confirming that light slowed down if we 
trust more in our technical instruments than the evolution 
religion priesthood that denies it.  

Any calculations for the universe must therefore be 
considered along a parabolic declining time curve if we 
want to measure energy or gravity in a conversion of 
mass. As Dr. Albert Einstein explained, the speed of light 
slowing down will affect gravity or visa versa like a 
teeter-totter, which will change with the difference 
measured depending at what point it intersects on the 
parabolic time curve dimension.  

If the speed of light was higher in ancient times, we can 
postulate that the higher velocity of light would 
demonstrate a higher biological energy conversion and 
consequently plants would have grown five times faster 
than what we measure today. They would have 
reproduced with more biodiversity in ancient times as 
more energy converted into elements due to a higher 
density of oxygen being available to fuel bigger DNA 
molecule strings. That would explain why we see 
embedded in fossil bones five time bigger cell structures, 

much bigger plant life imprinted in coal deposits, bigger 
trees, large leaves embedded in muck, big animals like 
dinosaurs in a relative short time buried in clay–
sandstone deposit unending to witness around our globe.  

Check out the embedded air bubbles in amber a resin 
from five times bigger trees measuring doubled much 
higher oxygen content twice the fuel what we have 
today. All existing compressed growing in a much shorter 
time period just like the Bible tells us. Before the Atlantis 
civilization, people were much bigger like the Nephilim 
mentioned in the Bible. Genetic science teaches that 
recessive genes will reappear after so many generations 
being reproduced from the original imprint but never over 
100% according to the laws of entropy. 
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The Bible recorded that giants existed like the Amorite 
and Canaanite descendants of Anak or Enoch, Cain’s son. 
Anakites were destroyed in Sodom and Gomorra. Another 
outbreak of recessive genes in David’s time made him 
famous killing Goliath and some of his family, all 
recorded to be over 9 feet tall.  

Check out many more complete fossil bones where found 
in different location to witness large human beings and 
not a fraught perpetrated by a corrupt evolution 
priesthood took some bones named it “Lucie” and 
proclaimed it a trans specie held in a bank vault non has 
access to. It does not bother their consciousness 
collecting only 3 feet tall animal bones and lying to the 
ignorant public what is so obvious a deceptive fraught 
manipulation by an atheistic evolution religion denying 
science at any cost. 

However in this picture shown gives you fossilized 
skeletons collected from different location and you check 
it open to the public if they are authentic and come to 
your own conclusion5 not want to write another Babushka 
book. Check embedded in sandstone muck human 
footprint imprinted in a dinosaur foot print exhibited in 
Texas not allowed to be shown in our schools to keep you 
badly misinformed.  

Another big fruit mystery was resolved for me reading in 
[Numbers 13:23] that the 12 spies with Joshua and 
Caleb as their leader coming back from checking out the 
Canaanites giants the descendants of Anak and compared 
themselves like grasshoppers discouraged to conquer; 
but brought proof carrying huge single cluster of grapes 
from the valley of Eshkol carried by two people an 

                                    
5 http://bibleprobe.com/nephilim.htm 
 

unnatural size for us not possible at our oxygen fuel 
level. I could first not fit it in my science understanding 
but God revealed it at the end of this Babushka booklet. 
We must read the ancient Hebrew Torah text very 
carefully and noticed that good old Noah must have been 
an Italian I am sure, as most Italian immigrated in my 
neighborhood plant a vineyard wherever they settled. 
Noah fond of exceptional good wine read the story and 
made sure he has some rootstock saved from before the 
flood planting a vineyard again his joy and hobby as soon 
he got off the boat and planted a vineyard.  

That rootstock was from prehistoric grapes much bigger 
fruit evolved from higher oxygen fuel growing with larger 
grape cells. I wish I had budding sample preserved for 
my vineyard in California and makes some money for a 
change like Napa valley have a truck now which would be 
no problem transporting super grapes.  

Not understanding nature from ancient time linked with 
the parabolic time dimension or just plain investigating 
fossil cells with the microscope and wondering why are 
they bigger we no longer see in our time caused totally 
willful faulty programmed thinking postulating and 
imagine that the universe must be billion NASA years old 
which data measured from our present time but should 
think of a scenario if light is not constant much faster and 
starting from infinite which evidenced in the fossil and 
geological records. That would make our time dimension 
getting shorter too clearly stated in the Bible and proven 
by ancient gold-bronze clocks exhibited in museums. 
Check it out in the clock Babushka book.  

Recently on TV, I saw a giant living in China who is 15 ft 
tall. Explain that to me if you are a scientist. I hope you 
do not believe in an atheistic evolution religion but 
become educated in true science.  

We could have found more evidences of this pre-Flood 
civilization known to many as the ancient Atlantis 
civilization, but the Flood of Noah’s time in 2288 BC 
coincided with shifting tectonic plates and drifting continents 
due to a massive asteroid strike in the Gulf of Mexico. This 
strike is usually dated 60 million years ago, but that is a 
fairy tale opinion unproven. The Flood destroyed or covered 
up much of the evidence burying in muck and sand or under 
water. You can search the Internet about some underwater 
foundations and streets laid out from previous civilizations 
discovered around the globe.    

Prehistoric archeology sites and ancient coal deposits 
evidence very big cell structures in plants, which was 
probably caused by twice today’s oxygen density of the 
atmosphere. That tells me that in the Garden of Eden, Adam 
and Eve must have also been much bigger than today’s 
rather common 6 feet. How about 18 or 36 feet tall? 
Theologians might flip out hearing that!   

We learned from science that when light is faster, the 
energy conversion for our bio-world is faster, too. That 
means so many thousand years ago everything was bigger, 
growing much more quickly under very different climate 
conditions, which were enhanced by a spin-axis movement 
of seven solstice cycles in one earthly orbit around the sun. 
(See Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar Mysteries 
chapters 2-3)  

Evidence for this ancient spin-axis pattern of cycles is 
found in the ancient Aztec calendar clock. It is also 
verified in Genesis, which gives us the two witnesses 
needed to establish facts. A positive witness is added 
from science if you apply the laws of physics and look 
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into your microscope to examine the fossil record.  

Coal deposits testify that different climate temperatures 
prevailed around the world before 2288 BC. It never got 
too hot, and it never rained. There were no rain clouds, 
snow or ice on its poles. The ancient climate would grow 
more food for animals to support their bigger bodies just 
like greenhouse with its warm, moist air and lights on 
day and night. The huge fossil-shale-oil deposits and big 
mineralized trees buried in a Californian State Park near 
my neighborhood proves the ancient superabundance of 
light energy.  

Today, the average size of a person is 5-6 feet tall and 
the speed of light is 186,000 miles/sec. An elephant is 
about three times the length of man. Transpose that to 
the picture above where we see skeletons of human 
giants up to 18 feet tall as photographed. I am not telling 
you a fairy tale as we can measure the bones!  

Then put that prehistoric giant next to friendly plant-eating 
dinosaur, and you would have the same ration of ancient 
human to dinosaur as modern human to elephant. Those 
gentle leviathans even mentioned in the Bible would make 
good pets like we see today in India where a little boy 
rides an elephant. Science fills in the missing pieces 
because fundamental laws in physics do not change.  

The proof we get in genetics is explained in my fourth 
Babushka book, Genetic Modification EXPOSED! It is 
easy to understand by the average reader.  

Both dominant and recessive genes repeatedly appear 
from the original imprint since creation. If copied a 
hundred times, it is the same except that the law of 
entropy means that some genetic loss occurs after so 
many generations. For some unknown reason, the most 
ancient prototype comes sometimes comes around again 
full circle: even after so many generations, it replicates 
the original. That is why we still look human and not like 
apes as some atheists believe. 

If the light speed would be the same today as in ancient 
times, it would reproduce similar life forms again 100%. But 
light has slowed down since then. The infinite light seems to 
be changed by the time dimension’s parabolic nature, which 
together with the less oxygen available, resulted in our 
modern plus or minus 6 foot people. 

Today, light takes 8 minutes to arrive on earth from the 
sun, which is a little longer than in ancient times. When 
this shift first occurred, massive extinctions resulted due 
to the rapid downhill curve of less energy available. Even 
the Bible faithfully recorded the existence of giants two to 
three times bigger than the average. Outbreaks of 
gigantism seem to occur in 500-year cycles.  

So do not just lay away this unheard story not matching 
fairy tales taught in schools but test it out with true 
science not biased by an evolution religion. I mentioned a 
hybrid racing car lets say 500 horsepower. When we 
accelerate from slow to very fast we will need more 
gasoline fuel when it runs highest. Bigger energy 
conversion makes for higher horsepower creating bigger 
biological DNA structures measured in RPM on a car 
performance. That means higher velocity light in the 
cylinders gets you to run over 300 miles an hour more 
energy available as the time is getting shorter covering 
the same distance if you understand my analogy. Our 
universe runs with the same laws now better explained 
with a donut theory making a lot more logical sense not 
found in schoolbooks.  

In this report we will collect a lot of evidence to support a 
better theory seeing gaps in our thinking, like the two 
Pioneer Spacecrafts a decade ago reported heading out 
into solar system at speed too high to be explained by 
standard theory of gravity still controversial not 
explained. Other spacecrafts flying past Earth several 
years ago gained more speed than can be accounted for 
by Einstein theory of gravitation stated by Ron Coven6 
astronomy editor of Science News. That proves my 
projection of an asteroid already in an 825-day orbit 
calculated to hit the earth in not about 2020 but earlier 
on 17 September 2015 as indicated from ancient clocks 
and HANS overlaid with the Bible explained later.  

Theorizing about the absence of electrons of the first 
stars born emitting enough ultraviolet light to re-ionize 
the universe by stripped off atoms should question our 
atom theories. In my donut theory I have no use for 
electrons creating a fog of scattered microwave polarized 
back ground radiation as I think it is only an opinion but 
does not exist just like the other fairy tale now 
postulating that dark mater to be 23.3% and Dark 
energy 72.1% leaving only 4.6% not much leftover 
ordinary matter to stick on my refrigerator converted to a 
magnet. Alleged the first stars began to shine when the 
universe was no older than 430 million years. That is 3% 
from the beginning 13.7 Billion orange years.  

The Aztec-Bible-Antikythera clock calendar gives us a 
different shorter ratio more truth worthy as it is 
measured on a declining exponential parabolic time apple 
year curve. Knowing the different fruit can tell you the real 
time and would change many theories. The Bible tells that 
light and time runs on a dual railroad better balanced as a 
system with a schedule according to purpose ending on 
the last station the ancient Hebrew defined it with Taw.  

Since I mentioned a schedule for humanity in the time 
dimension like an international train in Europe is timed to 
the minute shows that God’s Plan for Humanity has 
arrived at the 13th station (Chet) designed for mortals 
now encoded in the Hebrew Alphabet Number System. 
Only one more station to go to finalize God’s Plan for 
Humanity, which must be seen in context of the purpose 
for the universe’s existence.  

Seeing intelligence embedded within every atom and DNA 
molecule can only be answered through the coming 
Apocalypse from the Bible perspective explained in 
Babushka books. The Apocalypse is the apex for 
Humanity’s existence and became the reason why is there 
a universe in the first place. It comes with a schedule of 14 
stations like an international train in Europe and has on the 
13th station an astrological event equivalent of an asteroid 
already in orbit hitting the earth again.  

The Apocalypse is linked with the birthing the Saints with a 
placenta a corrupted bloody evil world system removed and 
discarded with precise programmed clock gear cycles which 
will reveal the reason why I and you exist on this planet. 
The First Resurrection of the Saints is analogous like 
butterflies appearing in one day gathered by the ten 
thousands demonstrated in Mexico as God always used 
nature to illustrate principals belonging to God’s 
management in dealing with Humanity.  

That is why science is so exiting for me seeing the Heh 
dimension (the other side) replicate in the Daleth 

                                    
6 State of the universe, Microwave glow powers cosmic insights, Ron Cowen, 
SCIENCE NEWS THIS WEEK, March 15, 2008, Vol. 173  
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dimension (this world in this time) since we are so 
ignorant of so many realities not understanding God’s 
plan for us and must fill the pot holes lacking 
understanding with fairy tales. Read the next story what 
atheistic scientist write being blinded by their rebellion 
denying that they have a divine life breathing within, or 
explain what is that life pulsating in you and me looking 
at a dead body if you do not know the difference.  

Therefore, the universe is inside you and me like a tiny 
insignificant seed has a parabolic time dimension 
embedded sleeping to be resurrected linked with 
intelligence programmed to be a tree. Those principal 
laws are duplicated a thousand times expanded into 
space with galaxies sharing the same atoms bathed in 
infinite light to give it energy for its existence. If we are 
logically inclined to think further and start with an atom 
and then only then can we explain the universe not from 
our ignorant fairy tale perspective but use information 
outside our closed-loop system.  

It is problematic for many scientists not understanding 
what lays beyond death the Heh dimension clearly stated 
in the Bible. Now let’s read an opinion from another 
quarter and compare it with my story analyzing what is 
happening to be better informed to delineate eventually 
truth from fiction reading what some scientist now 
postulate thinking about Einstein’s theory time dimension 
getting smaller quoting. After that I will tell you a new 
atom donut theory and a lot more investigating a 
universe from the Heh perspective matching the Bible for 
full rounded 360° movie projection only very few people 
experienced. That should widen our knowledge horizon 
worth spending the time reading my story.  

More Proof Light is Slowing Down         

The World Today Archive7 

Reporter: Nick Grimm interviewed JOHN 
HIGHFIELD and Dr. Jeff Bicknell an astrophysicist 
at the Mount Stromlo Observatory in Canberra.  

JOHN HIGHFIELD: These days it seems any, or all, 
of our most-cherished ideals can be challenged. A 
research team, led by the eminent cosmologist 
Professor Paul Davies of Macquarie University in 
Sydney, has certainly come up with a challenge to 
orthodox wisdom, that contained in Einstein’s 
Theory of Relativity, E=mC2. Based on 
observations of quasars in deep space the team 
has speculated that the speed of light is not as 
constant as the formula specifies. It is, in fact, 
slowing down. As Nick Grimm reports, if they’re 
right, it could open up all sorts of once-
unimaginable possibilities. 

We still don’t know where most of the mass in the 
universe is to make the equations add up. And 
that’s got to tell us there are some big unknowns 
there still. 

JEFF BICKNELL: I think it’s a very interesting 
speculation. It depends upon some observations 
which while extremely good are still marginal. 
We’re not totally convinced by the argument itself. 
Our feeling is that a bit more work needs to be 

                                    
7 (http://www.abc.net.au/worldtoday/stories/s643460.htm, Thursday, 8 August, 
2002 

 

put into that to actually come to that fairly 
dramatic conclusion. 

NICK GRIMM: OK, well given your reservations, if 
this was the case, if this does represent a new 
physical law that we need to grapple with, what 
are likely to be the consequences of that? 

JEFF BICKNELL: Well quite dramatic. If the speed 
of light gets faster as we go back in time, then 
that means parts of the universe can interact or 
communicate with each other much more readily. 
And I think as Paul Davies himself noted this 
morning, this would be another explanation for 
why the universe could be so uniform on such 
large scales. 

2- Do the Laws of Nature Change with 
Time? 
JOHN K. WEBB BSc PhD, Camb Professor 
Department and Research Groups, School of 
Physics University of South Wales Sydney8: 

One of the great successes of the Big Bang theory 
is that Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) 
calculations predict relative abundances of the 
light elements (such as Helium, Lithium, 
Deuterium) which agree well with observations. In 
order to understand the past and future expansion 
history we need to know the total energy density 
of the universe.  

3- Gravity Slows the Speed of Light9 
An experimental measurement, to confirm or deny 
that light is slowed in a gravitational field, is very 
important. The principle of equivalence, which 
underlies GR, is based on the concept that an 
observer in a closed elevator cannot tell the 
difference between acceleration and the existence 
of gravity. If [5] is confirmed, the observer need 
only measure the speed of light within the 
elevator in order to distinguish between the two 
possibilities. 

This slowing of the velocity of light in earth’s 
gravitational field is rather small, and is in fact 
right at the edge of our ability to measure it. It 
has cosmological consequences, however, for 
black holes and other places of high gravity. It is 
amusing to consider that light in the vicinity of a 
black hole may move exceedingly slowly.  

Another interesting possibility is “faster than light” 
travel. By this, I mean that accelerators can 
produce particles with speeds arbitrarily close to 
“c”, and perhaps even in excess of “v” in earth 
gravity. These fast particles would then be 
expected to emit Cerenkov radiation in a vacuum! 
A quick calculation suggests that  needs to exceed 
1-7*10-10. This leads to  of 0.267*105, or energy 
for an electron of about 14 Bev Beyond this 
energy, a Cerenkov loss mechanism should be 
expected even in a perfect vacuum. Such a finding 
would support [5], and may be more feasible than 

                                    
8 Email Address: jkw@phys.unsw.edu.au  
9 R.L. Collins, retired, e-mail rlcasa@shelley.dbstech.com or rlcasa@aol.com or  
rlcasa@onlinecol.com  8/9/97 
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a direct measurement of velocity. Cosmologically, 
a Cerenkov mechanism for pulsars may be more 
common than one might think, since gravity slows 
the velocity of light. 

This conclusion, that gravity slows the speed of 
light, speaks directly to the nature of gravity. GR 
finds that gravity distorts space, and appears not 
to contemplate any change of the speed of light. 
This paper finds, using the “apparent mass of 
radiation” concept of SR, that gravity reduces the 
speed of light. A gravitational lens causes 
additional deflection of a glancing ray of light, 
equivalent to doubling the tug of gravity. Each 
gives the right answer, but the explanations differ. 

In conclusion, it has been shown that SR can 
account fully for the deflection of starlight without 
invoking GR. Half the deflection is accounted for 
by a direct gravitational tug on the photon and 
half is a consequence of the slight reduction of the 
velocity of light in a gravitational field (equivalent 
to a varying index of refraction). This explanation 
then agrees wholly with the 1.75” of arc deflection 
found experimentally for starlight grazing the sun. 
It is worth repeating that, aside from the 
postulate that moc = mv accounts for 
conservation of linear momentum, this is a no-
parameter fit with experiment. If confirmed 
experimentally, [5] denies the equivalence 
principle on which GR has been formulated and 
puts into jeopardy the formulae of GR. 

 A scientist at the University of Sydney in 
Australia10 conducted an experiment that slowed 
down the speed of light 16%. This 
accomplishment is the first step toward an all-
optical Internet that will be a thousand times time 
faster than today’s Web. The optical circuits work 
best when light travels slower than its normal 
speed of 186,000 miles per second.  

So here is another witness to testify to truth that 
lends support my spin-axis hypothesis11 and 
Donut Atom postulating the speed of light a little 
slower that most scientists will certainly say “not 
possible.”  

Thus, a number of scientists refer to the speed of 
light slowing down. This phenomenon can be 
understood much better from Donut Atom model. 
In the first discussion, reporter Nick Grimm 
mentioned the big unknown question is the mass 
of the universe to make the equation add up. The 
paradox is that we see at the same time an 
expanding and a shrinking universe from a Heh 
dimension to Daleth dimension perspective. Both 
project the universe like a snapshot of the past, 
but aligning the pictures on top of each other will 
never make the equation come out right. The past 
is frozen. What we see now cannot be determined 
as it is an expanding or frozen time dimension, 
hence a constant speed of light was postulated.  

Observation in the second case with lighter elements 
agreeing with one side of a theory but still does not 
give the needed total energy density of the universe. 

                                    
10 Shine on you crazy internet, by Jebediah Reed, Popular Science, March 2007.  
11 Asteroid Answers to  Ancient Calendar Mysteries 2012, Aztec Pyramids, 
Antikythera & Other Ancient Calendar Clocks 

That is not possible as the infinite energy unknown 
by scientists replaces the lost energy eaten up by 
Kelvin cold. The friction within every atom cannot be 
measured - just like neutrinos do not have mass, 
though they work within the atom forming elements, 
as explained later.  

The third case discusses the possibility that light is 
slowing down or can even accelerate. Light cannot 
possibly travel in a straight line and will always 
produce an arc deflection for starlight grazing the 
sun. Disassemble light in a prism, and notice the 
rainbow color of violet wave and the other end the 
red wave frequency from low to higher frequency, 
which is like the misalignment of a car’s front 
wheel will always pull to the shorter wavelength 
frequency. A prism bends light in way that SHORT 
wavelengths get bent more than LONG ones. We 
measure the wavelength of light in Angstroms: 

 
1x10 -10 m = 1 Angstrom = .1 nanometers 

Light in a curved pattern can be observed in the 
first stadium of forming galaxies with a big hole 
starting with two polar arms swirling around like a 
North-South polarity moving in tighter circles 
ending in a black smaller hole concentrating the 
highest gravity producing light 90° to the proton 
movement within the Donut atom according to the 
three finger electrical law rule.  

But light going through gravity is still a problem. 
Observing the moon a little closer tells us that he is 
moving away from earth at a rate of two inches in a 
year. This means that every year you weigh about 
one potato chip less than you weighed the year 
before. That means that the older you get, the 
softer you will hit the ground. Five hundred billion 
years from now, you would fall out of a really tall 
tree and never hit the ground at all. You float and 
fly seen in a space craft orbiting the earth. Now 
that is something to look forward to. The Bible’s 
Saints of the First Resurrection will not need five 
hundred billion years to see the universe. They will 
float through space in seconds through the Jod 
dimension as Jesus demonstrated by walking 
through walls and rising to heaven without a 
helicopter. Check out the Gospels and Acts.   

It’s comforting to know there’s hope for the 
future12. Now let’s read another opinion from 
the expert raising the bar of controversies 
which could end up with a better explanation 
investigating Donut Atoms. If the atom is not 
connected to the universe we have a very poor 
model going nowhere.  

                                    
12 It was on Fire when I lay down on it; Robert Fulghum 
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Is Time Literally Slowing Down and 
Disappearing From the Universe? 13 

Remember a little thing called the space-time 
continuum? Well what if the time part of the 
equation was literally running out? New evidence is 
suggesting that time is slowly disappearing from 
our universe, and will one day vanish completely. 
This radical new theory may explain a cosmological 
mystery that has baffled scientists for years. 

Scientists previously have measured the light from 
distant exploding stars to show that the universe 
is expanding at an accelerating rate. They 
assumed that these supernovae are spreading 
apart faster as the universe ages. Physicists also 
assumed that a kind of anti-gravitational force 
must be driving the galaxies apart, and started to 
call this unidentified force "dark energy." 

However, to this day no one actually knows what 
dark energy is, or where it comes from. Professor 
Jose Senovilla, and his colleagues at the University 
of the Basque Country in Bilbao, Spain, has 
proposed a mind-bending alternative. They propose 
that there is no such thing as dark energy at all, 
and we’re looking at things backwards. Senovilla 
proposes that we have been fooled into thinking the 
expansion of the universe is accelerating, when in 
reality, time itself is slowing down.14  

At an everyday level, the change would not be 
perceptible. However, it would be obvious from 
cosmic scale measurements tracking the course of 
the universe over billions of years. The change would 
be infinitesimally slow from a human perspective, 
but in terms of the vast perspective of cosmology, 
the study of ancient light from suns that shone 
billions of years ago, it could easily be measured. 

The team's proposal, which will be published in 
the journal Physical Review D, dismisses dark 
energy as fiction. Instead, Prof Senovilla says, the 
appearance of acceleration is caused by time itself 
gradually slowing down, like a clock with a run-
down battery. “We do not say that the expansion 
of the universe itself is an illusion," he explains. 
"What we say it may be an illusion is the 
acceleration of this n expansion - that is, the 
possibility that the expansion is, and has been, 
increasing its rate." 

If time gradually slows "but we naively kept using 
our equations to derive the changes of the 
expansion with respect of 'a standard flow of 
time', then the simple models that we have 
constructed in our paper show that an "effective 
accelerated rate of the expansion" takes place. 

Currently, astronomers are able to discern the 
expansion speed of the universe using the so-called 
"red shift" technique. This technique relies on the 
understanding that stars moving away appear 
redder in color than ones moving towards us. 
Scientists look for supernovae of certain types that 
provide a sort of benchmark. However, the 
accuracy of these measurements depends on time 

                                    
13Shutterstock_4158625_2_2,http://www.dailygalaxy.com/photos/uncategorized/
2008/01/03/shutterstock_4158625_2_2.jpg 
14 Read Forum Pearls # 109 Fulcrum Parabola curve.                                      

remaining invariable throughout the universe. If 
time is slowing down, according to this new theory, 
our solitary time dimension is slowly turning into a 
new space dimension. Therefore the far-distant, 
ancient stars seen by cosmologists would from our 
perspective, look as though they were accelerating. 

"Our calculations show that we would think that the 
expansion of the universe is accelerating," says Prof 
Senovilla. The theory bases its idea on one 
particular variant of superstring theory, in which 
our universe is confined to the surface of a 
membrane, or brane, floating in a higher-
dimensional space, known as the "bulk." In billions 
of years, time would cease to be time altogether. 
"Then everything will be frozen, like a snapshot of 
one instant, forever,” Senovilla told New Scientist 
magazine. "Our planet will be long gone by then." 

Though radical and in many way unprecedented, 
these ideas are not without support. Gary 
Gibbons, a cosmologist at Cambridge University, 
say the concept has merit. "We believe that time 
emerged during the Big Bang, and if time can 
emerge, it can also disappear - that's just the 
reverse effect."   

Do the Laws of Nature Change 
with Time?  
One more interesting article showed up my friend send 
me written by John Web15. I will copy some of his 
introduction because it helps to understand a new Donut 
Atom theory. Check out the rest as I am usually disagreeing 
with many scientists opinions not educated in their various 
garden varieties of speculations but could widen our horizon 
for a better understanding of true science.  

What do we mean by “the laws of nature”? The 
phrase evokes a set of divine and unchanging 
rules that transcend the “here and now” to apply 
everywhere and at all times in the universe. The 
reality is not so grand. When we refer to the laws 
of nature, what we really talking about is a set of 
ideas that are striking in their simplicity, that 
appear universal and have been verified by 
experiment. It is thus human beings who declare 
that a scientific story is a law of nature, and 
human beings are quite wrong.  

The development of scientific theory has always 
followed the need to understand an observation 
for which no satisfactory explanation previously 
existed. When developing new theories, physicists 
tend to assume that fundamental quantities such 
as the strength of gravity, the speed of light in a 
vacuum or the charge on the electron are all 
constant. And when theses theories are found to 
predict the results of new observations, our belief 
that theses quantities are actually fundamental 
constants become even stronger. 

Moreover, despite the rapid changes in technology 
in recent decades the timescale on which 
fundamental new discoveries in physics are made 
is typical comparable to a human lifespan. This 

                                    
15 Are the laws of nature changing with time? PHISICS WORLD, April 2003 John 
Webb  www.physicsweb.org 
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means that theories developed decades ago can 
appear as they have been carved in granite.  

The end result is a natural reluctance to change 
the understanding of the world. But it is vital to 
remember the limitations that have been involved 
in the testing theses assumptions. Many of the 
experiments we carry out to test theories are 
restricted to the here and now -the Earth-bound 
research labs or to the small part of the universe 
that we can observe with telescopes. If we would 
some how do our experiments in a different place 
or at a different time, that is what appears to 
happen when we measure something called the 
fine-structure constant in the very distant past.  

The question first posed by Paul Dirac 1937, “Have 
the laws of nature remained the same since the Big 
Bang some 13.5 billion years ago?” He attempted 
to link the strength of gravity with various constant 
and numbers that characterize the small scale 
properties of the universe. In doing so, he claimed 
that one of the constants of nature, the strength of 
gravity, should change time. The fine–structure 
constant of (alpha) is a measure of strength of the 
electromagnetic interaction and there are reasons 
why (alpha) and other dimensionless constants 
might vary with time. Theoretical physics aims to 
find a single unifying theory that describes four 
fundamental forces not yet discovered.  

(1) Gravity; (2) electromagnetism; (3) strong; 
and (4) weak forces. If such a theory is not 
found, a great deal of the elegance and beauty of 
fundamental physics will be lost.  

A little sideline ahead of our story commending on (3) 
strong and (4) weak force I have a different 
interpretation seeing it with the eyes of a Donut atom 
theory explained in the next chapter Section 3. I will only 
mention it here as you must first understand the theory. 
When later we learn about how atoms connect by 
spooning than come back and read this short illustration 
again will now make more sense as this theory must be 
read several times. The electrons are relative far 
removed from the nuclear body and is a weaker force 
which rotates because the proton-neutrino hounds 
around likes a dog chasing his tail inside the donut atom 
creating magnetism. That magnetism is rotating too and 
becomes a horse not stationary but pushes the electrons 
turning endlessly around the donut fattened ball. A 
rotating magnetism is therefore the energy for electrons 
moving but makes for a weaker bond depending on the 
distance.  

We get a stronger bond when a Donut atom is spooning 
with another one top. That will be a much closer stronger 
bond as the spiral inside the Donut atom on top will keep 
the neutron horse and proton carriage going jumping 
over to the other second donut at the poles and return 
back to continue on the other side and continues in an 
uninterrupted path to complete the cycle. It is a closed 
looped sinus wave like pealed apple splices shaped spiral 
like DNA the same. That can be expanded to three 
donuts spooning like in H²O or expanding the atom DNA 
with many more atoms all connected with their poles 
stuck together like pearls in a bracelet. Check out the 
sun’s magnetic lines demonstrated for one pearl with 
different filters will prove my theory.   

When science is not based on facts it cannot postulate 

sound theories as the geometry of an atom must be 
replicated in what we see in galaxies. Therefore the same 
laws in physics must be applied to both dimensions and 
are the same on the microscope level expanded to the 
infinite universe both changed into a finite frozen state 
through Satan’s rebellion 4488 BC.  

That notion from the Bible and ancient bronze-gold clocks 
exhibited in many museums will raise the blood pressure of 
many atheists controlling the universities. However if you 
want to have fun exposing biblical buried pearls even 
theologians usually not educated in science have never seen 
embedded in the Bible, enjoy this new Donut Atom theory 
matching many mysteries found in an ancient Bible book 
which is also explaining science in a much better model.  

Shaking a Little Conventional 
Science 
Do not be offended by pocking a little fun at fairy tales 
believed by many atheistic scientists from the past 
century. But nevertheless I need some specialized help 
and wish that someone could help me defining my donut 
theory a little better which could explain physics still not 
yet defined in our modern age. Looking around daily new 
science discoveries appearing in magazines and 
wondering why nobody at this time can define gravity, 
magnetism and now light slowing down and screwing up 
a time dimension. Time must have been measured more 
accurate in ancient times judging by 100 pound pure gold 
clocks exhibited hanging in museums not deciphered by 
evolution believing scientist. 

New theories in physics getting wilder with turbulent 
ideas making money writing books even postulating that 
entropy laws can be modified over 100%. Gene scientists 
in a mad rush to screw-up our food supply mixing and 
matching strange genes together from different species 
hoping for higher profit.  

I remember the good old days where science was simple 
and still made logical sense with atoms considered the 
smallest part which in a model behave like a ball in the 
center with an electron going around, around a billion 
times forever. Then we have learned that even the ball 
nucleus is dividable like positrons–neutrons some are 
charged positive the other neutral. All squeezed together 
by the encircling electron. Than the positron became 
proton as more particles16 showed up in atomic smashers. 
Left out was of course magnetism a strange force we think 
of a horse shoe magnet playing as a kid. Some scientist 
tell me in the inner earth has flip flopping horse shoe 
magnets a little denser as some other scientist from 
another tribe swears that the inner gravity boiling center is 
so hot no elements can form hence no magnets still 
dissolved in its primordial soup or some other imaginary 
mass no one seems to know what it is for lack of evidence.  

Then on top to be informed by Doctor Albert Einstein that 
light is slowing down around the gravity center like seeing 
a motorcycles cop just in time reducing my 10 miles over 
the speed of light limit in two seconds projecting Einstein’s 
theory using the hand breaks so that the red shift light in 
the rear of my speeding car does not light up passing 
gravity possibilities applying physics learned in school 
creating a big bang for me costing some money.  

                                    
16 The last page has the latest atom particle list table.  
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/particles/parcon.html 
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Years ago, building part of the Linear Accelerators in 
Stanford Palo Alto as a technician with lower pay, had 
some fun assembling a gun to smash atoms. I remember 
if scientist found new particles in the Nebel-chamber that 
gave reason for a party with donuts. Then I read now in 
[Science Magazine, February 23, 2008 by Ron Cowen: 
“Stellar Switch – Sun not alone in making magnetic flip-
flops”] to get educated just in time what happened in the 
sun. If we cannot explain physics on earth lets look at 
some distend stars still burning which avoids 
confrontation with those who believe in intelligence not 
allowed in public schools.  

It is safer to look far away no one can argue with some of 
the magazine articles that the sun is converting Hydrogen 
into Helium in atomic fusion so hot that no metals or other 
elements can form not yet cool enough to crystallize out as 
magnets. How come there are magnets flip flopping in the 
center of the sun and for that matter even the earth as 
reported? I suggested moving Stanford laboratory on a 
space station around the sun for better observation but 
nobody would listen not having a degree in the 
brotherhood. My understanding working with klystrons at 
EIMAC in the early days of Silicon Valley and developing 
quartz-silicon Klystron windows 10 times more energy 
efficient transmission wise used on the accelerator gun to 
give us a bigger bang for the bugs.  

Aluminum-oxide windows won out as my boss changed 
jobs separating a world we live in from pure vacuum. 
Walking around a big gun gave me a perspective of high 
energy, magnetism applied in ultra pure vacuum working 
with refractory metals with melting points several times 
higher then iron. Projecting what I learned to the inner 
core of a burning sun surrounded with a vacuum of a 
dense gravity explained so high it would not allow 
elements to be formed with our present theory looking 
like my nickel-iron magnet stuck on my refrigerator. 
Therefore the magnetic center flip flopping on the sun is 
pure fantasy from the evolution atheistic priesthood 
controlling universities not allowing intelligence 
embedded in a cell to be taught in our school or we have 
another unexplained phenomena not discovered yet.  

Then comes along Dr. Albert Einstein and from that time 
we can now see the other side of the same coin that all 
what is so solid like electron traveling at high speed 
around the nuclear ball is just energy. The seven rainbow 
colors coming from space emit light from a distant 
burning star, which has imbedded spectral lines 
discovered by Mr. Joseph von Fraunhofer, like myself a 
German. These seven rainbow colors are the same found 
on our earth composed of energy in various frequencies 
now recognized as copper, silver, hydrogen and 
especially Helium discovered later on our earth too. Now 
over hundred elements as defined in the periodic table 
we can touch like my kitchen magnet on my refrigerator.  

Then I am surrounded by so many pagan scientists 
believing in a 100 year old evolution religion not 
understanding entropy laws postulating an expanding 
universe and have faith that the speed of light would not 
change a beloved fairy tale story of unproven 
phenomena’s now disputed by an expert champion in 
science Dr. Albert Einstein.  

It seems that light is adjusting some times stretches and 
contract in a gravitational field which would throw out a 
beloved red shift pet theory if you are honest and not 
brainwashed in a false science believing that somehow 
we get over 100% in an energy conversion. I wonder 

why we no longer teach entropy laws in schools or 
mention it in universities in conflict with an atheistic 
evolution religion. I am not educated with a degree just a 
technician but asked the question how can intelligence be 
manufactured out of nothing upsetting entropy laws not 
possible which therefore we can fly an airplane before it 
is invented. Or believe that if a frog is kissed by a 
handsome teenager mostly female if you are not 
confused with your gender and teach our kids in school 
believing that energy can be converted over 100% 
bypassing entropy laws like the First Law of Thermo-
dynamic.  

That modern perspective created a whole new industry of 
scientists mixing and matching genes working very hard 
wishing for more profit in the agricultural business. Even 
my first born girl applying physics educated in an evolution 
theory enforced by lawyers and police force excluding 
other proofs not allowed in our schools now strongly 
believes in kissing (a frog my observation) her boyfriend 
would change into a handsome prince for happiness in 
denial of entropy laws.  

Sometimes even children’s fairy tale stories are hard to 
accept if you are scientifically inclined working along 
educated degreed person believing evolution pagan religion. 
Now I have grown a little older and see the world from 360 
degree perspective and perceive a lot of things not detected 
in the universities believing in obsolete theories.  

Confused scientists behave not ethical like in the absence 
of fossil evidence hiding million bones collected in 
drawers locked up tight away from the public eyes. Being 
suspicious not finding any fossil bones assembled in a 
complete trans-specie fossil example like seeing 
dinosaurs bones mounted for an impressive display in 
many museums our atheistic priesthood fixed the 
problem by painting their unscientific opinion on most 
museums wall for lack of proof. That should teach us 
science to our kids where grandfather came from.  

My second kid, a little smarter, told me I like the monkey 
painted next to the modern scientist evolution sequence 
looking like grandpa perhaps making that reference not 
being helpful explaining how her I-pot worked. Now back 
to another science opinion not popular with adults hiding 
in universities thinking about another atheistic fairy tale 
now converted in computer graphics to show it on TV for 
gullible people or kids. 

Now hopefully raised the temperature of my fellow 
scientist to make him thinking along a logic path forgotten 
in our schools which would not lower the entry examine 
college test because seriously I have some more questions 
unavoidable now finding out that light is not so constant 
even time is exponential contracting or expanding. That 
would confuse a whole bunch of people calculation an 
equation from quantum mechanics to burning galaxies but 
summed up all are together and ask the same question 
again and would like to have an answer:  

• What is Gravity?  

• What is Magnetism? 

• What is the nature of Light? 

• What is Entropy? 

• What is the intelligence cooking it all together?  

Not finding the answer much confusing explained in science 
magazines like; black hole, tunnels shrinking and 
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expanding, wormholes-literally shortcuts through space-
time caused by the curvature of the universe itself. Are 
they only figments of mathematics coming from people 
postulating children fairy tales? Somebody in authority 
probably coming from the “non traversable worm hole” 
said you need a repulsive force with negative mass and 
negative energy17.  

The only thing what is negative in my life is my bank 
account not getting paid from a university no longer 
building an electron gun. But no kidding, serious, I 
cannot get rid of a donut idea unless someone shatters it 
with true science and I don’t care if it hurts as it would 
help to inflate my ego bubble. Now I will be explaining 
my new found donut theory and present a different 
science opinion which hopefully would prepare the 
ground to look deeper in the mystery of the universe 
connecting with your spiritual Heh dimension. 

Section 3 - New Model of 
Atomic Structure Described 

My first experience in science was 
when I stuck my finger in an 
electrical socket. Later after I had 
grown up a little, I learned that 
electricity conforms to a three 
finger rule. Again a pointing finger 
but this time it teaches science, 

which cost some money. Point your index finger out and 
notice that your thumb is 90° to the pointing finger and 
the middle finger again 90° from the thumb. That gives 
you three axes all going into different directions. 
Electricians tell me it is a trade rule for explaining 
electricity, but I could use that hand rule and explain 
gravity as easy as pie.  

We know and have experienced three forces in nature, 
mostly invisible unless you repeat what I did as a kid 
with my finger in the socket! One is magnetism, the 
other shows up as a current in my socket I never forget, 
and if we pulse that current high and low we get 
something like a voltage, but I think it is converted to 
gravity, which also invisible but everybody has some 
different experience to notice. As a kid, I tested gravity 
by falling from an upstairs bedroom window and 
thereafter with a lot of commotion advised by my upset 
mother telling me to never, never do that again. Defying 
“Gravity” is worth the Nobel Prize and, since my bank 
account is negative always using physics, I learned the 
hard way.   

I visualize the smallest particles in physics having worked 
on the Stanford linear accelerator polishing klystrons, 
which looked like I was just working and not thinking too 
much when my boss came around. Sir Isaac Newton 
would agree with me also observing what happened. 
Exploding fog-chamber particles made my boss very 
excited, but I liked the donuts served at the party held 
near the cloud chamber after a successful test with the 
atomic gun still smoking. 

As a kid, I was always attracted to donuts. Now watching 
science explained in magazines has his rewards too and 
gives me hope that one day I would be elevated to the 
Nobel Prize even without a university degree not 
believing in unscientific evolution fairy tales but 

                                    
17 Through the Wormhole, by Michio Kaku. DISCOVERY, March 2008. 

presented with a donut theory with laurels explaining 
gravity hopefully more scientific believable my 
schoolbooks forgot to tell.  

Imagine that my finger pointing in three directions 
represents invisible traveling rays of three energy levels 
not clearly defined by science yet either. Explain to me 
magnetism, or why electrons push another in a conductor 
metal, air or even vacuum thousand miles away from the 
source coming from a space station traveling through a 
vacuum as I can hear their voices and see pictures 
coming from the heavenly sky.  

I imagine the atom is not a ball with electrons circling 
around but invisible energy positrons bunched together 
inside a donut body creating a current with oscillating high 
and low voltage going around at the speed of light like a 
dog chasing his tail. According to the electrical hand rule, 
that motion produces magnetism radiating out 90° from 
the flow of moving current.  

My electrician’s three finger rule tells me that magnetism 
is produced by the positrons orbiting around the donut 
hole at the speed of light. They pass through the donut 
hole a million times a second coming around and 
squeezing the donut tightly similar to electrons circling 
around an old-fashioned atom ball concept, but in my 
theory the proton-positrons producing magnetism circle 
around and through the donut hole.  

If you can explain to me why the electrons circle endlessly 
around the nuclear ball - by what force, then I can explain 
my dog chasing the tail inside the donut. It is analogous to 
a cyclotron where a plasma proton beam is squeezed with 
magnetism. Every time a portion of the magnetic ray 
passes the donut hole, its magnetism will be squeezed and 
then expand on the other side happily pulsating, not being 
pressured but still forced again in the donut hole.  

Maybe a pulse-star could be an example of the early 
development of the donut-universe with a black hole.  

Conventional science stipulates that the electrons forever 
orbit the atomic nuclear ball center, but in our case it is 
directional around the donut hole or anticlockwise endlessly 
without friction. Now inside the bunched donut hole, another 
force emerges producing light just as my finger in the 
electrical outlet noticed touching the electrical socket but in 
my donut-hole we call it gravity more mysterious force 
scientist still postulating opinions with a difference they get 
paid for their opinions.  

Three energy forces put together like my three finger rule 
can be transmitted. We notice in a spectral analyzer that 
each one is on a different oscillating energy level, 
bunched together as some donuts are bigger than others. 
Or, the three invisible forces clustered become mass 
expressed as elements of the Periodic Table analogous to 
how invisible, vaporized water molecules re-appear 
condensed as droplets, which is another way a hidden 
mass is demonstrated.  

If two donuts come together, the gravity force in the hole 
gets two times bigger as 
they bunch together with 
magnetic force fields 
aligning in the same 
direction, forming a taller 
hole. Like two magnets 
stuck together produce 
twice the magnetism, a 
million donuts more press 
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the donut body, which makes the dog cyclotrons go 
around chasing the tail faster. The moving dog protons 
form the donut body, which emits invisible energy as rays, 
allowing more donuts to pile on top thus creating more 
holes with gravity aligned in the same direction. 

Therefore, adding more donuts aligned at the center 
creates more gravity to become an invisible energy 
generator like a cyclotron seen in magazines. Remember, 
no magnetic metal can form at the thickest nuclear 
center of the sun or the earth. In my model, the resulting 
magnetism from proton dogs chasing their tails produces 
current that is converted at 90° angle to the chase, which 
in turn creates gravity. The forces get bigger when mass 
is added as the donuts align with three invisible forces 
compounding according to the three finger rule.  

Stick your finger in the center of the earth like a finger in 
the donut, remembering that the strongest magnetism 
without iron or nickel cannot exist in a nuclear fire fusion 
because the gravity force is too large. No nuclear 
mushroom cloud uncontrollably releasing excess stored 
energy and radiation is needed. It is more like looking 
through the cloud chamber in Stanford’s underground 
cellar after the big bang scientists demonstrate the 
famous stored energy released equation “energy = mass 
times the speed of light squared.” 

Basically, I challenge the cornerstone of physics - the 
fundamental relationship between mass and gravity. 
Problems encountered in the undetected dark matter 
theory convince me that there probably is no such thing. 
As we try to define a universe and its laws, we assume 
that the nucleus operates under the same laws. 
Acceleration and deceleration of the speed of light seen in 
space should also apply to what happens inside of atoms, 
including my donut model. Remember that statement 
when I explain my model in more detail later.  

The donut model gets better. We previously learned that 
some atoms repel each other and some like each other. 
For example, gold does not want to spoon with oxygen. 
The electron magnetic rays passing though the donut 
hole is directional as a left turn is opposite to the right 
turn, which could explain their attraction. Or going into 
the hole clockwise, but if you turned the donut over then 
the rays would emerge opposite – counter clockwise, 
which would not like another donut lying on top also 
opposite therefore repelling forces.  

We label these forces positive or negative depending on 
how many donuts align themselves like when you have a 
girlfriend and are tired you just relax in spooning side by 
side. But watch out if one reverses position - I am talking 
about electron activity. The oxygen donut is usually a big 
man that needs two smaller sisters called hydrogen all 
spooning in the same direction. Chemists call it water or 
H²O. It takes a little electrical energy to separate the two 
sisters, and chemists could advise me whether interjecting 
or replacing it with other sisters of different sizes now 
really messing up the party either spooning all together or 
repelling each other like a hippy party.  

Not educated in science and chemistry some valence 
relative is mentioned, which must be connected with the 
affinity another cousin like one sister has with big brother 
connected with the same family. Size of various donuts 
play out in physics like a cup of sugar mixed together 
with a cup of beans make not two cups but 1½ cup as 
the smaller donuts fit within the bigger donut hole 
spooning. Anyway, every time I pass the donut store I 

get the scientific itch in certain places and dream up all 
the possibilities so much fun to think about.  

Concepts from Donuts to Apples  
I like analogies because they cannot be easily twisted to 
mean something different as we all share a common 
understanding and do not need a doctor degree. Now, we 
expand our concept and have fat donut looks like an Apple. 
Take an Apple peeler and remove the skin of an apple while 
it is slicing an endless curl like my daughters fashioned her 
long hair curly going out on a date. Then at the end remove 
the plug center and hold your apple in your hand.  

Have a good look at it and pull it slightly apart and notice 
the geometry of an inclining-declining curled slices 
connected with a donut hole in the middle and the ends 
look like a North-South pole. That will explain physics for 
my kids. To make you understand physics in the highest 
degree lets give our imagination free reign everything is 
possible in a fairy tale. But fairy tales have some wisdom 
which is for the other to discover.  

Our donut-apple is now sliced still hang together by slices 
curled connected round and round. Previously, I mentioned 
a dog chasing his tail. Each apple slice consist of a bunch 
of dogs chasing each others tail in a circle round and round 
with the speed of light. Let’s say the outer periphery of the 
apple has bigger slices which have more dogs let’s say 20 
dogs chasing than the end slice smaller diameter only two 
dogs chasing the tail not enough room.  

The dogs represent a number of protons and as they are 
chasing the tail of the other dog-protons which a tail has 
less mass 10% of the dog body size. I consider the 
smaller mass-tail neutral (neutrons) separating the plus 
(body of the dog) from the plus another dog but are 
connected with the nose to tail small mass never catching 
up as they all going at the same speed around. So the 
invisible neutrons is missing body nose connected to tail 
chasing around the circle-apple slice.  

Therefore, notice on the North and South Poles [center of 
donut] was established by the apple plug removed, that 
caused a smaller slice of the apple donut on the ends; 
hence, smaller room only for two dog–protons chasing 
running around with the speed of light parallel to the other 
slice getting bigger next. To sum up, each slice competes 
with dog-positron pack side by side ending eventually like a 
wolf pack one group getting bigger with another one next 
chasing its neighbor’s tail. But as the slices getting bigger in 
a curl more dogs chasing the tail having more room maxed 
out on the largest diameter with perhaps 20 dogs in the wolf 
pack of the apple with the same hole.  

If we have a bigger apple-donut, we have more mass 
therefore more dog-protons. Like a Ferris wheel at the 
park, some energy pocket money is converted by turning 
people (proton) baskets spaced with small empty masses 
(invisible neutrons) between each basket around its 
periphery. When the wheel is turning, we notice the 
basket coming by while watching the girls like hot 
bunched protons screaming, which is cyclic depending on 
the speed of the wheel. It is not constant because it 
depends on the energy released. In this case, energy 
equals the money in my pocket to buy another ticket. 
The ride ends when my pocket is empty - no money 
energy left over. That stops the wheel like the time 
dimension stops to Zero like Taw.  
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Gravity Production in the Donut Atom 
Two dogs chasing their tail on the smaller apple slice and 
20 dogs on outer periphery would have different energy 
forces or velocities going around. It is easier to stop one 
car but stop a whole train has a lot more energy stored. 
On the outside North-South pole which is the entrance of 
the inside donut hole the dogs (positrons) chase each 
other with less speed of light because the diameter is 
smaller. But on the outer diameter of the apple donut we 
have more dogs going around faster with the speed of 
light causing a bigger inertia like a loaded train or 
flywheel more energy loaded.  

When light energy slows down sidewise to the next slice, 
it will be forced by the decreasing diameter from the 
bigger slice to a smaller diameter. Therefore, the excess 
flywheel inertia must go somewhere with the speed of 
light constant on the outer periphery but now is getting 
smaller in diameter hence that energy is squeezed kinetic 
energy released and converted in gravity by the square 
inside the donut center, which is a gravitational force 
squeezed outward like a toothpaste 90° out at the poles 
of the donut hole.  

Remember the three finger electrical rule. Light slowed 
down will increase gravity like a teeter totter, or gravity 
will slow down light explained by Dr. Einstein. To repeat, 
when a bunch of proton-positron dogs on the outer 
diameter of the donut goes around, we say its entropy is 
100% as we can measure the speed of light. But when 
we go to the next smaller splice of the donut–apple, the 
second law of thermodynamics will apply a little less then 
100% until at the smallest slice only 2 dog-proton-
positrons in motion but with less stored energy running a 
shorter circumference distance.  

Hence slower speed of light as the excess energy from 
light must go some where being reduced not missing but 
is converted to gravity according to the teeter-totter 
principle. Running faster or slower sideways produces 
along the slices decreasing and increasing pulsating a 
certain frequency lowers and heightens the magnetism, 
but is positioned 90° from the dog-protons chasing the 
tail. That changing frequency based on the size of the 
donut and inertia is transmitted and seen as spectral 
lines in a spectral analyzer.  

Magnetism is really the in-between transfer force like a 
container terminal is transferring energy mass stored on a 
boat coming from China in container packages unloading 
its cargo. It is an invisible pulsating magnetic force and 
can become visible in a cloud chamber, iron filings or 
analogue when we see a racing car at speed over a dusty 
road, we see visibly the dust particles linked with motion of 
the car 90° to the going direction of motion.  

Gravity comes out from the hole either way like a 
toothpaste force depending how many magnet lines pass 
through the donut hole center. If a speeding train loaded 
with containers is stopped at once against a wall we 
would see gravity force expressed sideways 90° to the 
train of motion. The more dogs-protons chasing the more 
current is produced the more magnetism puts more 
energy stored-gravity in the center of the apple donut.  

More magnetic forced bundled is electricity current a 
combination of forces three finger rule. Speed up the 
proton dogs on the outside apple nucleus to the speed of 
light you have gravity inertia produced from the dogs 
chasing the tail when it travels sideways toward the 

center of the hole getting smaller in diameter as bunched 
up excess energy must go somewhere expressing itself 
converted into gravity.  

The speed of light must be squared because it is going into 
two directions. One it goes around in the directing of the 
dog chasing. But there is another direction from one slice 
curl connected accelerating-deceleration according to 
entropy laws going across the apple from one slice getting 
bigger in the diameter and decreasing to the other side 
ending on the North-South pole. Therefore, squared light 
produces squared gravity (cubed).  

There is a time difference between the dog chasing the 
tail speed and the speed difference across the many curls 
from the North-South Pole side vise versa. For each mass 
(a big or smaller apple slice), we have a different time 
base18 squared speed of light or cubed gravity. A cubed 
gravity is the storage of the light energy-magnetism 
inertia potential between the slices summed up which 
becomes one whole nuclear mass added which as mass 
converted becomes energy seen in a rainbow color from 
space embedded spectral lines. To blow your mind a little 
further, years ago I saw a movie in Washington science 
museum which showed if every space is taken out from 
each atom to atoms then the whole universe would fit 
inside a one pound coffee container. That would not be to 
difficult linking it with gravity.  

The Laws of the Donut Atom 
1. Gravity slows down light like a teeter-totter. 

2. Gravity is the result of bunched [neutrons-
protons] going around in a donut and oscillating 
with the speed of light producing Magnetism. 

3. Magnetism squeezed inside the donut hole, 
producing Gravity, which is converted energy 
coming from chasing dogs [proton-positron] inertia 
forming mass. 

4. Time is the difference of squared light 90° 
directed within the nucleus. Therefore time is 
slowing down in a parabolic curve too. 

5. The Time parabolic curve is affected by infinite 
light and  is modified becoming finite (BC/AD) 
which can be measured but will return infinite 
when time ends in a negative infinite like a teeter 
totter or a flywheel loses its inertia when stopped 
is Zero time [Taw].  

How is Frequency produced? 
A paper DNA strand donut atom model 
The rainbow teaches us that the energy finger imprint of 
every element in the periodic table is transferred even 
through space by a certain energy frequency we call 
spectral lines. How is it produced within our donut model 
nucleus?  

Spectral lines are a mixture of frequency married of 
gravity influenced by magnetism converted within the 
donut system. It is a pulsating energy like expanding and 

                                    
18 Time is a parabola explained in Forum pearl #109; or check it 
out in the third Babushka book, Asteroid Answers to Ancient 
Calendar Mysteries: 2012, Aztec Pyramids, Antikythera & Other 
Ancient Calendar Clocks free on the Internet.  
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ebbing seen like the beach tides coming and going in 
cyclic motion from the ocean only faster as it connected 
with an expanding-contracting speed of light. Each donut 
element comes from a different ocean center or galaxy 
we see in the universe. To understand that have some 
fun with the kids interested in science and let’s take a 
piece of paper and scissors.  

Fold the paper in half hence doubled. Now cut out a circle 
5-6 inch diameter which gives you two disks. Keep the 
disk together and cut a 1 inch hole now representing a 
donut. Now cut a spiral ¼ inch wide strip around, around 
toward the center to end in the hole. Separate the two 
spiral donut disk. Take one and flip it over 180° so the 
spiral goes in the opposite direction.  

Match the disk again and hold them together on the 
donut hole squeezed with two fingers. With the other 
hand, pull apart the spiral so we see two DNA spiral 
stairways, each going downstairs in the opposite direction 
starting from the enlarging hole. Then, focus on the cross 
over one going down and the other path going up, if we 
consider where the hole starts. Like a dog chasing 
another dog along the spiral path, one dog races upstairs 
from the big circle ending on the smaller hole going 
around a little slower and then goes straight downstairs 
in the same direction on the other spiral path chasing 
another positron dog.  

When they crossover seen very well in our paper donut 
model, energy is bunched because the dog proton repel 
each other not liking that something is in their path going 
in the opposite direction putting on the breaks to avoid a 
collision and spend a little extra energy creating dust 90° 
from the direction of the chase, which expresses itself like 
magnetism like a car on a dirt road leaving a trail 90° from 
the acceleration of a speeding car. To avoid a collision 
must repel a little and push sideways where we have room 
becoming gravity expressed as energy spent must go 
somewhere and must find a room not involved with the 
chase according to the three finger rule electrical law.  

That bunching break energy avoiding collision creates 
some dust magnetism a much smaller force the chase 
energy has embedded recognized as crossover pulses 
seen on my paper donut model depending on the size of 
the stairways and how many dogs chasing another 
positron dog tail crossing over. Spilled over energy 
avoiding a dog-proton is gravity getting bigger with 
spooning donuts on top of each other. 

Toy Race Car Model 
We need another analogy like two railroads are better 
balanced and explain again that infinite light slowing 
down will cause in a donut model with dog-positron 
repelling each other creating a current which can be 
measured and ending up in gravity. Look at the infinite 
math sign coming from an ancient pyramid hieroglyph 
embedded mathematics from before 2288 BC like a 
figure eight laying sideways ∞. Science before that time 
was more advanced then our civilization with superior 
genetic modification19 technologies and recorded 
mathematics without it could not have gone to space, 
read some of my Babushka books designed to widen our 
knowledge horizon.  

However, an asteroid destroyed that ancient Atlantis 

                                    
19 Genetic Modification Exposed! - 4th Babushka book. 

civilization leaving very little to make our scientist happy 
not recognizing the obvious biased in evolution fairy 
tales. The figure eight sideways looks to me like a toy 
racetrack I used to have as a kid. Wind up a bunch of toy 
cars running on a figure eight track and watch when they 
slam together on the crossover a typical demonstration 
of gravity produced with the car flipping over 90° to the 
direction of the track.  

Now imagine you put ten figure eights together 
interconnected on a long string closed loop, which now 
would get my father involved, cycling the cars exactly so 
that 20 cars running along the in and out track crossing 
over many times without causing an accident stopping 
the fun.  

Then continue thinking, connect 1,000 figure eights but 
squeeze the length down to 10% from its sides with the 
center having bigger circles getting smaller toward the 
ends like my apple donut slices compressed in a round 
apple again. The hills and valleys of so many figure eights 
compressed would look like a sine wave with getting 
bigger hills cycling with smaller and imagining cars (dog 
proton chasing) on a track racing synchronized avoiding a 
crossover crash.  

This configuration would produce electricity according to 
the three finger rule like a turbine with copper wire loops 
moving through magnetism. The amount can be measured 
and would look like the sine curve on your oscilloscope 
recognizing spectral lines indicating the presents of bigger 
or smaller donut element spooning summed up in our 
Periodic Table. Read that story again: it is the model at the 
core of my theory.  

Why Elements are Magnetic or Not 
Most elements are nonmagnetic; others are strongly 
magnetic. How is it produced within the donut atom?  

Look at the race track of figure eight car tracks. In my 
model, dog-protons take the place of the cars, or you can 
imagine dogs driving the cars. Either way, if they are 
squeezed together sideways to 10% across the apple 
donut, the set-up develops higher bunched or strong 
magnetism, as the small diameter to large diameter 
alignment of the apples slices is closer together.  

When they are further stretched apart, the donut shape 
is flat, which causes low magnetism where the atoms do 
not spoon together readily. The proximity of dog-protons 
determines the intensity of converted energy moving 
from one apple slice to the next getting bigger or smaller 
in diameter across the North-South diameter. More 
proton dogs bunched together causes extra magnetism 
like nickel-iron would demonstrate. Silver is 
nonmagnetic, and I would expect to see a flat donut as 
proton-positrons from the north-south pole race 
crosswise and show less intensity because they repel 
each other in the crossover. Iron in its natural state is 
usually nonmagnetic, but if you pass it over a strong 
magnet, the atoms align the next iron donut spooning 
with the next and thereby concentrate magnetic energy. 
Becoming a tall fat donut puts the center apple slices 
with a higher diameter closer together, which intensifies 
the magnetic forces as the time crossover is shorter. 
Longer time crossovers like with a flat donut produce less 
squeezed magnetic energy, which results in weaker, non-
directional forces and behaves nonmagnetic.  

Watching a recent TV program (5/5/08) from the 
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Geographic Magazine channel showed a frog suspended 
inside a hole levitated surrounded by a magnetic field. 
The frog has a large body of water which causes gravity 
to be suspended aligning the donut molecule spooning of 
the water molecule.  

Another typical application of a donut was demonstrated 
showing how to manufacture a huge donut magnet used 
in scrap iron separation or removal. An electrical current 
inside the coil produces magnetism at a 90° angle along 
the coil diameter selectively attracting only scrap iron 
separating it from the other debris. When the current is 
cut off the donut magnet becomes nonmagnetic again 
and lets the iron scrap pieces fall to the ground being no 
longer stuck by magnetism. Even the scrap metal pieces 
can be seen spooning, which matches expectations of the 
three finger rule. Check out the electric magnet in the 
scrap yard visualizing perfectly how my new donut theory 
works. 

I wish someone in graphics design could make a visual 
representation of my model with one dog chasing the tail 
of another, yet avoiding each other on a crossover. The 
number at the crossover depends on the size of the 
donut as the elements’ fingerprints are frequencies we 
see in a seven rainbow with spectral lines really has its 
origin in the Bible a scientific book par excellence. 
Revelation 4 reveals an embedded intelligence inside the 
rainbow above the Throne of God at the end of my crazy 
donut story. It reveals another mechanism to control the 
fuel converting either in an uncontrolled explosion 
scientist interfering with intelligence seen in an A-bomb 
or controlled watching the sun for 6,000 years. The 
process is the same. 

Introduction of an Atomic Motor Clock  
Before continuing to investigate the universe, we must 
further describe the chasing donut dog model. There is 
much to learn just like only 10% of an iceberg is visible 
above the surface.  

My technical expertise in atomic physics is similar to an 
iceberg, and I do not yet know its ramification of what 
God is telling me a page at the time. When you look at 
the element-particle reference table collected from Hyper 
and Quantum physics at the end of my book, there are 
32 element names mentioned. They comprise a library 
full of books. Each is a specialty and very complex for 
anyone to understand. It is the work of thousands people 
spending a lifetime gathering information and seeing it 
from their perspective.  

Now in 2008 watching TV programs, it seems that the 
universe model is collapsing based on supposition on top 
of another false evolution religion which is failing in a 
new theory now “black energy” still using the same 
preconception. It is a meltdown of biased premises just 
another dead end.  

Let’s examine what the Bible has to say and compare my 
theory from a biblical dual railroad perspective. In my 
approach, we must first be clear on what God’s Plan for 
Humanity is. If we do not understand the blueprint for 
our existence, we will not understand the house we 
live in. God designed his universe house with embedded 
logic. That concept eliminates a lot unnecessary 
complexities postulated by atheistic science. Believing in 
outright lies and deception will never uncover the truth, no 
matter how much money is invested in billion dollar atom 
smashers or underground facilities to measure neutrinos. 

You cannot measure the material dimension of God’s breath 
expressed as life in you either.  

Secondly, God is the greatest designer and builder and 
uses very basic simple building block concepts like one 
brick builds a whole house with very few tools - only a 
plumb with a cheap string, a square, a pencil and paper 
with some handy math. Understanding from a simple 
faith perspective, we could determine how God was 
building his creation, but must look at his plan from an 
embedded Bible standpoint to recognized atom building 
blocks without which we have no universe.  

Using a Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS) of 
implanted concepts, most prophecies can be deciphered 
and explained how they fulfill the Plan for Humanity. 
HANS could also be applicable to decipher the mystery of 
atoms. It is a useful tool to unveil a donut atom mystery 
theory, too.  

Overlaying HANS, I recognized just two simple divisions 
seen everywhere in our physical world; therefore, I 
deduct it must be part of God’s Plan for Humanity. We 
have a Daleth dimension and a Heh dimension God’s 
original creation. Around that concept is like building a 
pyramid which comes together in Humanity at the top. 
Slice off the top we still have a shape of a pyramid 
replicating the Plan for Humanity like a smaller Russian 
egg is scaled and sits inside the bigger one and look the 
same.  

Do not forget the invisible purpose spelled out in the 
Bible, which is so simple because we have many 
illustrations in nature. God always replicated the invisible 
Heh dimension to strengthen our faith and replicated it in 
the Daleth dimension of our physical level of existence to 
help us understand what belongs to the other invisible 
side. It seems that God created a complex world but 
used very few building blocks like a brick has unlimited 
possibilities.  

Look at the DNA level only 4 cross strings A<G<T<G 
connecting two main trunks spiraling to give it strength 
like we do building tall skyscrapers. That gave us million 
genomes just buried in our physical body controlled with 
intelligence down to the very cell level. Than there is 
Daleth from the Hebrew letter and we can postulate from 
this what our world is made off, like four compass 
directions N-E-W-S and making it in a word which gives 
us more information watching TV now every night.  

That four square building block concept leads to a dual 
application expanded our thinking to the level of a donut 
atoms. I am sure that God made it simple and replicated 
the same laws within the atom universe to be reflected in 
the big universe just like a small egg with the same 
picture pattern is inside another bigger egg scaled with 
the same picture. The Bible is the biggest egg and 
therefore if we can understand the smallest part of his 
creation a micro cosmos like an atom and expand it to 
the universe or macro cosmos for interpretation.  

It will come together in one unified concept, but we must 
cross reference it with God’s Plan for Humanity, which 
gives us a design purpose without it we cannot 
understand the universe. If we dislocate anything from 
that plan we will get lost in controversies and paradoxes, 
which cannot be unified in any theory or have another 
religion and find some gullible simpletons to follow.  

A coin has two sides like Daleth-Heh, and all the 
appendix table element names can be put on either side 
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as they all tell a little of something, only partially as most 
is just fake speculation to sell books to naive people.  

God made his universe simple if we understand the atom. 
I have given you a model extracted from the Bible, which 
matches the Plan for Humanity. Looking at purpose for 
Humanity and asking the questions of will it fit and will it 
make logical sense. Seeing the world from a dual railroad 
perspective gives us 360° vision which will teach us 
always look what is on the Heh or Daleth side.  

When we investigate the smallest energy particles, we 
must delineate where they belong like Daleth (this world 
in this time) or Heh dimension (the other side-heaven-
spirit). Both have embedded energy levels each designed 
for a purpose. On the Daleth side, we have learned of a 
rainbow frequency with embedded spectral lines of every 
element formed and can be measured with a spectral 
analyzer and many other instruments. Then there is a 
rainbow over God’s Throne in heaven, which also has 
energy and intelligence like spectral line embedded but 
belong to the Heh dimension.  

However, we cannot measure those with our Daleth 
dimension instruments and must believe what God’s 
revelation is telling us about laws controlling the Heh 
dimension. Some are born skeptics have not learned to 
trust God needs some proof of the invisible. We must 
therefore use indirect methods like mathematics, logic; 
history observing nature replicated a Heh dimension as 
God gives us plenty illustration of what he created 
duplicating what is solid in the other side to match in our 
Daleth dimension.  

Like a seed in nature replicates the two stages for a 
future tree. The atom therefore is a replica of Humanity 
again seen in another illustration analogue like a butterfly 
first is the caterpillar stage than after the cocoon 
emerges the butterfly. A human person is designed on 
two levels very obvious and you do not have to be 
religious to recognize that we have spirit in us the 
primary function of high intelligence linked with an 
invisible life energy.  

We also have a physical body to experience pain and joy 
like Heh-Daleth dimension stretched across a past to a 
future. I call it the time dimension, which is not constant 
because it was designed on purpose. Atoms are intended 
to operate on two levels, which means they have two 
energy levels depending where the energy is directed 
(Heh-Daleth) and will match with the purposed design, 
too. The sun doles out energy in exact precise levels, or 
we would be history. A manmade sun (atomic bomb) 
lacks the intelligent control mechanism that conforms to 
the same energy laws; however, it doles out energy 
uncontrolled in seconds.  

When examining a donut atom, we must always look for 
the other side to balance out and must include purpose as 
all was created to be under one domain management 
which was later given to Adam and ended up with Satan. If 
you wanted to understand the universe, the ideas need to 
be crosschecked with the blueprint revealed from God the 
other side. I see two basic atom building blocks each dual 
in application reflecting the two dimensions. Since I am not 
educated in atom physics, I am theorizing a system of 
God’s creation that must match what we see and not 
speculate but must be crosschecked with God’s inspired 
Word. Therefore, I use similar particle names some 
scientists are familiar with so as not to create confusion.  

Only two elements are needed to construct a donut atom, 

but they must be dual in nature. First, I will use 
traditional science terms to give you an idea where we 
are going. Then, I will correct it to a biblical 
understanding as a whole concept.  

Dogs Chasing Inside a Donut Atom? 
Looking first at physics that would match my donut atom, 
I identified similar particle elements that could overlay 
the two Daleth-Heh levels naturally in one particle. On 
the Daleth side, a positron becomes visible as a proton. 
Both are positively charged, and each could be halves of 
just one building block married together to make up half 
a donut atom. Then, we have an energy particle with its 
counter force, which is similar in nature also on two 
levels, to provide balanced polarity. In this case, an 
invisible neutrino is married to the neutron in a concept 
combination that is both neutral - no electrical charge - 
but linked to the Heh side of God’s creation.  

One connects with the earthly rainbow in the visible 
spectrum explained by a scientist Joseph von Fraunhofer. 
The other connects with the invisible rainbow in heaven 
Heh dimension described by John, not a scientist, but 
inspired to tell us about what is in heaven one notch 
higher educated. Both elementary concepts married 
together make a donut atom.  

When I checked out the other 30 sub-elements in the 
appendix table, they do not make sense to me, so I 
advise you to just ignore them to reduce confusion. The 
reason is obvious. Science is investigated from the 
wrong, atheistic religious perspective that can never 
produce reality.  

It is like scientist gather facts after a typhoon storm 
obliterated a house with fractured pieces strewn about and 
thereafter try to figure how each fractured piece would fit 
back into a design resembling a house never seen before. 
They build immense cannons acceleration guns to smash 
atoms and think that fractured pieces strewn about with 
broken elements would tell them a design theory matching 
element collected in the periodic table.  

The problem is there exist no plan or model for them 
denying the obvious rejecting the history of Humanity 
collected in the Bible. That would tell about a different 
perspective of the universe which could reveal what 
atoms where made off. A limited monorail perspective is 
very restricted only can move around in circles just keep 
examining more fractured particles and finding more 
broken parts being unlimited in size and shape, going 
around and around, writing thousands of books and 
never getting closer to real understanding – just like the 
dogs chasing each other inside the donut atom.  

I was not surprised to hear about another good one 
recently - a new “black energy theory,” which is now the 
mother theory to decimate another fractured theory 
previously explained. That will keep the cyclotrons busy 
looking for more particles, which changed the purpose of 
investigating science for those people only interested in 
high paying jobs and hoping for a pension. I will salvage 
what is still useful, unless God tells me otherwise, and 
have only use for two names of so many used in particle 
science. Let’s quickly copy some concepts believed by 
atheistic scientists before new books are printed and 
compare it with my hopefully, more sensible donut 
theory. 
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Proton-Positron = Neutron-Neutrino 
Polarity 
Proton–Daleth Polarity 
In conceptual physics I read: 

The Big Bang model it is presumed that in early 
stages there were equal numbers of neutrons 
and protons since the available energies were 
much higher than the 0.78 MeV required to 
convert a proton and electron to a neutron. 
When the temperature dropped to the point 
where neutrons could no longer be produced 
from protons, the decay of free neutrons began 
to diminish their population. Those which 
combined with protons to form deuterons were 
protected from further decay. This is fortunate 
for us because if all the neutrons had decayed, 
there would be no universe as we know it, and 
we wouldn't be here! 20 

Think that through. We have equal numbers of neutrons 
(include neutrinos) and protons (include positrons) but 
need the invisible neutrons for the existence of the 
universe because the neutrons do not decay and kept 
coming from the source of the seven rainbow colors 
above the Throne of God in the Jod dimension.  

That said analyzing further where science got it wrong, I 
first question the big bang theory. It is not possible if you 
believe that entropy laws work. Read further.  

What caused the drop in temperature down to absolute 
Kelvin, as Kelvin temperature concepts demonstrate no 
energy moving, or all is dead?  

Who stirred up the dead into a big bang resurrected to get 
hot?  

Science tells me that a proton has a +1 charge like a 
positron. The +1 represents the polarity and the quantity 
of the charge the proton carries. The charge is one 
positive fundamental unit, or allegedly 1.602 × 10−19 
coulomb.  

My Donut theory is upside down as the invisible neutron-
neutrino is the energy source coming from the creator 
and is like the horse pulling the proton-positron carriage 
later explained. In my previous Babushka book I 
mentioned that there was an energy package embedded 
in every atom I called it the [+one], which represents a 
divine energy breath embedded from the Creator; Aleph 
in Hebrew means “one” mathematically. Without it you 
have no universe no atom no mortals as that is physics 
we can touch and measure.  

The invisible Neutron-neutrino is from divine origin when 
modified creates a universe with protons-positron 
forming elements explained in my donut theory much 
simpler than complex atom fairy tales. Again someone 
asks the question from conventional science copied from 
the Internet: 

What is the distance from the proton to an 
electron if the proton was the size of a baseball? 
I am not sure how to do the proton the size of a 
baseball analogy, but if you make the whole 
atomic nucleus to be the size of a kid's marble, 

                                    
20 Wiki Answers. 

the first electron shell would be positioned 
slightly more than two miles away.  

Have some imagination just for fun. 

Positron-Heh Polarity 
Typically positrons will thermalize, slow down, 
very quickly in a material. This means that they 
barely penetrate the surface of most materials. 
After thermalization, the positron will diffuse 
around the material, interacting with any defects, 
electromagnetic distortions or potential wells, they 
encounter. This may result in a change of the 
positron's state, collapsing its wave function and 
reducing the instantaneous chance of electron-
positron annihilation. This will change the 
characteristic lifetime (in some ways similar to 
mean lifetime of the positron, which affects the 
lifetime spectra produced in experiment21. 

If you understand that, you have my congratulations. 
You must be smart, but in my case God’s Plan for 
Humanity overlay is simpler. Just use and combine those 
two concepts [Proton-Positron] as one particle in my 
donut atom and forget what is confusing as we will just 
borrow the name and have a good looking simple Daleth 
particle only half of the whole and eliminate all the 
others, which are confusingly explained in hundreds of 
library science books.  

Neutron-Daleth Polarity 
Again conventional science to compare my theory with: 

Neutrons really don't react with anything much 
other than atomic nuclei, which they slam into. 
This releases tremendous energy that can damage 
living tissue big time. And whether a neutron 
slows down (with the conversion of much of its 
kinetic energy into radiation that does severe 
tissue damage) or not, in the end, if it isn't 
absorbed by something (thereby activating it and 
making it radioactive), it spontaneously decays 
with a half life of about 15 minutes resulting in 
more radiation damage. Getting neutrons is 
something that should be done only with the 
greatest consideration. 

Again when neutrons slam into a wall that would be a 
problem as they will pierce heavy steel armors but 
slamming into moving atom proton flywheel apple slices 
would keep it running like we see the lights still on in 
every galaxy moving protons exchanging energy to 
magnetism to end in gravity forming elements to prove. 
As long the energy is absorbed in a moving proton atom 
nucleus it will not condense with radiation demonstrated 
in physics like a nuclear bomb. When we mess around 
with God’s energy quoting “This releases tremendous 
energy” which therefore proofs again that “life” the very 
breath of God is instant energy released in form of 
invisible Neutrons which is too high in frequency to 
measure and will give or take away life even going 
through thick steel tank armor. That discovery produced 
the neutron bomb but was abandoned as a weapon as it 
could not be controlled.  

                                    
21 Wikipedia. 
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Neutrinos-Heh Polarity 
The current name neutrino was coined by Enrico Fermi, 
who developed the first theory describing neutrino 
interactions, as a pun on neutron, the Italian name of the 
neutron: neutron seems to use the -one suffix (even 
though it is a complete word, not a compound), which in 
Italian indicates a large object, whereas -ino indicates a 
small one. Neutrinos are elementary particles that travel 
close to the speed of light, lack an electric charge, are able 
to pass through ordinary matter almost undisturbed and 
are thus extremely difficult to detect.  

As of 1999, it is believed neutrinos have a minuscule, but 
nonzero mass. They are usually denoted by the Greek 
letter (nu). Most neutrinos passing through the Earth 
emanate from the sun, and more than 50 trillion solar 
electron neutrinos pass through the human body every 
second. (What a nice fairy tale I am impressed). 

There are three known types (flavors) of 
neutrinos: electron neutrino VE, muon neutrino 
VU and tau neutrino VT, named after their 
partner leptons in the Standard Model. The 
current best measurement of the number of 
neutrino types comes from observing the decay 
of the Z boson. This particle can decay into any 
light neutrino and its antineutrino, and the more 
types of light neutrinos available, the shorter the 
lifetime of the Z boson. Measurements of the Z 
lifetime have shown that the number of light 
neutrino types (with "light" meaning of less than 
half the Z mass) is 3.[5] The correspondence 
between the six quarks in the Standard Model 
and the six leptons, among them the three 
neutrinos, suggests to physicists' intuition that 
there should be exactly three types of neutrino. 
However, actual proof that there are only three 
kinds of neutrinos remains an elusive goal of 
particle physics. 

An elusive goal pointed out by intuition is not science but 
a fairy tale. Even Godly intuition requires a cross-
reference of biblical perspective to be authentic. Satan 
also uses intuition so we must confirm our hunches with 
what God has proclaimed in his Word to make it genuine.  

Free energy must come from somewhere. How it is 
produced is not answered by science. In my donut atom, 
the source energy, like a horse for a carriage, is the 
proton-positron paired arrangement, which concurrently 
produces electric current, creates magnetism and expels 
gravity to bind other elements forming mass. My 
refrigerator magnet uses magnetic force that derives from 
the rainbow above God’s Throne described in Revelation 4.  

Look at the complex table on the last page. Recent 
headlines on a 6-25-08 Nova TV program announced that 
most theories are obsolete with a new science (my 
version new atheist religion) called “dark energy.”  

Notice that gravity is the very last on the above list of 
forces, but everybody interacts with it daily just like the 
life-force in you. It should be the first on top, which leads 
to God who is Infinite Light, an energy source most 
scientists know nothing about.  

I am not surprised that, six months before the 
Apocalypse begins, science controlled by Satan proclaims 
Dark Energy linked to an atheist religion. His time is up, 
and his evolution fairy tales are experiencing a meltdown 
due to new discoveries that undermine evolution’s basic 

arguments. It needs replacement with another fairy tale 
to keep humanity ignorant. Dark Energy is now the major 
mystery of the universe.  

If you are confused or perplexed and worry of another 
snow job why pay so much money for opinions if they are 
not grounded on physics but depend on some author 
believing in an atheistic religion to be respectable. 
Therefore, let’s compare theories postulating 
assumptions which need to be checked out with logic. 
Let’s read about historic facts linked with other concepts 
and ancient knowledge from a 360° Bible perspective 
that will make sense and relate down to details.  

Reading the creation report in the Bible makes me 
wonder who is unwise. I feel sorry for our students 
paying a fortune in education to be sold another bowl of 
soup without meat. Remember the commercial with the 
old lady who asked, “Where is the beef?” 

I will discuss the four energy particle concepts salvaged 
from the other 32 speculative particles derived from 
conflicting paradoxes and not assembled from a unifying 
model conforming to good physics. Proton-positron and 
neutron–neutrino are only four energy particles building 
blocks needed in a donut atom model both signifying 
Daleth-Heh dimension convergence ultimately linking the 
rainbow of earth with the rainbow in heaven. It is very 
simple to understand, even for my kids.  

Remember as you read further that the proton has two 
polarities. The same goes for the neutron, which makes 
four system directions. We see similar structures in 
nature like humanity’s four colors - white, yellow, red-
brown and black. The ancient world divided the original 
elements into water, fire earth and air. DNA has four 
building blocks: A-C-G-T (adenine, cytosine, guanine, 
and thymine).  

Intelligence can perform four basic operations of logic: 
AND, OR, NAND and NOR. The biosphere has four 
kingdoms: animal, vegetable, mineral and spiritual. 
There are four gospels: Matthew, Mark, Luke, John and 
four seasons: spring, summer, autumn and winter. I am 
sure that you can find many more to add to the list. 

Section 4 - The Atom as a 
Model for the Universe 

Model of a Donut Universe  
My new donut theory answers a number of controversies 
on how we see the universe, which is not fully 
understood by science. It settles the question for me of 
what came first - the egg or the chicken. The egg came 
first.  

To prove gravity to kids, take an egg and go into a 
blacksmith shop and put the egg on the anvil. Then take 
the biggest hammer with a long handle and smash the 
egg with one long stroke. Observe 90° from the force of 
accelerating action according to my three finger electrical 
rule: the egg is gone as it became invisible gravity.  

Look around to find traces of the egg somewhere in 
space of your surrounding walls or look through a 
telescope in the evening sky observe a static universe. 
There we see the action of gravity splattered like a little 
egg here and there suspended in vacuum which scientist 
tell me that all that visible mass seen can be condensed 
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inside in a one pound coffee container if you remove all 
the space between the atoms shown in a Washington 
science museum movie.  

The Bible teaches us about the egg which would by 
necessity if you can think logical need a Creator to 
fashion one. The original egg universe was probably 
God’s first creation and was meant for Lucifer’s house 
and his friends. Then one day he rebelled caused a 
ruckus in a peaceful world above getting God very mad.  

God expelled Satan from the Throne room and put 
Satan’s house like my egg story on the anvil, which made 
a lot of noise. Thereafter, we still can see the echo if you 
know where to look for. Now Satan has no home and 
must wander aimlessly around the earth like a homeless 
person, which is described at the beginning of the book 
of Job in the Bible. Check it out: it would not hurt.  

Before executing Satan for his crimes, God came up with 
another plan for the universe. God used some previous 
egg material suspended in space and fashioned a special 
place we call our earth. It was meant to train 
replacements for his administration because many 
positions had become vacant by removing all the angels 
who rebelled.  

This time around God designed creatures on a two stage 
system like a butterfly. The caterpillar stage man would 
live in the Daleth dimension to be mortal ending in a 
cocoon when school time is over to learn about good and 
evil. He gave Satan a part-time job teaching mortal’s evil 
against the background of God’s Oracles to choose wisely 
for an investment in a future administration serving God, 
hating evil and loving God, or vise versa according to our 
choice.  

To make sure that there would never be a tempting 
rebellion against God he designed the new creature with 
an embedded immunization process which would 
inoculate the Saints to recognize evil before it is hatched. 
That enables the immunized Saints forever to be loyal 
and qualify for the same job previously enjoyed by Satan 
and his bunch before he screwed up and dishonored God 
in rebellion.  

Satan’s teaching job will be terminated during the 
Apocalypse on 21 December 2012 coinciding with the 
Chinese, Hebrew calendar and ancient Greek Antikythera 
32-gear calculator to have lasted a total of 6 Heh days, 
which is 6,000 Daleth years for mortals. That date was 
found imbedded in the Aztec calendar now deciphered as 
the Judge’s verdict spelled out his execution date after 
the seventh Heh day which can be calibrated on our 
NASA calendar AD 3003.4. As the seventh day is holy 
God rests, Satan is put in prison chained. There he gains 
one more Heh day (1,000 mortal years).  

That means school time for mortals will be over and take 
a break when a new civilization that will be free of 
corruption starts after 21 December 2015 at the end of 
the Apocalypse. The plan calls out no more wars and 
conflict as the Apocalypse roadmap spelled out to get rid 
of all evil troublemakers, corrupted politicians and 
atheistic pagan scientists screwing up our food for future 
generations genetically messing up God’s creation 
causing much extinction.  

Notice honeybees are disappearing, and worldwide 
starvation is increasing. Horrible diseases are killing 
billions of people, which is prophesied to happen from 
Genetic Modification with the protection intelligence 

immunization genes spliced out by criminal GMO22 
scientists. That already has started and is documented on 
TV 2007 people eating spinach in California resulting in 
28 mysterious deaths and 135 people waiting for a 
kidney transplants blaming cows up on the hill to cover-
up their GMO crimes.  

But the Saints resurrected after the Apocalypse will 
replace Satan’s school which will also conclude most 
prophesies of the Bible ending 21 December 2015. That 
will change forever an evil atheistic education system and 
only teach what is good and wholesome for humanity and 
the environment along with instructing children to love 
your neighbor which would empty our prisons. 

You can check out more if you studied the Hebrew 
Alphabet Number System. Or find another witness 
[+one] by checking out some ancient clocks exhibited in 
museums and get educated why their mystery was kept 
undeciphered to scientist for hundreds of years now 
revealed for the first time. Now we learned the reason 
why you and I where born but need to find out the real 
secrete of the donut theory getting better.  

Mystery of Life Linked to Donut Model 
My dear reader, I have exposed you to some outlandish 
concepts. Science for hundreds of years coming up with 
different models none are satisfying as all dead-end the 
math equation unsolvable therefore please do me a favor 
and read the donut theory again which will become 
clearer and explain the last of natures phenomena’s 
never explained before by science will proof that life is 
connected to gravity a mystery now deciphered.  

My last discovery gets us to the very center of everything 
if you accept that we are also a spiritual being not 
evolved from a stupid monkey not possible if you are 
educated to know a little about entropy laws. We have 
not evolved scientific not possible and find ourselves 
living in a universe designed with purpose willed by an 
intelligent creator. My books talk about the Daleth 
dimension and Heh dimension discovered in the Bible 
Rosetta Stone and related many discoveries dressed in 
analogies so even my kid will understand it. Much what I 
wrote and mentioned in my first Babushka book a few 
sentence here and there off the cuff has profound 
consequences as I did not know it at that time its 
implication.  

Researching and discovering stuff mentioned in my books 
is impossible to have invented and the math mentioned is 
so accurate that looking at the system can only come 
through divine Revelation, believe me I am not that 
smart, ask my kids. If all is said and contemplated one 
question remains why and by what method do proton-
positron dogs like electrons move with the speed of light 
never answered by scientist? The answer is: it is the 
same energy force transferring and maintaining life as 
demonstrated in us. 

Let’s find out where it all started and go in the Garden of 
Eden where the mystery of life is revealed to Humanity. 
We are introduced to a transparent spaceship dome 
transferred from heaven resting on earth covering a huge 
arena Heh dimension botanical garden which is the 
Garden of Eden with two trees in its center. It is similar 

                                    
22 The fourth Babushka book free on the Internet: Genetic Modification 
Exposed!, http://gmo.apocalypse2008-2015.com 
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to an enclosed greenhouse protected from the wild 
outside environment of nature where God visits and plays 
chess to have some fun with the couple he created. Read 
the Bible story.  

The concept of enclosed Heh sphere is embedded in the 
Hebrew word Eden=[walled Garden] like after the 
seventh creation day comes purpose “Chet” the 8th 
Hebrew letter connected with the plan for humanity 
“fenced-enclosed.” Similar to the ancient Chinese picture 
hieroglyph indicating the location of the garden West = 
[2 people in the garden].  

A little observation mentioning playing an intellectual 
game with God would need a large brain capacity to 
compete and have some fun. We have proof as the 
average brain scientists tell us today we only uses 5% in 
a life time as 95% is empty, wasted perhaps no longer 
playing chess with the creator. It is like God original gave 
Adam a little extra intelligence capacity like a big blue 
IBM computer to be challenging and enjoyable for God 
playing a game with Adam while visiting. But now our 
brain degenerated to a limited laptop function no longer 
using the excess storage available and became ignorant 
throwing out God’s software oracle Bible instruction.  

It is like replacing it with virus instruction confused fairy 
tales and think it is the original intelligence software 
explaining the universe and life embedded. That word 
“Intelligence” as a teacher “watch out” must never be 
mentioned in schools if applied to science avoiding a jail 
sentence or being fired from your job. School 
administrator’s not too bright mostly misled confusing 
intelligence embedded in a biological cell and think it is a 
religion forbidden to be mentioned by a state controlled 
creed in conflict. Not knowing the difference what really 
is applied science lowered the education standard below 
inferior primitive cultures avoiding confrontation. 

Reading the text in Genesis could learn something about 
science we notice that the outside environment of the 
Daleth dimension is different from the inside Heh 
dimension garden sphere. Like a green house is 
separated from the outside environment protected from 
the forces of a natural world designed with struggle death 
and life balanced with procreation for survival being 
surrounded with fearful hungry dinosaurs roaming about. 
God said to Adam and was given a choice which 
dimension he wanted to live by choosing one tree or the 
other. Being protected inside the garden not worried 
about dinosaur seen at a distant like we see in TV movies 
made the wrong choice and since that time most people 
dream of heaven the Heh dimension an opportunity 
missed by our grand parents in the Garden of Eden.  

The Daleth dimension we found out will eventual end and 
was not meant to run forever symbolized in a Hebrew 
letter Taw [400] linked with the time dimension parabolic 
curve. Only in time Daleth dimension is life introduced, 
which is replicated in seeds and procreation illustrated for 
us to learn about the nature-system delineating the two 
dimensions.  

Eve later birthed a son discovering sex but needs Adams 
to give her the seed of life, which has God’s breath 
embedded into Adam to make him a living soul. 
Humanity’s structure implanted in the Hebrew 
composition [1-4-40-400] you can learn about in other 
Babushka book. Adam = [1-4-40] linked mathematical 
with Eve [4-40-400] sharing 4 = Daleth (in this world in 
this time) and 40 = Mem (life with purpose). But Eve 

giving life to the next generation ends the time 
dimension with Taw = 400 whereas Adam starts life with 
Aleph = 1 meaning (God). The [+one] in the math 
equation formula is the beginning like a motor-energy 
where all is started.  

That [+one] force or energy I said in my previous 
Babushka books is embedded in all what exist and is the 
force chasing the proton dogs to go endlessly around like 
an electron in conventional theory. Investigating from the 
Hebrew Alphabet Number System [HANS] the meaning of 
the first language given by God–the Aleph as Jesus said 
translated to Greek “I am the Alpha and Omega,” which is 
our root of scientific world that will become the key of 
everything humanity wants to know.  

No other key will fit the door. It is not possible as Jesus 
said, “I am the door” and no one can enter the butterfly 
stage the Jod dimension without me.  

Why? Because he still has the key and is the Designer. 
Then I found out in my donut theory that Life and the 
dog chasing protons moving with the speed of light is 
linked with the same invisible force from the Heh 
dimension. That force cannot be explained with the 
Daleth dimension laws because it is outside or beyond 
the perimeter of our existence but could be explained 
with analogies embedded in nature.  

God replicated from the Heh dimension and copied it into 
the Daleth dimension since we where created with high 
intelligence not seen in the animal kingdom unless you 
belong to the evolution religion pagan crowd. In my last 
chapter of the first Babushka book I defined 
mathematically who God is check it out. It is not 
conventional as it upsets quite a number monorail, 
unbalanced theologians and close-minded pastors.  

They censured my discoveries in conflict with some pet 
dogmas in many churches forbidding Christians to read 
or bring my Babushka books to church experienced in 
Forster City Bible church I founded or even tiny 
Comptche backwoods church being affright not willing to 
investigate. My experiences are similar to what Galileo 
experienced in their suppressing truth from science. Even 
publishers are scared of dating prophecy. It is too 
controversial only available with instant book publishers 
or read it on the Internet for free if you want an 
education from a 360° perspective.  

Here is a statement which will break the camel’s back in 
conflict with an evolution religion. The gravity force in my 
dissertation is not going outward from the donut center 
squeezed like tooth paste but goes reverse, comes from 
the outside and enters inside the nucleus and is the 
motor fuel as every atom needs proportioned energy in 
harmony with the laws of nature and our life too.  

Nothing in our physical world runs on nothing: everything 
must have some energy to exist. All biological life 
depends on energy like the sun, but the sun too needs 
energy and is just a container transfer station to pass on 
energy which must have a source if you reasoned out to 
the very atom level not even that is the end station. 
Logic dictates that “nothing” can only replicate its kind 
into “nothing” according to entropy laws and must 
therefore have intelligence added to program it to the 
next level if it wants to become “something.” 

Consequently, intelligence is the primary mover of 
everything in existence. That “something” forming atoms 
converting the “nothing” comes from space and is an 
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invisible force from the very presence of God which is the 
source which gives life to every neutron pushing dog 
protons like a horse and carriage ending up in the periodic 
table classified and eventually crystallized out as mass-
elements.  

But than later I discovered that we have two different 
perspective of the universe, one is expanding the other 
static. In the expanding universe gravity energy flows 
inside the donut atom and makes it grow bigger ending 
in a bigger expanding universe. But in the static universe 
now frozen with the introduction of a time dimension it 
caused a reverse static condition flowing opposite as the 
same gravity forces now is only meant to maintain to 
keep the lights on but not enough for expansion. That 
principle of how its works we will learn about later, pay 
attention to new concepts never explained. 

A Galaxy Model 
Please look at the Hubble telescope pictures and notice a 
galaxy with a black hole at its center, which is a picture 
of donut atom replicated with embedded intelligence 
having the same pattern. A donut apple disk looks to me 
like swirling galaxy with a black hole which was designed 
with purpose. Nearby we observe burning gases like my 
egg splattered in my analogy with no shape just leftover 
burned out ashes and debris a former egg smashed on 
the anvil and then there are round balls floating gigantic 
planets formed from the leftover egg void of life, water 
and atmosphere.  

The scientists’ big bang theory with a universe expanding 
is, in my opinion, dead wrong. Elements must first be 
formed to have a big bang, but as we have discovered in 
spectral frequencies, elements now even found on earth. 
The question is how can energy frequency be converted 
into material elements stuck on my refrigerator?  

If you believe in fairy tale evolutions not figured out yet, 
let’s reason, where did the first atom came from? It 
requires intelligence to replicate into many to create a big 
bang. Intelligence is needed in a big bang to direct the 
atoms to go into what direction as we can have an 
explosion or implosion to me is opposite direction?  

Where is the intelligence deciding which way the force 
should go, how is it embedded? Here is my story coming 
from the Bible more scientific and logical matching my 
new donut theory of a possible implosion in the process 
keeps creating more atoms to maintain and keep the 
lights on but not forever according to the Hebrew 
philosophy the Daleth dimension [this world-in this 
time=4] ending in the Taw equation.  

The Origin of Infinite Energy  
The Rainbow Investigation Part 2 

Focusing as an inventor-technician to analyze the rainbow 
spectral lines embedded in light from space, we find that it 
has implanted many complex frequency signatures, which 
are energy fingerprints of the stuff the universe and earth is 
made of that is summarized by the periodic table. Thus 
space, the other Heh sides, could also be the source of the 
unknown mystery life force coming from the very presences 
of God’s Throne surrounded with another Heh dimension 
rainbow. That heavenly rainbow could be a common source 
emanating like a conductor highway to transmit a gravity 
force converted to light in a vacuum and transfer biological 
life regulated with intelligence embedded similar to spectral 

line recognized with our Daleth eyes.  

It occurred to me that life giving energy forces embedded 
in the infinite light activate the dog neutron-positrons 
within the donut atom converting them into elements and 
controlling the DNA building blocks needed for life. They 
all travel on a dual railroad and radiate from space along 
the same highway originating from the Throne of God.  

That common energy force is the fuel that powers 
everything and creates galaxies for the universe to 
continue. If you have an emergency and need to get to a 
doctor because your heart has stopped, then you must 
get to the hospital in a hurry. If you have no gasoline 
energy in your car, it makes no difference how expensive 
it was, because it becomes useless junk in one second 
without gas. Therefore, energy is a primary force from 
space that travels through an invisible conductor like 
electricity needs copper wires. It must be stored in a 
universe wide container created for this use.  

Like gasoline in your tank, stored energy is linked to a 
purpose, too. I think of converted gravity in a vacuum 
that spreads around transferring intelligent data bytes 
from the Heh dimension to our earth. Its purpose is we 
all gain in value containing precious life. To understand 
that principle in physics, we use various media and 
couple it with special frequency carriers to transfer 
pictures from space to earth even through a million miles 
of vacuum. In the early century science it was called 
“Ether.” 

If there is nothing, nothing can react with nothing as the 
laws of cause-effect dictates that you must have 
something to demonstrate it with the laws of physics. 
Seeing pictures from space is the proof. Not feeling or 
seeing the transmission medium or knowing about it does 
not make the pictures and their transfer nonexistent. I 
propose that gravity is the energy transmission force 
embedded throughout the universe.  

Therefore, the unknown life force energy travels from 
God’s presence linked to a rainbow above God’s Throne 
which is the source of a continued river flowing with 
invisible gravity energy force spreading out throughout 
the universe as John describes it in heaven which looked 
to him like a clear crystal sea of burning glass 
surrounding the Throne. (Revelation 4:6)  

That infinite light gravity force is radiating into surrounding 
universe to distant space and enters every donut atom 
nucleus and pushes the neutrons chasing the dog protons 
programmed by intelligence software transmitted at the 
same time and along on the same gravity-ether frequency 
carrier activates and procreates a mystery life force in the 
Daleth dimension. It generates new atoms, or living DNA 
strands ending in a new born baby, or release energy in 
seconds in an atom bomb demonstrated. All conform to 
preplanned intelligence that is transmitted in a reverse, 
three finger electrical hand rule of chasing proton dogs 
that create current and magnetism, together forming mass 
vaporized out in spooning donuts of various shapes 
elements expressed in the periodic table.  

A Trinity finger electrical rule from the Heh dimension is 
embedded with God’s breath, which is an invisible force 
activated on the Daleth dimension level expressed in 
biological “Life” in every cell structure and seen on the 
lower spectrum in the rainbow color explained in physics 
by a German scientist, Joseph von Fraunhofer. 

Look at the galaxies with a dark hole in the center. It is a 
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good illustration what really is happening. The galaxy 
hole is like an antenna collecting invisible gravity energy 
frequency emanating from the Throne of the Heh 
dimension and is spread out like an ocean throughout the 
universe in the Daleth dimension and sucked into the 
hole like an overpowered gigantic vacuum cleaner. It 
collects all the invisible energy floating around evenly 
distributed across the ocean universe space dimension 
and concentrates it in galaxy centers.  

The intense gravity energy is then transferred according 
to a reversed three finger electrical rule, 90° to the 
direction of suction, to generate a current with 
transformed magnetism. That propels the invisible 
neutrons pushing and chasing the dog protons around 
the apple slices from large diameter to small diameter 
within the donut atom at the speed of light.  

Think. If magnets pass a conductor in a generator, it 
creates a current like electricity which is demonstrated by 
a light bulb plugged into the socket. If we turn the 
turbine faster over 60 hertz along the invisible spectrum 
of  TV, radio frequencies, moving up the scale to the 
visible light of seven rainbow colors back to invisible 
range of infrared color to X-rays, Alpha, Beta, Gama all 
getting shorter in  the wavelength to infinite?  

At that juncture the Bible says the Heh dimension starts 
which cannot be defined with Daleth frequency. It is the 
crossover border where elements are no longer formed 
becoming a physical manifestation we are familiar. That 
whole energy spectrum is centered by a rainbow 
frequency range only visible to our human eyes as the 
sole recipient but is also linked to our human life 
demonstrated. See the pictures on page 6.   

Those same rainbow frequencies are seen over the Throne 
of God in the Heh dimension John recorded for us in 
Revelation which too is the center of the Heh dimension 
creation. Was that arrangement a random accident?  

I do not think so. Intelligence coming from God’s 
presence must control the forces of physics to act on 
existing laws (explosion-implosion) according to an 
embedded designed intelligence system. That 
arrangement looks to me like a clock with many 
interdependent gears actuating a cuckoo bird energized 
by invisible gravity force from the Heh dimension 
controlled with a pendulum mechanism.  

When the cuckoo bird shows up it produces a crossover 
time dimension pulsing and chasing the dog proton packs 
producing electrical current frequency linked to gears. 
Connected to the cuckoo clock are extra features like 
wheels turning wooden saints appearing all mechanically 
designed by intelligence to chase the dog protons around 
in my donut apple slice if you get my analogy. But watch 
the pendulum explained later. 

To explain it again with another second rail for balance, 
visualize the frequency curve shown on page 6, which 
shows all the frequencies from zero to Alpha rays. That 
represents the Daleth dimension, but is the result of a 
major energy source from the Heh dimension.  

The piano has a 7:5 ratio embedded meaning 7 white 
keys and 5 black keys similar to seven rainbow colors 
explained later. That is also the same in the HANS 
classification with a 7:5 ratio of the Hebrew math formula 
explained in the Rosetta Stone discovery in my second 
Babushka book.  On a piano we will recognize when we 
strike a “C” key we have the higher “c” resonate if you 

have a good ear to hear it. That resonation makes music 
become alive. The resonation –“live”- is really the 
primary invisible frequency for our enjoyment which 
gives dimension to everything we hear in a concert and 
we call it sometime heavenly as it can move us to tears 
or ecstasy which is really the “Heh” dimension.   

So visualize again the frequency curve getting higher and 
superimposed is the Heh dimension second resonance 
frequency also invisible to our eyes but cannot be 
measured with Daleth instruments but does exist if 
overlaid. Therefore, the second embedded resonance is the 
primary mover energy coming from the Throne room we 
will learn later how it works. The Heh dimension frequency 
superimposes on our Daleth energy spectrum, resonating 
that can be measured with special instruments only. The 
primary cannot be measured like life, the spirit in us or 
even intelligence, do not even know if it is solid, liquid or 
just a gas, but we all use it, no kidding.  

To sum it up, the Heh dimension gravity energy is 
transferred like a transformer scaled down a million volt to 
a usable voltage of 110 volt without being physically 
connected by wires with one set of windings in proximity of 
another inside an electrical transformer as the universe is 
a transformer too and reflects that. Or it works like sound 
energy transferred with a resonance of the higher “C” to a 
lower “c” to a next scaled keyboard to be identical in pitch. 
Those principals will play out further explained within the  
rainbow colors and embedded spectral lines also coming 
from the Heh dimension Throne room in heaven actuated 
on our spiritual frequency bandwidth resonating in 
experiences on  our Daleth dimension level if you are 
“alive” and educated in physics to understand my two 
sided analogies like two witnesses needed.  

A [+ one] idea is illustrated applied to the universe 
looking at the many galaxies mostly glowing with light. 
When the ether-gravity of the invisible infinite light 
flowing like an ocean across space strikes a particle–
matter in a vacuum it will glow if connected within a 
magnetic field. It is analogous to the early morning hours 
we see dew on every little blade of grass settled as an 
invisible water vapor flowed over the landscape 
condensed because of physics.  

Magnetism of a larger body is produced by dog-protons 
chasing his tail within the donut atom cause and 
interacting with the Heh dimension energy radiating 
infinite light in space and is exchanged and converted to 
Daleth light of 186,000 m/sec we can see with our eyes 
in the night sky and photograph. They must be connected 
with a body having a hole to glow. Cold planets, 
therefore, will not light up as magnetism was reduced 
less activity dog protons chasing the tail. More will be 
explained next by investigation a pendulum and 
transformer principle for a better understanding.     

Time Dimension and Cosmic 
Intelligence 
Check again my paper disk cut into a spiral and see the 
DNA staircase crossing over which concentrates gravity 
seen on the crossover path spiral now converted into 
energy visible light when the dog protons repels not 
colliding but diverting sideways producing magnetism.  

As logic tells us, the inertia energy must go somewhere 
loosing speed of the dog protons at that moment of repelling 
another proton pulsating sideways 90° to the flow direction 
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which leads to crystallized bunched energy spectral light 
frequency and when it gets eventually cooler following 
entropy laws resolve itself and become elements. Scientific 
instruments can either see the first stage of energy 
conversion, as transmitted in embedded light conductor, or 
finalized in the process stuck on my refrigerator holding the 
photo of my girl in the Daleth dimension.  

In other words, all that we see in the universe are 
galaxies brightly lit up because they get gravity energy 
converted from infinite light from the Throne of God 
which causes the proton-dogs to live and race with 
parabolic light speed creating elements. Elements formed 
in the first frequency stage send out into space their 
specific spectral line which is light observed seen with 
embedded information spectral lines in the Hubble 
telescope. But in the second stage will condense into 
mass eventually crystallize out as element adding more 
gravity produced magnetism becoming elements 
spooning condensing into molecule chunks of mater 
cooling down cold frozen stuck on my refrigerator.  

Or look in the evening from the airplane seeing all the 
lights of a city connected to one source. If you pull the 
switch at the source the whole county would show no 
more lights and become just egg suspended in vacuum 
as all would be total darkness and die eventually with the 
sun no longer shining along a parabolic time dimension 
which would stop too which the ancient Hebrew 
philosophy said “Taw” = 400, the last letter in the 
Alphabet. Notice Humanity has a parabolic time 
dimension embedded in the formula [1-4-40-400], which 
spells Adam [1-4-40] added Eve [4-40-400].  

Check out my second Babushka book. Watch God pulling 
the plug at the end of God’s Plan for Humanity [AD 
3018]. Accordingly if you look up in the clear bright night 
and see thousand stars all shining think that they are all 
connected with a current and linked to the infinite light 
transferred and converted by intelligence to a lower 
speed similar like a transformer mounted next to high 
power line a million volt reduced to 110 volt to run my 
refrigerator.  

When we create a vacuum in a light bulb it will chase the 
dog-protons of the chromium tungsten wire converting 
energy according to the three finger rule now 
transformed into visible light energy which is duplicated 
in the stars and burning galaxy surrounded in vacuum 
too. If God would turn off His infinite light gravity railroad 
all would turn to darkness with frozen Kelvin time ending 
in total lifelessness. Therefore, give thanks to the Lord to 
let us live a little longer and be thankful of an energy gift 
not deserved.  

Let’s compare two examples the sun and a hydrogen 
bomb both produce brilliant light releasing energy both 
plugged into the infinite light socket. The energy released 
is a process from one element stage converted to a lower 
level according to entropy laws as that we can see in 
galaxies. But in our example we notice the sun 
converting very slowly energy for over 6,000 years 
witnessed by humanity.  

But most of us have seen movies of an atom bomb 
mushroom horrendous energy released in seconds. The 
process is the same but the timing is the controller 
function of the equation. In the nuclear electrical power 
station the clock to measure time in seconds is the most 
important instrument to watch which would either give us 
electricity flowing steady or a mushroom out of control to 

witness some time ago in Russia Chernobyl city. The sun 
gives us steady energy too as both need something to 
control its energy conversion.  

It is intelligence controlling protons chasing around the 
atoms we call it high technology in the Daleth dimension. 
Therefore the sun too is controlled by neutrino-
intelligence rainbow color spectrum located in between 
positrons coming from the infinite Heh light dimension 
source otherwise the sun becomes a thousand times 
bigger hydrogen mushroom cloud glowing for while 
getting cold we see plenty in the universe. Intelligence is 
an absolute ingredient to control mega power or 
propagate life instruction needed within a cell to tell the 
mechanism the sequence of the next action with all the 
possibility to either have an implosion or explosion must 
be controlled or you have “nothing”. Check my second 
law of the universe at the beginning of my story. When 
God controls the time we have life. When man takes over 
that control we have death of millions which is our last 
menace scheming world affairs joining Satan to counter 
God’s Plan for a future humanity.  

In the next year, you will witness seven cities blown up, 
starting with New York. God’s wrath is forced again to 
use an apocalypse to stop humanity’s insanity. He will 
correct what has gone totally wrong. Read my second 
Babushka book, Mystery of Tammuz 17, for more 
details.  

We will experience intelligence out of control, directed by 
Satan, using politicians and atheistic scientists to destroy 
our earth. Notice that process already has started as 
presently many genetic scientists’ works hard to make most 
life become extinct inserting terminator genes in vegetable 
seed for higher profit. Not seen in public are the criminal 
scientists hiding behind close university doors and deep 
inside hermetically sealed mountain bunker laboratories 
seen recently on TV June 2008 working around the clock to 
eliminate the protection intelligence system within the 
biological vegetable cell structure. In those secrete 
laboratories they systematically splicing out the immune cell 
policemen who inoculated and protected us for thousands of 
years against deadly bacteria and viruses.  

Those atheistic stupid morons like a bull in the china 
store destroying our food and causing now massive 
extinction now to witness if you read science magazines 
or listen to the eco-NEWS. I am outraged that the food 
merchandiser only sale genetic modified food with a 
number sticker glued on every fruit meant for lawyer if 
you should get deadly sick like 18 people died eating 
genetic modified spinach in California.  

Why do huge corporations no longer offering just plain 
unmodified vegetable or beef without red fat tasting 
horrible, the original food now missing in every food 
market. Genetic modification drastically changed the food 
and obsolete many cookbooks from my mother times as 
green potatoes now bleached white fall apart no longer 
able to make my favored German “Klöße” lacking the 
starch spliced out. Let your potatoes sit for 8 weeks on 
the shelf will change color back to green skin never seen 
before losing the bleaching gas.  

Genetically changing food will be the worst crime 
perpetrated against humanity and surpass Hitler and 
Stalin killing millions of people sanctioned by a corrupted 
FDA US government. The highest crime committed is 
replacing cell intelligence embedded since creation and 
exchange it with systemic pesticide, herbicide genes and 
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implanted drugs like antibiotics, flavor & color enhancer 
chemicals creating artificial synthetic food which is poison 
for insect environment screwing up every original cell 
found in nature. Notice in the NEWS now seeing 
extinction on a massive scale destroying the environment 
causing huge dying off with Humanity shortly to follow 
because it takes a little more time to be noticed as 
humans have more body mass.  

We witness the insect world collapsing, honeybees 
disappearing and becoming extinct, wild birds with unusual 
diseases eating genetically changed seeds and insects 
embedded with genetically modified E-coli bacterium which 
is proven with 18 witnesses died in California eating 
modified spinach. That is followed with more NEWS followed 
now reported massive deer, elk, wild birds mysteriously 
dying too.  

The last war, Armageddon prophesied in the Bible, is at the 
door. It will introduce you to new genetically engineered 
bacteria-virus manufactured dug up from Middle Age graves 
to be more deadly. Those recently developed bacteriological 
weapons in our American military arsenal will then be 
applied to people dying by the millions. Read the very 
detailed prophecy in the Bible.  

Do not think for a moment I must be crazy, not only 
reading science magazines to rattle extremisms but also 
including the Bible. That can give you a perspective to 
understand what modern scientist and corrupted 
politician are doing to the environment not being a stupid 
atheist manufacturing only destruction for obscene profit 
to destroy the only place in the universe showing life.  

Read another Babushka book, Genetic Modification 
Exposed!, free on the Internet. Now is your last chance 
to become educated in these topics. By 2015 more than 
80% of humanity will have vanished, no kidding. This is a 
very serious warning, and you should be informed. God 
will again place a civilization egg on the anvil (our 
present global one) and use the long handled hammer to 
make a lot of people homeless.  

A second asteroid must come soon to save this world 
from ourselves, or let Satan gloat that he is more 
powerful than God because he managed to totally ruin 
His creation.  

God is set to react against Satan’s challenge; we will again 
see once more that the ballast inside the earth will be 
upset by another asteroid. It is God’s finger in the sky 
already in orbit and maybe tilting the earth axis back 
where it started before Noah’s Atlantis civilization time 
2288 BC. When you are a clock maker you are not a 
prophet announcing one hour later watch the clock and 
listen to the cuckoo bird to remind you time is up.  

Gears are designed with intelligence and run its course 
that is why I can foretell events using embedded Bible 
intelligence lacking in universities controlled by atheistic 
evolution religion priesthood the biggest liars and criminals 
ever working hard to exterminate life on this planet. They 
can only brainwash people to be comatose to elect 
corrupted politician funding more money for more 
destructions.  

Watch therefore God’s finger in the sky prophesied or read 
science magazines balanced with a biblical perspective. 

Section 5 – The Mechanism 
Sustaining the Universe 

A Donut Transformer  
Most bars or fun parks in America have pin ball machines 
for kids where you shoot out a one inch steel ball to hit 
so many circle islands going crosswise up and down. 
Every time it touches a bumper, lights flash with a noise 
and numbers increasing on the screen to announce the 
winner. My kid was an unbeatable expert showing more 
intelligence than his Dad.  

That machine in principle could represent the universe as 
each circular bumper represents a galaxy hit with energy 
from a source, which makes the light go on quantified 
with a number to record the background intelligence 
controlled by an invisible talent I did not expect from my 
kid. That illustration could explain how the universe 
operates under the control of an infinite mind. The 
traveling steel ball has embedded inertia energy like 
invisible gravity in space. Energy touches every galaxy 
island directed by intelligence originating from a brain 
center that controls the force propelling an invisible 
mass, which is governed by embedded cause and effect 
laws coming from the Heavenly Throne with a rainbow 
above.  

Every bumper hit absorbs a little spring energy and 
propelling the ball energy mass to another circular island 
bouncing around the whole pinball game. It affects the 
other circle islands with lights flushing and numbers 
appearing as a system.  

Maybe now we can understand why most stars emit light, 
which needs a vacuum according to my donut theory of 
chasing proton dogs pushed by a gravity conductor from 
space. As they cross over sideways in the spiral apple 
splice, they barely miss an oncoming stream of opposing 
and repelling protons to produce a current and light 
surrounded in vacuum. The bunched energy is the result 
of these near miss crossovers. The avoiding, opposite 
traveling proton-dogs repel and slow down, which 
transforms their motion energy into visible pulsating light 
frequencies. The number of dog protons involved creates 
differing frequencies forming the various elements in 
modulating light seen as spectral lines.  

Light converted to rainbow colors embeds the collision 
information of how big the apple-atom donut is and how 
many dog protons were involved, which would eventually 
condense into mass created by the combination of the 
three finger rule and by how many magnetic lines cross 
over the donut center. Light with that embedded 
intelligence then travels with that information to the 
earth, where that intelligent data bank is received. The 
universe is full of such coded forces that ultimately 
originate from the Heavenly Throne Heh dimension but 
now measured as oscillating light in the material Daleth 
dimension on earth.  

Invisible gravity becomes the carrier on a dual spiral 
railroad, like a DNA strand superimposed with an embedded 
intelligence structure, to form over hundred elements of 
different atomic structures. Some are large and some small 
- spooning or repelling each other thus affecting the apple 
donut size.  

The number of protons dog chasing determines the 
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frequency condensed as an element in the time 
dimension. It will match a parabolic time curve while 
getting colder according to the Second Law of 
Thermodynamics. Finally, this power ends up in my 
kitchen as the nickel iron magnet stuck on my 
refrigerator, solid to my touch, which is sensed by my 
brain fired up by God’s breath to form thoughts and 
perceptions. Both sides of the same coin are needed. 

My donut model gets better when we consider the (1) 
source of energy being (2) transferred and (3) converted to 
some work because there is a purpose. The three finger rule 
is what makes the whole thing work. Not being an electrical 
engineer, I must write a lot to explain how the donut 
encircled with electricity works together with its implications. 
Let’s go back. Most know about the technical processes 
involved in turning on a switch to light the room. That 
simple action explains the universe.  

(1) Source 
Electricity is produced when we have a conducting wire loop 
pass through a magnet. If you oscillate in and out of the 
magnet, you get a pulse generated in the wire loop. When 
we have thousands of wire loops assembled on a stator, the 
turning magnets become a big turbine generator in an 
electrically plant. Some energy source, like dammed up 
water, coal-steam or nuclear-steam conversion, drives the 
turbine coupled with a generator turning wire loops at high 
speed. The thousands of pulses called voltage-current 
generated behave according to the three finger rule now 
expanded to explain the smallest donut atom.  

The energy produced at the source is one million volts, 
meaning the sine-curve is very large because it must be 
transported to the consumer with as little loss possible to 
make a profit. At a lower voltage, it becomes useful in 
your electric toaster’s red hot wire coil. If you put that 
coil in a vacuum, it would turn into light like your light 
bulb in the living room.  

When you look high overhead above the ground, you will 
see three wires carrying massive amounts of power at 
very high voltage to the consumer. In front of your 
house, look up the pole to see a transformer where the 
voltage is stepped down to 110 volts we can use. Also, if 
we touch it, we do not get instantly killed. Now connected 
to the motor to do some work like your refrigerator turns 

a heat transfer pump to have your food box nice and 
cool. The motor is just the reverse looks the same having 
magnets turning inside a wire loop only smaller like the 
power generator at the source. 

(2) Transformer 23 
The principle is the same when we look in the night sky 
seeing all the lights on and wonder why do the stars burn 
forever and could there be a switch to turn them off?  

The transformer looks like my donut with a figure eight 
lying down, which is the infinity sign ∞ like cross over for 
cars or dog proton in my donut theory. The transformer 
steps down a million volts of energy from the source. If 
you touched it, you would be killed. It must therefore be 
stepped down ten thousand times smaller to be useful 
giving us light and heat.  

Galaxies also give light and heat like the sun. Now I will 
explain how they get their energy according to the same 
three finger rule connect to the infinite light source having 
infinite voltage reduced to workable finite usable energy. If 
we use the figure eight of our dog proton-positron and put 
ten thousand wire loops around on one side and on the 
other loop 100, then we have a transformer stepping down 
voltage not to kill you if touched. In an apple donut we 
have small slices getting bigger and small again inside 
dog-protons chasing their tail. That is also a transformer 
with higher loops being the bigger apple slices and smaller 
loops as dog-protons chase inside a wire loop like in a 
motor or in reverse a generator.  

When high voltage is reduced to be useful, the glowing 
filament in the light bulb was surrounded with a vacuum. If 
there is no vacuum, we cannot have any light. Check it out 
when your light bulb develops a leak, and you need to buy 
another one. In space, there is a vacuum; therefore, 
galaxies and distant stars become bigger light bulbs 
burning bright in a vacuum and shining light in a much 
larger room we call it the universe.  

The idea of bigger bulbs shining in the universe highlights 
a lot of dust and particles like the splattered egg, which 
previously was Satan’s house. He became homeless when 
it was smashed on the anvil by God because of rebellion. 
When we see bright galaxies light up like a light bulb, the 
obvious conclusion is that there must be some “wireless” 

                                    
23 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Transformer3d_col3.svg 
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connection to source of energy, coming from somewhere.  

Inside a transformer, we will notice separate windings on 
one site with a lot on the other, much smaller side that 
steps down big energy in smaller chunks to be useful. If 
you do not have a transformer you have an explosion of 
energy released too fast ending with fire reducing all 
what is to ashes. In space, we do see some exploded 
galaxies in a fire ball, which tells us that the intelligent 
transformer failed. The Germans say kaput.  

It is just like your house would burn down if they put the 
electrical transformer too close. Luckily, they put the 
transformer high up on a telephone pole and not hiding 
under your bed, which is too dangerous. Galaxies must 
be spaced apart, too, like we do ceiling fixtures in my 
living room to cover all the room with light without 
interfering as they create heat, which could cause a fire.  

Remember gravity’s nature is to suck nearby mass 
together like egg splattered floating around, which would 
eventually disappear into a hole. It does not vanish, as told 
in cosmos fairy tales, but make the galaxy grow bigger.  

(3) Converted  
The transformer looks like my donut and works the same 
way. It steps down much too high energy and converts it 
to useful light like a bulb enclosure inside a vacuum. The 
bulb gets hot because the dog-protons chasing the tail 
running up to the big slice and down again creates some 
heat condensed as sweat. It is analogous to running up 
hill converting energy too fast: we get hot and sweat a 
lot to regulate our excessive energy conversion in our 
body, producing water vapor to remove excessive spent 
energy controlled with embedded intelligence invisible in 
our body.  

A galaxy, or our sun, needs same intelligence to control 
its nuclear fuel conversion like we do in a nuclear reactor 
via steam get electricity. In an electrical nuclear power 
station, the system is controlled by intelligent computer 
software to regulate the converted energy rather let it 
run wild exploding uncontrolled into a mushroom 
accident from failed intelligence like what happened at 
Russia’s Chernobyl.  

The sun must, therefore, have embedded intelligence to 
control the billions of hot protons on the nuclear molecular 
level, or it could fail in an explosion releasing energy too 
fast as we see many examples in the universe. Thanks to 
God, we have a good dependable system. God is 
supervising it to give us perfectly controlled energy, not 
too hot, for 6,500 years never failing giving us free energy. 
That regulating intelligence is controlled from the throne 
room in the Heh dimension transferring infinite energy on 
a dual rail to the sun linked with a rainbow transformer 
intelligence not paying a penny.  

Think more about how electricity works with the three 
finger rule within our donut atom controlled with 
intelligence, which gets better but I am restricted not to 
write a big book again. 

Kelvin Temperature 
One more point we must consider is temperature 
measured in Kelvin. At a low temperature of minus 273° 
Celsius many metals become superconductors, meaning 
they have no resistance to an electric current. That could 
mean blessing for us as electrical resistance is costly 

transmitting energy by wires. We do not yet have that 
technology to be practicable as we make the voltage 
higher a million times transferred by wires and stepped 
down later at the consumer with a transformer high on 
the telephone pole.  

But at extremely low temperatures in space, gravity and 
magnetism behave differently. It seems that gravity is 
suspended. The atoms just seem to float, no longer 
spooning in an expanding a universe. The big man 
oxygen donut atom liquidized still lower cooled down 
would leak right through the bottom glass container in 
the experiments shown on TV24.  

The atoms slowed down near death no longer showing 
life. Magnets shown in the experiments deep frozen are 
suspended and levitate which diminishes some gravity. 
The donut theory is the only one giving some rational 
answers to a mystery not yet explained by scientist and 
puts the time parabolic dimension equation again in its 
proper place as it is linked with infinite light modifying 
the behavior of elements as it goes through a 
temperature change.  

Two factors must be considered one is vacuum and the 
other extreme low temperature which modifies elements 
spooning. The protons chasing sideways along the apple 
slices are linked with a time factor, which controls current 
forming magnetism. In extremely low temperatures, 
magnetism would be highest affecting gravity like a 
teeter totter. If we visualize that infinite light energy 
goes into the front door of the donut hole and out comes 
gravity from the back door to connect with the next 
donuts forming galaxies like a pin ball machine.  

Therefore, neutrons pushing proton dogs function as a 
timer for the energy transfer equation converting the 
infinite to visible finite light frequency like a transformer 
like in the visible spectrum elements are formed 
previously explained. When protons within the donut run 
faster then normal light 186,000 miles/sec driven by 
infinite light neutrinos they produce internal friction heat 
passed on to protons offsetting the Kelvin cold 
surrounded in space.  

Check out our electrical transformers to understand that 
principle. They must be cooled with liquid to reduce a 
million volts down to 110 volts. It is like in space where 
higher dog chasing protons creating friction temperatures 
within the atom that needs low Kelvin temperatures to 
keep the system balanced. Since we have so many 
elements spooning in a galaxy mass, those on the inside 
are shielded from the outside cold as those on the 
outside are affected differently with current running 
without resistance hence reflect changes in magnetism 
and total gravity.  

To me needs another intelligence controls mechanism to 
bring about harmony as a whole to make it function like 
an organized city. Scientists theorize that to decrease 
energy levels smaller and smaller means it gets colder, 
which would take a lot of time like in a burning galaxy 
the other end of a teeter totter changing into a static 
universe getting colder. Therefore, looking from infinite 
energy potential, it would take an infinite amount of time 
on the opposite side of that equation. Infinite time is 
absolute zero Kelvin - total cold, as nothing would or 
could move anymore all dead, no life, and no energy 
conversion. Therefore, zero energy conversion equals 

                                    
24 Low  temperature - Nature Chanel 5/15/08 
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infinite time. Or Infinite energy equals zero time.  

The Bible tells us that God is infinite light; therefore, time 
does not exist in the Heh dimension. But we live in a 
material time dimension [Daleth] with time slowing down. 
Consequently, at some point in the past there was a 
special creation act meant for humanity. It links with the 
purpose expressed in God’s Plan for Humanity. Purpose 
means it must have been designed with a roadmap by 
superior intelligence. Just that concept articulated in one 
sentence would be another Babushka book. I will let you 
write it as many donut concepts expand like an iceberg 
90% submerged below what is visible:  

Zero E = ∞ Time 
 ∞ E = Zero Time 

A Transformer Pendulum 
Let’s sum up what I discovered previously as a cuckoo 
clock in my first Babushka book, Apocalypse 
Prophesied. It has two dials like the Aztec calendar and 
like other bronze clocks driven by gears. Gears are 
designed with intelligence to tell time. That is important 
for an energy conversion if you visit an atomic power 
station which must exercise prudent intelligence control 
over an atomic reaction to release heat very slowly 
otherwise you have an explosion like an nuclear bomb. 
The sun converts nuclear reaction into light surrounded 
by vacuum but is controlled by intelligence from the Heh 
dimension or else it is goodbye for us. What is the 
method explained in physics controlling both energy 
conversion?  

The pendulum in my cuckoo clock could be an example. 
The cuckoo clock converts gravity energy from space 
coming from God’s Throne by hanging weights high on 
the wall which activated an invisible ticking force within a 
certain range. When the weight is at the bottom (Taw) 
that ends a time dimension for that clock because the 
intelligence mechanism stopped the pendulum motion 
according to physics as time was declining getting shorter 
determined by a preset range within the clock design 
system.  

That idea I am not alone applied to the universe was 
transposed and explained by Dr. Albert Einstein. 
Therefore, in a faster or slower atomic nuclear reaction a 
time factor would have a certain range, slowing down 
according to a parabolic time constant discovered in 
ancient bronze-gold clocks and explained in my third 
Babushka book, Asteroid Answers to Ancient 
Calendar Mysteries.  

In the conversion of gravity inside a donut atom, there is 
a pendulum mechanism too dolling out energy in 
increments of time. It transforms invisible energy from 
the Heh dimension and slows down that energy to our 
visible rainbow spectrum range by dog proton-neutrons 
swinging across donut apple slices in pendulum motion 
from small diameter to the big diameter back and forth 
energized forever - or so long, until the switch is turned 
off controlled by the Heh dimension source control room 
at God’s Throne.  

If gravity in the universe would be suspended that even 
would stop my cuckoo clock in my living room with a 
swinging pendulum too. My cuckoo clock is converting 
invisible gravity and needs therefore another force 
outside of its mechanism environment which must be 

higher in intelligence to wind up that clock every morning 
good for another cycle. Applied to the universe we need a 
higher intelligence, like the big “I AM” ultimately windups 
his universe clock with a time dimension.  

This fulfills God’s purpose to control all life on earth and 
invented neutrons pushing dog protons in all the billion 
galaxies all replicated in my cuckoo clock model reflecting 
a mini universe donut atom reproduction conforming to 
the same entropy laws. God the Aleph [+one] is the 
higher intelligence outside the clock mechanism and is 
the only source of providing energy for the universe 
system turned on the lights for humanity’s pleasure 
galaxies shining brightly in the night sky and to measure 
time to remind us being ignorant and conceited that we 
are mortal and headed for the cocoon to be reborn as a 
butterfly if you chose. Wind up your clock feels good to 
be in control of your life, which has purpose. 

A Divine Intelligence Transformer 
The spectral line within the seven rainbow color show us 
that the violet blue light has a lower frequency wave 
length than the red color much higher on the other end 
of the rainbow frequency. That too combined together is 
a transformer system with few windings on one site and 
higher frequency windings chasing the dog-protons 
around the conductor donut body apple slices.  

Infinite light converted to gravity transfers raw energy 
captured in a rainbow frequency originating from the 
same source the Heavenly Throne surrounded with a 
rainbow along a dual spiral railroad. (Revelation 4) The 
transferred intelligence rail channel thus runs parallel 
across space with the infinite light embedded with high 
voltage current-gravity rail to connect every burning 
galaxy in space, including our sun und earth.  

Infinite energy paired together with intelligence 
embedded frequency control the energy forces within a 
donut atom so that it does not blow up too fast like a 
mushroom cloud. This is accomplished inside a donut 
atom by a transformer pendulum system that transfers 
higher level energy to a lower spectrum. If you 
understand the donut theory model, then we easily see 
the mechanism of the electrical three finger rule applied 
in the multiple figure eight analogy where positrons move 
across smaller-bigger apple slices with pendulum motion 
to function like a transformer.  

A transformer has on one side many wire loops and fewer 
on the other side transferring energy. In a donut atom, 
we have a neutrons-protons-pearl chain running crossing 
apple slice which produces friction like a resistor against 
a high incoming current. When infinite light converted in 
a parabolic time dynamic is slowed down to a velocity of 
186,000 miles/second, it becomes visible to our eye. 
That energy conversion process creates localized heat 
within an atom seen as visible light.  

The internal transforming energy within the atomic nucleus 
forces protons sideways across the donut atom slices 
creating friction heat converted to visible light, which has 
embedded spectral line information indicating the presents 
of various elements spooning. Again, the light we see in 
our eyes expanded to the seven rain bow color spectral 
line frequency shows transformed infinite energy of a 
much higher frequency forming element in their first state 
of development. Measuring infinite energy is not possible 
on the Daleth side because it is restricted by physics, 
limited by entropy and cause-effect laws defined by Sir 
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Isaac Newton and Dr. Albert Einstein. However, we can 
calculate the total energy of a static universe representing 
one side of a transformer and postulate the other side how 
big the infinite energy source could be.  

The rainbow over the God’s Throne is bathed in infinite 
light that connects through a universe transformer and 
comes to us converted into the visible light spectrum of 
low-blue and high-red intelligence frequencies 
wavelength. They function like the windings of a 
transformer to energize the galaxies, our sun and earth 
on a lower energy spectrum we can measure with our 
science instruments. By analogy, the heavenly rainbow 
Heh dimension connects the to our mortal Daleth side 
linking it with the laws of the universe in one unifying 
concept according to the physics embedded in the 
rainbow colors.  

Analyzing the rainbow light, I noticed an intelligent 
pattern, which functions similar to our binary computer 
language intelligence of zeros and ones. It is like how 
battle ships used to communicate with another on high 
seas using a blinking “on and off” light, if you remember 
old movies. That simple communication of blinking light 
could cause canons to be fired at a target or invite the 
captain for lunch. It was just another structure of applied 
intelligence. One more communication sequence from the 
Heh dimension is prayer - sometimes getting faster action 
in the case of saving one’s life.  

Intelligence in modern times can be captured in the 
symmetrical binary on and off system, which converts all 
that humanity ever wrote - all the books and pictures 
ever created into simple pixels of binary symbols of ZERO 
and ONE. The Heh dimension rainbow intelligence is far 
more complex as it used an asymmetrical binary code of 
7:5:  

[Ultraviolet]-[violet-blue-green-yellow-red]-[infrared]=7.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  [Violet-blue-green-yellow-red]=5 

Those rainbow color combinations function like a binary 
code with a bandwidth ratio dividing the primary (5) 
rainbow colors from the Heh dimension rainbow color 
with the secondary (7) color light packaged for space 
Daleth dimension transfer like analogue the same pattern 
of the binary code what we use in our computers (0:1) or 
(7:5). The Chinese of 2,000 BC had three bronze clock 
dials with the same binary pattern explained further on 
the end of this paragraph.  

I discovered a Rosetta Stone in Daniels prophecy, which 
has the same 7:5 system (Daleth-Heh) embedded. This 
discovery widens our horizons for understanding the 
universe as covered in my other Babushka books. 
Summed up, more intelligence added to “nothing” converts 
into “something” one notch higher as explained according 
to my Second Law of the Universe.  

Recently, science experiments25 demonstrated that blue 
light increases magnetism 160% and yellow light does 
the opposite so that magnetism measured 65% less. 
Totaled together, this does not violate the First Law of 
Thermodynamics, which is a check to test what we 
postulate.  

That discovery will be used for future computer storage 
devices getting more data bytes. If the scientists would 
expand it further to the red color next to the yellow, like 

                                    
    25 Geographic Magazine TV program “Magnetism” 5/5/08.  

the 7:5 ratio, that could increase the range for extra data 
bytes. This proves to me from another quarter that my 
theory rainbow combination from God’s Throne has 
embedded intelligences in the 7:5 combination colors 
passing on intelligence, which control the nuclear fusion 
of the sun operating inside every donut atom.  

Otherwise there would be no sun having been blown up in 
seconds like some scattered egg fragments in space to 
witness still glowing but getting colder. If you are 
interested to see it, watch education shows NASA created 
for TV. I thank God that he embedded intelligence in every 
atom to control the energy conversion process of our sun, 
not too fast like uncontrolled in a nuclear bomb explosion. 
Instead, God directs the transformed intelligence energy 
suitable for human life with all the rest of biological life 
systems on earth depending on it, too.  

A Chinese Binary Code Explained 
Looking at what is embedded in three Chinese bronze 
clock plates dated 4,000 years old, it surprised me 
greatly to find a modern binary symbol system similar to 
our high-technology.  

I wrote Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar 
Mysteries to decipher these ancient bronze–gold clocks 
and figured out what they measured. Expanding my 
horizons further, I see a resemblance of a rainbow 
intelligence transformer matching the 7:5 ratio of the 
Hebrew HANS system connecting with the Heh 
dimension. The two dots definitely look to me like the 
ONE and the dash ZERO in our binary code. 

 

   
   
   

 

But if we space the two dots apart framing it with the long 
dash in the middle then we have a spectral rainbow 
embedded intelligence regulating the energy conversion of 
invisible infinite light to the visible spectrum ending with the 
visible frequency which eventually crystallize out as 
elements of the periodic table. 

 

  violet-blue-green-yellow-red   
 

The visible side of the rainbow colors would be analogue the 
dog-protons chasing around the apple splice moving like a 
pendulum from one side to the other (North-South pole) 
entrance of the atom donut becoming visible pushed by 
invisible neutrons from the invisible infinite spectrum side 
like a transformer.  

The visible dog protons are pushed by the invisible 
neutrons connected to the invisible ultraviolet–infrared 
color frequency spectrum framing the in-between visible 
spectrum [violet-blue-green-yellow-red] like a black-white 
pearls assembled in a bracelet going around from a larger 
diameter to smaller in so many apple slices. The white 
invisible neutrons pearl pushes the black visible dog 
protons, which move back and forth from one pole to the 
other slowing down on the small diameter getting faster on 
the outer diameter like a pendulum in a clock. That 
converts and transfers the white neutrons linked to infinite 
light energy transformed into gravity force like a cuckoo 
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clock gears mechanism controls gravity with a pendulum in 
the visible Daleth spectrum light range that will produce 
cycles becoming spectral lines in the rainbow band.  

 

It is similar to when scientists discovered that the blue 
light increases 160% magnetism and becomes lower in the 
yellow range below 65% to be useful for future faster 
computers. Therefore, in a dog chasing apple splice 
controlled by the rainbow color, embedded intelligence 
prevents the sun blowing up like an atomic bomb. It 
demonstrates a principle of a shortening of the time 
dimension through a controlled energy conversion. Like a 
cuckoo clock pendulum, gravity is converted to time 
dimension and doling out energy in small increments 
(visible rainbow color spectrum) by chasing dog protons in 
a restricted manner from a large diameter to a smaller vise 
versa.  

That slows down time by the ratio of the slow to high color 
frequency [violet-red] which overlays with a directing 
intelligence like in my paper spiral model DNA shows. It 
demonstrates that when the dog protons are slowing down 
time which is portioned out across the apple donut atom 
splice in small increments changing from slow-fast-slow 
cycles controlled and superimposed by rainbow frequency 
intelligence of five colors. That would change the frequency 
of elements forming from the initial first light stage then as 
time is fractured out becomes vapor condensed as solid 
elements in the final stage-cold seen in spectral lines of 
the rainbow color spectrum.  

The ancient Chinese, therefore, must have had some 
knowledge of the donut atom theory as they come from 
Noah’s time [2288 BC] with Japheth transferring previous 
genetic modification practiced in the preceding Atlantis 
civilization. That ancient time must have had computer 
knowledge to do genetic modification of God’s creation 
like what we do in modern times.  

God got angry and destroyed that society by an asteroid 
reported by the Aztecs and in a book written by Enoch 
that should have been included in the Bible as the oldest 
manuscript. God will do it again because humanity is 
again rebelling by genetically distorting God’s creation. 
Just look at the 52 km large asteroid identified with an 
825-day orbit that is projected to hit the earth like an 
egg on the anvil. Atheistic scientists cringe at that, not 
educated to investigate facts being distorted by an 
evolution religion fairy tale perspective.  

How are Neutrons Controlled? 
A Neutrino-Heh force united with Neutron-Daleth particle 
forming a white pearl with embedded negative polarity 
antennas or receptacles cannot be measured with our 
Daleth dimension instruments as they are invisible and 
belong to the infinite energy spectrum that is why they 
appear neutral to us.  

Conventional theory needs a neutron between protons 
(dogs) chasing tail-nose which appear positive charged 
(repel) as they can be measured in the Daleth dimension 
in physics with instruments. Neutrons have no mass 
(nose-tail) and are placed between protons. However, 
they become the motor to push the dogs-protons around 
an apple splice analogue like white neutron pearl spaced 
between black proton pearl in a girls arm bracelet.  

Science knows that the invisible head-nose neutrino 
possesses embedded motor intelligence controlling the 
body. The invisible neutron-neutrinos are linked to the 
Heh dimension and resonate like a higher C string in a 
piano or works like a transformer transferring energy in 
pulling the proton carriage across the apple slice in 
pendulum motion slowed down by a time dimension. That 
physical relationship works together like a white horse 
(neutron) pushing or pulling the black carriage (protons) 
lined up in a long chain all connected in series endless 
chasing around the apple slices.  

The white neutron horse has an invisible polarity linked 
through the Heh-neutrino convergence which by nature is 
connected with the infinite energy side of the Heh 
dimension emanating from the Throne of God rainbow 
power source. It exerts force on the proton-positron 
carriage via a transformer laws scaling energy down to 
the Daleth dimension donut atom level and pushing the 
black pearl proton dogs with the velocity of a parabolic 
modified speed of light-time curve. That produces 
electrical current in a donut atom changing gravity into 
magnetism moving protons in a pendulum motion over so 
many small to large apple slices getting hot by repelling 
and friction emit light in a vacuum and eventually 
crystallized out as mass in elements.  

They must follow the same principle laws of a transformer 
relocating high energy force reduced and scaled down a 
million times to our spectrum of the visible material world. 
As they run parallel like white-black pearls around the apple 
splice from a large to a small diameter inside the donut 
atom they are controlled by an pendulum intelligence 
embedded motion from ultraviolet low frequency spectrum 
to infrared color higher frequency rainbow spectrum acting 
on a build in memory doling out infinite Heh gravity energy 
in small chunks on the Daleth side.  

Or the neutrino-neutrons oscillate from the invisible 
ultraviolet color spectrum pushing proton-positrons along 
the visible color rainbow spectrum corridor side toward 
the invisible infrared spectrum range like a horse moves 
the wagon in pendulum motion. That controls the velocity 
of neutron-proton pearl bracelet side from the Daleth 
perspective converting energy programmed by the color 
frequency intelligence embedded from the rainbow 
source over God’s Throne all in a pendulum motion. It 
transmits infinite energy scaled in a transformer fashion 
following in a pendulum apple splice motion North-South 
pole controlling nuclear energy exchanged from the 
infinite transposing into finite level decelerated down by 
neutrons pushing protons along the visible spectrum.  
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The rainbow colors become the carrier frequency 
transfers information through a space vacuum 
throughout the universe disbursed over a vast gravity 
ocean like light shines in a 360° circle and is not linear 
straight one-sided. Without that those color rainbow 
intelligence transmitted we would have an uncontrolled 
energy conversion too fast like demonstrated in an 
atomic bomb with voided intelligence embedded.  

 

Ultraviolet > Violet-blue-green-yellow-red < Infrared 

 

The parallel dual rail intelligence tract works like the 
lower ultraviolet frequency to the higher infrared 
frequency for controlling the 7:5 ratios running white 
neutron must conform to the entropy laws as they are 
100%. But the visible color band 7:5 ratio blue-red is less 
hence the second Law of Thermodynamics applies.  

In the 7:5 ratio equations we see that the visible color 
band (violet-blue-green-yellow-red) is pulled in the 
middle along with the framed invisible outside color band 
two extra pearls on each end which are invisible white 
neutron-neutrino calibrated getting their energy from the 
Heh dimension. In an apple donut starting from the small 
diameter like the black visible proton horse spends more 
energy going up the hill to the larger diameter and 
crossing over diminishing going down hill spending less 
energy. The downhill frequency is the violet frequency 
needs less but going uphill more as that extra energy is 
required to move toward the higher red color band width 
frequency side according to the Second Law of Entropy.  

They correlate to the speed of light 186,000 mile/sec 
which was produced sideways by slowed down inertia 
squeezed out 90° in a pendulum rainbow color spectrum 
crossing over from the infinite energy side to the finite 
rainbow color side pulled along. In that process it uses up 
energy which is expressed as local heat like friction. 
(Remember dog protons avoiding a collision and pushing 
gravity sideways producing 90° of the flow magnetism 
producing electricity expressed in light). When friction as 
a result of squeezing magnetism becomes large it will 
glow red hot like in your light bulb chasing protons and 
emitting visible light frequencies will in a vacuum 
converted appear in various colors depending on the 
speed of parabolic light frequency. At that moment can 
be measured in a spectral analyzer with information 
embedded of how big the apple atom is spooning.  

Therefore, the sun and galaxies we seen in the universe 
shows a restricted slowed down energy conversion 
caused by the rainbow intelligence acting as a color 
spectrum control mechanism across the big diameter to 
smaller North-South pole inside an donut atom. The 
pendulum motion oscillating velocity produces a 
combination light frequency later forming elements 
slowed down by the Second Law of Thermodynamics 
interacting with the First Law of the invisible white 
neutron pearl. Friction produced by slowing down energy 
is expressed 90° to the flow of proton-positron according 
to the three finger rule becoming hot which will turn into 
light in a vacuum and than send that converted light into 
space with information of various element spooning seen 
in spectral lines looking through a Hubble telescope.  

So every time we see transformers on top of a telephone 
pole, think of where the energy comes from over a 
complex detour analogous to how your heart transfers 

energy to every cell with a proportioned allocation of fuel 
energy. That fuel was converted by solid elements via the 
bio-world photo synthetics visible-invisible light coming 
from the space – the sun. The sun is just a transformer 
converting infinite energy-gravity now become visible in a 
rainbow frequency transmitted in 8 minutes to earth with 
the speed of light which is the motor for all life and must 
function within a very narrow bandwidth.  

I find examples everywhere I look one more to prove my 
point. A recent article in Science News26 :  

Love Code - a twist of light only mantis shrimp 
can see 

For love, some would twist the laws of physics. 
Short doing that, mantis shrimp communicates 
with the other sex by spinning light waves, 
biologists find. Light is made of electromagnetic 
waves. These are electrical and magnetic fields 
that wiggle perpendicular to each other and to the 
light ray’s direction.  

Many invertebrates have sophisticated eyes that 
can detect wavelength of light invisible to 
humans. Some including bees, can also 
distinguish linearly polarized light. That when a 
light ray’s electric field wiggles not in varying 
direction, but rather in one precise direction that 
forms a right angle to the ray..... 

That means that the electrical field twists like a 
corkscrew as the light ray moves. The corkscrew 
can twist right or left-or, in biological terms, be 
right-or left-handed. ... 

The researchers found that some of the eyes’ light 
sensing cells double up as filters. The cells have 
microscopic structures. Like bristles of a tooth 
brush, that slightly slow (down) light with 
electrical fields parallel to the bristles, but not 
light with fields that are perpendicular. As a result, 
the twist of a circular polarized wave will be 
flattened into steady, linear polarized wiggle, 
which another layer of sensory cells can then 
detect. Depending on the arrangement, Bristle 
cells will select right- or left-handed polarization. 
This parsing enables mantis shrimp to distinguish 
the two types of light.   

If you read further what these researchers discovered 
during their investigations, much is identical. They 
surmise the two light frequencies [7:5] ratio of the 
invisible to visible spectrum I am trying to explain within 
my donut theory. I find much that is similar to my donut 
theory as I see many applications in science and articles 
written by David Castelvecchi. This report opens up a 
much better perspective of understanding that is 
compatible with my science-based donut model.  

Antikythera Clock Fits the 
Rainbow Pendulum System  
For some strange reason we have an illustration how the 
Heh dimension rainbow could also be explained from the 
ancient 32-gear Antikythera bronze clock mechanism 
fished out from the ocean 100 years ago. It was dated 
older than 100 BC. I explain it in my third Babushka book 

                                    
26 Science NEWS Magazine, Love Code, at twist of light only mantis shrimp 
can see”. David Castelvecchi, March 22, 2008, Vol.173. 
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free on the Internet, Asteroid Answers to Ancient 
Calendar Mysteries.  

That clock has a 127-tooth gear system, which transfers a 
wobble movement into a fixed movement like an English 
Zoll to a metric system. It converts the past irregular 
calendar into a fixed system since Julius Caesar with no 
more axis wobble. Its design would fit an expanding 
universe model. Postulating a static universe raises 
questions about the mechanism: how do the dog chasing 
protons get slowed down from an expanding universe 
system? What was the added feature God inserted to 
create a time dimension to slow it down to become static?  

The five colors seen above the Throne [violet-blue-green-
yellow-red] in the Heh dimension (the other side=5) would 
be previously transmitted via an infinite intelligence light 
energy channel and end up inside a donut atom and 
causes the invisible white horse neutrons to push the black 
carriage protons in pendulum motion across the big to 
small apple slice.  

Therefore, the higher energy level controlled by five 
transformer colors from the other side (Heh=5) has the 
speed reduction information embedded in the infinite 
energy spectrum. Consequently, in the expanding 
universe model, the previous pendulum motion swinging 
across the apple slice of chasing dog protons was thus 
faster with a shorter arc since the swinging pendulum 
creates atoms that are quicker with more power available 
like oxygen fuelling larger cell structures within the 
spooning atoms. Check out geology and archeology 
previously mentioned.  

Did God Slow Down the Time 
Pendulum? 
When Satan’s rebellion toke place in 4488 BC, it stopped an 
expanding universe with a big bang like the egg smashed on 
the anvil. Looking in the night sky, check out the appendix 
tables and check the dates. God inserted the material Daleth 
dimension of time and space with two extra invisible color 
bands attached to the rainbow spectrum of five colors to 
give us the seven colors controlling the same pendulum 
motion within the apple atom.  

The dog protons chasing activity was modified reacting to 
the change by slowing down to create the inserted time 
dimension we recognize as the universe. The parabolic 
time curve arcing across the apple slice pendulum was 
affected when two pearls were added where it originally 
went faster with only five pearls. The Daleth dimension in 
my clock books has embedded a time dimension 
discovered previously in the Hebrew Alphabet Number 
System (HANS) and is called (7) seven=Zayin age, which 
is the basis for the 7:5 ratio in the 7,000 cycle cuckoo 
clock of human history explained in my first Babushka 
book, Apocalypse Prophesied.  

The five Heh colors with two neutrino-neutrons added to 
the rainbow spectrum became 7 creation days, which 
were different than on our present calendar and also 
became the basis for the Zayin age of human history. In 
our application, the seven colors transpose the same 
HANS system and signify a Zayin age for the Daleth 
dimension. The atoms are modified, having now two 
neutrons added on either side from the previous five 
colors of the Heh dimension, which is now transposed on 
the Daleth side changing the original five visible colors 
with two invisible ultraviolet and infrared spectrum colors 

and the extra neutron-neutrino pairs added as a package 
of seven rainbow colors of the visible light spectrum. 

That caused the pendulum motion to swing in much bigger 
arcs across the apple slices; therefore, they slowed down. 
In a time dimension, it takes longer to cross over with a 
pendulum motion. A longer pendulum makes for longer 
hours, too. Just think on my cuckoo clock hanging on my 
wall: we had a mechanism attached which would 
incrementally turn the adjustment nut a little on the end of 
the pendulum every time it was swinging by which made 
the pendulum length a tiny longer.  

You can see the adjustment nut on the bottom of a large 
pendulum grandma clock. In time we would notice that the 
clock slowed down not keeping track of the original time as 
it was adjusted because the pendulum is getting longer. 
That represents a static universe that is no longer 
expanding or growing due to the slowdown of dog-protons 
chasing the tail within the donut atoms. In the static 
universe, the time dimension is slowing down and going 
sideways with a parabolic swing on a declining apple slice. 
The stroke of the swing is now larger with the extra 
invisible color neutron-neutrino pairs added on each end to 
expand from the previous spectrum of five colors to seven.  

Read that whole paragraph again to make it sink in your 
consciousness. It is the key to understanding how an 
expanding universe became static ending in a Zayin age 
with seven creation day cycles designed for humanity and 
built into a donut atom. Just adding two neutrons in the 
Daleth dimension, or two neutrinos in the rainbow 
intelligence equation above God’s Throne, changed the 
Heh–Daleth dimension to a Jod dimension.  

Scientists are spending 100 billion dollars in underground 
coal mine, a mile deep within the earth, to capture a 
neutrino with massive instrument detectors immersed in 
a pool of heavy water. They will never succeed in 
measuring Heh dimension energy neutrinos particles 
coming from rainbow above God’s Throne even if they 
spent another 100 billion dollars!  

Infinite Energy Dispenser Principle 
We need another model from a dual rail perspective to 
explain how is infinite energy is reassigned and converted 
with a transformer feature to the Daleth side in small, 
finite chunks. The Antikythera clock can help once more. 
Gears of a cuckoo clock are mechanically designed to 
convert gravity and dole it out in small increments 
connected to a dial. We say that time is measured in 
minutes, seconds or hours. The Antikythera clock was 
designed differently from our kitchen clock: it has a gear 
system to measure a time increments that are slowing 
down due to a slowing earth axis wobble that scientists 
do not know about. This is why the Antikythera clock is 
still puzzling them after a hundred years of study. 

Looking inside the donut atom measures a time 
dimension too and has gears doing the same doling out 
infinite gravity energy in smaller chunks at least a million 
to one time like a transformer. If we understand the 
apple slices of our donut each has a series of smaller 
diameter which looks like gears in a clock, and let’s says 
we have on either side 10 gear slices declining. Then 
imagine a tooth pattern: on the outside diameter there 
are (5) five colored teeth embedded in the outer 
periphery around the diameter. Therefore, we have from 
the center parallel a total of 20 apple slice gears getting 
smaller in diameter shaped like a apple ball but now 
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looking like gears with an embedded color teeth pattern 
assembled side by side the bigger diameter declining and 
ending with a North-South pole all having a five color 
pattern embedded in the outside periphery of the gear 
apple slice. That looks to me like a clock calculator 
having 20 parallel gears on one axis.  

Now let’s imagine that the invisible white neutron horse 
connected to the infinite energy pushing the protons 
carriage is sliding on the outside of the apple donut ball 
at very high infinite speed which has the same (5) five 
color pattern replicated between two invisible body 
neutron one side is ultraviolet the other infrared with five 
visible color frequency bands in between packaged 
totaled now seven rainbow color all boxed in like a DNA 
chain like we have illustrated in the Chinese hieroglyphs 
color spectrum.  

 

Ultraviolet > Violet-blue-green-yellow-red < Infrared 

 

As the Chinese neutron color pattern is framed by 2+5 
DNA color chain, it slides on the outside periphery of the 
donut ball gears and matches with one of a declining 
diameter apple slice gears at a certain position perfectly. 
When that happens, it will link up with a corresponding 
five color tooth pattern embedded in the gear.  

As one gear diameter is perfectly aligned with the (5) five 
protons color tooth pattern, the gear embedded with the 
(5) five color pattern of the neutron package will link up 
with it and then push the gear apple slice one time 
around. After that, it becomes disengaged as it no longer 
fits the diameter because by getting smaller it keeps 
moving after one turn.  

Remember the white neutron Chinese DNA package is 
the horse that is transferring gravity force from the Heh 
dimension. It will pass that energy to the black carriage 
pearl, but only one turn, as it gets disengaged at the 
moment the diameter becomes smaller, sliding on the 
outside of the gear ball. Though now disengaged, it keeps 
turning a million times at infinite speed inside every 
donut atom until it reaches the next smaller gear 
diameter apple slice again sliding sideways still in the 
pendulum motion mode.  

When the diameter matches again with the second gear, 
it corresponds with the color tooth pattern to the five 
Chinese color DNA pattern recognized and waiting. It 
must fit exactly, which will then turn the second gear 
apple slice once around. They do not physically touch 
each other since they rotate at different speeds. Instead, 
they are linked like a transformer passing along, or 
radiating, the information like a “C” string resonating 
with another “c” string one octave higher resembling a 
transformer.  

It is like the Chinese DNA chain neutron package hydro 
foiling with high speed over the apple gears getting 
smaller. Disengaging the second gear one turn latter, it 
moves again a million times keep sliding sideways to the 
next gear apple slices with the speed of light to move 
once around again intermittently to the last gear making 
10 times a million turns - always passing a little chunk of 
energy by turning the apple gear slice once around and 
transferring infinite energy summed up now slowed down 
to a donut atom.  

They repeat their journey on the other side going uphill 

to the largest diameter across again swinging like a 
pendulum where they intermittently engage a slice here 
and there to the next turning. That would end up being a 
transformer of high speed energy reduced to finite 
186,000 miles/sec. We can see in spectral lines donuts 
spooning various elements with a mixture ratio of 700 
million to one times (1,000,000x10x2xDx_) energy 
conversions matching five–seven color DNA band tooth 
fitting rainbow color system. The infinite energy reduced 
to finite chunks of energy ending at the velocity of light 
in the Daleth dimension 186,000 miles a second but 
getting smaller according to a parabolic time dimension. 
What a perfect clock doling out time and gravity energy 
for a static universe that eventually ends up with the 
pendulum motion stopped on the bottom floor =Taw just 
like my cuckoo clock.  

The Cuckoo Clock in Heaven 
The Bible tells us there is a rainbow above God’s Throne. 
We have discovered the relationship of spectral colors 
within a rainbow and know that the violet color has lower 
frequency moving up frequency scale to the shorter wave 
length hence higher red color. That represents a clock 
and does not necessary need gears. A sand clock or hour 
glass clock measures time too without gears.  

Our modern clock is made from silicon like computer 
chips which uses atom discharge which happened in a 
certain time period spliced out makes a wrist watch to a 
bedroom alarm clock. The energy comes by a detour 
from a battery which stored electricity coming from the 
apple splice movement of our donut atom. NASA uses the 
decay of atoms more direct without the detour you heard 
about on TV and named it the atom clock. It is the most 
accurate clock ever because it is utilizing the apple slice 
movements too within the donut pendulum which has a 
certain velocity slowing down infinite light to finite light 
we can measure.  

Scientists do not know what I just explained in one 
sentence, but is that simple. Scientists cannot know the 
inner makings of an atom and must explain it with fairy 
tales made up as they only have seen fractured atoms 
put on the anvil destroyed to smithereens like the egg 
splattered on the wall and scraped off in a cloud 
chamber. Not the best method to investigate how the 
atom works. So the rainbow above God’s Throne is a 
clock that measures time in some way, which surprised 
me greatly.  

In a Heh dimension, eternity has an embedded time 
dimension. It should be a paradox just like we see an 
expanding and at the same time a contracting fixed static 
universe.  

Take your finger and start on the rainbow violet blue side 
and move it across the other color bands ending on red. 
What you did represents a time dimension concept, which 
in a transformer-transmission model is replicated in 
every donut atom across apple slices. Your finger 
movement in science terms is called velocity, which is 
your finger moving so far in so many seconds. In our 
case, a time dimension moved in a certain distant 
measured in meter or fraction of meter.  

The heavenly rainbow has embedded a time dimension 
system like intelligence controls a process within the cell 
which is the same inside the donut atom controlling the 
velocity of infinite light to end in the visible finite light 
spectrum reduced to smaller chunks of energy packages. 
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The rainbow in heaven above the Throne is the clock 
controlling every atom in the universe - not one is left 
out. If it does not have that timing intelligence 
embedded, it cannot be an atom.  

Atoms need three forces starting with gravity from God’s 
presents around the glassy sea producing magnetism 
forming electricity slowing down a parabolic time 
dimension bathed in light 186,000 sec/miles measure in 
the three finger rule function together become atoms, 
which eventually become elements ending in a universe 
forming our earth living as biological being closing the loop 
with our spirit linking with the Heh dimension ending 
where it all started in front of God’s Throne with a rainbow 
above. A long sentence of a closed circle read it again.  

The rainbow embedded intelligence tells the force which 
way to go which produces an atom. Without that 
intelligence there is no atom. Intelligence added to the 
nothing becomes some thing was my first statement now 
proven. That long sentence is not finished must have one 
more which is “Purpose.” 

My dear reader, you have been very patient reading thus 
far but this is the first time all of physics can be explained 
logically how God created the universe and how does it 
function. My theory came through intuition. God used me 
as a willing conductor, unexplainable to me, as I wrote it 
down every day a page before sunrise because I am so 
forgetful. If I did not write it down it was soon lost, so I 
realized that I had better get with it and record it.  

I am only a willing tool for transmission because I am 
rather stupid. Just asks my kids. Do not think for a 
moment that this stuff was from my brain. I need to read 
it over again. As a German, I still have problems with 
English as there is more buried. Believe me, the 
discoveries just keep coming, never ending.  

Section 6 - Why do we have a 
Universe? 

An Expanding, Dynamic Universe  
Originally, the Heh universe was build up by a process of 
billions of “thin” donut atoms - apple slices growing from 
infinite energy that was converted.  A time dimension did 
not exist; therefore, “thin” donut atoms were growing 
faster. They had bigger atom-cell structures with a 
shorter pendulum swing across the apple slices in the 
donut atom model controlling a higher nuclear energy 
conversion from the infinite to finite light spectrum.  

The shorter pendulum swing within the donut atom was 
caused by the fewer number of (5) original color rainbow 
frequency controlling proton-positrons. Remember, the 
transformer concept and three finger rules. However, a 
cosmic time event was reported in the Bible took place when 
the original egg got smashed on the anvil at the moment of 
Satan’s rebellion.  

Thereafter, God created a new dimension Jod. The old Heh 
dimension got frozen and is still around and will end with 
the Daleth dimension in Taw according to changed 
embedded color frequency rainbow laws like a slowing 
cuckoo clock pendulum converting gravity demonstrates. 
The rainbow frequency was at that moment increased by 
two neutrinos-neutrons added to create a 7-color rainbow 
spectrum that increased the energy ration to 7:5, 

according to a Hebrew Alphabet Number System. That 
caused a change in the universe inserting a transition 
period of a parabolic time dimension which interlinked and 
established a Daleth dimension of time and space to fulfill 
God’s Plan for Humanity. But God left most lights on in the 
static universe with a good number of galaxies burning but 
at a diminished, though sustained, energy level.  

Let’s review it once more as it is so new to science to 
understand the formation of planets with further 
possibilities planned by God. Since he started the 
creation for a probable future biological life replicated for 
other beings. The Bible talks about extraterrestrial beings 
like angels or future redeemed Humanity which could be 
occupying many places throughout an expanded 
universe. Thinking about purpose for the Heh dimension 
must include possibilities which could have a bearing on 
what we postulate.  

If God wanted to duplicate thousands of galaxies, why 
would he stop creating more with different beings similar 
to us? Duplication of galaxies is obtained by a process 
how donut atoms come into being. We have learned that 
converted infinite energy is transferred by gravity from a 
source and is sucked inside the black hole of an existing 
galaxy. That eventually created more donut atoms which 
crystallized out forming elements assembled from a flat 
donut evolving into fat ball geometry donut by adding 
apple slices.  

I asked the question why? The answers come from 
investigating nature and watch a propagation process. In 
the ocean reef on a certain moon tide night, a sudden 
explosion of a billion plankton seed cloud is carried away 
to other locations. Wherever they settle another coral 
reef will start.  

That would be a good model as we see huge explosions 
in the universe and many other variations from dust to 
egg fragments and planets. What is obvious for us to see 
is an expanding universe picture but could be frozen in 
time like a snapshot not to be fooled.  

But nevertheless the picture shows the atomic process at 
the time of the explosion and expanding. Galaxies grow 
and turn into like a pregnant woman. When cells grow and 
get added by intake food energy from a source eventual 
will burst forth and like pollen travel far and wide.  

That little donut atom billion ejected into space will be 
like seeds or planktons ticking with a pendulum 
programmed by the white neutron horse pushing the 
protons-positron carriage around an apple slice in 
pendulum motion within a single atom now multiplied. As 
infinite energy converted to finite light is added the atom 
grows and is replicated in another mother atom galaxy 
continued a billion times.27  

Since a time dimension does not exist the pendulum is 
faster as the apple slices are closer together until a time 
dimension was introduced with a big bang which is Satan’s 
rebellion even some evolution scientist to notice. God laid 
his home on the anvil and made him homeless which 
stopped a dynamic Heh universe from growing. The 
snapshot universe we see in space became a frozen 
expansion.  

                                    
27 Galaxy Bulges in its Middle, new evidence suggest growth from the inside out, by Ron Cowen, 
SCIENCE NEWS, February 28, 2009. Astronomers captured the first snapshot of the formation of a 
galaxy’s bulge J114816.64+525150.3. 
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A Static Universe Frozen in Time  
Looking further in space examining a static universe 
snapshot we see various stages of frozen galaxies, debris 
like my egg smashed on the anvil of previous explosions 
and fully formed planets. On the molecular donut level side 
the micro cosmos transformer side we can see the same 
original design replicated in a universe by a thin donut with 
a black hole growing bigger and became thicker into the 
direction to a fat apple by adding slices for more dog 
protons to go around and around.  

It is controlled by a rainbow intelligence system moving 
like a pendulum across the apple slices forming different 
elements spooning but is now restricted by a build-in 
time dimension range. God created a time dimension as 
his planned redemption for his universe and correct what 
went wrong. The Heh dimension expansion was stopped 
and is slowing down by the laws of a flywheel governed 
by a parabolic time dimension. It is causing the 
pendulum to swing incrementally wider within every 
donut atom by just adding a pair of neutrinos on the 
seven rainbow color spectrum above his Throne.  

It changed the intelligence rainbow transmission 
information frequency from five to seven as explained in 
the 7:5 ratios Hebrew Alphabet Number System now 
changed information transferred via the gravity carrier 
entering every atom nucleus in the universe causing time 
in a parabolic curve to be slowed down. Therefore the 
infinite energy decelerates to a wider arc according to a 
parabolic time curve now measured in 2008 about 
186,000 mile/sec. It stopped the original reproduction 
system of a fast expanding universe no longer evolving 
into pregnant galaxy now static and dying.  

Repeated in the donut atom model adding layers of apple 
slices within its body created fatter donut atoms from 
infinite light then later exploded giving birth for more 
pregnant galaxies setting off more galaxies in space 
giving birth to millions atoms.  

Those bunched atom debris function like seeds to start 
the process over getting infinite energy growing again 
from single clustered atoms like seeds spit out from the 
galaxy now growing again bigger apple splices becoming 
fat donuts again. The cycle previously repeated a million 
times expanding a universe with more galaxies more 
homes for future extraterrestrial beings like we see on 
our earth as an example has now ended.  

The reason of that design system can only be understood 
by recognizing the structure of the original Heh apple 
splices. Understanding the process of forming elements 
expanding into galaxies converting into many big round 
planets multiplying again producing galaxies, but got 
stopped growing which became the Daleth dimension 
inserted into the system. The cause was a rebellion of 
Satan the highest official in God’s administration. That 
gave reason for the Daleth dimension to be infused 
between the Heh and Jod dimension and needed a time 
dimension to work out reconciliation arrangement linked 
with God’s Plan for Humanity. The time dimension is the 
cause to stop the procreation system of atoms now 
ending in a static universe.  

Nature teaches us that bio-seeds conform to two stage 
systems. The seed must first die, converted and is born again 
to a higher level. It is like my wife asked to not turn on the 
water at the kitchen sink while she takes a shower only so 
much hot water flowing from the source. The other valve is 

the new Jod dimension added getting more hot infinite water 
flowing in that direction whereas the kitchen Daleth usage is 
declining getting colder linked with our old Heh dimension 
world got broken through a previous rebellion.  

The universe flywheel Daleth motor is turned off no 
longer getting infinite energy and is now running down at 
lower velocity finite visible light energy getting slower 
with less energy conversion in the bio world heading for 
more extinction and will stop at the end of the time in the 
Taw equation. The lights of the galaxies are still burning 
as Humanity’s Plan not finalized yet but soon will be shut 
off too about 3018 HANS and Bible calendar forecasting 
66 witnesses testifying too many for simple people.  

The scientist sees the evidence of an expanding universe 
but also recognize a bewildering paradox much confusing 
of a running out time dimension declining. That cannot be 
both as the energy math equation does not equalize out 
unless you are instructed from God’s perspective the only 
solution to the problem. 

Cosmology scientists postulate that there must be four 
levels of universes should consider only three, which 
could make a math equation come out right like a three 
finger rule as the Bible tells us of Daleth-Heh dimension 
level has been changed into a new Jod dimension from 
God’s perspective. The previous expansion model forming 
galaxies got stopped by a time dimension as God turned 
off the intelligence energy coming from the rainbow 
above his Throne. The energy is now trimmed down to a 
level only to leave the galaxies lights on but not enough 
to create new donut atoms.  

To understand that principle previously before the Heh 
dimension disaster, the creation process for a universe 
transformed down to the donut atom level was designed 
that infinite energy converted creates more apple slices 
added controlled by rainbow intelligence pendulum. It is the 
process of creating more neutron horses pushing the 
protons-positron carriage in transformer conversion linked 
with infinite light to create more atoms forming galaxies 
ending in a cold planet. That process got stopped converting 
infinite energy to gravity by a parabolic time dimension 
running out of the initial energy like a flywheel suspended 
the flow of energy which will run out and will be ending in 
Zero-Taw according to the energy equation.  

Processes Forming the Universe 
I noticed that the rainbow above God’s Throne is curved which 
is even seen on our Daleth earth rainbow, too. Why curved?  

The light which comes from space can be split apart in a 
prism which shows us a rainbow color spectrum with the 
longer blue wavelength on one side moving across the 
shorter red spectrum light on the other end. That means 
reassembled the light will not go straight but turn into a 
big circle like a rainbow.  

It is like your car has one front wheel out of alignment and 
pulling the car into a circle and not straight. Many 
scientists where fooled and postulated looking into space 
that a red shift would mean an expanding universe but 
what we see is light not going straight but in an arc 
forming galaxies. Our eyes respond more to shorter 
wavelength therefore we have traffic lights with a red color 
as even semi blind people can recognize that color.  

Therefore, when gravity is forming elements we can 
observe them in galaxies as their trail usually in two 
arms spiraling getting closer into a circle. Typically, we 
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can observe two development stages in the universe like 
the Andromeda galaxy has the tightest spiral arm causing 
the biggest black hole.  

Conversely those with the loosest arms have the smallest 
hole. That shows a development stage when light-
gravity-element trail explained in my donut theory begins 
to condense circling around because of the rainbow color 
intelligence frequency thereafter forming a center with a 
little hole which gets bigger with arms getting tighter.  

Since we have proton and neutron polarity more fully 
explained next we should expect to see two arms only 
building up to a swirl getting tighter until the apple donut 
is round and fat we call it a planets with two polarities like 
North or South if not burst before to start more planets in 
an expanding universe model. This can be verified recently 
with special color filters like using infrared images from 
NASA Spitzer Telescope viewing the Milky Way galaxy28 
always believed to have four swirling arms.  

Now that idea needs to be changed back to a previous 
opinion as my donut atom must be replicated in a galaxy 
forming mass getting bigger as the same donut atom 
laws apply. It must be condensed with only two arms 
controlled by atoms embedded with neutron-proton Heh-
Daleth polarity. We must not forget what we see now is a 
static universe is like a stopped movie - only one picture 
frame is projected in the middle of an fast expanding 
process no longer moving. It shows a single frame of how 
round solid earth bodies were previously formed.  

The cameras sent into space bring back pictures of planets 
with strange rings. What a wonderful illustration how the 
final touch of forming our earth has happened adding 
some crystallized matter like water droplets condensed of 
dirt-dust sucked by gravity into a final ball plugging up the 
previous black hole of a fat apple donut now shrunk from a 
beginning galaxy. It is like a process imagined, if you 
remember my previous illustration, all of the universe 
could be condensed inside a one pound coffee can. An 
expanded earth ball planet would look like that.  

Or in reverse, is like having an half full cup of soap bubbles 
and blowing with a straw a huge mountain of bubbles 
having fun as a kid how big we could make it grow now 
stopped blowing. That illustration is what we see in the 
universe all connected to infinity light soap bubble energy 
but need God’s breath, the same given to Adam to make it 
appear as an expanding universe.  

Therefore, looking into space see various stages of 
forming galaxies from a different perspective and can 
delineate the  smashed egg from Lucifer’s trouble 
material frozen in a time dimension stopped in the 
process from forming galaxies ending in planets 
confusing scientist postulating many fairy tales not 
understanding the system. Seeing an expanding universe 
and at the same time slowing down time a paradox only 
explained in a donut theory highlighted by the Bible.  

[Neutrino-Neutron] vs.  
[Neutron-Neutrino] 
A two-leg polarization illustrated in galaxies and within 
the apple donut has two possibilities being the leader in 
the horse pushing the carriage. Both by nature are 
bathed in infinite light controlled by the rainbow color 

                                    
28 Astronomers remap Milky Way, Science News, June 21, 2008, www.sciensnews.org. 

frequency over God’s Throne.  

A polarity has embedded intelligence if purposed could go 
into different direction still running parallel along the same 
energy highway but end up with two polarized action not 
the same. The Hebrew [Daleth-Heh] or [Heh–Daleth] ratio 
makes that clear with a big mathematically difference not 
identical like 7:5 ratio [7/5=1.4] or 5:7 ratio [5/7=.7].  

We can postulate from this if the Daleth side is leading 
causes dead donut atoms forming elements and if the Heh 
side is leading would develop into living bio donut atoms but 
still with the same color rainbow intelligence embedded. The 
life energy color band would only need the Neutrino-Neutron 
polarity reversed one leg linked to the HEH-Heh dimension 
polarity, which could be the Jod dimension.  

The reversal polarity of neutrinos has embedded 
additional information which causes the same atom 
structure but with supplementary life energy overlaid 
coming from a one notch higher energy level. The 
Aleph=1 [+one] force is embedded in every atom but 
coming from Jod=10 dimension only a zero added to the 
equation 1:10, which would develop into bio-life donut 
atoms one notch higher.  

If we multiply the ratio with each other (7/5x5/7) we get 
[+one] = Aleph the total source of energy embedded in 
all Atoms. Therefore in the math equation the energy can 
go either way and philosophical they are related like 2:1 
[7/5=1.4; 5/7=.7]. You need twice the Heh dimension 
energy [2x.7=1.4] which could be Jod to equal one of the 
Daleth dimension donut atom.  

Do the simple math of two Heh (5) added together is Jod 
(10) [5+5=10] Heaven therefore too has two polarities 
Heh expanded to a higher level Jod the Bible is teaching 
it all along not yet understood by theologians not having 
investigated HANS now figured out with our math.  

I stated earlier that the five color intelligence frequency 
coming from the heavenly rainbow would form faster 
element because of a shorter pendulum crossing over the 
apple slice. That would give us atoms for an expanded 
universe because the time dimension does not exist. Than 
God modified it for a declining universe time dimension 
getting slower in a parabolic time curve now added two 
invisible colors spectrums either side like my Chinese 
spectral color picture shows.  

Ultraviolet > Violet-blue-green-yellow-red < Infrared 

 

Both color spectral intelligence patterns are transferred 
simultaneously but with a difference. One is the leader, 
oscillating like an old-fashioned On=Off light signal sent by a 
battleship of an outdated movie communicated with each 
other with blinking lights before space telephone where 
invented. You had to know the sequence that was started 
first, or you would be confused: instead going to lunch, the 
captain fired the cannons at the other side, which was not 
so friendly nor expected.  

Fun aside, Jesus demonstrated that Jod dimension 
principle in his resurrection expressing a higher life form 
level belonging to a new universe concept explaining it to 
people not educated in high-tech 2,000 years ago. He 
demonstrated a new dimension witnessed by many 
people in the Gospel walking through solid wall, which 
created confusion. He also ate fish, which seems normal 
and not something a spirit phantom would do.  
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Thomas, a realist, needed to touch his body agreed by all 
in the upper room but later Jesus disappeared in seconds 
to appear somewhere else indicating different time 
dimension. That further more demonstrated his 
overcoming gravity without technical high-tech 
assistance. Jesus floated up and was seen by 500 
witnesses as he disappeared into the clouds without a 
helicopter. The Jod dimension is therefore different 
belongs to the third cosmos universe now recognized to 
have a primary function expanding with newly created 
people programmed to become the Saints whereas the 
Heh side is frozen declining ending in Taw.  

Looking into the universe, we see the same laws 
illustrated in forming galaxies starting with a small hole 
evolving with two polarizations around a North-South 
pole area indicating like something plus or minus 
stretching and forming into a hole with two arms circling 
around the nucleus like our Milky Way has two arms too 
now photographed with a better filter29. 

So the seventh Daleth dimension priority of the 7:5 ratio 
will determine atoms with no life. The source is the Heh 
control room within the heavenly rainbow, but if the 
rainbow color pattern comes from the Jod dimension 
[5:7], it needs two Heh components that would form 
living atoms both still have the same dual nature 
expanding or finite nature embedded depending on the 
five or seven color spectrum send from the Throne room.  

The four-plex system is the basics for heaven-earth 
physics and must delineate forces by source and polarity. 
Both Heh (5) predominating components become a horse 
will give us a living donut forming into two chromosomes 
polarized from a proton-positron depending on a carriage 
polarization arrangement, which has two possibilities, too.  

Back at the carriage positron-proton level we have the 
same polarity arrangement which could also function 
reversed. Depending who is the leader in the polarity 
equation the source would decide where it will end. All is 
planned every atom must follow laws leading from one 
step to another controlled and supervised by intelligence. 
Without that system you have chaos or nothing.  

                                    
29 Astonomers remap Milky Way, Science News, June 21,2008, www.sciensnews.org. 

Deciding where every atom must go is a management 
function coming from a Heh computer as we do the same on 
earth in high technology. Check out how nuclear power 
stations controlled with software still need watchful eyes of 
an additional higher intelligence or watch a nuclear 
catastrophe experienced in Russia.  

It is as if God controls the speed of his stretched 
limousine with a pedal pushing a little more here or 
there, balancing to have history repeated for humanity or 
decelerated time dimension even Dr. Albert Einstein 
noticed checking out the universe. To arrive at the 
juncture of the Apocalypse 2008-2015, according to the 
schedule to be right on time, he must speed up the train 
of the time dimension or slow down a little to arrive on 
the station to the minute.  

The energy intelligence of the [7:5] or [5:7] ratio inside 
the apple slice donut atoms will link up with the Heh 
control center assigned either a grey or white 
domineering horse pushing the carriage positron. Again, 
a polarity having two different adjustment invisible color 
pearls embedded we either get a life-donut atom or a 
dead one we know very well the difference. Revelation 6 
with seven seal broken indicates four horses each have 
different colors too like white and red blood particles in 
our body. Maybe the first two seal horse belongs together 
as the other makes up the other pair. Again the carriage 
site has two possibilities of polarity, too.  

Looking at the formation of a human being, we can learn 
about reversal polarity of proton-positron. Depending who is 
the carriage leader we have a chromosome either male or 
female all in a combination four-plex combination. When we 
observe in a Petri dish human cell division, we see they 
grow more and more. Than comes a point we see a sausage 
shape forming moving toward a polarization left to right 
extreme. One side will eventually form into head with front 
legs the other the tail ends side by a mystery signal given 
now is time to form organs all determined by combination of 
X-Y chromosome determining the two sexes polarized.  

Therefore, twice Heh (like two extra invisible neutrino 
pearls) is the extra information needed for a life donut 
atom equation.  

Have another look of a dog proton-positron pair chasing 
around and around in a donut atom. They could be going 
around either clockwise or anticlockwise within the donut. 
The predominating neutrino-neutron is the leader horse to 
tell the direction controlled by the same intelligence color 
spectrum. That four-plex arrangement determines whether 
the atom will form into the direction with embedded life or 
form later into elements without life either ending in a 
biology or geology department where it can be studied.  

When something biological dies, various donuts atoms 
are wrapped up with a double Heh energy component 
package and when they are disconnected from the 
intelligence rainbow frequency will therefore be collapsing 
into the lower domain the remaining Daleth Donut atom 
level of a [7:5] ratio conforming and being subject to 
entropy laws controlled by a parabolic time dimension. 
That would define death never explained in any atom 
theory level.  

When one of the dual Heh life force within the Donut 
atom is disconnected (the additional Heh needs two 
components in the 5:7 ratio), it loses one of the Heh 
force components and what remains is a Daleth atom 
ratio [7:5] imprinted in lifeless atoms. However, the 
leftover liberated Heh component does not disappear but 
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returns to the source where it came from since it is a 
closed looped energy intelligence circle system no 
information lost for further evaluation.  

The returned Heh component carries along the modified 
intelligence information now recorded back to the Heh 
control upper room computer where it came from. The 
result will be printed out later in a Book of Life where 
records are kept from the original attached with the user 
name where the intelligence came from and was modified. It 
will be used to further evaluate was God’s gift used properly 
in the system of choosing good or ended up with corruption 
of evil. That information is useful for a reward or if failed 
deny access for further benefit collected in the Jod 
dimension. We have the same control system in a nuclear 
power station sending you a bill for payment or check it out 
in the Bible what happened at the White Throne the Heh 
dimension billing department if you refused the bill not paid 
for by Jesus still owning money on the last day of reckoning.  

Let’s look at another example how the life atom system 
works as the Bible describes the bearer of life is in the 
blood read (Leviticus 17:11) “for the life of the flesh is in 
the blood.” The Hebrew word for living body is nefesh, 
which means “soul.” To consume blood was strictly 
forbidden by God to Old and New Testament people alike 
as it linked to the Messiah made atonement with his own 
shed blood too precious for duplication or polarization 
which became the foundation of a new covenant to 
reconcile man to God. Sin can only be atoned for through 
a blood sacrifice from the Heh dimension.  

In physics, analyzing blood we see its duality with two 
polarity forces exemplifying the most essential elements 
in our body which is a life force embedded from the Heh 
side energy reservoir. The main dog-pearls within the 
donut atom forming blood are white and red blood cells 
regulating the proper function vital in maintaining our 
health embedded with intelligence. Their polarity will 
influence our psychological moods since they are 
connected to the Heh dimension we recognize as spirit 
with a mental outlet.  

Extreme loss of blood can lead to loss of consciousness or 
even death as it is disconnected from the intelligence 
without cannot exist. We know now where the 
intelligence comes from. The main function of blood is 
transforming oxygen from the lungs to other tissues in 
the body generated by Donut atoms dog chasing proton-
positrons pushed by life transferring neutrinos energy 
coming from God’s presents in a transformer mode 
closing the circle.  

Go back to the section “What are dog chasing inside the 
donut atom” which explained the 4-plex aspect 
polarization expressed in nature which makes up 
biological life embedded in A-C-G-T (adenine, cytosine, 
guanine, and thymine) building blocks elements. Above 
God’s Throne the rainbow is the Heh control room for the 
universe where energy for dead atoms forming elements 
or life atoms are doled out according to God’s desire. He 
can like a car pedal increase the velocity using 
intelligence frequency of five color spectrum or seven or 
reverse 4-plex position which will determine either simple 
ordinary Daleth donut atoms growing or ending in 
slowing down mode.  

Also, life embedded Heh Donut atom too either 
expanding or diminishing embedded with the Heh life 
force by just adding an extra Heh component making it 
into a two times Heh energy equation [5:7] and 

packaged the extra energy needed depending which 
rainbow frequency polarity is used.  

Come to think a closer observation what we see on earth. 
Since the five (5) rainbow color spectrum was changed to 
a seven (7) with two invisible neutrinos added that would 
stop new atoms being created except those with 
embedded life coming from the Jod source. Like the 
universe became static that would include earth too. I 
can only observe new life atoms appearing in an 
increased population as the old atoms without life just 
get recycled from what has been from a static earth 
perspective. It must conform to the Second law of 
entropy energy equation. Therefore we will only notice a 
seven color frequency intelligence rainbow no longer 
active with five colors as the rest is heading toward 
extinction-Taw. Take it from here gave enough 
information for some to write another Babushka book 
“How is Life Created” embedded in a donut atom just 
looking inside your body. 

To sum up this crazy Donut Atom with embedded life 
needs two energy sources Heh and Jod:  

1. One is for the dead atoms; the other where life 
is embedded. 

2. The 7:5 ratio was meant for the Daleth 
dimension.  

3. The 5:7 ratio was meant for the Heh-Jod 
Dimension. 

4. Both use the same color intelligence frequency 
package for an expanding or declining universe. 

5. The four-plex polarity controls where the infinite 
energy is directed to become finite like a 
transformer to do some work according to a pre- 
designed layout.  

God can modify the sequence of the two different color 
intelligence pattern like an On-Off computer Zero=One 
software language but is asymmetrical more complex 
[7:5]=[5:7] and align priorities depending to his Plan for 
Humanity to arrive punctually to a day and hour like a 
cuckoo clock has a bird for that purpose. It can be 
adjusted by a pendulum to synchronize a local NASA time 
now dated with a schedule revealing the Apocalypse 2008-
2015, the fulcrum of God’s purpose for Humanity as 
expressed in a coming resurrection event embedded and 
articulated in the Bible the very first three words in 
Genesis and the last two words in Revelation a five-plex 
word sentence: 

God created the Saints. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A New World Order 
Expanding into a Jod Dimension Universe. 
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Genes-Donut Atom Marriage  
It is time to bring closure to my new Donut Atom model. 
The implications of this model expand almost daily as 
more is revealed on how the physics of the material 
universe aligns with the metaphysics of the spiritual 
dimension. It is like examining an iceberg - the unseen 
mass is mostly underwater.  

Monorail science divides the universe into organic and 
inorganic matter. It is like two different departments. Life is 
the division marker, but that does not help us in figuring out 
its essential nature. In fact, no one denying the dynamic 
existence of a Creator can correctly define what life is.  

Spending billions on massive, atom smasher cyclotrons 
will never reveal how an atom is made because the result 
of the smashing is only hundreds of classified pieces of 
the whole reassembled according to fairy tale opinions to 
keep people employed with high salaries. When we see 
the functioning hi-tech atom, we should first ask how its 
internal intelligence works so well before we smash it 
with the accelerator hammer in the cyclotron anvil.  

Enormous intelligence is embedded in the smallest cell. 
That fact should make one wonder where it comes from or 
how intelligence existed before the first atom’s assembly? 
Looking for the [+One] force could give us the answer. 
That force is found in both the material and spiritual 
departments, though we are trained to think only of 
inorganic and organic. Life must fit like a glove even 
within the atom structure to make the proton chase his 
tail like a dog.  

By analogy, this embedded intelligence speaks to us 
before we attempt to make theories from so many 
cyclotron Nebelkammer tests. It is like scraping manure 
off the wall in a dairy barn: scientists will never figure out 
how much milk was produced by using the manure 
(smashed atoms) residues of quantum mechanics 
scraped off the wall of the Nebelkammer. 

Investigating genetic models might lead us to a better 
atomic theory. In cells, DNA chains are made from four 
nucleotide subunits: adenine, cytosine, guanine, and 
thymine the four building blocks A-C-G-T. By simply 
rearranging these 4 building blocks in a different order, 
we get a human body of 40 billion cells.  

Within DNA we can find the intelligence embedded in the 
particulars of the specific sequence. Studying the order 
and associations provides understanding. When the order 
is out of control, diseases come about. The body will die 
because it no longer functions right.  

The methodology of genetic studies could lead to a better 
understanding how atoms react with each other. In the 
inorganic world, we can mix and melt together different 
metals like tin with copper to get bronze. Mixing nickel into 
iron makes a much stronger, rust-free alloy. That is a bit 
like mixing genes, too. Read my Babushka book, Genetic 
Modification Exposed!. You will learn how it works.  

Cell DNA usually takes a double helix in which two individual 
DNA strands twist around each other in a right-handed 
spiral. In this structure, the rules specify that guanine pairs 
with cytosine, and adenine pairs with thymine so that each 
pair contains one purine and one pyrimidine.  

It is similar to the horse and carriage arrangement in my 
Donut Atom theory. The base pairing between guanine 
and cytosine forms three hydrogen bonds, whereas the 
base pairing between adenine and thymine forms two 

hydrogen bonds. The two strands in a double helix must 
therefore be complementary, that is, their bases must 
align such that the adenines of one strand are paired with 
the thymines of the other strand, and so on30.  

That matches my Donut Atom model example of the 
pealed apple slices. One strand goes up around the North 
or South Pole and then comes down again with a bunch 
of positron wolves repelling each other to create 
magnetism. If you pulled the slices apart, it would look 
like the double helix DNA structure with two twisted 
paired strands joint on each side and dual fingers 
extended, pointing to the other side.  

To state it again, the hydrogen atom pairing between 
guanine and cytosine forms three hydrogen bonds, 
whereas the base pairing between adenine and thymine 
forms two hydrogen bonds. That arrangement is 
embedded in the Hebrew Alphabet Number System 
(HANS) expressed in the Hebrew finger hand rule 
1+4=5.  

Five hydrogen bonds like (5=the other side) metaphysical 
dimension overlay the Donut Atom proton-positron and 
opposite the neutrino-neutron polarity arranged in a horse 
and carriage metaphor, which is 4 of the hand rule equation. 
One more force is added [the +One] force making it 5 in the 
equation to link four more DNA molecules.  

The number 5 in HANS means the control room in the 
Heh dimension of the metaphysical site of creation, which 
controls the Daleth dimension of our physical being like a 
person standing in front of a mirror reflects a duplicate in 
two dimensions (Daleth) like a shadow. The human body 
structure of two legs and two arms polarity plus the head 
(the +One force) is similar to the design of an atom - like 
a Babushka doll/egg series they all look identical though 
being different sizes.  

The atoms making up the material universe and the genes 
making up a person look the same as galaxies. Even God 
demonstrates the same picture as God said that people are 
made in his image and after his likeness. It is one Babushka 
egg within another - all with the same design pattern.  

Previously, I explained that, for humans, reality lies in 
front of us when looking into a mirror. The human in 
front of the mirror represents the Heh dimension of the 
invisible spirit residing unseen in every person because 
that spirit abides in the eternal reality of the invisible Heh 
dimension. All that anyone can see naturally, what seems 
real to us, is like the two dimensional image in the 
mirror. The invisible intelligent consciousness must be 
revealed by talking to the (+One) force, which gives us 
eternal substance or Gestalt.  

Each person has embedded within himself or herself the 
divine breath from the (+One) force that has been 
passed down since Adam. It is recognized as “life” but 
cannot be measured. Science does not know if it is solid, 
liquid or gas, and it can only be explained as an invisible 
neutrino. God’s breath will return at death leaving the 
body to decay into elements. The identifying markers 
seen in the seven rainbow colors of the light spectrum 
will have some kind of analog marker in a person’s DNA.        

A hydrogen Donut Atom with two polarized pairs of proton-
neutrinos will form like DNA - either forming an organic or 
inorganic structure. As an inorganic gas, it becomes useful 
for fuel, or it combines readily with other elements to form 

                                    
30 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gene#RNA_genes_and_genomes 
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various compounds. However, the [+One] intelligent force 
must be added to make it into something over 100% 
imparting life to atoms. Genes behave similarly inside the 
Donut Atom with two Daleth-Heh particles each having a 
polarity like protons-neutrons.  

Remember the new Donut Atom entropy laws mentioned 
earlier. If infinite energy intelligence is added to nothing, it 
becomes something. It is raised to a level over 100% 
because nothing can only reproduce nothing, which is less 
than 100% conforming to the laws of entropy. Again, if we 
add infinite intelligence (+One) force to the nothing 
(inorganic), it becomes something with “Life” as defined in 
my Donut Atom theory. 

In my earlier analogy, DNA act like a horse with a 
carriage. One has the driving motor [+One] force 
embedded in neutrinos putting everything in motion like 
in an atomic nucleus. I discovered that the [+One] force 
is linked to the invisible neutrino, which has two polarity 
coming from the infinity energy source. Both sub-
particles have a (+/-) polarity analogous to the DNA 
peptide four building blocks of A-C-G-T. 

In genes, we have the same Babushka egg model of a few 
bunched-up atoms aligned together to make combinations 
similar to metal alloys. Every lady has some gold to wear 
at special times, but it is often alloyed with silver or copper 
to make it harder as gold by itself is very soft.  

DNA alloyed chains of peptides are like the chains of Donut 
Atoms. The structure makes it either hard as steel-strong 
muscles or soft as fat. The atoms with its proton-neutrino 
polarity controlled by intelligence the [+One] force gives it 
Gestalt sustenance to exist as detected by our five senses 
- now expanded by genetic research. The DNA 
investigation process makes it possible to see the invisible 
arrangement structures of atoms. That could explain 
physics instead of the present theories dressed up in fairy 
tale opinions postulated from hundreds smashed broken 
particles stuck formlessly on the Nebelkammer walls.  

The rainbow colors in a prism give us information about all 
the Donut Atoms through the spectral lines still not 
crystallized out as elements. They behave like genes, still 
forming in an alloy DNA code. All must be controlled by the 
embedded intelligence of the (+One) force to end up on 
the end of so many equations and come to rest like the 
Hebrew philosophy expresses it in Taw, a process at rest.  

Many elements crystallize to form the minerals that make 
up the earth. God used the mineral dust to form Adam, a 
living being proven in physics and now exposed with so 
many DNA sequences. God breathed the [+One] (neutrino) 
force into his body. You can read about in Genesis 2 and 3.  

Through Satan’s rebellion, a reverse polarity came about to 
rearrange the donut atoms into today’s DNA system. It 
stopped the universe from expanding according to God’s 
purposed plan. A restoration is coming by inserting a 
parabolic time dimension to replace Satan and his friends. 
This is why God created mankind on a two cycle system like 
a caterpillar-cocoon-butterfly illustrated for simple people.  

This reverse polarity is now continued in the fractured 
static universe - like an egg smashed on the anvil of 
God’s wrath. It made Satan homeless. To begin to fix the 
problem of rebellion so that sin would never again recur, 
a Plan for Humanity was developed to match the theory 
of atoms as a system of revealing the (+One) force that 
exists in our bodies. If you think that you are alive, then 
another explanation defining intelligence is needed than 

what is not taught in public schools. 

Genes arrange within a DNA system to conform to the 
same spectral line arrangement we see in the rainbow. 
Radioactive atoms broadcast deadly energy. No life will 
be found in genes affected by this radiation as it is on the 
other side of the energy curve - not yet ready in the 
formation process.  

Atoms align according to weight and a dozen other 
factors spelled out in the periodic tables. Radioactive 
elements formed during the time dimension (halftime 
equation) will eventually end up as elements of the 
highest stability. This end state of development is useful 
for forming living Donut atom clusters called genes. But 
the [+One] force polarity is reversed in the dual Daleth-
Heh dimension to give life to fleshly bodies or plants 
categorized as organic. 

It is the same force from the Heh dimension expressed in 
neutrinos emanating from the heavenly rainbow above 
God’s Throne. (Revelation 4) Both alloy combinations 
form dead or living atoms being divided by a divergent 
intelligence code to rearrange the polarity of Donut 
Atoms according to God’s plan operating within the 
massive universe computer.  

Like a flywheel losing inertia with a time dimension 
factored in, light slows down - a phenomena noticed by 
Dr. Albert Einstein that turned the world of  physics 
upside down.  Infinite light energy is a force like 
electricity that cannot be measured with physical (Daleth 
dimension) instruments. If reduced in a Donut atom 
transformer, it turns on the light in the universe - or in 
my house, but this force must be connected or scaled 
down from the source.  

It is instantaneous but can be modified in a parabolic 
time dimension transformer that performs the function of 
a pendulum in the cuckoo clock. The creation process of 
the previous formed atoms and molecules shaped 
through proteins, like alloys formed faster in antiquity but 
now happen a little slower.  

The Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS) explains it 
with the 7:5 and 5:7 ratio. It is like everything you can 
buy in the store was first invented and structured in a 
blueprint design concept filed in the patent department.  

Nothing exists without a plan first to rearrange with 
something already existing. One invention is on top of 
anther in what we call high technology, but is only 
copying what God has embedded in his blueprint most 
scientists do not even know about. That is the model that 
the Bible explains, from the creation of the world to the 
Adam and Eve story.  

Who would imagine that Genesis opens the door in 
simple concepts for ordinary people to understand 
nuclear physics? If you are not ordinary, you are still an 
incomplete creation in the making who still needs more 
of the (+One) force to become a Saint like a butterfly in 
God’s two cycle creation.   

Your will and desire of what you want to be in the future 
needs to be the added to the opposite polarity force to 
continue life after the cocoon as the system of conversion 
forming alloys cannot be changed. We are still in the 
development stage and not finalized or crystallized. Like a 
Donut Atom, it requires increasing levels of intelligent 
instruction. The contract with God continues our existence 
towards eternal life, which no one is forced to accept, so 
make sure you accept Jesus’ life insurance promises in the 
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Bible. No one knows how long life will last.   

This new agreement satisfies both parties in a contractual 
arrangement to last forever as spelled out in the Bible, 
which Satan does not want you to know about. He and his 
friends will always confuse humanity so that people end up 
being destroyed like him in a black hole we call hell.   

Asking God how is it made is a better solution. It is 
already written down in the oldest book of this Daleth 
world in anticipation of our questioning. The Bible with 
science imparts an understanding from a 360° viewing 
perspective for a full rounded vision to enjoy.   

Genetic structure as a model for Donut Atoms should not 
be smashed with a cyclotron. That is a pretty stupid way 
to investigate the [+One] force acting on both organic-
inorganic levels and will not discover its secrets.               

The Universe Paradox Links to 
God’s Plan for Humanity  
What we see now in the universe are static full grown 
Galaxies. Galaxies original have grown from a thin donut 
atom getting bigger adding continually spooning donuts 
elements being created expanding toward a programmed 
universe, which surpasses our finite understanding.  

But it got stopped by Satan’s rebellion about 4488 BC. 
That blocked the conversion process to expand and is 
now frozen in a time dimension a new creation act 
inserted with two neutrinos in the rainbow spectrum 
which changed a Daleth dimension linked to the Heh 
dimension. The understanding about the proliferation and 
creating new atoms forming galaxies must be seen from 
the Bible dual perspective. It is like an iceberg mostly 
underwater out of sight much more is buried as I keep 
discovering more turning in a 360° viewpoint.  

Viewing the sky disclose a mixture of initial galaxies 
being formed at various stages of growth but the infinite 
energy got redirected to growing in another Jod 
dimension we cannot see with our Daleth eyes. The past 
Heh universes with the many galaxies are still connected 
to the energy socked to give light like seeing an old 
movie and viewing a former process of creation. We see 
some of the final product many cold round planets 
programmed eventually to have life transferred to and 
float in space like our earth or moon became a cold 
sphere.  

But it got stopped and turned into an old aged 
expandable Heh dimension is now condemned to run out 
of energy ending in Taw zero time according to entropy 
laws. It is analogue we see winter in nature has come to 
the Heh dimension when all is dying and now reduced to 
conforming to the basic two cycle system. In nature we 
are taught laws which apply to the universe like many 
apple seeds created for procreation in the lower Daleth 
dimension now apply to the Heh dimension, too.  

In the first cycle, the seed must die like we see in the 
Daleth dimension but the Heh dimension was the energy 
source connected to a transformer to reduce the energy 
to our finite level linked with the Daleth dimension. It 
was created for a special purpose to create replacement 
– the Saints. But now too will end in Taw as the Saints 
are born into the Jod dimension.  

A new universe is already being reborn becoming the Jod 
dimension designed for the Daleth Saints resurrected and 

transferred to be reborn as tall trees much bigger in 
splendor on a newly created earth. A new Jod heaven 
started expanding since Jesus time into a new direction 
one notch higher level becoming a Jod universe written in 
the last page of the Bible stated in Revelation 22.  

Now the redeemed resurrected Saints previously 
inoculated against evil will repopulate the new Jod 
heavens and will no longer be surrounded with 
wickedness as the angels who rebelled where removed. 
The Saints have replaced fallen angels and become the 
guardians to protect a new Jod dimension universe, once 
again expanding but now protected against future 
possible rebellion because they learned the lessons from 
the Satan’s school.  

It started in the Daleth time dimension with the selection 
of the tree “Good and Evil” in the Garden of Eden to be 
programmed to experience good and evil to learn about 
the difference and be able to recognize evil and snuff it 
out in the bud should evil raise its ugly head again.  

The Saints’ resurrection represents the top of the 
creation pyramid in God’s Plan for Humanity and will be 
noticed by everyone living on earth after 20 September 
2015, which is the day of Atonement, a Jewish holiday 
ending Daniel’s 1,335 days. It is prophesied to explode 
like a donut atom galaxy with millions of Saints 
resurrected like the butterflies collected on the Mexican 
trees, as an example.  

Discern nature’s testimony with tens of thousands of 
butterflies gathered in one place in Mexico, a resurrection 
model demonstrated for the Saints to understand better 
the Heh dimension laws. They will be gathered around a 
new raised Jerusalem prophesied to be lifted up to a high 
mountain by an earthquake following an asteroid hitting 
the earth again. Read the history of humanity and future 
prophecy clearly stated in the Bible and ancient clocks 
now available in Babushka books detailing God’s Plan for 
Humanity never preached in church. 

Why Does a Universe Exist? 
Coming back to our planet parabolic time dimension now 
hopefully we can understand a mystery force we call 
gravity linking it with the Heh dimension connected with 
intelligence, without you have no atom, no donuts not 
even a party and will remain ignorant believing in fairy 
tales that if you kiss a frog it will become a handsome 
prince perhaps can marry my daughter to be happy 
forever.  

Maybe this philosophical path has turned you on to think 
further as it could be the beginning to become wise 
leading to Eternal Life. Or please sit in a dark room and 
look into a candle and watch the light. Then contemplate 
and try to explain the mystery why the essence of the 
infinite light in the Heh dimension is replicated in your 
candle like a transformer into the Daleth dimension.  

When God initially created the nuclear apple slice time 
dimension, he embedded it with intelligence 
demonstrated in physics of build-in laws programmed to 
end in a time factor – Taw. That seems to me planned 
from the beginning. Why would the neutron linked with 
the Throne pushing the dog protons chasing sideways 
force with speed of light within the donut slow down?  

That is a built-in concept with purpose not random as it 
can be defined from higher energy speed level must have 
come first like a gravity flywheel rotating at high speed 
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stores energy releasing it over a period of time getting 
slower. Therefore, we can think a universe is wound up 
like a flywheel slowing down light with embedded 
intelligence. But what is the reason of embedded 
intelligence everywhere as it is so absolutely fine tuned 
just using “life” as a criterion.  

For life to exist on this earth requires a very narrow 
bandwidth of conditions that even one percent either way 
life would be terminated. That knowledge came about 
when recently a study was made and collected hundred 
data facts surprising many scientists. It is kept quite 
devastating for the atheist university establishment 
creating too many conflicts left with more question to 
answer in an evolution religion meltdown.  

The Bible truly states that it is willful rebellion against God 
as knowledge exists and can plainly be seen. Putting “life” 
in the material universe equation than only our existence 
makes sense because of a divine spirit in us. That special 
life giving spirit is only borrowed and will return where it 
came from but have a possibility to extend it to be 
converted to eternal life on the other butterfly side cycle if 
we apply God’s rainbow intelligence offered as a special 
gift in Jesus Christ. Only when divine intelligence is added 
to the “nothing” is becomes “something.” Those who use 
God’s provision are wise as the others not caring perish. 
The survival of the fittest may be true after all.  

The time dimension was initiated when the original egg 
was smashed on the anvil as other universes linked with 
the Jod dimension can exist without it. Therefore, time is 
only connected to the Plan of Humanity created on a two 
stage system like a butterfly, as we too are programmed 
to go in the cocoon to be resurrected as Saints on the 
other side the Bible tells.  

Every biological ordinary seed demonstrates the same 
principal repeated a millions time to teach us Heh 
dimension laws. The parabola time dimension fulcrum is 
centered on the creator who became mortal in the Daleth 
dimension BC/AD as even God would or could not change 
its Daleth dimension laws when he provided atonement 
to pay for our transgression on the cross. Examining 
God’s plan for Humanity its time curve was and will again 
be interrupted by an asteroids mentioned in the Aztec 
culture and the Bible with three prophesied civilizations 
ending now dated if we convert ancient clocks to our 
NASA calendar according to the three finger rule.  

The first asteroid appeared 5 February 2287 BC in Noah’s 
time the only survivor with family building a boat 
because he listens to what God had said.  

The second asteroid was prophesied by the Aztecs and is 
also found in the Bible read Revelation already mentioned 
in science magazines 2006 and 2007. It is too scary and 
conveniently forgotten circling around the sun in an 825-
day orbit will arrive projected according to ancient clocks 
and converted to a NASA calendar discovered 17 
September 2015.  

The proof we get that time cycles embedded in history 
guided by a Creator adjusting his schedule looks to me 
like gears in a clock which must mesh a mathematical 
phenomena if you want to understand historic time and 
ancient clocks. The meshed cycles gears matches God’s 
purpose to the hour even across thousands of years 
human history too fantastic not to notice, which therefore 
makes a lot of sense answering the many “Why” question 
we can raise if your are searching for the reason of your 
existence or are interested in science.  

The third and last asteroid will end our galaxies universe 
system (3018 AD) as God tells us in Revelation will turn off 
the switch as all will get dark and cold. The Bible says that 
the universe will be rolled up like an old blanket which 
science verified and postulates that the universe is like a 
wavy carpet. God’s Plan for Humanity has been concluded 
and ends with another cycle without a time dimension a 
new earth and new heaven (Jod dimension) was promised 
by Jesus read Revelation explained in my Babushka books 
and become informed.  

The Rainbow Linked with 5th Angel 
We have investigated the rainbow and its function for the 
Daleth dimension but one more exist in the Bible applied 
to the Heh dimension and should be mentioned as it 
represent the seal of power over God’s Throne. It is used 
when God gives an order to be implemented like we see 
over Caesars throne in ancient Rome had an emblem of 
an eagle which told everybody with that imperial symbol 
is linked to absolute supreme power nobody could dare to 
question. The rainbow over God’s Throne represents that 
same majestic power. 

And I saw another mighty angel coming down 
from heaven, wrapped in a cloud, with a rainbow 
over his head; his face was like the sun, and his 
legs like pillars of fire. He held a little scroll open 
in his hand. Setting his right foot on the sea and 
his left foot on the land, he gave a great shout, 
like a lion roaring. And when he shouted, the 
seven thunders sounded. (Revelation 10:1-4) 

When science started to be investigated 1900 years ago, 
the Apostle John was told in Revelation 4 to come up 
here and “write what you see” and tell people on the 
Daleth dimension earth what is around the throne in the 
Heh dimension with the Ancient of Days sitting on it. As a 
scientist I noticed something familiar describing a 
rainbow above the heavenly Throne and asked the 
question, “Why do we have a rainbow in heaven above 
the Throne?”  

It is something we are familiar with and must have been 
important as it was used earlier in a covenant agreement 
made with Noah representing Humanity you can read about 
in the Bible. (Genesis 9:13) How does it connect with 
science and GMOs?  

That would link it with our earth which should be 
investigated. Then the third witness like [+one] a mighty 
angel brilliant like the sun surrounded above with a 
rainbow again described in Revelation 10:1-7, another 
reference and has a small scroll in his hand meant for the 
demon underworld. (Matthew 25:41) 

Interpreting the Bible for those not familiar the angel with 
the rainbow over his head comes with an order send from 
God for the air dimension standing on earth and sea=(Mem) 
which means the time dimension wrapped in a Daleth clouds 
dimension linked with a rainbow over his head. He then 
called aloud and roared like a lion can be heard for miles 
announcing final judgment has come over the fallen invisible 
demon angel community vested with power to destroy 
Satan’s kingdom on earth.  

The Apocalypse suffering will be ending on 10 to 17 
September 2015 as that week will coexist with an angel 
coming with a key of the underworld releasing four chained 
Death angels kept for that moment to appear on earth and 
do the same job like the first Death angel did to the 
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Egyptian and Pharaoh recorded for us 3,500 years ago by 
Moses leaving slavery to the Promised Land with the 
children of Israel. The Hebrew hand rule applied again 
1+4=5 which has five angels from the other Heh side and 
one standing with one leg on the Daleth time dimension 
purposed with the other leg standing on the declining 
parabolic time curve linked to earth framing the Daleth 
dimension side.  

Translating for you not familiar with the Bible is a rainbow 
angel announcing four Death angels appearing around the 
globe executing all and every invisible evil fallen angel 
demons since ancient times from the underworld Heh 
dimension and one third of Humanity population will also 
be perishing in the Daleth dimension world. The people 
killed by the death angel do not have God’s mark on their 
forehead and right hand to be saved to survive the 
Apocalypse starting another civilization. It is important to 
be sealed and protected again with a blood covenant like in 
ancient Egyptian times experienced by Israel but now with 
a new blood covenant of Jesus for the Death angels to 
make a decision to pass you over.  ([Matthew 26:28)  

The blood sacrifice covenant became again the sign for the 
angel to “pass over” executing totally the atheistic Beast 
system governed by a demonic angelical air dimension 
ruled by Satan now destroyed by a mighty angel linked 
with the rainbow force over his head coming from the 
infinite light from the Heh dimension. (Revelation 9:14)  

Check it out I told you about not fairy tales but God’s 
Word, which can be trusted to tell the truth if you want to 
survive the Apocalypse 7 years [2008-2015] sealed and 
projected from ancient clocks and Bible prophecy 
embedded in HANS. That will end all corrupted politicians 
and atheistic scientist and everybody else not having 
been sealed by God’s Holy Sprit. Make sure you have the 
seal to survive hell on earth like in Noah’s days Atlantis 
civilization which ended with an asteroid, too.  

If the idea of a Death angel seems too preposterous than 
read throughout the Bible they are mentioned like 
starting out in the Garden Eden to kill anyone entering 
the Garden forbidden to have access to the “Tree of Life”. 
Guarding the entrance with a long sword made from iron 
not invented yet by Humanity.  

Adam much more intelligent using 95% more of his brain 
learned quickly to use such unknown metals and make 
tools and music instruments very useful from iron and 
bronze recorded in Genesis check it out. Reading further in 
the Bible we find more references God uses a Death angel 
for his administration regulating his Plan for Humanity.  

As an example a Syrian king got acquainted with a Death 
angel surrounding Jerusalem to conquer to find out 
186,000 of his seasoned soldiers all dead the next day. A 
prophet in another time gets help again two times 50 
soldiers killed by a death angel coming to kidnap the 
prophet against God’s will. The list goes one not writing 
too much diverting time to learn about an atom donut 
theory. Just remember we need two or [+one] witnesses 
what we postulate or it becomes opinions which could 
change with the political-theological weather. Reading 
historical events from the Bible should settle our question 
if connected with witnesses like the Chronicles reported 
of a King David. (1Chronicles 21:15) These are facts we 
can trust. Again the Death angel can be stopped by a 
blood sacrifice covenant - the condition of God’s justice 
system.  

Summing up Rainbow Intelligence  
The rainbow above God’s Throne is linked with the Donut 
Atom theory ending with a concept how the universe was 
created. We have learned that the speed of light was 
higher at the beginning of Humanity changing a time 
dimension recorded by ancient people leaving us 
knowledge embedded in mystery clocks exhibited around 
the world in museums like the stone Aztec clock or 
bronze geared Antikythera calculator. They tell us from 
their perspective thousand years later a technology not 
understood by modern science ignorant of a previous 
spin orbit of our earth which was reported by the Aztec in 
ancient times with 52,000 cycles.  

Measuring ancient time cycles obviously was different 
comparing our NASA calendar but matches ancient clocks 
as a system which explains logical a spin axis of our 
earth prior to Noah Atlantis civilization. That linked it with 
the discovery of a parabolic time concept of prehistoric 
ages. Postulating further to find that the faster speed of 
light in the energy equation is producing higher levels of 
oxygen as a fuel converting biological larger cells in 
vegetation and animals including man as fossilized 
human and animal bones prove. We get more proof by 
examining various geology layers coal or shale under a 
microscope and will notice embedded biological plants 
and fossil bones reveal larger cells. The higher availability 
of double oxygen fuel triggered by a higher speed of light 
never explained in science to my knowledge.  

Investigating the geological records and comparing it 
with the human history of the Bible reveals a world 
calendar now fine-tuned by a NASA calendar which can 
measure a changing time pretty accurate. That calendar 
dating from about 4068 BC is coinciding with the 
incredible growth period of vegetation plant life seen 
embedded in coal seams but is matching much shorter 
time cycles mentioned by the ancient civilization and 
ignored by an atheistic geological science department 
and theologians not reading the Bible and ancient books 
from a HANS perspective. God’s Plan for Humanity 
calendar cycles reveals prolific biological growth on this 
planet for about 420 years as God visited our earth with 
a Heh dimension dome from space. It correspond to the 
seven day creation cycles where each day is 70 Georgian 
years long confused theologian do not know about it and 
should read what is embedded in Genesis revealing a 
hidden calendar converted now fine-tuned by NASA to 
our present earth solstice orbit system. 

When we investigate a universe with the Hubble telescope 
many opinions rage from different corners, none has a 
good record based on so many fairy tales. Heated debates 
are mostly one sided and dead-end because of a paradox. 
That can only be overcome by using a dual rail approach 
and include the Bible. Seeing it from that perspective the 
paradox now aligns with my atom donut theory and will 
make perfect logical sense.  

The majorities of cosmology scientists are persuaded and 
postulate that the universe is expanding. That gave reason 
for a red shift theory provided that the speed of light is 
constant. That theory is falling fast apart out of favor with 
new discoveries which makes this theory obsolete. That 
causes an atheistic evolution religion meltdown and will be 
interest to see how they weasel out and come up with 
another fairy tale.  

Then there are other cosmological scientists who believe in 
a static universe, which is now in a frozen state contrary to 
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the expansion opinions. They compare the universe to a 
flywheel slowing down with a time dimension proven by 
Dr. Albert Einstein. He noticed that the speed of light is not 
constant but changes in a gravitational field accelerated or 
decelerates in a time dimension. Since we have millions of 
gravitational fields to go around and navigate on the 
straight line projection. That would mean distant galaxies 
explained with a red shift cannot possible exist. That gave 
reason to hypothesize that there must be more than one 
level for the universe. 

That latest thinking reading science magazine is 
expanded to multiple universe dimensions now the 
newest four dimensions as the math equation still does 
not match so many calculations. However we read in the 
Bible that we have only three dimensions expressed in 
HANS as Daleth-Heh–Jod.  

The unknown Jod dimension was introduced by Jesus’ 
Resurrection reported in the Bible to notice that the 
physical laws are different what we experience on the 
Daleth [in this world, in this time] dimension but 
otherwise some seems the same we familiar with. That 
difference was reported by eyewitnesses in the Gospels 
very obvious if you are educated from an unbiased school 
system. Jesus demonstrated the unknown Jod dimension 
after his resurrection by walking through walls like a 
spirit but eating fish like a mortal. 

Then immediately later, Jesus was seen in different 
location still communicating the same way being visible 
than invisible at same instant demonstrating a different 
time dimension. Having a human body which was 
touched by an unbelieving Thomas looked normal to 
everybody in the upper room agreed but later floating in 
the air defying gravity seen by 500 eyewitnesses and 
many more.  

Thinking about the primary Heh (the other side) dimension 
and changing in a Jod dimension is embedded in my donut 
theory really making more logical sense than what is 
explained from so many quarters none have any answers 
how it connects with an atom. However balancing out the 
controversy in a paradox with the Bible we will find out 
that both viewpoints are correct only the sequence is a 
little different. Those universe concepts do not run in 
parallel but are sequential starting from the dynamic past 
was then frozen by a major cosmic event which became 
static future universe not original planned. But still must 
conform to atom donut laws on both sides not obsolete 
must be linked with Bible history God’s Word matching 
geology in a 360° projection movie. My new atom donut 
theory therefore applies to both theories and can explain 
the paradox from a dual perspective better balanced.  

If you further have an interest of another perspective 
understanding the time dimension like a Triune finger rule 
linked with gravity, there is a Babushka Book#331 describing 
ancient bronze-gold clocks in museums now deciphered why 
they where build. There you can become familiar with my 
version of a parabolic time dimension connected with 
ancient bronze-gold clocks scientist failed to explain it. That 
is another discovery never mentioned in science, which 
again would throw out the whole shamazzle of the present 
atheistic worldview of the how we perceive the universe.  

When all is said and done not believing in a creator needs 
powerful lawyers to argue like O. J. Simon a murderer 

                                    
31 Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar Mysteries 2012, Aztec 
Pyramids, Antikythera & Other Ancient Calendar Clocks 

proven later in the second court, but got away 
demonstrating and convincing gullible people that the 
glove does not fit. So the expert scientist will argue 
endless about a fairy tale evolution theory like the glove 
does not fit with a new donut theory and use the same 
method clever lawyers argue about but everybody knew 
they where brazenly lying shown on TV.  

I am certain if you reflect on my conclusion in conflict 
with most evolution religion enforced by a controlling 
priesthood entrenched in universities. That spoils it for 
me getting a Nobel Prize trophy should be considered to 
make my bank account positive proving science. My 
Donut Atom story is viewed from a 360° Bible 
perspective and hope it widened your knowledge horizon 
and leads you to find a treasure God wants to give you 
free of charge Eternal Life born for the Jod dimension. 
Read some more as I included a roadmap for you to be 
considered in my appendix chapter. 

The picture is Shoemaker-Levy hitting Jupiter. It is an 
imprint of our donut theory model illustrating gravity 
bunched energy frequency caused by dog positrons 
demonstrate in my paper disk crossover spiral model 
chasing and repelling positrons creating cluster mass 
photographed in this picture. 

Section 7 - Babushka Book 
Concepts: 7,000 Years of History 
My Babushka books tracts knowledge from the Heh and 
Daleth dimension and is scaled to make it understandable 
for people usually only hearing atheistic fairy tales to 
reveal the real truth. It is explained in simple science 
analogies that God is not a figment of our imagination and 
has planned his universe not random but in a logical order.  

I am encouraged after reading a well-written magazine 
article. Every now and then once comes around to the 
logical conclusion of the oblivious: the universe must 
have been designed just for us, if we put life in the 
equation. “Life” is like naming God without actually doing 
so. There must have been a generator assembling it all 
around us. Read that lengthy article32, which is a fresh 
breeze from a stale university atmosphere of foolishly 
repeated fairy tales. It seems that magazines are the 
only textbooks left open as a forum to express ideas not 
controlled by the evolution religion priesthood.    

Three years ago first when God got me off the hot tub 
with parties playing accordion concerts in my barn and 
dancing German polkas with friends sampling the pinot 
wine from my vineyard, I did not realize its implication 
ending up with 6 Babushka books writing about science 
and theology not being educated what is now presented.  

                                    
32 A Universe Built For Us, Our cosmos seems inexplicable well designed for 
life. That’s because nature had 10 °° tries to get it right. Tim Folger, 
Discover Magazine December 2008 www.discovermagazine.com. 
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At first resisted costing much of my retirement but now 
see the puzzle picture assembled as all was inspired not 
being educated but willing to get up every morning at     
4 am and write a page at a time God inspiring. That 
stopped parting for a while friends no longer coming 
don’t like hearing about an Apocalypse now dated but 
worse not successful but was censured and rejected by 
theologian and pastors fearing revenue loss. Noah’s 
friends and relative joking about a crazy man building an 
ark not even looks like a boat far away from water–all 
perished. But six Babushka books tell a lot of information 
explaining the Bible from a scientific perspective as they 
became the bridge for three civilizations connecting with 
God’s plan for Humanity.  

If you remember the first civilization started in 4004 BC 
ended in 21 December 2288 BC. The Second Civilization will 
end 21 December 2015 projected by clock gears. The third 
will end 9th Av 3018 according to HANS. Check out the 
dating math in ancient clocks, the Hebrew Alphabet number 
system (HANS) and compare it with prophesy of the Bible 
the big egg scientist too proud to read it not having God’s 
Spirit embedded to understand.  

However, if you are tired to be educated in fairy tales and 
have a need to straighten out your life, God invites 
people to consider the implications of the Apocalypse. 
Most will not survive like in Noah’s days when an asteroid 
hit the earth starting the second civilization. We all must 
enter the cocoon sooner or later but what kind of 
butterfly just in case is your decision emerging that is the 
million dollar question.  

Previously, I was complaining to God that it was not fair 
that I was born without my permission to experiencing 
much terrible evil survived in the midst of World War II 
with painful memories and disappointments mostly 
suffering. But God’s grace gave me a second chance and 
taught me where “I “ could make a decision not my 
parents to accept what God offered Eternal Life in bliss or 
opt out and ask Mercy unto Death to be dissolved in the 
universe melting imploding, the infinite light switched off.  

Consider God experienced no different to our pain and 
suffering tasted the same and became mortal, experience 
horrible treatment from friends and foe left alone 
forsaken even by his father and in anguish cried out on 
the cross brutally beaten up why have “you” forsaken 
me? That “You” I changed applied to “me.” 

Giving up being creator and emperor of all what exist to 
pay my transgression debt to make me free of the laws 
demand was the ultimate love expressed. The Rainbow 
over the Throne of Heh dimension or the White Judgment 
Throne on the end of time dimension is our choice of 
destination as I and everybody born in the Daleth 
dimension must make a decision either eternal Life in the 
Jod dimension or Death ending with the Daleth dimension 
no longer existing dissolved not even molecules remaining 
with no memories ever to have lived. It is like untimely 
fetus which had possibilities hoped for by the one 
expecting but never was born again in the Jod dimension.  

I urge you that you would investigate with an open mind 
and opt for life and make the right choice for your 
destiny. The Apocalypse is certain collected 66 
mathematical proof to many for simple minded people 
but nevertheless gives us hope for some being appointed 
avoiding the Passover death and enter in God’s Kingdom 
to start a new righteous civilization. Satan’s school to test 
us with evil will be closed forever no longer needed as 

the Saints are now born again resurrected in a new Jod 
dimension. However the prince of evil is chained in prison 
as a lone survivor left over from the Fifth angel doing his 
duty of death and finds himself now in darkness prison 
for 1,000 years to show him on television what a good 
life it could have been for him before he is executed for 
his crimes. Follow the right person and be a winner.  

Following are two tables on the appendix never published 
in universities or theological institution which shows two 
perspective of God’s Plan for Humanity on a dual 
railroad; one from the Daleth perspective the other from 
the Heh perspective. The one comes from stone-bronze-
gold calendar clocks exhibited in museums the other is 
from the Rosetta Stone of the Bible prophecy now 
deciphered all matching to one day and hour. Read 
Babushka books for more information. 

The Jod Dimension of Heaven 
Everybody has a different opinion of heaven or a multi 
layered universe one of the greatest mystery. That will be 
revealed to us when we go into the cocoon. That is the 
final test of our faith and will surprise everybody I am 
sure.  

As you read a new Donut Atom theory I learned along 
the road looking at the universe and see it now a little 
differently too so late in my life how it could fit in the 
many concepts the big “I AM” creator of the universe and 
its counterpart “let us make man in our image”.  

Basically there are two players’ which make a story with 
only one focal point where everything else is secondary. 
Think the place of action is like a chess game but is multi 
leveled with eight chess boards stuck on top of each other 
like a cubed box. Looking up at the transparent vertical 
chess board we need to add eight soldiers each party player 
is stationed one on the top the other on the bottom now 
play the game with the same rules like Heh and Daleth.  

Adam must have played that cubit chess game with God 
in the Garden of Eden as he was able to play using more 
of his inbuilt brain capacity to have fun with God now 
reduced for me and you to 5% not having the privilege 
playing with God could have some fun too. It would take 
a little more time now to play that chess game a little 
slower for each move controlled by a parabola time 
dimension embedded in my brain now much slower.  

In our modern technology the next TV is no longer a box 
or screen we will have three dimensional TV anyplace in 
your living room center playing a three dimensional 
miniature movie replicated by three colored laser beams 
boxes mounted high in your corner living room coming 
together in one point. When the projected beam hit each 
other we see a mini spark. If you move million sparks a 
second we have a three dimensional colored image.  

Therefore, we could play three dimensional chess in an 
eight layered box projected in the middle of our living 
room. Since we have air molecules inside the box all what 
we need to do highlight some air donut atoms with a lacer 
beam light and when is glows so many sparks will project 
a figure which can be moved to the next cubic mini box as 
the game has [8x8x8] = 512 cubit mini-boxes. Each chess 
figure will reflect light differently when you push a button 
with different colors to identify where they are in the 
middle of the multi level cube box chess game.  

So think that is a good model for our universe a three 
dimensional Donut with different layers of a fog chamber 
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full of atoms suspended. Hold that idea as we need 
another to have a dual rail concept again. Recently read in 
a magazine of a new DVD disk format using different laser 
colors would increase the storage capacity of bytes a 
thousand times. That would mean on the same disk would 
be thousand movies stockpiled.  

Let’s expand on that idea. I saw movies of a time 
machine where a modern city with skyscrapers with a 
park of ancient ruins on top of a hill rolled back a time 
dimension and projected ancient life of different people. 
The building and temple ruins now stood upright being 
original build and people walking about to end further 
down in time with the first settlement of Humanity. So 
showing a past going into the present in a certain historic 
time and do it in a movie we can do with a whole country 
or a whole universe.  

A thousand historic life stories can exist simultaneously 
only played back at a different laser color dimension 
frequency on a DVD disk. Just click the control switch and 
see the movie of any century and learn more how people 
coped with life. In a 360° movie you would be right in the 
middle of the action experiencing all the difficulties of life 
and get involved even with feeling the pain of death as I 
have seen many crying in an old-fashioned European 
film. That idea will be played out with you the main 
player on the last day of your life before God’s movie 
projector all recorded on a DVD God invented.  

When scientist talks about that dark energy in the universe 
with 70% not seen they feel intuitively that there must be 
something more. From a science perspective our earth-
universe only exists because what we can see is only 
visible in the spectrum of seven rainbow color light. God’s 
house universe is in the infinite color spectrum therefore 
invisible to us another level. The Heh dimension where the 
angels live is another color spectrum all existing on a 
different DVD layer and having houses like we have within 
the same box of God’s Movie Theater on the same disk 
only recorded on a different track or place.  

The same atom environment in space may exist and can be 
used as a medium for everybody like my living room will 
show invisible atoms or evenly dispensed fog inside the box 
scientist postulate surrounded by a cloud of 70% dark 
energy disbursed invisible to our eyes. But different light 
frequency could make visible certain atoms forming objects 
using a lacer beam instrument highlighting with a spark 
moving fast projecting an image stored what was all along 
inside the atomic fog chess box universe. 

Learning about physics in certain application darkness is 
no problem using infrared goggles you can see the 
presence of people moving in the dark clearly seen look 
like spirits the rest kept in darkness not reflecting the 
selected frequency measuring only heat. The Bible is just 
another goggle to highlight our invisible existence and 
should therefore not throw out the ancient book from the 
class room written by 40 witnesses by our education 
department not educated to find out how it works.  

Religion is mostly a hunch that there is more as it is 
connected with the other frequency we call the invisible 
spirit we all have but cannot define it with Daleth laws. 
So if Jesus said the kingdom of heaven is among you or 
inside us that could mean just change the frequency 
bathed in the same atom fog environment existing evenly 
disbursed inside the same invisible atom-gravity-
magnetism fog room we name it the universe. As most 
by nature we all know is not visible to us because of an 

unknown frequency could penetrate the dense vapor 
atom fog chess box universe.  

Jesus tells us in many analogies what the kingdom is like 
and describes the next-door frequency world. Therefore 
keep searching what the Bible tells us from the other side 
because Jesus informs us that this life is not all what we 
see with our eyes but could be extended into another 
dimension like the butterfly cycle if you use what is offered 
in the Bible by just switching to the theology channel. A 
two rail is better for balance another story comes to mind 
explaining the two dimension perspective interacting side 
by site explaining a universe chess box system.  

The Bible if full of examples like telling us of a Syrian 
king being ticked off every time he planed an attack on 
Israel his plan was revealed beforehand getting beat-up. 
Than was told there is a prophet in Israel who is spilling 
the beans. That caused a thousand soldiers to show up 
surrounding the prophet to fetch him closing down the 
information highway to the king of Israel.  

The servant of the prophet was horribly scared and 
lamented that their lives were ended, being surrounded 
with no escape. Than the prophet Elisha said do not 
worry we are a lot more and better equipped than the 
enemy army surrounding us. The servant said how that 
can be thinking his old master must have flipped. Than 
the prophet asked the Lord open his eyes to see. There 
he saw twice an angelic army fiery wagon and horses 
from heavenly angel host with swords and weapon ready 
to fight. The outcome read the Bible story33. But notice 
two dimension in parallel only on a different frequency 
prevented by the Daleth eyes see the other side.  

Therefore the universe dimension is among us not out 
there far away if we just could utilize the same atom 
structures highlighted with a different frequency recorded 
on a live DVD track layer and activate it on a different 
energy level and seeing it through a multilayer medium 
atom fog chess box. It needs only a different frequency 
like analogue infrared sees heat radiating from some living 
being or like a snake sees a mouse in total darkness.  

Truly the universe so far and big could fit inside a DVD 
disk placed in a one pound coffee container have many 
universe levels played out surrounded with the same fog 
atom medium with instruments like an I-Pod or some 
other not invented yet but can be seen by different 
frequencies coexisting side by side never interfering with 
each other. Like a pointed laser beam spark gives us a 
show of eternity on a multi-level chess game cube board 
recorded in the Bible.  

My Babushka books hopefully opened up a horizon 
portraying what was outside our mortal frequency range. 
Take it from here and follow the same exiting journey to 
discover more and click the right channel to learn about 
God’s Plan for Humanity on a Bible centered frequency to 
explain the purpose of our existence movie from the other 
side. The atoms in the box maybe the same only the 
frequency needs changing visiting another dimensions.  

Or ponder the thought when science postulates that if an 
atom is the size of a cherry the next electron circling 
around would be two miles away and could connect as 
one single atom to our sun. That sounds like an invisible 
highway connecting one atom particle with another by a 
mystery force we call gravity. Than explained further if 

                                    
33 (2Kings 6:8-17) 
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you reduced the empty space of all the atoms next to 
each other than the whole universe would fit inside a one 
pound coffee container on a future DVD I am sure a lot 
hotter and heavier and needs Kelvin to cool it down.  

The Heh dimension control room of the real inner you is 
not somewhere out there in space but inside you just 
another universe dimension on a different frequency and 
will be played back on a DVD the last day on earth in 
God’s presence. The final chapter of God’s creation for an 
expanding Jod dimension is still in the making. I wrote 
some free ranging ideas down that are too far out for 
theologians that will be covered in Pearl Forum #200. 
How will God’s Plan for Humanity be continued on a 
resurrection level into a Jod dimension? That will be so 
much different, and the Bible strongly indicates that God 
continues his plan for an expanding universe.  

The methods will be changed but not much about them 
has been revealed in the Bible; however, the Daleth 
overlay using HANS can gives us many possibilities. From 
them we can get a good picture and postulate opinions, 
as a scientist would, concerning what God’s secret might 
be. The Bible states he has prepared a place for us too 
great and complex to describe.  

There are many more pearls in the ocean waiting to be 
discovered by those who like to dive and take the time. It is 
fun for one, but not, perhaps, for someone else. Therefore, I 
conclude my Donut Atom story with a question left open. 
Life is still a great mystery defining God. Check out the 
other Pearls on the apocalypse2008-2015.com web site for 
more information intended to widen our horizons.  It is still a 
great mystery defining Life and God.  

Final Chapter:          
God’s Plan for Humanity 
Let’s go back once more to the beginning of time when 
God revealed his plan to the angels to expand the 
universe and populate it with people. Throughout the 
universe, most angels got excited and rejoiced.  

That is recorded for us in the Bible in Job 38:7. It caused 
enthusiasm to watch God create a garden in a suitable 
place where controlled energy from a fiery star, our sun, 
could fuel the whole biosystem we know as earth. Then 
he crowned it with the promise of a future humanity 
starting with Adam and Eve. All the angels watched this 
new creation act with passion discovering God’s dream in 
action with people to populate a massive universe.  

But Lucifer was not too happy when he learned that he 
would not be in charge over that new development. He 
realized once that idea was growing he would no longer be 
number ONE and would need to share the government 
with inferior humans. His pride led him to undermine God’s 
authority and create a ruckus with his friends that ended 
up as open rebellion, which temporarily shut down God’s 
government. This rebellion mandated a change in God’s 
original plan for the universe.  

God removed the rebellious angels from his throne room 
and went on with his modified plan already started by 
creating life on earth. Since Adam and Eve in the garden 
were caught in the conflict, the Creator needed to be fair 
and give them a choice of whether they wanted to live in 
the material earthly Daleth or Heh dimension. God’s 
original plan included both dimension. To make it simple, 
he put two trees in the center of the garden and waited 
to see their decision.  

But remember the consequences. There are two 
dimensions, but they could only choose one. The Daleth 
dimension was originally programmed to expand and 
multiply. In this book we have learned about the donut 
atom model with five color bands moving across the 
atom slices created by fast expanding donut atoms. That 
created bigger fuel cells growing according to an 
expanding universe model. But that changed when the 
couple decided they were not interested in Heh 
dimension life and settled down to a reduced lifestyle as 
Eve wanted to have children like the animals surrounding 
them.  

God’s original idea seemed too far fetched and 
incomprehensible. Living in a protected garden was nice 
and satisfying. Not being experienced and lacking 
knowledge of the universe, they only recognized that there 
were other creatures somehow connected to the plan of 
God. The rest of God’s management and future planning 
you can read in Apocalypse Prophesied, From Eden to 
the New Jerusalem: God’s Plan for Humanity.  

When God saw that the couple was not interested in his 
future plan, he modified the system by inserting a time 
dimension on earth with an extra pearl on either side of 
the 5 color rainbow spectrum - two neutrinos above his 
throne to provide the energy for the entire Heh 
dimension universe. That would slow down the Daleth 
dimension until enough saints were born in six Heh days. 
A last Heh day of 1,000 earth years is yet to start, which 
to continue his original plan with resurrected beings 
immunized against evil so that there will never be 
another great rebellion causing disharmony in the 
community of elect and universe. When the future Saints 
born from Adam and Eve are resurrected in the Jod 
dimension, then God’s full plan will be revealed again 
never to be forgotten. 

A New Beginning 
After the resurrection, a big party will take place where 
the Saints will get acquainted with each other and learn 
about how people lived in different centuries. There will 
be especially keen interest in meeting the Old Testament 
Saints only familiar from the Bible.  

Since the beginning of human history, many have 
wondered what will come next after that resurrection 
party. God has always known what has ever been in 
everyone’s mind. He will ask the Saints, “Who will do me 
a favor to continue my plan for the universe with some 
choices with consequences I want you to make? It is 
more fun to make it together. Being involved and busy 
makes for a great life of purpose.  

Lucifer and the angels were given two choices in the Heh 
dimension at the initial announcement of God’s plan to 
create a universe to be populated. Satan and the rebellious 
angels chose wrongly with an eventual consequence of 
total failure and their destruction in the Lake of Fire. 

Then Adam and Eve were given two choices at the 
beginning of this present age (Daleth dimension) which 
will end at the same time as Satan’s judgment. That gift 
of two choices also ended with Adam-Eve’s failure.  

Soon Jesus will give the Saints two choices again in the Jod 
dimension as all life must be based on love and 
understanding freely given without reservation in trusting 
each other. That is new to many, but it is the fundament to 
all relationships between persons for all eternity. But this 
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time there will be no failures: all will get it right. Jesus will 
say, “Just look at my hands and see the wounds I received 
to tell you I loved you so very much.” 

At that special party I am sure that God will reveal his plan 
for the new expanding universe, which was interrupted at 
the very beginning but is now back on track. All along God 
has desired the creation of a new Jod dimension. Because 
of the painful lessons humanity has learned from 
experiencing sin, suffering and death, that new creation 
will be much better prepared for the Saints and their 
redeemed friends coming from the Second Resurrection.  

My ideas about what God will say next is just an opinion, 
but what can be seen in nature is what exists in heaven: 
the Heh dimension was replicated in the Daleth on earth 
to teach us heavenly things for those interested in 
science and the Bible.  

Pictures from the Hubble telescope show a vast, 
expanding universe that must have come into being by 
purpose. It witnesses that God is infinitely great. He can 
never be fully comprehended: those who search are 
always discovering something new.  I feel that there is an 
experience we all missed in the Daleth dimension that 
was unique to Adam and Eve: they fell in love with each 
other so completely and perfectly without the sin and 
failure mixed in. When Adam saw Eve, he was enthralled 
as both knew no sin. That would be my wish, too, to fall 
in love with God perfectly – just once to fall in love with 
the perfect ecstasy one only reads in poetry books.  

I think God will tell the Saints to pick for themselves 
beautiful mates from among the resurrected ones. Thus, 
the Saints will be paired again, to truly live happily 
forever after. They will love each other and procreate 
again, having children as God originally planned for Adam 
and Eve if they had chosen the Heh dimension Tree of 
Life. Again, this is personal speculation, but I am sure 
these offspring will be sexless beings like the angels; 
themselves unable to procreate because they are not 
inoculated against evil. God does not want another 
Luciferian rebellion to again disturb the Jod dimension.  

The birth of children again is a privilege only for the Saints 
who are inoculated against evil to avoid trouble in the 
future. They are royal children having the [+one] force 
imbedded directly from the Creator. That will open up 
creativity embedded like father to son with identical 
spiritual genetics like the Aleph [+One] neutrino polarity 
now continued in the Saints. That way, being linked with 
the Creator will control population increase in the kingdom 
yet share God’s creative plan as continued on some 
planets elsewhere in other galaxies.   

I have taken these concepts from the natural world. The 
basic principles I am using are illustrated by the 
honeybees or ants. Each couple and friends together will 
venture to different planets somewhere in the universe 
and plant gardens to start out the Jod-Life according to 
the model recorded in Genesis. It will be Adam and Eve 
replicated in many instances.  

We will have all received new Jod-bodies. We will look 
forward to seasonal visits from God and his entourage 
with great anticipation. He will visit from time to time in 
his headquarters, royal number ONE pyramid space city. 
The Saints will report what is going on in planet 
x7777xxzzzx and hear about what is happening 
elsewhere in the universe. 

God’s visit will be a big occasion for our angel-like children 

to celebrate. Everyone will be interested in reports of 
shared experiences from other galaxies and similar planets 
populated by expanding family kingdom of God.  God will 
advise on how to rule wisely and prevent evil from 
developing again. Each planetary team will need to be on 
guard so as not to ruin their homes, their own place in the 
universe. The Saints must rule their realms with wisdom to 
enjoy an abundant life without death and sickness, never 
growing old, as the universe is very, very big and still 
expanding. Then, God will remove the two neutrinos in the 
rainbow above his throne and restore what was originally 
planned because the time dimension is no more.  

God will be around and not lost in space. He likes to have 
a party in our kingdom together. Perhaps we will play 
chess on an eight layered cube chessboard that will be 
more interesting to play. This ends my story of God’s 
Plan for Humanity, which is never preached in church. It 
also gives me hope of a future possibility: I greatly desire 
to be loved by a woman with children surrounded, have a 
garden with a vineyard, barn and hot tub again, playing 
accordion with my friends.  

THE END 

E∞ = m (+∞C / –∞C)² 
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Section 8 -  

Identifying the Aleph 0א (+one) 
Force that Controls the Universe,  
the Smallest Micro-Egg 
 

• Why is there a plan for humanity?  

• Why do I exist?  

• Why was the Universe Created? 

• Who was Jesus? Was He human or divine? How? 

The Wise will Understand 
Many of our scientists have come to the conclusion that 
we are on the edge of a great global environmental crisis. 
They believe that there are too many people on earth, 
and that we humans are stressing both our biological and 
social environments. Many experts see no escape from 
eventual disaster. In other words, to them our 
evolutionary path has crested, and it is from now on a 
downhill plunge. They can only try to estimate speed of 
our descent.  

Most secular predictions I have heard do not go beyond 
100 years. I admit that it can be very depressing, and we 
know that our civilization will not fix the problems of 
over-fishing, pollution, genetic manipulation, the 
production and supply of fossil fuels or their alternatives, 
global warming and the others. In almost every corner of 
the planet, we are greedily destroying what has been a 
nurturing environment for thousands of years.  

Do not think for a moment that those white-coated, 
overeducated scientists in the laboratories have any idea 
that preserving this world is a noble undertaking. They 
are driven by an irrational appetite for obscene corporate 
profits around the world, they will continue in their 
destructive path until all of the original gene pool has 
been assaulted for exploitation with the intermixing of 
genes from every vegetable and animal. What will 
happen when the population has doubled again the next 
20 years, and again the next 20 years, and...?  

Before many more years there will not be any pure, 
original genetic material available for gene splicing or 
manmade modification of agricultural plants and animals. 
In many cases farmers are facing deteriorating yields in 
quality and quantity as well as increasing costs.  At some 
point the consequences of consuming all of these 
genetically modified foods will show up in the health of 
the general public on a massive scale beyond correction 
and restoration due to the lack of original, unmodified 
organisms that will have disappeared from civilized areas 
and perhaps even become extinct. Hence the answers 
cannot come within a closed system. A closed system is 
when you state, “I exist because I am.”  

Our monorail scientists (those who reject divine revelation 
from outside of our material dimension of time and space) 
try to tell us that a complex design system inherently 
imbedded in every cell evolved from one cell by itself. If 
so, then it logically follows that my complex computer or 
watch has evolved, too. Or, try to imagine that without the 
hands, feet, electricity and factories of thousands of 

intelligent beings that the cell somehow designed and built 
its structure by chance, yet it is equipped with the same 
features we find in a complex TV or any other invention 
made by gifted and highly skilled humans. This faulty 
reasoning of course is in conflict with the Second Law of 
Thermodynamics, which is scientific evidence and not 
speculation. If you believe in evolution fairy tales, we have 
literally run out of time to evolve more food for an 
expanding population. One way or another, the prophesied 
Apocalypse will follow. 

Institutionalized academia is not allowing serious debates 
within professional scientific forums on other options to 
explain the origin of our planet and universe. Over 3,000 
years of written observations made by Greek 
philosophers (scientists actually), religious scholars, or 
the many recorded experiments left to us by the 
scientists of antiquity are denigrated as inferior by many 
of our modern scholars. Condemnation is especially 
focused on any works that mention the Bible because 
true spiritual revelation cannot be scientifically proven in 
the Daleth dimension.  

It is a wrong-headed policy not to permit the disciplined 
study of biblical revelation in our institutions of higher 
learning because it treats such revelation as being 
irrelevant. Denying that a Heh dimension exists just 
because we cannot test it in the Daleth dimension 
laboratory is like denying the existence of love, life, 
death, magnetism, gravity or many other realities of life 
that cannot be understood either solely based on the 
Daleth dimension data. The fact is that we have not 
really come up with any believably rational replacement 
for the origins other than some form of intelligent design 
from what is observable in our material universe.  

Reputable scientists who desire to investigate the 
questions about origins should also look outside our 
closed system for answers. As a scientist, I have found 
reliable knowledge outside our closed system that gives a 
purpose for our existence in a material universe. If you 
think about the concept of purpose, eventually you are 
confronted with God who designed and brought into 
existence a very complex system observable all around 
us, everywhere we look, for as far as we can probe with 
our extended five senses.  

As a dual rail scientist, I employ the teachings of the 
Bible together with experiential and applied science. It is 
the only book on earth that can back up its claim that its 
knowledge and wisdom comes from the outside our 
material dimension of time and space, which HANS 
defines as the Daleth dimension. It does so with authority 
and through prophecy – both fulfilled in past history as 
well as that which is yet to come to pass.  

Usually, the massive amount of evidence I have 
submitted in my books is readily dismissed by monorail 
scientists, monorail theologians and other “experts” who 
are educated in Godless institutions that teach the 
macro-evolutionary theory as fact. Those who never 
venture into the literal, systematically integrated, dual-
rail biblical worldview will never understand either the 
Daleth or the Heh dimension. Their willful ignorance and 
rebellion against the Creator God pre-empts the 
possibility of an open mind.  

Why? Because if they do make an honest investigation, 
they might have to admit that God is real, which means 
they would have to face the issue of His moral and 
spiritual authority. The problem is that they desire the 
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license to satisfy their pride or some felt need of their 
flesh more than they want to be transformed into 
someone with the same loving and righteous character as 
the Creator.  

But the truth is that one day we all will stand before the 
God revealed through Israel and Israel’s Bible, who then 
will be the ultimate Judge. Their shame will be that they 
probably already know His name. In that final Day of 
Judgment all persons who have been dead, and any then 
living, will need to individually acknowledge Him as their 
Creator and rightful King. Each will hear His decision as 
to whether he or she has passed the test. School time is 
then over, and those who graduated will get a wonderful 
job in the eternal life prepared from the beginning for 
them.    

My books focus on what is ahead of us within the context 
of past history. They also look forward to a tremendous 
future, which God has in store for all of those willing to 
love Him in truth. Long ago the Bible predicted the 
coming collapse of our global economic and political 
system we think of as civilization. We are already 
experiencing the advance warnings of the great natural 
and man-made crises to come. 

But the Bible also foretells that most of humanity will 
continue to reject the God of Israel’s plan and promises 
in order to try to solve its problems on its own. The 
nations will try to solve their problems with a massive 
and repressive One World System of government. It will 
be founded on international trade and a unified religion 
the Bible calls Mystery Babylon.  

In response God is going to purge the Second Heaven 
part of the Heh dimension of all satanic forces. He will 
follow that up by wiping out any human rebels on earth 
(Daleth dimension). The resulting process of birth is 
popularly called the Apocalypse. Its purpose is to prepare 
humanity for the promised arrival of the Kingdom of God 
on earth. Through it, Jesus will reign over all nations 
from Jerusalem for a thousand years of peace, prosperity 
and spiritual clarity executed justly in truth. Read 
Chapter 7 of Apocalypse Prophesied again. 

There will be no “Rapture” for the faithful, though misled 
Christians who desire to escape prior to the Apocalypse. 
Jesus’ coming in the clouds will happen sometime after 
the Apocalypse is over. There are a number of 
theologically simple reasons why many Christians will 
then be terribly surprised. The Second Heaven of the Heh 
dimension is currently occupied as the realm or dominion 
held by the Devil and his demons. (Ephesians 2:2)  

Monorail Christians do not know what Heaven is. These 
spiritual battles are real and not trivial as demonstrated 
by Gabriel’s delay by the demonic “Prince of Persia.” In 
Daniel 10:13 this man of God reports that Gabriel had 
trouble penetrating through the air domain under Satan’s 
control in order to deliver his message. It took 21 days 
for the mighty Gabriel to get through to Daniel, and even 
then he required the help of Michael at the head of a 
heavenly army.  

So Christians listen, when Jesus comes in the clouds on a 
white horse to meet the living and dead mortals now 
resurrected with glorious bodies, one thing is sure: no 
evil angels are going to be around to sabotage and break 
up His wedding party. The war in heaven will already be 
history by then. (Revelation 12:7-10) With the written 
marriage covenant, which is also the title to the earth, in 
His hand Jesus will have had the heavenly highway 

before Him totally cleared of spiritual scum before He 
comes for His Bride. (Revelation 19:7-10) Until Michael 
and the Host of Heaven have finished driving them out, 
Christ cannot come for His Bride, and the Saints cannot 
rise to meet Him in the air either. (1Thessalonians 4:16-
17; Revelation 20:4)  

This means that the true believers will also live during 
the Apocalypse. A number of them will become martyrs. 
Through the trials of the Apocalypse, the saints will 
acquire a special immune system against evil that will 
qualify them to rule in the highest government positions 
of the Jod universe under the eternal God, who is now 
made visible in the person of Jesus Christ.  

Many believers will survive the ravages of the Apocalypse 
to its very end. Other survivors will include millions of 
basically decent people who were not killed by the four 
(4) death angels you will become familiar with in my 
second book. These people will live to serve God in the 
future and repopulate the planet during the 1,000 years 
of peace and prosperity to come that I call the Teth Age. 
God will bring His sheep safely through the years of 
tribulation. These are the ones who will be sealed 
throughout the Apocalypse by the holy angels. They were 
appointed and sent by God for that purpose even as the 
wicked (goat people) will be judged with suffering and 
removed by death:  

…the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from 
temptation [trial-alternate reading], and to keep 
the unrighteous under punishment to the day of 
judgment. (2Peter 2:9) 

You still have time, dear reader to make a very important 
choice: who you want to believe? The animals and plants, 
of course, have no choice, and I hope that you do not 
consider yourself to be an animal as our schools teach. 
They live and move in accordance with the divine plan for 
their creation and biological survival in their native 
environments. Of course, their lives are different from 
ours. With them, however, we endure the conditions of a 
fallen world under Satan’s destructive juggernaut due to 
Adam and Eve’s choice, and that is why many species 
have become extinct. Since then, the natural environment 
has been thoroughly exploited, as animals have been 
worked to death and treated like biological raw materials 
that can be exploited through mass production and genetic 
engineering without moral regard for their conscious being. 
This could apply to many of us who think we are just 
biological relatives of apes. It has before under the Nazis. 

Hundreds of years of abuse by thousands of professional 
religionists have inspired many secular philosophers to 
think that religion is poisonous to healthy societies and 
their citizens. If Voltaire and Marx (to name two famous 
European thinkers) had been educated in the dual-rail 
system and not rejected biblical truth simply because of 
the many gross abuses of the religious establishment, 
then, perhaps, Europe would not have been destroyed 
twice at the hands of the likes of Hitler, Stalin or 
Mussolini and the thousands of faceless executioners they 
employed. Millions of people would not have lost their 
lives needlessly.  

The Bible teaches a cause-and-effect law of life, which 
comes from the God’s throne. Ignoring it only 
demonstrates it exists because the wholesale rejection of 
faith has also led to millions of people being oppressed 
and murdered by totalitarian economic and political 
systems as modern history testifies. These sad tales of 
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violent oppression and genocide will be repeated over 
and over if we forget why millions were killed in the 
name of one ideology or another.  

People trained to think systematically or logically cannot 
avoid these important questions without coming to terms 
with the Bible. Most educated people today have never 
read the Bible, and most of those who have read it, 
understand very little of what they read because the eye 
of our natural minds requires the lens of the Holy Spirit in 
order to comprehend the mind of God revealed in His 
Word. (1Corinthians 2:6-16) Jesus has promised help to 
those who ask through prayer in His name. 

Nevertheless, the “Book of books” cannot be ignored. The 
Bible may seem a complex literary work because it was 
written by 40 authors over a period of 3,000 years 
ending over 1,900 years ago. For a collection of books 
written by so many over such a long period of time, the 
Bible demonstrates an amazing degree of integrated 
unity of knowledge or wholeness. This fact in itself 
demonstrates the existence of an eternal Editor to guide 
its development from beginning to end. The Bible is God’s 
Word, and it is His revelation to humanity. Through His 
Spirit, He unveils what He wants us to know when we 
read it or hear it taught: 

For to us God revealed them through the Spirit; 
for the Spirit searches all things, even the depths 
of God. For who among men knows the thoughts 
of a man except the spirit of the man which is in 
him? Even so the thoughts of God no one knows 
except the Spirit of God.  

Now we have received, not the spirit of  the world, 
but the Spirit who is from God, so that we may 
know the things freely given to us by God, which 
things we also speak, not in words taught by 
human wisdom, but in those taught by the Spirit, 
combining spiritual thoughts with spiritual words.  

But a natural man does not accept the things of 
the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him; 
and he cannot understand them, because they are 
spiritually appraised. But he who is spiritual 
appraises all things, yet he himself is appraised by 
no one.  (1Corinthians 2:10-15, NASB) 

Like the smaller eggs in my Russian Egg analogy, my 
books attempt to relate a condensed version of what you 
will discover in the big egg of the Bible. Please do not be 
surprised when I tell you about the Bible’s Editor from 
the other side of the Heh dimension because He wants us 
to have this information from outside of our closed 
system Daleth dimension.  It is the only trustworthy 
source for rational and honest answers to the big 
questions.  

One might ask a monorail scientist to explain the big 
picture of our existence with its many dilemmas and 
meaningful questions of life like, “Why I am here on this 
planet? Where is this world going? And, will it end some 
time?” but their best, honest answers are going to be 
incomplete at no professional fault of their own. The only 
dependable answers must come from outside of our 
material dimension of time and space that they cannot 
examine naturally. It takes spiritual help to understand 
the impending course and destination of today’s the mad 
rush of modern technological developments.  

As I see our society being relentless herded into the 
Apocalypse, I am forced, as a dual-rail scientist, to 

embrace the faith of a Savior called the Messiah, Jesus 
Christ as the only solution sent to a world out of control. 
He is the micro-egg of the universe in my Russian Egg 
analogy. He is the only answer to my questions. 
Investigating Him is the only way I know that stands any 
chance of penetrating the mysteries of the universe that 
address every scientific, philosophical or theological 
problem we encounter in our modern world.  

Since science cannot explain the Heh dimension, we must 
go to a witness that came from the Heh dimension. Let’s 
find out and see if the Bible provided a trustworthy 
eyewitness to believe, and with that I will end my book 
with this last question that I must ask the only witness to 
come from the other side: 

Who is Jesus Christ?  
Is He human? Is He divine? How? Why? 

Part 1 – God Portrayed by the Heh 
Dimension 
The Bible’s Rosetta Stone 

To answer my questions about Jesus, we must first 
provide context of the methodology. The prophet Daniel 
wrote the book of his visions from God 500 years before 
Christ. The question came up, “How long to the end of 
these wonders?” He was told to go his way because the 
answer would be “sealed up” until the “end time.” (Daniel 
12:8-10) In the last days there would be wise ones who 
would have insight into the timing and events leading up 
to the Great Tribulation and restoration of Israel under 
her promised Messiah-King.  

The angel of God (perhaps Gabriel?) told Daniel that at the 
end time there would be people who would figure it out. 
Reading Daniel’s prophecies, I came to realize that the last 
days have already arrived. As the actual events unfold, all 
that I have written in my books – as well as all of the old 
theories, prophecies and their various religious interpretations 
will come under the test of fulfillment. They will endure the 
scrutiny of all in regards to their truth or error.  

Through HANS (the Hebrew Alphabet Number System), I 
have presented a number of calendar dates as well as 
some alternative understandings of specific Bible verses. 
A number of the insights I have gained from HANS 
explain some of the prophetic story a little differently. If 
you have not purchased my second book yet, you may 
read the Mystery of Tammuz 17 on the Internet at 
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com. If you do, I think what 
you find there will motivate you to buy that book, too. 

When I discovered HANS, it revolutionized everything 
that I had ever been taught in Christian Sunday school. 
Finding this unique new discovery late in my retirement 
years did not surprise me. When you have invented as 
many gadgets as I have, your mind never stops. An 
obscure Hebrew Alphabet Number System found in a 50-
year old book filled me with the youthful excitement of 
new discovery. However, when I shared this discovery 
with others, many became upset and did not want to 
hear any more about it. So I started to write in response 
to an inaudible inner voice that compelled me to comply. 
At first I resisted this undertaking, but as you can see, I 
gave in and did it spending over three years of my life in 
the process. 

HANS looks at God’s plan for Humanity from a full Bible 
perspective in which one rail represents the Hebrew 
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Scriptures and the Jewish culture founded on them such 
as the annual festivals and fast days. The second rail so 
necessary for the dual-rail track of God’s prophetic 
railroad through history and prophecy is the Greek New 
Testament and related Christian beliefs. These two 
traditions look at certain scriptural truth a little 
differently. My rediscovery of HANS made me aware of 
both rails and helped me to resolve any seeming conflicts 
in their specific perspectives. HANS makes it easier to 
see what they have in common.  

Each religion emphasizes who God is and proscribes how 
to worship Him. For example, the Jewish traditions focus 
on the oneness or unity of God, beside whom there is no 
other. Christian religious leaders developed a Trinitarian 
perspective of God’s nature over a period of 400 years 
following the life of Jesus. God the Father was equated 
with the Old Testament LORD (Yahweh). Jesus was God 
the Son, and Holy Spirit referred to God’s continuing 
presence with the individual and/or body of believers, 
which expressed the concept of God as three in one.  

Since both religions are obviously at odds over their 
definition of God and since they have a history filled with 
considerable antagonism, HANS could be the tool to open 
the doors of common understanding and worship of what 
is normally considered to be the same God, revealed in 
the shared Bible of Israel written almost exclusively by 
Israelites. While only a few may have noticed, I believe 
the time has already arrived when we will need each 
other in order to survive the coming times of trial and 
destruction.  

God is giving us one last chance to repent from any 
superstitious antagonism or hateful racial or ethnic bias. 
We need to focus on what lies ahead of us. My hope is 
that religious persecution would stop for one another as 
we come to recognize that we are called to be spiritual 
brothers. If we cannot do this now, the Apocalypse 
coming in 2008-2015 will force us to do so because God 
announced that He will purify His creation in preparation 
for the birth of His Kingdom in the new age to come 
usually referred to as the millennium. Our preparation is 
to do our best, with God’s help, to live in accordance with 
His ways today. 

HANS is very simple matrix. That is its beauty. Any 
deviation to the pattern alerts us to ask why. When I did 
this with the book of Revelation written by John, I got a 
much clearer picture of what was going on. Originally, I 
thought that perhaps the pages were mixed up as the 
story seemed very confusing to me, and I knew that I 
was not alone in that because there are a variety of 
interpretations taught by the various church 
denominations. Then it occurred to me that what John 
saw was like standing in the middle of a 360 degree 
cinema-in-the-round.  

It would take expert writing skill to describe what he saw. 
Imagine yourself watching all the fire, thunders, armies 
and angels coming and going intermixed with strange 
creatures with multiple heads and a variety of horns. All 
in all, he did a very good job. You can read a more 
extended description of my perspectives on what John 
saw and wrote about in the Introduction to Mystery of 
Tammuz 17. 

A word of caution! Do not elevate HANS to a religious 
doctrine, or look to it to give some mystical secrets of 
hidden knowledge like might be found in the Cabala. It is 
just a little ABC tool for the Hebrew language that gives 

us a little richer understanding of what is plainly written 
and understood in its various literary and cultural 
contexts and nothing more. 

As someone who made his living in the professional world 
as a scientist and inventor of various instruments used in 
applied science, I found myself in the middle of scientific 
and religious debates where, much to my sorrow an 
dismay, the scientific facts in the Bible where distorted or 
denied outright. On the other hand, unscientific theories 
like evolution have been elevated to a religious belief 
system exclusively taught in our schools. HANS is a tool 
to discipline our thinking logically rather than a means of 
avoiding confrontation.  

Christians should not be afraid to use science to check 
out biblical truth. For me, discovering HANS exposed me 
to biblical perspectives I never would have encountered 
otherwise. This is why I am so adamant about using both 
rails of the biblical railroad track of understanding God’s 
plan and purpose through time. This means using both 
the Old and New Testaments to explore biblical 
teachings, or the two rails of science and the Bible to 
understand the bigger questions concerning God and the 
universe.  

My meditations on the nature of God from the 
perspective of HANS and science, hopefully, will not be 
construed as an attack on any established belief system. 
Science and religion should be thought of as a dual rail 
railroad track, too. Trying to understand God using only 
one side of the track makes one a monorail theologian or 
a monorail scientist, depending on which rail you are 
sitting on.  

I believe that the Creator God has imbedded His plan for 
humanity and this planet into both sides of the track. He 
has designed a balanced system of revelation from the 
other side (Heh) for us to grow in the knowledge and 
grace of spiritual truth. So if you find something you do 
not agree with in my writings, first remember my railroad 
analogy and look for how the system can balance out. 

The Bible’s Rosetta Stone 
My discovery of a Rosetta Stone in the Bible at this time 
in our civilization is not an accident. I believe that it is 
part of the fulfillment of the Word of God delivered so 
long ago to Daniel. I do not have exclusive rights to the 
idea that God’s judgment is near. In fact, I have even 
learned about a few others who have arrived at the same 
or similar dates once I had put my first draft of the books 
on the Internet.  

My work is original in that presents a whole system of 
theological thinking in a scientific context, but I have not 
leaned on any other person’s attempts to calculate the 
dates of the Apocalypse or any theological treatise on the 
nature of God and the universe. I have had the help of a 
dual-rail professor with some background in theology and 
archaeology, Christopher Patton who has become my co-
writer and editor. 

HANS pointed me to Daniel’s prophecy, which then led to 
a discovery that sums up what the Bible has to say about 
God’s 7,000-Year Plan for Humanity. It tells us why God 
created us and placed us in an unfair world often plagued 
by terrible evils. That topic by itself could fill a thousand 
books as yet not printed, because most cultures still have 
a great deal to learn about Bible.  

I found the 7-year plan for the Apocalypse imbedded 
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within the 7,000-year plan. The key link between the two 
is Noah’s Flood – just where Jesus directed us to look. 
(Matthew 24:37) The only reliable information about 
Noah’s Flood is found in the Bible. Modern journalistic 
science mostly covers up the geological evidence for the 
Flood because they do not want you to know about it. In 
reading my two books, you have quickly learned that I 
understand the Bible from a perspective that is neither an 
established theological nor a secularly scientific 
viewpoint. I come at it from the practical and technical 
side of applied science, which is where I have my 
experience as an inventor and entrepreneurial business 
owner.  

Providentially, the Bible has the answers, and I can give 
you many logical analogies from the natural world that 
you can easily follow. These analogies provide insights 
into the nature of God and the metaphysical universe 
from what we can observe and measure in our physical 
universe of matter, energy and time.  

Just remember than any analogy has its limitations, and 
one analogy normally conflicts a bit with another as they 
never complement each other perfectly. Our brains are 
limited to the Daleth dimension by their sensual input, 
but we are trying to learn about the metaphysical Heh 
dimension of “the other side.” Because human beings are 
born with a spiritual component that creates in us a 
sense that there is something more to look for beyond 
the fog of our material consciousness. Every now and 
then we can get a brilliant flash of the true reality 
beyond, but we must mostly be content with an indirect 
knowledge of the Heh dimension until we are born into it 
by the resurrection. 

It is up to you to determine how it is best to apply my 
analogies to your existing belief system. My primary 
objective is for you to accept the idea that we can 
discover many truths about God in the realm of science. 
To learn anything, one must first lay aside (at least 
temporarily) any existing biases, including his or her 
religious bias or upbringing. It does not cost you much to 
do so, just a little time. But the benefits of doing so could 
be far reaching – from an eternal life in glory to better 
planning your retirement investments.  

Personally, I have nothing to gain one way or another as 
that is your own business to decide. If you choose to 
ignore what I have written, that is OK with me. I have 
gone out on a limb and given you some specific dates to 
watch out for. Whether I am right or wrong about them, 
you will still need to deal with God one day. 

How Monorail Theology Got Started 
In AD 325 the Christian leaders were brought together at 
Nicaea in Asia Minor (modern Turkey) by the Roman 
Emperor Constantine to define the Christian faith. He 
wanted a single religious organization to unite his empire 
of diverse peoples, and the various bishops were divided 
in their understanding of a few primary doctrines 
including the nature of the relationship between the 
Father and the Son. In the process the shift to a monorail 
Christianity became the official religious perspective of 
the emperor-approved Orthodox Church, present in the 
west as the Roman Catholic Church.  

Most of the “Jewishness” of the early church was formally 
removed, and most of the remaining Jewish believers 
were expelled. The Council of Nicaea marked a major 
turning point in the relationship between the Jewish and 

Christian communities. About two hundred years prior to 
that Council of Nicaea, most of the Jewish residents of 
Judea were forcefully evicted from their homeland as a 
result of their revolt against Rome in the late AD 60s.  

The Jewish Zealot rebellions against Rome divided their 
community. Even in the Gospels one can read about the 
different religious and political parties like the Pharisees, 
Sadducees and Herodians. As a result of Jesus’ ministry, 
the coming of the Holy Spirit and the teaching of the 
apostles, about one third of the Jewish population of 4-6 
million believed that Jesus was the promised Messiah son 
of David. Following the Roman victories in the 70s, the 
Jewish believers in Jesus were gradually and forcefully 
evicted from the rabbinic synagogue. Thus, the rabbis 
became monorail religionists to protect their place of 
leadership in the community. 

The exclusion of the Jewish followers of Jesus from the 
Jewish community became total during the rebellion of 
the false messiah Simon Bar-Kochba in the AD 130s. One 
of the primary founders of modern rabbinic Judaism, 
Rabbi Akiba, had proclaimed Simon the Messiah of Israel. 
Those who did not follow his religious leadership were 
rejected from being Jewish due to their perceived lack of 
patriotism. The Romans under Emperor Hadrian crushed 
their revolt, sowed Jerusalem with salt and dedicated a 
temple to Jupiter Olympus on the site of the Israelite 
Temple. No Jews were permitted to live in Judea, and the 
long “Diaspora” or exile of the Jewish people as a nation 
from their promised land began. 

Non-Jewish Christians did not want to be associated with 
the rebellious Jews, so they generally rejected the 
outwardly Jewish roots of their faith to avoid being 
persecuted as anti-Roman troublemakers. So from AD 
325 on, it is clear that both the Jewish and Christian 
religions practiced monorail theology. Unfortunately, the 
two parties started to fear and hate each other, too. The 
Jews taught that there is only one God, and the 
Christians defined God as a unified three: the Father, 
Son, and Holy Sprit. If you did not believe what your 
group taught, then you suffered. Some were even burned 
as heretics. I hope that my attempts to explore the 
nature of God using HANS and analogies from the natural 
world will help to bridge this gap. 

God reveals Himself to sincere persons who want to learn 
about the Creator of the universe who authored the 
Bible. Honest questions must be asked: What does God 
want from me? What is the other side when we die? How 
could a loving God send the terrible trials of the 
Apocalypse upon all nations? Is He a forgiving Person or 
Spirit? Will He condemn me to hell? Is He Jewish or 
Christian? What about the Moslems’ God? Is He the same 
God? Many similar questions are also asked, and my 
books might inspire a few new ones.  

Analogies from Science and Infinity 
One reason why I use simple analogies from science is to 
make it easier to set aside our existing biases. The 
observations of the natural world are equally 
understandable by all, in any culture. For instance, 
butterflies are found in almost every country. We have all 
observed that this critter starts out life as a worm-like 
caterpillar, which moves its camouflaged fatness slowly 
along a branch. It is designed to feed even as it blends 
into the foliage to escape the notice of hungry birds. If he 
is successful in this stage, the caterpillar lives only to die 
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in a cocoon or chrysalis, but that is not the end for him.  

What was once a worm is reborn a beautifully winged 
marvel – something totally different. He soars into the 
blue sky and dances on flowers. A person just looking at 
this final stage of life lived with beautiful wings would not 
detect any evidence of the caterpillar he was before. As a 
matter of fact, nature provides many examples of the 
two birthday principle. Even seeds must die in order to 
geminate and be born again as some plant or another. 
(John 12:24) The sprouting vegetable, shrub or tree is 
the manifestation of its second birthday. 

Very truly, I tell you, unless a grain of wheat 
falls into the earth and dies, it remains just a 
single grain; but if it dies, it bears much fruit. 
(John 12:24) 

This butterfly analogy overlaid with HANS perfectly 
illustrates what the Bible teaches us about the two 
birthdays granted to people. God has given us one 
birthday in the Daleth dimension and a second one in the 
Heh dimension. In review now, the ABCs of the ancient 
Hebrew alphabet the letter Daleth is “D,” and it also 
stands for the number 4 with a meaning of “this world 
and in this time.” Also, Daleth literally means “door.” It is 
followed by the letter Heh, which is “H” and the number 
5. It conveys the concept of “the other side” or “window.”  

In these two Hebrew letters Daleth-Heh HANS 
communicates that there are two different dimensions to 
reality. The first one, Daleth, is the physical world we 
perceive and explore with our five senses. Every thing in 
this dimension is something that we can touch, see, hear, 
smell and taste. Many people accept or feel another or 
sixth sense within them. This is the spiritual side of being 
a human. Only you know about it because it is invisible to 
me or anyone else. You must describe it to others using 
the five physical senses, which is often difficult to do.  

As I wrote about with some depth in earlier chapters, the 
Hebrew worldview operates on the premise that the 
“other side” is the real world of eternal existence as 
expressed with the letter Heh or with in the presence of 
some aspect of the number 5. To repeat it one more 
time, the “other side” is the spiritual world, which can be 
expanded to include Heaven, angels and ultimately God. 
It is the reality or universe that we cannot examine with 
the tools of our natural sense and thus, science. 
Somehow our capacity to even think or philosophize 
about it eventually encounters a boundary beyond which 
it cannot go in this life. 

The ancient Greek philosophers thought about these 
questions, too. A few of them even came up with the 
theory that the universe was composed of small building 
blocks that could not be further reduced in size called 
atoms. Scientists worked with this concept for hundreds 
of years. Being taught old-fashioned physics in school, 
my teachers defined atoms as particles. If you divide a 
particle in half, you get two smaller ones. If you kept 
going, you ended up with the smallest little bits of 
something called electrons, neutrons, positrons, 
neutrinos and a whole lot of others.  

Then along came Dr. Albert Einstein who looked at science 
from anew perspective and gave it another explanation. 
Instead of particles, the universe was made up of energy 
bundled together in the frequencies evidenced by the 
spectral lines. So, good-by to particles, and say hello to 
something like electric energy only bigger. It is the other 
side of that coin I mentioned a little earlier.  

Toward the end of the twentieth century, scientists built 
atom-smashers, big billion dollar machines as large as a 
football field and larger. One I am familiar with is like a 
two-mile long canon set in Stanford University. I helped 
to build klystrons for this machine, which is part of the 
atom gun mechanism used to break up the targeted 
particles to see what might be discovered about them.  

This technology was also used to complete the periodic 
table of all the elements found on earth or in the 
universe. The frequency signatures of all the elements of 
the universe are found imbedded within the visible 
spectrum of the seven-color rainbow, too. If you have a 
good prism, you will see these spectral lines. Each set of 
lines represents an element like copper, iron or carbon, 
etc.  

Turn your light switch on, and you get light if you are 
connected to a source. Common sense tells us not to 
stick our finger or a piece of metal into the electric socket 
because it could kill you if the voltage is high enough. 
The power is pushed through the cord to the light fixture 
by an invisible force we call a current. This simple, 
everyday convenience that we rarely think about can tell 
us a lot about the universe. The universe could be 
thought off as a continuous band of different energies all 
plugged into a common source.  

Well enough, but the problem I have is, “How do I see 
both sides of the coin simultaneously?” Dr. Einstein got 
me, as a scientist, on the trail to find an explanation of 
who God is. I have difficulties understanding three in one 
as Christians define it, so the writings and experiments of 
Albert Einstein, a genius of science, really helped me. He 
tried to put a two-sided coin on the table where you could 
see both sides of the coin at the same time. I came up 
with the idea to use HANS to explain how both sides of the 
coin can be seen simultaneously. If you overlaid HANS like 
a mirror flat on the table and held the coin on top of it, you 
can now see both the bottom and top of the coin at the 
same time. Now, this may look a bit like a magic trick, but 
it is much more than that when you remember that the 
Bible calls itself a mirror and that HANS works like a 
scientific mirror for the Bible. (James 1:22-25) 

There are now beautiful charts of the electromagnetic 
spectrum  available, which will graphically show what I 
am discussing here better than I can express it with 
words alone. In these charts you will notice a little place 
in the middle, which is the visible portion that we can see 
with our eyes. On either side of that narrow window we 
need special instruments to observe or measure the 
invisible light energy vibrating at frequencies higher or 
lower than we can see. The full range of electromagnetic 
energy includes familiar power sources such as infrared, 
X-ray, ultraviolet, microwaves, radio waves, radar waves, 
TV waves and many more. I have no idea what they all 
do, or all the ways in which they could be useful in 
technology. At the end of the frequency spectrum, at the 
very top of the chart, we come to the last labeled point – 
infinity, which is indicated by an eight lying on its side 
horizontally.  

That “lazy eight” represents the border or end of the 
material universe of time, matter and energy as we know 
it. The number eight in HANS is the letter Cheth, which 
conveys something closed or fenced in. As such, it is a 
very good concept of our material universe: enclosed by 
eternity. Whatever direction one could travel in the 
universe, or search with probing instruments, eventually 
we come up to a boundary of infinity. What is it? 
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HANS tells us the answer: Daleth (4) is followed by Heh 
(5), so our material dimension is bounded by the “other 
side.” At its source, Heh stands for God in Heaven. 
Traditionally, Heaven is expressed as “above,” so “below” 
the enclosing curve of infinity is found our finite universe 
and planet, which HANS indicates is the Daleth dimension. 
As Heaven is “above” earth, so the number 5 is above 4. 
The concept of the infinite in HANS is expressed with the 
number 5. This simple concept unravels a few mysteries 
kept secret for thousands of years. 

It is interesting to note while the “one” God concept is 
expressed on one rail of the railroad expressing the Heh 
dimension of the Jewish religion. The concepts of multiple 
or a triune concept of God come from the Daleth 
dimension rail. To the human perspective, God’s 
appearance is related to the purpose He is performing. 
He creates as Father. Redeems as the Son and indwells 
as the Spirit. Thus, we need both rails to understand who 
God is. I discovered a neat little simple formula which 
explains many Bible concepts in form of a math symbols: 

1+4=5 
Understanding God according to the dual-track railroad 
perspective can be symbolized by adding the concept of 
“one God” from the Jewish tradition to the “three-in-one” 
concept of the Christian tradition to make four (4). Thus, 
a second “one God” concept is needed to complete the 
formula. It comes from science where we have learned 
that God’s divine infinite energy of Alpha/Aleph 0א is 
imbedded into the smallest subatomic particle of each 
atom of every element. When we add them all together, 
they make 5 (Heh), which then reveals the invisible and 
infinite God to angels and humans alike.   

Advanced mathematical science uses the Greek letter 
Alpha (=Hebrew letter Aleph) to represent the infinite. 
Some scientists go further in their analytical theories and 
postulate that four (4) more Alphas exist and that one is 
not yet defined. By overlaying these four infinite Alphas 
with HANS it is possible to theorize about the undefined 
Alpha, but HANS shows us that the 5th is impossible within 
the strict parameters the Daleth dimension; therefore, only 
faith can explain it. However, their scientific intuition tells 
them that there must be another one between the second 
and third members of the exponential series of five Alphas. 
Some scientists are deeply biased towards a monorail 
Daleth mentality. They do not understand or think that a 
Heh dimension might exist, so they call such theoretical 
thinking “junk science.” HANS is hot on the trail telling us 
that 5=4+1 which we recognize as the Hebrew hand rule 
of adding God (1) to the material universe (4). Thus, God 
is expressed as Alpha/Aleph in the Heh dimension (5 
times): 

 5א + 4א + 3א + ?2א + 1א = 0א
Thus, the above mathematical expression of 0א for the 
infinite, which some scientists declare to be junk science, 
helps to define the invisible God as confirmed by using 
both rails and by applying the Hebrew hand rule formula 
1+4=5 from HANS.  

 [5א + 4א + 3א + ?2א + 1א = 0א]

> God 

[1+4=5]  
or 

 (or God)  5 = [1+3] + 0א

HANS defines God (Heh= 5) as: 

1 from Science: 0א 

1 from Hebrew rail of One God 

3 from Christian rail of Trinity:  Father, Son and 
Holy Spirit 

Let me explain this major discovery once more because 
Jewish, Christian and Muslim theologians have wrestled of 
this issue for thousand of years. They could not explain it, 
and neither could science. And it is an important issue: 
millions have died in war or as hated heretics because of it.  

Scientists discovered a peculiar mathematical concept 
stone, (0א) and could not figure out its purpose because it 
could not be defined with Daleth knowledge. So it lay 
there indefinable. Some denigrated it as junk science and 
questioned whether it even exists. Other scientists 
defended it and others still preferred to forget about it, 
leaving it on the junk pile of scientific inquiry.  

Meanwhile, on other rail of the railroad track analogy, the 
religious establishment found a beautiful mosaic picture, 
but there was a big hole in the middle of it. A central part 
of the whole design picture was missing. If they could 
find it, then their religion could more clearly explain the 
unexplainable “God”. Some denied that a hole even 
existed while others strongly defended it. This situation 
went on for thousands years. Religious leaders 
summarized their position by contending that people 
must simply have “faith.”  

Faith, of course, is not science; hence a seemingly 
irreconcilable conflict has existed between religion and 
science. These two systems are in need of a connecting 
bridge just as the two rails of a railroad track need ties. 
Now HANS comes on the radar screen, and we discover 
that the rejected stone from the science railroad 
department fits the gaping hole in religious side of the 
railroad track. Now, for the first time, the indefinable can 
be logically explained. That is a major breakthrough for 
theologians and scientists alike. It will take them a little 
time to digest.  

My hope is that they do so relatively quickly because 21 
December 2008 makes it mandatory to do so. We are 
nearing the end of the track. This may be God’s final 
revelation to humanity before the train of human 
civilization enters the tunnel of the Apocalypse. My books 
make it much easier to understand God’s plan for 
humanity because of these discoveries. Without them we 
would still be heading down the road to destruction for 
lack of understanding, and I am including myself here.  

As a scientist, I am quite happy that science is included 
in a religious debate. Even if it is “junk” science that 
proves God exists as an indefinable reality, which has 
some value and is therefore not Zero. Infinite (0 א) is the 
opposite of zero. It includes all that exists. It is the 
fulcrum or very center that connects the Daleth 
dimension with the Heh dimension: 

Daleth [4] > (0א) < Heh [5] 
Thus, God is the bridge connecting our material existence 
with eternity. We need both rails with HANS to 
understand it. Do not forget the mirror analogy where 
the reflection of what we see in the Daleth dimension 
must have a reality on the other side, Heh. If there is 
nothing in Heh, then there is nothing to reflect and 
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consequently nothing would exist in Daleth either.  

The very fact that junk science, as a reflection in the 
mirror, has a mathematic expression for the infinite 
Alpha is proof of its existence and proof that it has a 
value. For some it is useless; for others it is very 
precious. You may have heard the expression “buy junk 
and sell antiques.” It makes sense because it is a good 
business if you think about it. Philosophically, the 
“infinite” cannot be zero, which then tells us that God 
exists on the opposite side of the spectrum frequency-
quantum theory - as Dr. Albert Einstein defined it.    

More marvelous to comprehend is the coming the Jod 
dimension (2 x 5 = 10, or a new house [Beth = 2] for 
Heh is Jod) of the new creation, which will last forever 
and ever in the Jod Age that the Bible refers to as the 
New Heaven and New Earth. The appearance of the 
minerals, plants and animals will remind us of the good 
from this age, but it will all be constructed differently 
from within in order to retain perfection even as it grows 
and changes throughout eternity. 

Mystery of the Pre-Dawn Universe, 
or 

Another Look at the “Big Bang” 
HANS can move us toward some definitive answers by 
bringing some order to our thinking process. Once more, 
let us go back to the beginning of time and try to 
mentally put ourselves in God’s place as the Creator and 
Sustainer of the natural universe. The Bible records that 
there was a rebellion in heaven, big time. The invisible 
God cleaned up His house and threw the bums out who 
violated His honor.  

Put your wings on like one of the remaining good angels 
who now ask Him, “What’s next? How are you going to 
fix the problem? We all agree that it happened, and we 
do not want to see that kind of upset again.” How do you 
answer? How do you propose to help God out a little 
here? Think about that situation and at least propose a 
program that would fix it so good that there will never be 
another rebellion. Nobody else will try to pull that one off 
again and disturb the peace of Heaven. After you have 
developed your little story to repair what went wrong, 
let’s compare it to what the Bible reveals about God’s 
solution.  

I am serious when I ask you to think it through. Do not 
let me spoon-feed you like those who probably will not 
accept what I have written. Each reader is a unique 
person. You become so when you start to think or have a 
little imagination. Hey you could even invent something 
like I did, and make some money!  

I will even tell you what I thought. My opinion was that 
Satan should have been immediately eliminated – zapped 
into nothingness!  

That would “shock and awe” or “put the fear of God” into 
everyone around. Don’t make invisible Omnipotence on 
the Great Throne of Heaven angry, or you are history. 
For instance, I would take a big Heh dimension sledge 
hammer and anvil, put one fallen, rebellious angel at a 
time on that anvil and let him have it like a blacksmith 
working hot iron. And yes, I pictured full sound effects, 
too. And let’s not forget the splattering angel guts 
shooting out in all directions. Now that would make an 
impressionable deterrent that should last for ages, if not 

eternity! So every angel who had showed me the finger 
would have gotten what he had coming. Justice would 
have been done fast and final. The warning to all the 
others would have been clear: do not mess with the 
invisible God! 

But if that had been what God did, then what would have 
happened to the good angels watching such a 
performance? I think they would have turned scared and 
hid quickly with each one thinking, “I better visit another 
galaxy and not get too close to God. What if He gets 
angry? I might not survive.” So, here a little fear and 
there a little doubt would creep into the community of 
angels. The result would be a lonely God who would 
wonder, “Where is everybody? The place is empty?”  

Now let’s look at matters from God’s perspective. 
Imagine the Creator thinking, “I made everything perfect 
but look at what happened. Can I blame them now if they 
fail to love me? Why did Satan and his bunch become so 
totally selfish? Nobody denies that but who can explain it 
or even better, prevent it from happening again? How 
can I show everybody that I love my angels, without 
compromising my holiness and righteousness? It is right 
to require respect because I am the life everybody 
shares. They are after all created beings for my pleasure 
and purposes, and I have good intentions for everyone to 
have fun, too. Satan crossed the line, and I must deal 
with him separately. The others should not fear me just 
because I am powerful and can create anything I want, 
or start something new just to keep me busy.”  

Enough of that. Here is how God solved His problem as 
told in the Daleth dimension where we live. In other 
words, here is what I understand the Bible has to tell us 
about why God did what He did and what He has yet in 
store for us. In short the Bible reveals that God loves us, 
but He is not a dictator to force us to love and/or to obey 
Him. Furthermore, He has a plan in place for humanity to 
qualify to live forever in His glorious presence filling the 
vacant positions left open by the angels’ rebellion. 

To that end, God fashioned the new applicants as mortals. 
He did this at a special place we call earth within the 
Daleth dimension of material time and space so that they 
could go through a trial learning phase where malleable 
minds that could be changed and where failures could be 
easily be detected and removed without affecting the 
heavenly realm. In fact our physical make-up puts natural 
limitations on how much damage we humans can do, 
though it seems that we have the capacity to do more 
harm than God might have thought possible. Getting inside 
His thoughts might have been like this:  

“These mortals will go to my school of life in the Daleth 
dimension where they can learn all the facts about evil 
and good taught by Satan and his bunch. I’ll let that 
sleazy guy teach them all of his tricks, and once they get 
their fill of his brand of good, then I’ll give them the Holy 
Spirit to teach them the difference, so they will know 
deeply what real love and goodness is all about.  

“The good thing about the Daleth dimension is the two-
birthday design feature that will permit mortals two 
successive stages in order to complete their 
development. In the Heh dimension there is only one 
birthday in the total life cycle. That’s how angels were 
built by a process something like cloning. The problem is 
that once they are broken, there is no way to fix, 
reconfigure or rewire them. It’s like a ceramic dinner 
plate: once broken it cannot be fixed. You can try to glue 
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it together, but you will still see the pieces, and it is 
never as strong again. What is broken forever is broken.  

Only humans are born with an inherent capacity for 
modification through a two phase lifecycle including a 
mortal stage, which permits reprogramming and is 
correctable. They can learn lessons and be rewired 
through the process of repentance that sets up an 
antenna through the Son permitting the harmonization of 
their individual personalities with the Holy Spirit of my 
perfect love. They will experience two birthdays. The 
unconformable or rebellious ones, who refuse repentance 
and submission to my rule, will be born the second time 
to judgment while the others, called Saints, will be born 
directly into the heavenly Jod dimension as it is purposed 
for them. The Saints will now qualify to fill the previous 
made vacant jobs in my administration. Again we see the 
two-rail principle at work.  

“But I am already thinking of the end goal of my plan to 
create Saints when I first need to place them in a closed 
environment to be tested with good and evil. They cannot 
escape from that enclosed Daleth environment without 
going through death. Since death to them is a horrible 
experience, they will do anything to survive and learn 
what there is to learn. I put an instinctive drive in them 
that is programmed to preserve their own lives because 
that is my character imbedded in them to honor life, 
which is part of who I am.  

As the originator of life, I desire that a human’s death will 
come at my discretion, as I have planned for them and not 
sooner so that they skip my school. But each must be free 
to choose my ways, and hence Myself. I will not force their 
choice because I must have eternal security from future 
rebellions. Those who willingly choose my way of love and 
obedience by faith will receive my teaching Spirit to tutor 
or further help their growth in grace and knowledge as 
they prepare for the positions prepared for them. They will 
inherit those vacant thrones in the First Resurrection, 
which will take place at the beginning of the Teth Age. 

“These future administrators will have been exposed to evil 
and tested so that they automatically reject the same evil 
Satan invented. This exposure to evil will result in an 
immunization effect, biased towards the laws of the new 
universe that will be eternally imbedded in my Saints’ 
characters and individual personalities. This self-controlling 
system will prevent any future evil emerging in the New 
Heaven and New Earth that my holiness will not tolerate.  

“The corrupted imprint of all experienced evil, rebellion 
and any other aberration of what is good, as defined by 
who I AM, is called ‘SIN.’ (This is the reason why mortals 
are called sinners.) My standard as God is absolute and 
not subject to negotiation. Adherence to regulations for 
the New Heaven and New Earth must become imbedded 
into the very fiber of my Saints’ being, into the character 
of their eternal nature if they are to rule or even live in 
my kingdom. The penalty of sin is death in the Daleth 
dimension, so that there will be no sin in the future Jod 
Age. I know the only good way to live forever, and I want 
to share it with them. 

“In the words of my butterfly example, I teach mortals 
what does not violate my standards of justice. They are 
exposed to natural dangers of corruption, lying and deceits 
and many more possible failings, which will impress 
lessons learned deeply into their consciousness. Then I can 
retrieve and reward successful ‘caterpillars’ who have 
learned the essential lessons needed to be good 

‘butterflies.’ It must transfer their learned, absolute 
abhorrence of evil and imbed it into the very beings of 
these new creations (butterflies) and become fixed forever 
by the resurrection of the Saints. This ‘immune system’ 
will safeguard against any future rebellion. It works like a 
computer’s virus protection software that springs into 
actuation whenever any foreign virus of sin is detected.  

“Life after the resurrection will be void of all evil and 
enjoyed by all of the Saints without any guilt from past 
failures because all of the sins from the Daleth school will 
be totally forgiven and forgotten. Only the lessons 
learned remain. I will structurally imbed their lessons into 
them like an immune system that only comes alive when 
something needs proper guidance so that the Saints 
autonomously, freely and always to the right thing in 
conformance to my desire and character.   

“However, I must also do something on the love side to 
enable this plan, which will be potentially dangerous and 
definitely painful - even for me as God. To give humanity a 
choice to love me voluntary without force, I need to 
demonstrate to them that I am absolute love. I must do it 
on their level, or they will reject it. The only way is to 
experience the Daleth dimension as one of them and even 
die there. I will offer my death there in just payment as an 
expression of love for them. In going through the same 
school of life, I will feel the pain they feel, experience their 
need for the essentials of life’s physical necessities and 
experience the tenuous spiritual dependence of a fleshly 
Son on the Father above.  

“Those who pass the test will be drawn to me and will 
learn to love me because I gave up myself for them. 
When they see that I gave up my divine prerogatives as 
Creator of everything to become mortally vulnerable it 
will surprise many that I will be born of earthly flesh on 
their same level - even unto death.  Throughout eternity, 
my scars on my hand side and feet will remind all that 
each and every one shared the trials and temptations of 
the Daleth dimension as well as the victory of the 
resurrection, together.  

“However, my death in the Daleth dimension will be the 
decision test to determine who really wants to live and 
rule with me in the Jod Age of the New Heaven and New 
Earth. I will create something totally new for those who 
pass the test that decided to love me. Those who die with 
me in faith shall be raised with me according to “Mercy 
unto Life.” The others will experience “Mercy onto 
Death,” which gives them an out so that they disappear 
forever. The rebellious lost soul will no longer experience 
pain, tears or hate either because all these matters of the 
Daleth dimension will have ended as Taw = 400, as it is 
indicated in HANS.   

“Those who reject my ways for their own ways are those 
who refuse to repent and submit to me. Such are they 
who reject my free offer. They shall be judged to “Mercy 
unto Death,” which is the path of eternal loss for those 
who opt out to be annihilated in the darkness of the 
Daleth dimension black hole where all elements will melt 
together into the one original frequency of my Word 
spoken to bring all into being. It will end all previous 
Daleth dimension existence as everything will be 
dissolved back to the pure, primordial energy that 
preexisted before time. The former things will have past, 
no more Daleth dimension of pain tears and corruption, 
which is expressed in the Hebrew letter Taw-400. I will 
make all things new. 
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“From that event forward, there will be another 
fundamental change in the Jod Universe. I will never 
again be invisible to my creation. All beings will see me 
with their eyes, and I will never change my visible body 
created for that purpose and for the salvation of mortals. 
It will always show the marks of suffering on my body to 
remind all that I, also, humbled myself to learn from 
suffering – just like those whom I love. My resurrected 
body originally born in the Daleth dimension will be 
raised from the Heh dimension to the new dimension of 
Jod, which will be the only reality that fills the age of Jod.  

“Jod is an ancient symbol of the resting hand at a higher 
level with a numerical value of 10, or one-zero. It stands 
for the time of the New Heaven and New Earth or the age 
of Heaven on earth when all of the former things are 
totally recreated. Any signs or scars of Satan’s rebellion 
in Heaven and hatred against the Saints will no longer be 
visible and be forgotten. The new bodies promised at the 
second birthday will now enter this age with me and will 
never experience pain, hunger or sickness again. With 
eternity inherent with them the fight for survival will be 
permanently swallowed up in this new creation. The new 
universe will be peacefully balanced again without evil 
and rebellion forever, I promise. Please examine all those 
many butterfly wings in nature and that will give you a 
picture how beautiful my new creation will be.”  

This dear reader is the greatest news ever revealed. It is 
the very center of God’s plan for humankind. So please 
tell others, and do your part for God so that you will 
receive a great reward.  

Part 2 - God Portrayed by the Daleth 
Dimension 
A Different Perspective on the GodFather Mystery  

When John in Revelation was called up to Heaven to write 
what he saw, the man found himself conscious “on the 
other side” or in the Heh dimension.  

At once I was in the spirit and there in heaven 
stood a throne, with one seated on the throne! 
And the one seated there looks like jasper and 
carnelian, and around the throne is a rainbow that 
looks like an emerald. (Revelation 4:2-3)  

There he saw magnificent brilliance beyond light 
emanating from a great throne. He cannot make out who 
or what it is, but he recognizes something that did have a 
familiar look - a rainbow on top of the throne! I understand 
this vision to be God’s presence in the form of invisible 
light of the highest electromagnetic spectrum beyond the 
infinite region. In fact, the energy must be flowing out 
from God’s throne in all of the dazzling frequencies of 
infinite light as expressed by the full span of all known and 
unknown electromagnetic frequencies, including the 
magnificent brilliance of the visible light spectrum that 
mortals can see. To me, the visible sign of the rainbow 
represents the fullness and entirety of the Daleth 
dimension including all the elements known and assembled 
in the Periodic Table and all of the power of the 
electromagnetic spectrum.  

The Bible says, “No one has seen God anytime,” and the 
implied completion of that sentence would be, “and lives to 
tell about it.” He is unapproachable light. We can measure 
the sun’s heat from the earth, 93 million miles away. We 
have also sent space probes into it that radioed back 
readings until it melted. Anything getting too close to the 

sun is instantly vaporized. Its component elements are 
broken down and pulled into the burning mass of the sun’s 
surface to disappear within where it is re-forged in the 
nuclear furnaces of its interior.  

Throughout the history of humanity the sun has stood for 
God or been worshipped as if it was a god. Considering 
what John saw and recorded in Revelation, being in the 
presence of the sun is a fair analogy to being in the 
presence of God on His throne. If we rephrase the 
concept that God is unapproachable light, one can say 
that He must first call you into His presence, or you will 
perish instantaneously if you show up unannounced. It is 
that simple. Remember, I am using incomplete analogies 
here. God is not the sun, nor is He merely an impersonal 
totality of energy, or the totality of matter and energy. 
Since He created all from nothing, the entire physical 
universe has come from Him somehow, but God is much 
more than that.  

By faith we understand that the worlds were 
prepared by the word of God, so that what is 
seen was made from things that are not visible.   

(Hebrews 11:3) 

The Bible uses an understandable human analogy to 
describe God. Jesus revealed Him as the Father. Anciently, 
the father or patriarchal concept also communicated the 
source of authority for the whole clan or family structure. 
Many cultures are still typified by strong patriarchal 
authority, such as in most Muslim countries. When Jesus 
referred to God as “Father,” He related the unknown to 
something everybody can relate to. I do not have to 
elaborate on this point except to point out that in the 
Hebrew Alphabet Number System “Father” also means 
“God” the unapproachable light as represented by the first 
letter of the Hebrew alphabet, Aleph.  

The letter, Aleph, was developed from an early 
pictograph of a bull’s head. Many ancient languages 
developed scripts in this way. Often religious symbols 
were used. It is well known that bulls were worshipped 
by many ancient cultures, and the Bible relates how 
Israel sinned in worshipping a Golden Calf when Moses 
was gone to visit God on Mount Sinai. You can read about 
what happened in Exodus 32. Part of the message here is 
that the people felt the need to see their God. Humans 
are not always bright, and we all have limits at some 
point. This is one reason why Jesus used parables and 
analogies to teach us spiritual truths.  

In HANS Aleph also means the number 1. To be number 
1 is every politician’s goal, and in some manner most of 
us can be included in that very human proclivity. The 
reason is that we are made in the image of God, and this 
aspect of who we are is often twisted by a pride that 
pushes us to be number “one” – mostly at the expense of 
others. That was Satan’s problem, too, and it cost him 
his job in Heaven.  

According to HANS, God, as number [+one], must be 
added to the Daleth dimension to reach the Heh dimension 
of 5 (4+1=5) because the energy level of Daleth objects 
must be supernaturally raised contrary to the Second Law 
of Thermodynamics – an impossibility in the natural 
system. This is because God, the power of one, also comes 
from the “other side.” He inhabits eternity.  

For thus says the high and lofty one who 
inhabits eternity, whose name is Holy: dwell in 
the high and holy place, (Isaiah 57:15) 
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So, we should also be able to find a door to eternity on 
the lower regions of the Daleth dimension, and we do 
find it there thanks to our champion of science, Dr. Albert 
Einstein. Notice that in Isaiah we find the name of a Holy 
Alpha/Aleph who inhabits the eternity (Heh), dwells in a 
holy place (Jod) and is imbedded in the Daleth 
dimension. We find the invisible Spirit as one rail and the 
spirit – breath of life as the other rail. It is the entire 
electromagnetic spectrum of energy and elements 
expressed in one verse. 

Looking closer to the science of Dr. Einstein, I do not 
understand all of it, but in a nutshell, every element that 
exists is found within the rainbow color spectrum, all the 
elements depicted with their particular pattern of spectral 
lines as signatures, have one thing in common. Since the 
atomic bombs of 1945, we have all learned that some 
elements can be transformed through the release of vast 
amounts of explosive energy. Matter can be moved from a 
higher level of energy to a lower level with an enormous 
amount of energy released as a by-product of this process. 
Matter is built out of energy, which is Dr. Einstein’s famous 
equation E=mC2. The consequences of this discovery have 
been very deadly for humans, and we have not seen the 
end of it yet by any means. Albert Einstein understood this 
fact very deeply, and it motivated him to spend his last 
years earnestly working for peace. 

Thus, invisible energy becomes visible in matter of various 
elemental structures like copper, iron, magnesium, 
plutonium and uranium. While certain elements are more 
conducive to our present level of atomic technology, all the 
elements of the periodic table are a result of God’s creation 
process based on E=mC2. Understanding the explosive 
results of changing the atomic states of matter tells me, “Do 
not mess with God.” It is nuclear physics version of 
biochemical genetic manipulation. After all, everything in the 
universe has come from His divine energy.  

By faith we understand that the worlds were 
prepared by the word of God, so that what is seen 
was made from things that are not visible.  
(Hebrews 11:3) 

In reference to Jesus as the Son of God born by the 
resurrection (His second birthday), the Bible states in 
Colossians 1:17, “He is before all things, and in Him all 
things hold together.” The context shows that the fullness 
of the Father now dwells in the Son, and it is through the 
divine energy that the universe (“all things”) is 
maintained and kept together. This means that the power 
of God lies imbedded in every atom, molecule or particle. 
Yes, you heard right. Part of the infinite power of God is 
invisibly present in the smallest particle we can see under 
an electron microscope.  

If you take this sustaining energy away from even one 
atom, it will collapse. If God took it away from a small 
mass, the implosion that would take place could cause 
horrible consequences to all of us living in the Daleth 
dimension. In other words, God can decide at any 
moment to end His sustenance of the universe by taking 
back His energy. In micro-moments the Daleth dimension 
would implode; human civilization and the universe 
would instantly and irreversibly “become history.” In fact, 
something like this will happen when the age arrives for 
God to “make all things new” with the New Heaven and 
New Earth. (Revelation Chapters 21 and 22) 

Back to my analogy of the electric switch on the wall. The 
switch is part of a network of wires that is connected to a 

light on one end and a source of electricity miles away 
outside of the house. The electricity is only noticed when 
the switch is turned on or off. Instantly, you will 
recognize that it was there all along. Think this through; 
it is not taught in universities because in general they do 
not believe in a divine energy. Most are willfully blind to 
what can be clearly seen in nature. Of course, some 
scientists do see the necessity for intelligent design and 
at least a first cause, but they are in the minority on this 
globe. Usually, their opinions are squelched, and they 
cannot publish their opinions within the university forum 
of professional journals. This closed viewpoint is a 
political thing that will change when the Apocalypse 
arrives. It amazes me that millions of people pay a 
fortune in tuition to be educated by respected but 
spiritually blind people in order to be kept ignorant about 
religion themselves.  

To sum it up, God the Father is found everywhere in the 
natural universe from within the smallest particle or 
frequency to its borders of infinity. The existence of the 
Daleth dimension is sustained by God. That means, each 
of us are built out of and operate by energy ultimately 
sourced from the divine God, who sits on the Great 
Throne of Heaven as revealed in the book of Revelation 
and other scriptures.  

Before he rebelled as Satan, Heyl-el ben Shachar, or Lucifer, 
became lifted up in pride because of the divine energy 
coursing through him to perform God’s purposes. He 
became twisted in his imaginings and rebelled against his 
Father who created him. Lucifer and the other created sons 
(angels) of God once all “shouted for joy” at the origin of the 
Daleth dimension. (Job 38:7) Then they believed a lie and 
lost it all. Adam and Even believe Satan’s lie and chose a 
knowledge path incorporating the natural spiritual force of 
good and evil. To discern the good from the evil, mortals 
require the guidance of God’s written Word, the Bible. It 
functions like the compass that reveals the forces of invisible 
electromagnetism that coexist in our world of smell, tasting, 
hearing, seeing and touching.  

The father concept is also one of “source.” You cannot 
necessarily feel or measure God’s presence in your 
mortal members, although sometimes the fleshly surging 
of life seems almost immortal – especially in our youth. 
Being composed, made-up or formed of the Daleth 
dimension’s natural matter and energy is not the same as 
being “born again.” Remember, there are two birthdays. 
All mortals require a spiritual rebirth from the other side 
in order to live forever in the Heh dimension. Jesus is the 
pioneer of spiritual rebirth being declared the Son of God 
by the resurrection being indwelt by the Father’s fullness. 
(Romans 1:4; Colossians 1:19) 

The GodSon Mystery 
Now let’s continue in our quest to better understand God. 
When John was standing before the Great Throne of God 
in (the Third) Heaven, he noticed a real person standing 
next to it. He recognized the resurrected Jesus by the 
nail marks on His hands, feet and side. These 5 scars will 
eternally identify the Son who lived in the material world 
of time and space of the Daleth dimension. The four scars 
of His hands and feet are His Daleth (4) dimension 
signature. Add to them the killing wound from the spear 
thrust into His side and you have 4+1=5 for the Heh 
dimension significance of His sacrificial death.  

I am reminded that when a lamb was sacrificed on the 
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Israelite altar, its 4 feet were bound tightly together. 
Then the knife took away its life similar to the 5th wound 
of Jesus. His hands and feet were bound by nails to 
wood, recalling the unburned wood beneath Isaac’s back 
when Abraham had planned to sacrifice his only son in 
obedience to God. (Genesis 22) So appropriately is Jesus 
referred to as the Lamb of God. 

In Revelation John wrote that he saw Jesus center stage 
at the Father’s throne in Heaven, where the action is. So 
the question has been asked for ages, “Is Jesus a 
separate person, or is He God in another shape, 
emanation or appearance in physical form. There are 
some Bible verses where God visited man in the Daleth 
dimension before Jesus was born in Bethlehem. From 
these we learn that God is not only infinite light or energy 
imbedded in the matrix of the universe but also a person. 
Of course, the question then arises, “How do you define a 
‘person’?” 

For example, God and two others visited Abraham in 
Genesis 18. Abraham’s visitors ate a hastily sacrificed calf 
with curds and milk and seemed to Abraham to be like 
men in every way. Abraham recognizes that he is being 
visited by the LORD, yet the Bible also states that no one 
has seen Him at any time. (John 1:18) So the logical 
question is: what kind of body did God visit Abraham 
with?  

I have no problem figuring this one out. He is the Creator 
of the universe. He can create any vehicle and any 
energy needed to fuel it from out of His own being. All He 
needs to do is speak, and it is done!  

Let me use another analogy here. If I want to visit 
somewhere, I just go into my garage and pick out which 
car I think is best for the purpose. People manufacture 
cars for many different purposes and in a number of 
styles. Likewise, God would pick out a suitable, not too 
scary, and yes, even familiar, body form in which to meet 
Abraham in the Daleth dimension. Then He would just 
get in and go. Why should it be so difficult for the Creator 
to do something so similar to what we do? It is only the 
details that are different.  

Another example. Some hundreds of years after talking 
to Abraham, God showed up in a burning bush to visit 
Moses. Moses had never seen a Heh dimension vehicle 
like that, and it got his attention right away! Before 
Moses had a chance to get close enough to really check it 
out, he is told to take off his shoes because he was 
standing on holy ground. Just a reminder here: watch out 
for the fire from the Heh dimension – even small ones! 
God also visited the prophet-priest Ezekiel. Read about it 
in Ezekiel Chapters 1 and 10. This time God uses a Heh 
dimension contraption that looks like something with 
wheels within wheels. There’s fire in the spokes and 
awesome angels attached round about.  

So what I want to tell you is that God can show up in any 
form He wishes. As Creator, I am sure there are hundreds 
of different vehicles in His garage. Check out the biggest 
one He has described for us in Revelation 21:9:  

“Come, I will show you the bride, the wife of the 
Lamb.” And in the spirit he carried me away to a 
great, high mountain and showed me the holy city 
Jerusalem coming down out of heaven from God. 

It has the glory of God and a radiance like a very 
rare jewel, like jasper, clear as crystal. It has a 
great, high wall with twelve gates, and at the 

gates twelve angels, and on the gates are 
inscribed the names of the twelve tribes of the 
Israelites; on the east three gates, on the north 
three gates, on the south three gates, and on the 
west three gates. And the wall of the city has 
twelve foundations, and on them are the twelve 
names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb. 

It is as big as a country - 1,500 miles foursquare and 
pointed into the sky like a rocket. In fact, we recognize it 
as a pyramid that has five (5) sides indicating the Heh 
dimension and will shine as bright as the sun. A vehicle 
of that size dwarfs anything of our own imagination, but 
then God is not limited. Monorail Christian artists often 
show the Heavenly city like a cube that resembles and 
portrays the image of an altar with its connotation of 
blood and atonement connected with sacrificial death. 
Others show it as a temple in which you could get killed if 
you violated the rules. These perspectives do not surprise 
me because of their lack of education in a dual railroad 
system.  

Read Chapter 10 of Apocalypse Prophesied, where I 
discussed the mystery of the pyramid. It has an 
incredible number of mathematical laws imbedded into its 
architecture. A cube represents the #6 (six sides) and 
reaches its highest level at 666 (AxBxC = 3 letters), the 
number of Antichrist. A cube does not symbolize eternal 
life of the Jod dimension and mansions for the Saints or a 
666 replica of God’s vehicle similar in function to the US 
President’s “Airforce One.” 

Back to our last big question. Is it possible that Jesus 
Christ in front of the throne is the visible image of the 
one God, who without Jesus was, is and will be invisible 
to angels, people, John and everybody else around the 
throne? When Jesus was on earth, He said that He and 
the Father are One. (John 17:21) He plainly told His 
disciples that He had made the Father, the invisible 
Godhead, visible. (John 14:8-10)  

It gets better. As you grow in understanding, you will see 
so much more when read the gospels from the 
perspective of both railroad track rails. We still have not 
discussed why God chooses to show up in Heaven with 
an obviously resurrected body transformed from an 
inferior, earthly body of the Daleth dimension.  

Jesus appeared historically by being born from a normal 
woman, Mary, as a little baby about 1 BC/AD. Luke 1:35 
states that the Holy Spirit “came upon” Mary so that she 
could give birth as a virgin. In some fashion the Holy 
Spirit fulfilled the biological function of sperm in Jesus’ 
conception. At same time it meant that He was born 
without the original sin from Adam that the rest of 
humanity inherits.  

The angel said to her, “The Holy Spirit will come 
upon you, and the power of the Most High will 
overshadow you; therefore the child to be born 
will be holy; he will be called Son of God. (Luke 
1:35) 

Is Jesus the same, invisible God that John reports as now 
being visible in Heaven? Christian scholars raged for 
centuries over how to define the nature of Jesus Christ as 
God born in the flesh. Some say He was a fully human, 
and He became Godlike after the resurrection. Some 
taught that Jesus never pre-existed before being born to 
Mary while others believed that He was some form of 
divine essence shrouded in a human body. The orthodox 
decision at the Council of Chalcedon in 451 was that He 
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was fully human and fully divine. 

When we examine ancient mythology, we find many 
stories about gods and humans having children who are 
half divine and half mortal or demigods. These myths are 
evidence that Satan knew something about God’s plan of 
a divine messiah. Not only did he inspire pagan religions 
founded on various kinds of divine fertility, and he tried 
to stop God’s plan of salvation by imitating it. In 
Apocalypse Prophesied Chapter 4, I related how the 
“sons of God” (fallen angels) cohabited with the 
“daughters of men.”  Their offspring were the heroes of 
old, “great men of renown” called “nephilim” by the Bible. 
Satan’s strategy was to corrupt the seed of Adam so the 
he could be the “father” of the promised messiah. 

Some might question Jesus’ divine sourcing because He 
was born as a helpless baby who needed to learn 
everything from His earthly parents to physically survive. 
These folks assume that being born the Son of God 
means that Jesus knew everything about the Heh 
dimension crystal clear from the time He crawled instead 
of walked. We do see Him at twelve years old teaching 
the elders in the Temple at Jerusalem, and logic tells us 
that he learned how to be a carpenter-builder from 
Joseph. Jesus needed to acquire those skills so that He 
could earn a living and support the whole family after 
Joseph, the father of His brothers and sisters, died.   

In Jesus’ time, books did not exist for the general 
population. Any books or scrolls were handwritten, 
extremely rare and expensive. The ancient classical 
education emphasized a capacity to put documents and 
speeches to memory. The Romans used gifted students 
for messengers who could memorize substantial 
communications on one hearing. They were like today’s 
court recorders who transcribe your words as you speak. 
Our modern brains are not trained in this capability 
because we have become dependent on written 
documentation, and now computerized digital technology 
is providing an increasing number of recording and 
retrieval options.  

This ancient educational focus on memorized recitation 
explains the phenomena of the Gospel accounts where 
we read exquisite text beautifully articulated as if 
someone had a tape recorder. It is no wonder that Jesus 
quoted extensively from the Torah. He was not alone in 
this habit. The Pharisaic lawyers did so, too, because 
scrolls were rare. Remember the story of Joseph and 
Mary finding the “lost” Jesus sitting in the Temple with 
elders? Going into the Jerusalem Temple library would be 
a crowning education experience for a 12 year old boy. I 
am sure Jesus returned many times to visit old scribes 
He befriended.  

Millions consider Jesus to have been a wise and good 
man that could not possibly have been God. But many 
prophecies declare that He must be divine for His 
sacrifice on the cross to be inclusive of all humanity as 
well as being pure and suitable to atone for our sins. 
Here’s an attempt to illustrate Dr. Einstein’s method to 
see both sides of the coin using HANS’ explanation of 
“One God” at the same time, as far as it concerns Jesus:  

One God 

         Mary’s               Resurrected  

 Jesus                 Jesus  

 Daleth  Heh - Jod 

Finally, Jesus’ life had to be worth the lives of all – 
billions! Which is it? Religious seminars and pagan 
universities still have not settled this question. Perhaps 
HANS and the two-rail perspective of the biblical railroad 
track can help. 

Prophecy and the Nature of Jesus  
Now I must return to the question, “Who is Jesus, 
really?” I understand Him to be the same invisible God 
historically made visible on earth in the Daleth 
dimension. Since His resurrection, He is visible in Heaven 
as He stands by and is seated with the invisible 
omnipotence on the Great Throne in Heaven.  

At once I was in the spirit, and there in heaven 
stood a throne, with one seated on the throne! 
And the one seated there looks like jasper and 
carnelian, and around the throne is a rainbow 
that looks like an emerald. Around the throne 
are twenty-four thrones, and seated on the 
thrones are twenty-four elders, dressed in white 
robes, with golden crowns on their heads. 
Coming from the throne are flashes of lightning, 
and rumblings and peals of thunder, and in front 
of the throne burn seven flaming torches, which 
are the seven spirits of God; and in front of the 
throne there is something like a sea of glass, 
like crystal. 

Around the throne, and on each side of the 
throne, are four living creatures, full of eyes in 
front and behind: the first living creature like a 
lion, the second living creature like an ox, the 
third living creature with a face like a human 
face, and the fourth living creature like a flying 
eagle. And the four living creatures, each of 
them with six wings, are full of eyes all around 
and inside. Day and night without ceasing they 
sing, “Holy, holy, holy, the Lord God the 
Almighty, who was and is and is to come.” 

And whenever the living creatures give glory 
and honor and thanks to the one who is seated 
on the throne, who lives forever and ever, the 
twenty-four elders fall before the one who is 
seated on the throne and worship the one who 
lives forever and ever; they cast their crowns 
before the throne, singing, 
 “You are worthy, our Lord and God, to receive 
glory and honor and power, for you created all 
things, and by your will they existed and were 
created.” (Revelation 4:2-11) 

The Bible mentions that 500 people witnessed and 
testified to Jesus’ resurrection. John reported on it in 
Revelation, the last book of the Bible.  

Then I turned to see whose voice it was that 
spoke to me, and on turning I saw seven golden 
lampstands, and in the midst of the lampstands 
I saw one like the Son of Man, clothed with a 
long robe and with a golden sash across his 
chest.  
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 His head and his hair were white as white wool, 
white as snow; his eyes were like a flame of fire, 
his feet were like burnished bronze, refined as in 
a furnace, and his voice was like the sound of 
many waters. In his right hand he held seven 
stars, and from his mouth came a sharp, two-
edged sword, and his face was like the sun 
shining with full force. 

When I saw him, I fell at his feet as though 
dead. But he placed his right hand on me, 
saying, “Do not be afraid; I am the first and the 
last.  (Revelation 1:12-18)  

His resurrection body is a totally a new creation. The 
apostle Paul refers to Jesus as the Second Adam and 
describes the metaphysical body in 1Corinthians 15. 
Again we see the two railed track principle. Jesus, the 
eternal God was made visible by being born in the Daleth 
dimension where He was shrouded as a human being. 
Jesus the fleshly son of Mary is one rail whereas Jesus 
born by His resurrection is the Invisible God now become 
visible in the Heh dimension, which is the other rail. 
(Romans 1:4) You need the perspectives of both rails to 
get a good grasp of the nature of Jesus and His role in 
God’s plan of redemption.  

Jesus’ life in the flesh remains a great mystery that very 
few people understand. Just take the fact that God in the 
flesh (Jesus) never used the overpowering force available 
to Him from the Heh dimension. He had the prerogative 
to do so at any time since He was the eternal God, but 
He meekly and humbly chose to be beaten and crucified 
instead of asking for 12 legions of angels to defeat His 
earthly enemies in battle. (Matthew 26:52-54) He kept to 
His plan. 

For He did not subject to angels the world to 
come, concerning which we are speaking. But 
one has testified somewhere, saying, ‘What is 
man, that thou rememberest him? Or the Son of 
Man, that Thou are concerned about Him? 

‘Thou hast made Him for a little while lower than 
the angels; Thou hast crowned Him with glory 
and honor, and hast appointed Him over the 
works of Thy hands; Thou hast put all things in 
subjection under His feet.’ For in subjecting all 
things to him [man], He left nothing that is not 
subject to him. But now we do not yet see all 
things subjected to him. 

But we do see Him who has been made for a 
little while lower than the angels, namely Jesus, 
because of the suffering of death, crowned with 
glory and honor, that by the grace of God He 
might taste death for everyone. For it was fitting 
for Him, for whom are all things, and through 
whom are all things, in bringing many sons to 
glory, to perfect the author of their salvation 
through sufferings. (Hebrews 2:5-10 NASB) [my 
clarification] 

However, His submission to mortality did not make Jesus 
an ordinary mortal. He was still the eternal Creator God 
of Israel. His divine origin cannot be dismissed just like 
God’s omnipresence as energy and matter cannot be 
dismissed in the sustenance of even the smallest particle 
of the universe.  

God…in these last days has spoken to us in His 
Son, whom He appointed heir of all things, 

through whom also He made the world. And He 
[the Son] is the radiance of His [the Father’s] 
glory and the exact representation of His nature, 
and upholds all things by thy word of His power.  

When He had made purification of sins, He sat 
down at the right hand of the Majesty on high; 
having become much better than the angels, as 
He has inherited a more excellent name than 
they. For to which of the angels did He ever say, 
‘Thou art My Son, today I have begotten Thee’? 
And again, ‘I will be a Father to Him, and He 
shall be a Son to Me.’? …let all the angels of God 
worship Him. (Hebrews 1:1-6, NASB)[my 
clarification added] 

For purpose of redemption the invisible God made 
Himself visible first in a Daleth body. He also entered the 
two-birthday program being born like humans with all 
their emotions, aspirations, sorrows, joys and sufferings 
– even unto death.  

In fleshly manifestation Jesus remained fully God until He 
took on a brief but extremely intense and lonely 
separation from the Father that our sins demand and 
died fully human. (Psalms 22:1; Matthew 27:46) After 
three days He rose by the power from on high (Heh). The 
firstborn from the dead, He was resurrected to the next 
butterfly stage, as is promised to all those who trust in 
Him. Ever since, Jesus is and has been the visible God in 
Heaven who is now openly revealed to angels and 
humans alike: 

But now Christ has been raised from the dead, 
the first fruits of those who are asleep. For since 
by a man came death, by a man also came the 
resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam all die, 
so also in Christ all shall be made alive, but each 
in his own order: Christ the first fruits, after that 
those who are Christ’s at His coming.   
(1Corinthians 15:20-23) 

The mortal reality we perceive in our flesh today is 
merely the transitory modeling clay that the invisible God 
appeared in. As Dr. Einstein’s theories demonstrated, 
every atomic particle of Jesus’ flesh, as well as our own, 
has invisible energy imbedded that has come from God. 
The whole universe, with both the Heh and Daleth 
dimensions, is interwoven in its existence in a way that 
cannot be separated. In the Teth (9) Age the Daleth and 
Heh dimensions are both visible on earth (4+5=9). In the 
Jod (10) Age God lifts up and transforms the Heh (5) 
dimension to an exponentially higher energy level and 
builds a new house (Beth=2) for it called the New 
Heaven and New Earth (2x5=10). 

While on earth, Jesus performed miracles using the same 
supernatural principles available to other mortals. He 
sent 70 disciples out to heal people, to cast out demons 
and to announce “the kingdom of God.” Jesus said, 
“Greater signs will be performed by those who follow 
Him.” Through prayer, we can receive power from the 
Heh dimension. This extra supernatural energy must flow 
into our material world from the higher energy Heh 
dimension. Nothing can flow from the Daleth dimension 
to the Heh. This is the lesson from science in regards to 
energy flows and nuclear reactions. 

Likewise sickness could be described as missing biological 
energy dissipated by a decay of natural balance in the 
Daleth dimension. Divine healing can occur when extra 
energy flows into the sick person from the Heh 
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dimension. The agency is prayer, like a copper wire 
conductor in electricity, and Jesus used it to even raise 
the dead Lazarus. Thus, divine restoration of health 
involves an addition of divine energy to supply what is 
missing on the Daleth dimension level, which could have 
also been supplied by good, healthful medical treatment 
ranging from a better diet to antibiotics. 

I visualize prayer as a petition that is transferred by 
angels operating in an energy band slightly above X-rays 
and outside the rainbow frequencies of our material 
world.  I believe that the divine energy of healing is 
delivered by the angels who live on a higher level on the 
electromagnetic spectrum than any scientific instrument 
can detect. You can read my second book for further 
clarification.  

Some of my Christian friends asked, “What about when 
Jesus said, ‘my Father’ implying that He is the Son?  
Even God said, ‘Listen to my Son.’” At other times Jesus 
referred to Himself using the recognized messianic title, 
“Son of Man.” These references seem to indicate even to 
me that Jesus, as the Son of God, was differentiating 
between two persons. In answer to that question, let’s 
think in Hebrew terms because Jesus addressed himself 
to ordinary people, most of whom were uneducated.  

In Jesus day the Jewish commonwealth had a number of 
competing religious and political parties. Two of them 
dominated their official government, the Sanhedrin, 
which operated openly under Roman supervision. The 
priestly party of the Sadducees did not believe in an 
afterlife and were often secularly inclined Hellenists. In 
many ways they are not much different from many 
modern politicians and scientists who believe in evolution 
and social reform through the government controlled 
educational system.  

The other major party in power was the Pharisees, who 
believed in judgment of God and the resurrection as well 
as tried to order their lives according to the Torah and 
oral laws (traditions) of the fathers going back to Moses. 
Both of these groups argued with Jesus and disputed His 
statements that He came from the other side (Heh), 
called God His Father, exercised the right to forgive sin, 
healed all manner of sickness, cast out demons and 
otherwise spoke with inherent authority rather than 
quoting other rabbis.  

The big conflicts between them came about for a number 
of reasons: first, because those in power never want to 
willingly surrender it; second, because they rejected 
Jesus’ claims due to their ignorance and/or submission to 
Scripture and prophecy. Several interpretations of the 
messianic prophecies circulated in those days, the Jewish 
religious establishment (with a few noted exceptions) 
chose to ignore the ones that supported Jesus’ claims.  

Prophecy from what we today call the Old Testament was 
not well understood. Today, we can look back through a 
Jewish prophetic telescope to see two mountains, just 
like the railroad track has two rails. The first mountain is 
addressed to Jews. They have prophecy about a Messiah 
to come in the future who would be a conquering king 
who would re-establish David’s throne of political rule 
over the land promised to Abraham. Everybody expected 
it. Judea was occupied by the Romans and the Bible’s 
promised national deliverance was a very popular 
message preached in the synagogue.  

That there was also prophecy of a suffering Messiah was 
not often mentioned, although some looked for Him 

under the name of Messiah ben Joseph. But by and large, 
the greater population and even the educated lawyers of 
the Jewish Religion did not know about the many 
prophecies concerning the suffering and death of the 
messiah.  

Jesus often said to them, “Have you not read…” You see, 
the foundation bed of the Jewish monorail track was 
already being laid in Jesus day. That’s why the 
leadership, as a whole, collectively rejected Jesus on 
behalf of the whole Jewish commonwealth and 
condemned Him to death. Of course, we know that many 
tens of thousands and probably millions of Jewish people 
did come to believe in His claims of a saving messianic 
mission shortly after the resurrection. These believers 
looked for Jesus to return soon and restore God’s 
Kingdom to Israel. (Acts 1:6) 

God vs. Jesus? 
That the original truth of God being “one,” but now 
seemingly split into two, was impossible for any Jew to 
believe without the help of God to open their minds 
through His Spirit.  

To you it was shown so that you would 
acknowledge that the LORD is God; there is no 
other besides him.  From heaven he made you 
hear his voice to discipline you. On earth he 
showed you his great fire, while you heard his 
words coming out of the fire. (Deuteronomy 
4:35-36)  

This has not changed even after the passage of almost 
2,000 years. Since the Christians in power developed the 
idea that God is split into three has only made it more 
difficult for Jewish people or Muslims to accept Jesus as 
their personal Savior.  

Both faiths believe when God says an original something, it 
is the truth and cannot be altered because God cannot be a 
liar and does not change his mind later. However, Christians 
who are not educated on the other rail of the railroad track 
cannot argue their theories any better than the Pharisees in 
Jesus’ time because you cannot disprove it from a monorail 
perspective. Remember the doctrine of the trinity came 
about 400 years after Jesus lived, when the two monorail 
religions were firmly entrenched. By that time many Jewish 
people had already been severely persecuted, even tortured 
and killed, by Christians. These two monorail systems will be 
dismantled during and with the trials and truths revealed by 
the Apocalypse 2008-2015.  

Now let’s shed some light how this new revelation (that 
God is three persons in one) got started.  If you feel a little 
lost, you are not alone as most people do not understand 
this subject very well. When the incarnate invisible God 
prepared a body to show up in the Daleth dimension of our 
material world in time, He appeared as “His name shall be 
called Jesus.” Then comes the announcement in the Bible 
of about the purpose for His birth, “for it is He who will 
save His people from their sins.”  

She will bear a son, and you are to name him 
Jesus, for he will save his people from their sins.  
(Matthew 1:21)  

Jesus had an amazingly normal childhood. When He 
grows up, people do not accept that He was so different 
as to be a sinless person or God in the flesh.  
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They were saying, “Is not this Jesus, the son of 
Joseph, whose father and mother we know? How 
can he now say, ‘I have come down from 
heaven’?”  

Jesus answered them, “Do not complain among 
yourselves. No one can come to me unless 
drawn by the Father who sent me; and I will 
raise that person up on the last day.    

(John 6:42-44) 

Jesus plainly said, “I have no sin in me; tell me if you 
find one.” This statement is a paradox from the human 
perspective and consequently yielded an outrage for 
stoning, which Jesus avoided by walking away. Then he 
said in the synagogue that He was the Messiah. Again, 
they picked up stones, and said, “You are born sinner. 
Your mother is a whore, and you were born out of 
wedlock. It is only by the goodness of your adopted 
father that your mother’s reputation was saved, as well 
as your own. You are no one worthy enough to teach to 
us about our God.” There are many incidences like these 
mentioned in the Gospels. You should read the Bible to 
find out what really happened.  

Jesus faced significant obstacles to His teaching. He had 
to fight a number of misconceptions and pure ignorance 
about the Bible. For example, what was He 
communicating when He used the term, “Son of Man”? 
Slowly, Jesus develops the concept that the Eternal 
Creator God residing in the Third Heaven of the Heh 
dimension has now become visible to humanity as a man. 
This by itself is an impossible proposition even more 
incompatible with today’s Jewish religion. 

HANS helps us to readily recognize that the expression 
“Son of Man” belongs to the Daleth dimension side of the 
Jesus coin and the expression “Son of God” refers to the 
Heh Dimension side. It is the same person only our 
viewpoint is redirected:  

At his trial Jesus plainly referred to Himself as “I AM,” 
meaning the Creator God who appeared to Moses and 
gave Israel the Ten Commandments. This statement 
enraged the High Priest and his followers so that the trial 
itself ignored many procedural aspects and ended up 
behaving like a lynch mob.  

One God 

Jesus Jesus 
Son of Son of 

 Man God 

 Daleth  Heh 

Jesus also presented His relationship with God as being a 
father-son dynamic where Jesus on earth was the divine 
Son of the invisible Father in Heaven. It was His chosen 
way to communicate the unfamiliar, out-of-this-world 
relationship between the Daleth and Heh dimensions to 
the simple folks that made up the bulk of His audiences. 
At that time nobody could even dream that this analogy 
of father and son would be elevated to the enforced 
doctrine of the trinity 300 years later. It was very difficult 
for the Jewish people of Jesus’ day to believe that God 
would choose to come to them as a fleshly human 
subject to death.  

Even the disciples did not get it. After hearing hundreds 
of sermons Philip asked Jesus, “Show us the Father, and 
it is enough for us.” Jesus answered, “Have I been with 

you so long, and you do not yet know me? If you have 
seen me, you have seen the Father!” (John 14:8-9 
paraphrased)  

When Jesus asked Peter, “Who do you think I am?” Peter 
said correctly, “You are the Messiah, the Son of the living 
God!” (Matthew 16:16) His understanding inspired Jesus 
to give him keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, which meant 
access to the divine power of the Heh dimension.  

The Bible offers three events as witnesses in order to 
give us extra confirmation of Jesus being the Son of God. 
The first came when He rose out of the waters of His 
baptism by John, the heavens were opened, and a voice 
said, “This is my beloved Son.” In other words, this 
human being in front of you is divine from the other Heh 
dimension. Remember Jesus is introducing an important, 
new concept to mostly uneducated people and must 
therefore go easy leading into deeper truth and use 
analogies the common people understand.  

Remember, analogies only explain some aspects of 
complex issues. Jesus used many parables from farming 
like the wheat and tares, sheep and goats, lost sheep, 
owners, field managers and day laborers, various rich 
men and some poor. His family-oriented parables 
included ones about virgins and oil lamps, elderly 
widows, a father and his sons.  

The second witness is recorded by three different gospels 
and took place on a high mountain with a select 
audience. This event is referred to as the transfiguration 
because Jesus radiates brilliantly like the sun. Five (5) 
men (10 ears and 10 eyes) heard Jesus referred to as, 
“My Son.” Granted that two of them, Moses and Elijah, 
were witnesses from previous ages who seemed to be 
alive and talking to Jesus. The other three were the 
disciples Peter, James and John.  

A voice is heard to say, “My Son.” But where is God? Is 
something recognized or is it implied here that there are 
two persons? The witnesses see only one person - Jesus 
shining in brilliant light – but they hear a voice speak, or 
is there another person? Could it be the same person 
speaking?  

Like in Deuteronomy 4:35, it says: Out of Heaven (Heh 
dimension) He let you hear His voice.” In our three 
examples only a voice is heard like in ancient days of 
Israel. The one God was always represented with one 
voice only. The Bible text seems clear to most Christians 
in our modern Western mindset that there are not two 
persons here, but if you think as Jews did 2,000 years 
ago, then maybe you can come up with another 
interpretation of this event.  

To you it was shown so that you would 
acknowledge that the Lord is God; there is no 
other besides him. (Deuteronomy 4:35) 

So acknowledge today and take to heart that the 
LORD is God in heaven above and on the earth 
beneath; there is no other. (Deuteronomy 4:39) 

One more happened shortly after Jesus was acclaimed 
the Messiah by the people waving the branches of palms 
in Jerusalem. Jesus had predicted His death and 
resurrection to glory. He called out, “Father, glorify Thy 
name,” and a voice from Heaven answered. Those further 
away said it was a thunder. Wondering about it Jesus 
said plainly that is was for their benefit and not His. He 
had come from the Heh dimension - from Heaven, and 
they had not. Part of His divine purpose was about to be 
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fulfilled – His qualification to replace the current ruler of 
this age, Satan the Devil:  

Now there were some Greeks among those who 
went up to worship at the Feast. They came to 
Philip, who was from Bethsaida in Galilee, with a 
request. "Sir," they said, "we would like to see 
Jesus." Philip went to tell Andrew; Andrew and 
Philip in turn told Jesus.  

Jesus replied, "The hour has come for the Son of 
Man to be glorified. I tell you the truth, unless a 
kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it 
remains only a single seed. But if it dies, it 
produces many seeds. The man who loves his 
life will lose it, while the man who hates his life 
in this world will keep it for eternal life. Whoever 
serves me must follow me; and where I am, my 
servant also will be. My Father will honor the 
one who serves me.  

"Now my heart is troubled, and what shall I say? 
'Father, save me from this hour'? No, it was for 
this very reason I came to this hour. Father, 
glorify your name!"  

Then a voice came from heaven, "I have glorified 
it, and will glorify it again." The crowd that was 
there and heard it said it had thundered; others 
said an angel had spoken to him.  

Jesus said, "This voice was for your benefit, not 
mine. Now is the time for judgment on this 
world; now the prince of this world will be driven 
out. But I, when I am lifted up from the earth, 
will draw all men to myself." He said this to 
show the kind of death he was going to die.  

The crowd spoke up, "We have heard from the 
Law that the Christ will remain forever, so how 
can you say, 'The Son of Man must be lifted up'? 
Who is this 'Son of Man'?"  

Then Jesus told them, "You are going to have 
the light just a little while longer. Walk while you 
have the light, before darkness overtakes you. 
The man who walks in the dark does not know 
where he is going. Put your trust in the light while 
you have it, so that you may become sons of 
light." When he had finished speaking, Jesus left 
and hid himself from them. (John 12:20-36, NIV) 

After Jesus’ resurrection two disciples were walking home 
to Emmaus, and Jesus attaches Himself to them so that 
they walk together for some distance. (Luke 24:13-35) 
Along the way Jesus explained the necessity for the 
Messiah to suffer death in order to enter into glory. God 
was born in the flesh as a man to make atonement for 
human sin so that all who believe may be saved. I think 
that this story makes it plain that even the disciples did 
not quite get it. Obviously, then, the masses were not 
tuned in to what was being fulfilled before their very eyes 
and in their hearing. The lawyers of the Torah did not get 
it either, although a “great number” of priests became 
“obedient to the faith.” (Acts 6:7) To this day rabbinic 
Judaism still refuses to accept their Bibles’ predictions 
that plainly spell out the need for a suitably perfect and 
eternal sacrifice to redeem Israel and fulfill all of the 
promises without compromising God’s holiness.  

Part 3 - God’s Plan for the Jod 
Dimension 
The Invisible Purpose of the GodSpirit  

In applying the mirror analogy we can learn a great deal 
about the Heh dimension from science that we cannot 
learn any other way. Based on the principle that they are 
very similar, we can postulate how the Heh dimension 
works by comparing it with Daleth and then overlay those 
conclusions with HANS and the Bible. With two rails we 
can begin to have a more balanced perspective of the 
nature of God. 

The key is to better understand the functions of the Holy 
Spirit, who is the third expression of the Christian trinity 
concept. Daleth dimension science has proven that energy 
lies at the core of the universe’s structure. All matter can 
be converted into energy, and energy is the “glue” that 
holds atoms together. It is imbedded within every element 
at the subatomic level. The energy of the Daleth universe 
is expressed in 7 rainbow colors of visible light. The 
rainbow represents every element defined within one 
infinite electromagnetic force continuum symbolized in 
mathematics by Alpha/Aleph. In the HANS overlay we call 
it the GodSpirit force. The Bible and most Christians refer 
to it as the Holy Spirit because it is the divine presence 
and essence emanating from God and is God. 

God is Spirit, and those who worship Him must 
worship in Spirit and truth. (John 4:24 NASB, 
capitalization is mine) 

On the other (Heh or Jod) side or rail, we find the same 
structural energy embedded in all of the elements of the 
metaphysical universe (like the New Jerusalem’s streets, 
etc.) including the redeemed Saints. Here the rainbow 
has 5 colors according to the Rosetta Stone 7:5 ratio. 
This conclusion is substantiated by the Bible’s 5 names 
for the different groups of Saints described in the Family 
of God section of Apocalypse Prophesied. These 
groups of people comprise all the redeemed and 
resurrected citizens destined for the Jod dimension, 
which are known by God to be His. They are mostly 
invisible to us.  

The 5 rainbow colors of the Heh/Jod dimension are added 
to the 7 colors of the Daleth dimension’s electromagnetic 
spectrum to form one continuous band of energy inclusive 
of the physical and metaphysical universe that could be 
represented by a 12-color band rainbow. Even though we 
can only see the visible light part of the Daleth dimension’s 
electromagnetic spectrum on earth, we know that there is 
energy at continuous frequency intervals both above and 
below it. They gradually increase of decrease until the 
endpoints marked infinity are approached. Similar to the 
limited range of visible light, beyond infinity is where the 
Heh dimension part of the full Daleth-Heh energy spectrum 
is to be found even though science cannot “see” it with all 
of our modern technology. In fact, I believe that the 
“rainbow” that John described over God’s throne in 
Revelation has 12 color bands. 

To repeat it again, the Daleth dimension has seven (7) 
rainbow colors within the light spectrum of the natural 
world, which is one rail of the HANS system, and the 
heavenly realm has five (5) colors, which parallel the five 
names of the saints and are second rail of the railroad 
track system. As spiritual stones, the Saints represent 
the heavenly elements whose imbedded signatures are 
found in the 5 Heh dimension rainbow colors above God’s 
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throne. (1Peter 2:4-8) They are analogous to the 
elements of the Daleth dimension that have patterns of 
spectral lines for their signatures. Thus, each one of the 
millions of Saints has a unique signature, which reflects 
their special immune system against evil for overcoming 
the sins, trials, temptations or obstacles in the Daleth 
dimension as well as their rewards for the works and fruit 
that the Holy Spirit had accomplished through them.  

The GodSpirit is the multidimensional divine force that 
holds the physical world together. (Colossians 1:17) All of 
the matter and energy in the universe ultimately is an 
extension of this continuous band of God’s power and 
presence. All that science can examine and all that the 
Bible ascribes to Heaven from before time to after time is 
created out of Spirit because it was out of the seeming 
nothingness of God’s omnipotence that everything has 
been created. (Hebrews 11:3)  

It seems to be out of “nothingness” because our material 
universe of the 7-color band Daleth dimension was 
formed out of the higher energy levels of the 5-color 
band Heh dimension that we cannot perceive by any 
physical means, method or instrument. Remember, the 
Heh dimension is the eternal reality. At the end of time 
even the Heh dimension will be made anew raised to a 
new, Jod dimension of the New Heaven and New Earth.  

The Biblical Holy Spirit of God can only perform or work 
the will of God, according to His perfect love and justice. 
As a counterpart for the visible God in heaven, Satan now 
operates in the Daleth dimension through a spirit power 
from the Heh dimension that is universally present in our 
material universe and that cannot be measured by 
science. It is like a counterfeit Holy Spirit. This “power of 
the air” (Hebrew ruach = moving air, wind or spirit) is 
analogous to the Holy Spirit, but it is a power that can be 
accessed to do either good or evil interchangeably. It is 
the spirit of rebellion and ephemeral existence. It 
probably represents a level of the energy continuum’s 
Daleth side that is near what we perceive as the infinity 
border from the scientific or natural side of reality. 

There are a number of other discoveries we can make 
with this construct of the universe. If it was possible to 
remove the Holy Spirit from the resurrected Saints, then 
they would cease to exist similar to how the elements of 
the Daleth dimension would no longer exist if the internal 
energy left the atoms of the natural elements making up 
the seven rainbow colors. They would implode in a chain 
reaction that would collapse the whole universe so that 
nothing would exist. It would be like taking the iron – 
only one element - out of a skyscraper: the building 
would implode just as the Twin Towers pancaked for all 
to see on TV during the 9/11 disaster in New York.  

Like in the natural world where each element has 
imbedded so many neutron-proton horse and carriage 
arrangements within the four DNA-donut atom polarities, 
so the resurrected Saints will emit a personalized 
radiance of the one perfect Holy Spirit.  Each person will 
be uniquely different throughout eternity just like the 
natural elements differ from each other in their pure 
state or blended together in various compounds 
possessing different percentages of components.  

God has spoken through Jesus, “Whosoever comes to me 
(Jesus) will enter into everlasting life. If any man is 
thirsty and believes in Me, then from his innermost being 
shall flow rivers of living water.” (John 7:37-38) Those 
born of the Holy Spirit will become springs of living water 

(the Holy Spirit). That is the Word of Jesus. It is 
guaranteed and that is the law of the universe originally 
brought into existence by His Word. God spoke before 
time, and the universe became an energized reality with 
the invisible electromagnetic force Dr. Einstein discovered 
in the seven rainbow colors of the visible light spectrum. 
God will speak again, and the Jod-universe will come into 
existence “making all things new.”  

So you see, the second rail gives balance to the whole 
system. One must understand the system of HANS in 
order to understand the trinity. You will also begin to 
understand how the Holy Spirit functions as the invisible 
side of God in the Heh dimension. One must use both 
rails to reach toward a more complete and balanced 
understanding of God’s plan. I tried to share it with you 
in these many pages. I have attempted several different 
approaches and methods in the process, but without the 
help of the Holy Spirit we will never understand it. 
Whether you are a Moslem, Christian or a Jew, 
understanding the concept of three in one is difficult, but 
both science and the Bible teach that God is One, which 
fact may remain a permanent mystery for you.      

We have now covered new concepts that you will not find 
taught in universities and seminaries. Discovering HANS was 
a wonderful experience for me, and I hope it has cleared up 
some of your own questions, which in one way or another 
have raged throughout our civilization for thousands of 
years. I look forward to meeting Him who was invisible but 
now is revealed in Jesus. I want to touch His hands and feet 
and be secure in loving the right person forever.  

To sum it up, Jesus is the Holy Spirit Godhead shrouded 
in the flesh to become visible. He continues invisible in 
the believer who has received the gift of the Holy Spirit. 
Many Christians like to say, “Let Jesus come in your 
heart.” When the saints receive Jesus’ Spirit they develop 
a new “identity in Christ” by learning how to reject the 
old spirit of selfish rebellion of the natural Adam nature 
we where born with and embrace the Jesus Holy Spirit to 
make us fit for the Jod dimension or conform to the 
Second Adam nature, to be like Christ.  

This is the “old man” versus “new man” analogy most 
Christians are familiar with, or the structural meaning of 
“Christ in me, the hope of glory.”  

…and it is no longer I who live, but it is Christ 
who lives in me. And the life I now live in the 
flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved 
me and gave himself for me. (Galatians 2:20) 

Now this I affirm and insist on in the Lord: you 
must no longer live as the Gentiles live, in the 
futility of their minds. They are darkened in their 
understanding, alienated from the life of God 
because of their ignorance and hardness of 
heart. They have lost all sensitivity and have 
abandoned themselves to licentiousness, greedy 
to practice every kind of impurity.  

That is not the way you learned Christ! For 
surely you have heard about him and were 
taught in him, as truth is in Jesus. You were 
taught to put away your former way of life, your 
old self, corrupt and deluded by its lusts, and to 
be renewed in the spirit of your minds, and to 
clothe yourselves with the new self, created 
according to the likeness of God in true 
righteousness and holiness. 
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So then, putting away falsehood let all of us 
speak the truth to our neighbors, for we are 
members of one another.  Be angry but do not 
sin; do not let the sun go down on your anger, 
and do not make room for the devil.  Thieves 
must give up stealing; rather let them labor and 
work honestly with their own hands, so as to 
have something to share with the needy.  

Let no evil talk come out of your mouths, but 
only what is useful for building up,  as there is 
need, so that your words may give grace to 
those who hear. And do not grieve the Holy 
Spirit of God, with which you were marked with 
a seal for the day of redemption. Put away from 
you all bitterness and wrath and anger and 
wrangling and slander, together with all malice, 
and be kind to one another, tenderhearted, 
forgiving one another, as God in Christ has 
forgiven you. (Ephesians 4:17-32)  

When the saints receive the Jesus’ Holy Spirit, they 
develop a new “identity in Christ.” They learn to reject 
the old spirit of selfish rebellion of the natural Adam 
nature we are all born with, and they embrace or 
conform to the Second Adam nature, to be like Christ, in 
order to qualify for life and administrative office in the 
Jod dimension. This process will result in a series of 
choices that will transform the mind of our personal 
identity or character as believer and will “inoculate” him 
or her against any capacity for evil to be prepared for the 
coming Jod-resurrection to be born into the Kingdom of 
God lasting forever.  

What I am saying, brothers and sisters, is this: 
flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of 
God, nor does the perishable inherit the 
imperishable.  

Listen, I will tell you a mystery! We will not all 
die, but we will all be changed, in a moment, in 
the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. 

For the trumpet will sound, and the dead will be 
raised imperishable, and we will be changed. For 
this perishable body must put on imperishability, 
and this mortal body must put on immortality. 
When this perishable body puts on imperishability, 
and this mortal body puts on immortality, then the 
saying that is written will be fulfilled: 

“Death has been swallowed up in victory. 
Where, O death is your victory? Where, O death 
is your sting?” 

The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is 
the law.  But thanks be to God, who gives us the 
victory through our Lord Jesus Christ. 

Therefore, my beloved, be steadfast, 
immovable, always excelling in the work of the 
Lord, because you know that in the Lord your 
labor is not in vain. (1Corinthians 15:50-58) 

Humans thus receive redemption by exchanging our 
mortal life force destined to end (Taw) with an eternal life 
force a portion of Jesus Holy spirit life (Jod), which is the 
force sustaining our very existence. It is analogue to the 
Aleph/Alpha force (GodFather) embedded in every atom 
to give it “Gestalt” or existence so that we have a Daleth 
dimension universe still functioning as we can see with 
our eyes and otherwise observe through instruments that 
extend our natural senses.  

From the beginning God determined for mortals to learn 
through suffering in order that we will become immune or 
be inoculated against evil. That is why we have the two-
birthday butterfly cycle for our complete development 
stage to correct any inherently wrong programs, which 
express their presence through sinful behavior. All those 
who serve Him must learn through trials and affliction to 
become suitable for a new life experience in the Jod 
dimension, “for the disciple is not above his master.”  

“If the world hates you, be aware that it hated 
me before it hated you. If you belonged to the 
world, the world would love you as its own. 
Because you do not belong to the world, but I 
have chosen you out of the world—therefore the 
world hates you. 

Remember the word that I said to you, 
‘Servants are not greater than their master.’ If 
they persecuted me, they will persecute you; if 
they kept my word, they will keep yours also. 
But they will do all these things to you on 
account of my name, because they do not know 
him who sent me. (John 15:18-21)  

As a consequence of living at the last days of a rebellious 
civilization (Zayin Age) coming now shortly to an end, all 
mortals must learn their final lessons. The primary reason 
for the Apocalypse is to end Satan’s domain and to purge 
the Second Heaven (part of the Heh dimension). This 
follows the removal of all evil on the earth, and it will 
eliminate all satanic influences in preparation for the 
coming Kingdom of God on earth during the millennial 
global rule of Jesus from Jerusalem. The plan of God for 
humanity as expressed in the Bible can be summed up 
with the very the first three words of the Old Testament in 
Genesis combined with the very last two words of 
Revelation in the Bible. Put together, they can be 
articulated in a short sentence with only five (Heh) words: 

“In the beginning, God created - the 
Saints.” 

This was and is the purpose of God for humankind and 
becomes a micro miniature egg of the big Russian toy 
egg of the Bible. Only God could have written it, and 
HANS became an instrument to clarify it for His children. 
This concept was expressed by a tiny little church I 
visited in the backwoods of the Redwood forest in 
California as follows: 

This is my Bible, Gods Holy Word. It tells me 
where I came from, where I am going and how 
to get there. This Bible tells me how to live as a 
Christians, so I will hide His word in my heart 
that I may not sin against God. My Bible tells me 
that I receive Christ as my Savior, I pass from 
death unto life, so Thank God; I will never be 
the same34. 

 

                                    
34 Chapel of the Redwood Baptist Church, COMPTCHE, 
CALIFORNIA 
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Explanation of the Front Cover 
The front cover of my 
Donut Atom book 
exhibits the parabolic 
time dimension 
formula suspended 
between two Hebrew 
letters, Heh (h) and 
Daleth (ד). These 
letters show a 
polarized exchange in 
an energy equation 
that connects the 

metaphysical-
spiritual universe 
dimension and is 
invisible to mortal 
eyes. It is joined to 
the material side of 

creation but still controlled by the laws of physics. 

This diagram basically illustrates the laws of a transformer 
that reduces or converts infinite energy to a lower level. It 
is empowered by same forces we see at work in DNA, 
which is organized by complex intelligence. In a nutshell, 
my Donut Atom Model spells out an unusual story that has 
never been proposed in the halls of education.   

The book’s front cover focuses on the two Hebrew letters 
Heh (h) and Daleth (ד). They are connected by 
electromagnetic lines of force. Looking at it from a 
perspective of simple strokes to make the letter, both letters 
have a single horizontal line at their tops. In the ancient 
Semitic (Arabic or Hebrew) world, anything above the 
horizontal line is symbolized as God - the divine Creator, the 
invisible One God. Nothing can exist beside God.  

There are no symbols above the line, but below it, a 
vertical line descends along the right side in both letters. 
It represents the divine extension of another world 
emanating from the One God. It signifies the new 
beginning stated in Genesis when God created. In the 
Heh (h), there is a second, unconnected vertical line 
under the horizontal line on the left side. It sits in mirror 
image to the connected line on the right just as the 
earthly dimension of this time is an image of the 
heavenly Heh dimension.  

The first verse in Genesis announces God’s Plan for 
Humanity on earth in the midst of Heaven. The Bible 
provides instruction and answers the thousands of 
questions intelligent people ponder and eventually ask. 
The Hubbell telescope, mankind’s wonderful “eye in the 
sky” has revealed to our ever curious species where 
Heaven begins. Its telescopic lens continues to probe 
ever further. God, in Genesis gets straight to the point by 
describing how this universe is fuelled by (∞) infinite 
light invisible to us.  

Human eyes are calibrated to see only the colors of the 
rainbow – the seven-spectrum frequency. Infinity 
expands far beyond gamma-beta rays and will be 
explained later. Invisible gravity is another form of 
infinite energy. The infinite light is cycled in God’s 
creation within an embedded parabolic time dimension. 
This mystery is fully explained in my Donut Atom book.  

Genesis 1:6 has always been poorly translated as water, 
like (Mem) separating the firmament. It has a 
connotation of an Ausdehnung (German) and should still 

be linked to the first verse that states “heavens above, 
earth below.”  

Theologians believe it must refer to the water in clouds 
(above) and the ocean (below). But misunderstanding 
the Hebrew Alphabet Number system (HANS) causes 
problems when deciphering God’s creation story from a 
scientific perspective. Many theologians still adhere to 
false doctrines taught since the Middle Ages. HANS 
divides it into two dimensions - Heh (h) and Daleth (ד) - 
to provide a better understanding of God’s creation.  

Looking closer at what the ancient Hebrew letters reveal, 
we find the vertical line descending from the right end of 
the letter (h) Heh’s horizontal line. It is mirrored by, but 
not connected to, the vertical line on the left side, which 
is separated from the horizontal line. As the unconnected 
left vertical line is a mirror image of the right, the earthly 
dimension of this time is a separate, reverse image of the 
heavenly Heh dimension. The material Daleth dimension 
represented by the left line is separated from, but still 
indirectly connected to, God via the infinite gravity 
energy embedded in every atom. I call it the (+One) 
force because the natural universe is mirrored in the 
invisible heavenly Heh dimension reality.  

The two vertical lines (||) in the letter Heh express these 
two dimensions. God is now experienced or known visibly 
through His creation which is identified with the second 
Hebrew letter “duality” or Beth, meaning ”create”. It is 
located below the horizontal line as it is dual in nature 
just as God, the Father and the Son are illustrated in 
nature with examples ranging from the caterpillar-
butterfly life cycle and any two-cycle seed system. The 
macro worldview, an expanding and accelerating-
decelerating universe in the light-time dimension, will be 
further investigated and explained in this book. 

In Hebrew, the Daleth )ד), represents the concept of “this 
world-in this time.” It does not have a left vertical leg 
making it incomplete or only one dimensional. The 
material world was made by God as represented in the 
letter’s one horizontal line. When the left vertical line in 
the Heh (h) is connected to the horizontal line above it 
forms Chet (x) representing the age of judgment and 
transition to the end.  

Semitic letters and words flow from right to left just like 
hieroglyphic picture symbols; therefore, the addition of a 
short horizontal line progressing from the left vertical line 
(towards the right) joins together into one to become the 
last Hebrew letter, T=Taw (ת) meaning “the end of time 
in eternity.” It also symbolizes the age when all creation, 
material and spiritual / metaphysical, will be united under 
God’s direct rule previous to the creation of a new 
Heaven and new Earth in the coming Jod dimension.  

I will end my story by comparing the first Genesis report 
with the Donut Atom story and exploring how on the 
third creation day plants and vegetation grew without the 
sun, which only appeared on the fourth day. This can 
now be explained due to the appearance of Infinite light. 
It was scaled down by a time dimension on the first day, 
which has now been scientifically explained in this, my 
Sixth Babushka book, A Donut Atom Nuclear Story.  

In it I prove that a higher speed-of-light existed in 
prehistoric times. We can measure it today. My 
conclusions are based on the fact that a larger 
concentration of atmospheric oxygen causes larger cell 
sizes as seen in fossilized bone structures. This 
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observation translates into two or three times the energy 
fuel for the ancient biosphere. You can find it in geology 
and in coal deposits as well as in the many bubbles 
embedded in amber or read magazines35.  

The only explanation for this fact is that the initial speed-
of-light had to be faster than at present, which 
consequentially resulted in the accelerated growth of 
ancient plants and animals. Being infinite in strength, the 
bio-conversion process when reduced by a parabolic time 
dimension could have been as short as reported in Genesis 
- a 24-hour “shamayyim” (Heavenly) creation day.  

This would be triggered when God activated the 
dimension of time and put his plan in motion for people 
to appear in 4068 BC. Currently accepted science can 
only postulate an opinion that projects this timeframe as 
billions of years. They have no supporting facts. My 
Donut Atom model ends this confusion.  

For example, light 
was reduced 
exponentially on the 
4th day within the 
dimension of time, 
thus converting 
infinite light into a 
less intense and 
usable fuel source. 

This occurred when God moved the Earth in the Milky 
Way. Subsequently, the earth was pulled from the center 
of the “universe” into our solar orbit. Galileo got into 
serious trouble when he pointed this out to the 
establishment of his time.  

In his infinite wisdom, God used the finite sun as another 
energy transformer so that growth rate of vegetation would 
decrease. By using a lower energy level it is much more 
useful for mortals. This is the principle by which a million 
volts is reduced by a transformer on a telephone pole to the 
110 volts that every house requires and utilizes.  

The growth rate of vegetation was stepped down by 
reducing the energy input by lower light intensity. The 
speed-of-light had slowed down to about 186,000 miles 
per second as measured in 2009. But light speed was 
different in ancient times as can be seen in geology and 
coal deposits using a microscope.  

Like a dimmer switch used in our living-rooms set on low, 
light has slowed down. Dr. Einstein wondered about the 
energy flywheel in the material universe (Daleth) losing 
inertia according to the laws of physics so that everything 
is actually slowing down.  

This concept is proven in the greenhouse technology to 
those scientifically inclined. Longer or increased light 
exposure makes for faster growth. When Daleth ends in 
the parabolic time curve, the point in time is represented 
by Taw, which is the restoration accomplished by the 
unification of the dual Heh-Daleth polarities. The Heh and 
Daleth letters will disappear and merge into Taw linked to 
HANS will then be obsolete, too. 

The good news is that the parabolic time dimension will 
be transformed into the Jod dimension when Jesus 
returns to earth and restores God’s Kingdom on Earth. 
This event will add more light again like during the first 

                                    
35 The Iron Records of Earth’s Oxygen, Scientists are decoding the 
geological secrets of banded iron formation, by Sid Perkins. Science News, 
June 20, 2009. 

creation days.  

Bible prophecy points out that people will again live to be 
hundreds of years old like Abraham and his children in 
the Old Testament. This process happens gradually but 
can be seen by viewing many examples throughout the 
world. You don’t even need a doctorate degree in 
theoretical physics to discover it. Just be a tourist and 
examine some of the ancient castle door frames that still 
survive from our past. If you notice, they are much 
smaller than those used today. If you don’t notice, you 
be rewarded with a nice bump on your head. Also, the 
steel armor worn by knights was much smaller than could 
fit an average person today. We are growing larger 
again. It also connects to global warming. 

God’s presence on earth will make vegetable grow faster 
again so that more food is available to feed the growing 
third civilization population. That is projected by 
prophecy in the Bible - now explained scientifically in the 
website in our Forum Pearls.  

The reversal has already started. People are getting 
bigger and older if you compare the armor suites of the 
Middle Age or the smaller doorways of ancient castles. 
Notice increasing global warming. Check out and 
understand why the IPK world standard platinum 
kilogram is becoming heavier, too. Many more 
discoveries are showing up that cannot be explained by 
standard theories. Read all of the Babushka concept 
books adding to our knowledge horizon. 

The Bible creation story actually ends in the last pages of 
Revelation with a redemptive plan for a defective and 
broken universe that is no longer useful. It is as static as the 
Heh-Daleth dimension - wrecked and polluted by Satan’s 
rebellion in 4488 BC. It will soon be transformed into a new 
universe dimension finalized in Jod. This will ensure that the 
math-energy equations come out correctly.  

The Creator has promised a future without death or pain. 
Satan’s school of evil and unjust tyranny will be closed 
down at the end of the Apocalypse in 2015. That will 
change human civilization. For the first time, people will 
live in peace and prosperity without wars. It will be a 
good life for everyone.  

After this thousand-year age of peace, everything will 
utterly pass away into a black hole. The time has come 
for another universe with much better with life cycles. 
The Saints will emerge to the liberated life like butterflies 
do from cocoons. The Bible predicts a totally different 
creation, much larger and more beautiful for those who 
qualify for the eternal life offered by Jesus Christ. God 
said there will be no more death, sickness and pain, He 
will then, personally, wipe away all of our tears to start 
life over again on a different planet prepared by God. 
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Appendix -  

What do my Babushka 
Books Teach? 
 
 

 

1. Understanding the Bible better by using 
science instead of theology 

2. Revealing the true scope of God’s Plan for 
Humanity 

3. Illuminating why God’s plan includes an 
Apocalypse - when, where and why its 
main events take place 

4. Discovering why ancient cultures built 
pyramids, outdoor observatories like 
Stonehenge and complex calendar clocks 
to mark seasons and worship celestial 
bodies like the sun 

5. Explaining the catastrophic consequences 
of Genetically Modified Organisms 

6. Demystifying global warming 
7. Presenting a new theory for a startling, 

donut-shaped structure of each atom’s 
nucleus that also explains how the 
universe was created using recent 
discoveries in physics. 

Inventor-scientist Herbert R. Stollorz has written six 
Babushka books from an unusual and scientific perspective 
never done before. He discovered a Rosetta Stone in the 
Book of Daniel that unlocked Bible prophecies seldom 
understood before by theologians. For the first time, God’s 
Plan for Humanity can be seen from new discoveries in 
biology and physics.  

God’s plan must conform to an exact schedule similar to 
international trains. We can compare events in human history 
and prophecy to a railroad which connect one station with 
each other across international time zones. Similarly, God’s 
plan is marked by cycles through the course of time by 
events prophesied in the biblical books of Revelation and 
Daniel.  

He refers to his writings as Babushka books because they all 
go together in a way that recalls these well known Russian 
dolls. Russian Babushka dolls have a number of dolls - one 
embedded inside another–all painted wearing the same 
costume. They represent scaled concepts as the larger ones 
enclose smaller ones with balanced similarities in structure 
and design to emphasize God’s creative plan duplicated in 
various sizes. Each design tells the same story only scaled a 
little smaller needed for a witness to establish truth. To avoid 
misleading opinions, Deuteronomy established “two [+one]” 
witnesses adapted by most nations to meet the legal 
requirement acceptable in court to establish facts.  

Bible prophecy confuses many theologians because they are 
not educated in science and do not match the witness 
requirements. As a result, thousands of Christian books have 
been written over the centuries that do not give clear answers 
about some of the most important issue of Bible history and 

prophecy. Many are just speculations to make money. Other 
teachings postulated in churches that lack the five Bible 
witness references required to elevate a human opinion to the 
level of dogma.  

An angel sent from the Creator told Daniel (Dan.12:10) that 
in the last days there would be those who were wise (have 
insight) who would understand the prophecies about the end 
of the age, the coming of the Messiah and the restoration of 
Israel. In these pages you will discover Bible prophecy 
confirmed by the numeric structure of the Hebrew language 
(the Hebrew Alphabet Number System of HANS), by the 
function-driven design of ancient calendars and gold-bronze 
clocks found in museums around the world and by the 
Hebrew calendar of fast and feast days.  

These analytical tools revealed that Daniel’s writing delivers 
meaning on two levels. In one instant it dates the first coming 
of Jesus, and the other dates the events of the Apocalypse 
before his Second comings. But the day or hour of his return to 
rule the earth as Israel’s Messiah and the Nations’ King of 
Kings could be questioned but can be projected on the Hebrew 
clock if you understand the Hebrew system (HANS). When 
someone gives dates without the witness requirement it is only 
an opinion and may be faulty. Babushka books cross-reference 
a lot of data using the Bible and science which exceeds the 
witness requirements due to a surplus of confirming 
information outside the control of the author.  

Babushka books explore many new concepts never preached 
in any church and expound on God’s Plan for Humanity with 
specific, biblically-based elements of how came it into being 
and how is the schedule implemented. If you have a bit of an 
open mind and a willingness to think logically, you will have 
fun reading my books designed to widen your horizons of 
understanding the Bible linked to science.  

One of his first discoveries was an ancient Hebrew Alphabet 
Number System (HANS). The numeric structure of the 
Hebrew language provides vital keys that opened up answers 
to a number of Bible mysteries that have stumped 
theologians for centuries. By using rational scientific 
principles learned from his years as an inventor who made 
devices that worked, the author’s discoveries debunk many 
false teachings postulated by theologians. This research even 
includes new discoveries in science and the ancient world, 
which surprised him greatly. 

His greatest discovery came from applying HANS to Bible 
prophecy because it revealed a divine plan for humanity that 
has never really been understood well by theologians. God’s 
purpose for humankind can be summed up in the first three 
Hebrew words in Genesis linked to, or completed by, the last 
two Greek words of Revelation: 

[In the beginning,]  [Created] [God]–[all] [the Saints] 

 

The Saints are the reason we have a Bible recorded by 40 
Hebrew scribes documenting the Oracles of God across 1,600 
years. Applying modern science cross-referenced with HANS 
reveals additional concepts hidden in the Bible that dates 
specific future events precisely to a day and hour. Like 
cuckoo clock cycles, overlaying history and ancient clocks 
announces 21. December 2012 just as surely as we expect 
the cuckoo bird to show up at 12 o’clock. We should be 
watching as the continuation of humanity’s historical past 
became this series of Babushka books. It reassembles the 
puzzle of God’s creation captured in wholesome new concepts 
never preached in church. It will even surprise many 
scientists!  

For example, many ancient clocks exhibited in museums 
around the world connected to diverse cultures and dating 
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different times come together to confirm independently a 
strange chronological-calendar system of cycles mentioned in 
the Bible’s first book Genesis. They revealed that the Prophet 
Daniel’s kitchen clock was different from our modern ones 
because in his day the earth still had a wobble in its 
rotational axis leftover from a massive asteroid strike that 
occurred on 5.February 2287 BC at the beginning of Noah’s 
Flood.  

More is explained in Babushka book #3, Asteroid Answers 
to Ancient Calendar Mysteries. For example, Daniel’s 
system of 70 prophecy weeks most theologians will be 
surprised matches different year cycles now revealed a 
14.305789 calendar constant that appears in several ancient 
clock mechanisms and calendars discovered by secular 
scientists. Not only will this discovery shock theologians and 
atheists, this constant makes it possible to calculate the exact 
date of the Apocalypse 2008-2015, which upsets opinionated 
Christians not meeting the witness requirement.  These 
ancient calendars project another asteroid strike, which is 
confirmed by science magazines to be already in orbit as well 
as by Bible prophecy.   

The Creation of Time & the Material 
Universe  
Originally, Mr. Stollorz believed that heavenly dimension 
(Heh=5), which is a dimension without a time or clock, was 
disturbed by an event only reported in the Bible unanticipated 
in the vast timeless of eternity. Before this disturbance, there 
was no need for a time dimension. The Bible describes this 
heavenly uproar involving the highest administrator, Lucifer. 
That rebellion, or fall, of Lucifer/Satan and his associates 
caused a break in the peaceful flow of eternity that created 
the necessity for time and a material universe manifest at a 
lower energy level and subjected to time according to 
mathematical laws of physical forces like gravity.  

Satan’s ruckus ventured into unauthorized territory, a 
forbidden direction that required God’s attention and 
correction. God devised a plan and set it in motion to get 
everything back on track the way it should be. Two paths, 
tracks or dials for dealing with Satan’s rebellion were 
incorporated in that plan:  

A way to deal justly with the rebellious angels – Satan and 
his demons 

and the other to find replacements to take their place in the 
administration of God’s heavenly realm, which became God’s 
Plan for Mankind. 

The old order of the Heh (=5) dimension got broken and 
needed a new, higher order or Jod (=10) dimension in order 
to restore peace to the universe. Once the old system was 
broken, it could not be fixed and needed replacement. The 
whole shamazzle Satan caused created the time dimension 
with cycles that cannot be constant as different problems 
requires longer or shorter cycles to accomplish a goal of 
restitution and redemption of what went wrong.  

Two main players had to be dealt with in parallel; therefore, a 
number of related, extra creation projects were devised. 
First, there had to be a court system set up to separate the 
bad from the good angels in the Heh dimension. After that, a 
special environmental incubator was made to nurture new 
beings created with a special design under controlled 
supervision. That incubator became our earth, which remains 
unique in the universe in its physical characteristics. We 
humans are the beings created to become the replacements 
for the many vacant positions left open in God’s 

administration, or kingdom, by the massive rebellion of 
corrupted angels.  

Adam and Eve were created to establish a human race some 
what different than angels. People are not as powerful, and 
are born material as the first of a two-stage system 
analogous a butterfly’s lifecycle. The first stage is the 
caterpillar, which ends in the death and grave-like stillness of 
a cocoon. Successful transformations from the cocoon stage 
emerge as beautiful adult butterflies.  

To eliminate the potential for a future rebellion, the newly 
designed humans were embedded with high intelligence. 
Being mortal, they could be tested in the first stage with evil 
and eliminated if they failed to learn essential spiritual 
lessons imbedded in a built-in memory that can be activated 
automatically like an immune system against evil of any kind. 
Graduates of this two-stage system (the Saints) will by free 
choice always reject any infectious evil should it appear again 
in either the material or spiritual dimensions. They will snuff 
out any evil in the bud, before it grows like a mushroom 
overnight so as not to give it time to infect a whole 
community with evil, which would inevitably result in another 
rebellion.  

Because evil was a new experience for everybody, God 
appointed Satan as the experienced school teacher. Satan’s 
activities and consciousness transcends all human history 
while mortals only live for a short time. Since Lucifer (now 
called Satan) started the original mutiny against God’s 
established order, he was well qualified to inoculate humanity 
with evil. Despite his permitted evil role in the divine order, 
Satan will be executed for his crimes at his appointed day.  

God will choose only qualified graduate students to replace 
the fallen angels. This is why all people, including the Saints, 
must be exposed to the evils and sufferings of this age, 
forced to live in a world that ignores the true Creator and 
denies His established definitions of what is good and what is 
evil. By suffered experience, humans deeply learn to 
recognize and know the difference between good and evil so 
as to avoid what is bad, what is not love as defined by the 
divine nature. The mortals who graduate from living in the 
school of hard knocks (the caterpillar stage) will be called the 
Saints (butterflies). By their own choice and transformed 
nature, they will be forever loyal to the Creator in the future 
Jod dimension community.  

The restoration of peace in heaven required a schedule and 
needed a calendar with clocks. Since there are two parties, 
Satan and Mortals, both need to be on a synchronized time 
schedule. Their ages of activity and consciousness run in 
parallel, intersecting at key milestones or railroad stations in 
God’s plan. Faithful servants of the Creator can look forward 
to being resurrected into the new, beautiful Jod dimension 
world, transformed like a caterpillar into a butterfly.  

By that time, Satan will be fired from his job and executed for 
his crimes of rebellion against God. All human institutions and 
civilization will be closed down. The time dimension will end 
at the Last Day of Judgment in front of a Great White Throne. 
Any remaining, unsettled issues will be resolved for 
everybody. The scales of justice will be balanced, all debts 
paid and unnecessary junk burned up along with the old, 
worn-out earth in a fiery lake. The material world will be 
reduced to simple atomic ashes and recycled as infinite 
energy to begin and build the new Jod dimension system 
without a time dimension, schedules or clocks, which will no 
longer be needed. God’s Plan for Mankind was written only 
for those who want to be Saints in God’s kingdom 
administration. The rest of humanity is not interested in, or 
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even opposed to, not privileged to understand precious, 
concept pearls. 

The First Babushka Book 
Apocalypse Prophesied 2008-2015:               
From Eden to New Jerusalem 

This book identifies who the main players are in 
God’s Plan for Humanity. Many are ignorant about 

the Bible because we are not allowed to read it in public 
anymore, which has created a vacuum in understanding and 
led to a totally atheistic society. Also, our modern pace of life 
forces everybody to be in a hurry. We have so little time left 
to discover what is most important in life, like what will 
happen after death.  

That raises a lot of questions theologians have tried to 
answer but failed because they are not educated in HANS and 
cross checking it with applied science. This first Babushka 
book tells the story of Gods Plan for Humanity in a short 
version balanced by pragmatic scientific principles. This 
approach is analogous to a two-rail train better stabilized as a 
system.  

I use illustrations from science to communicate Bible 
concepts so that they can be understood in other cultures 
without Bible knowledge.  Since some countries prohibit the 
Bible altogether, the Internet becomes a good tool to reach 
those shut out from the light of truth by oppressive 
governments.     

As a scientist and German clock maker I overlaid God’s 
7,000-year Plan for Humanity conforming to a cuckoo clock 
system with precise gears composed of two dials. Each dial 
marks the time dimension by cycles according to the Hebrew 
Rosetta Stone 7:5 ratio - a peculiar clock used on earth 
unknown to theologians and scientist.  

Ancient time was measured on earth a little differently before 
2,000 years because the earth then experienced a wobble in 
its rotational axis that required early priests and astronomers 
to devise calendars with two dials. I use those ancient clocks 
and applied one dial with cycle’s allocation for Satan the 
school teacher of evil, and the other clock dial became the 
history trail for mortals, who are the students in Satan’s 
school.   

Both run in parallel as a system but are shown as two 
separate dials operated autonomously with different sets of 
time cycle gears. A cuckoo clock we are all familiar with has 
gears embedded to measure time, and God’s schedule for 
humankind was, therefore, laid out in advance within the 
pages of the Bible which behave like gears. God recorded the 
most important events in the history of mankind in advance 
and laid out the rules how to live in harmony with nature. His 
hope was that we would learn about heaven, hell and the 
future Jod Dimension.  

This book explains who is involved and presents a synopsis of 
God’s plan from the creation of the universe to the end of 
human history. It was written for those who might not have 
easy access to a Bible and so included a thousand Bible 
verses organized so that everyone can understand - even 
those who never read the Bible. The entire book (or by 
chapter) may be downloaded for free and is translated in all 
four languages. Published editions may be purchased in 
English, Spanish and German through our Amazon book 
store.  

Have fun! Even if you are a Christian, reading this book will 
widen your horizons. You will learn much about science 

embedded in the Bible, which came to me as a total surprise 
as a German scientist. 

The Second Babushka Book 
Mystery of Tammuz 17: Ancient Hebrew Keys 
to Dating the Apocalypse 

This book deals with what will happen by detailing 
the main events of the 7-year Apocalypse prophesied in 
Daniel and Revelation. These seven years end our present 
civilization of human strife under Satan’s schooling. They 
conclude with the birthing of the Saints, who are the 
resurrected graduates of Satan’s school.  A massive 
Resurrection of millions from the grave begins the Kingdom 
of God Jesus told us about.  

The present, corrupt and evil world system will be terminated 
and burnt by cleansing fire to remove harmful genetically 
modified organisms, which greatly offend God. Satan and his 
school will be disposed of - like a placenta no longer needed. 
As the Saints inoculated against evil are released from the 
present age school of evil, the teacher is put in jail for one 
thousand years to be executed later for his crimes.  

This book explains many mysteries found in reading the Bible 
that have stumped theologians for centuries. In particular, it 
explains how key events of the Apocalypse can now be dated 
and why it was not possible before. The prophesied 
Apocalypse will take place over a seven-year period, which 
was precisely scheduled from the beginning of time.  

Those interested to know how, when and what will happen 
must read this second Babushka book specializing in the 
Apocalypse, 21 December 2008-2015.  

It was also written for those who might not have easy access 
to a Bible and so includes many Bible verses that can be read 
free on the Internet in four languages. The entire book (or by 
chapter) may be downloaded for free in all four languages. 
Published English, Spanish and German editions may be 
purchased through our Amazon book store. 

The Third Babushka Book 
Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar 
Mysteries: 2012, Aztec Pyramids, Antikythera & 
Other Ancient Calendar Clocks 

This Babushka book is about when. It links to time cycles 
measured by ancient bronze-gold clocks found in many 
museums around the world. They were never deciphered. For 
hundreds of years scientists could not figure out what kind of 
time and calendar events they kept track of. Even the 
Antikythera clock in Athens with 32 bronze gears and three 
dials dated 100 years before Christ remains a mystery to 
them.  

All clocks conform to ancient calendars and zodiac positions 
to tell time. I discovered a world clock in Genesis, the first 
book in the Bible, describing hidden cycles not obvious to 
theologians. That cracked the code for all the other clocks. 
Since many theologians and scientists are ignorant of the 
Bible, they have preconceived and faulty concepts about 
nature. Some even think that God must have evolved and 
imaging that the almighty Creator is just a figment of human 
imagination, fears and needs for psychological support. It is 
inconceivable to them not knowing that intelligence is 
structurally embedded in His creation investigating it with 
real science and could reveal a plan with purpose for 
humanity. These biases have prevented the understanding of 
many mysteries for thousands years.  
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They have missed the natural cycles functioning like a cuckoo 
clock seen above his Throne in Heaven surrounded with a 
rainbow with spectral lines embedded as described by John in 
Revelation 4 and explained in my 6th Babushka book, “A 
Donut Atom Nuclear Story”. Genesis reveals a clock calendar 
schedule for two ball players - humanity and Satan. I am not 
surprised to find one clock veiled in heaven above God’s 
Throne, as the plan for humanity originated there. 

The ancient priests of various religions did know some 
interesting aspects of the earth’s orbit around the sun, which 
they embedded in ancient clocks they designed. The structure 
of these calendar clocks serve as independent historical 
witnesses across the ages and from around the world to 
confirm what was written in the prophetic Word of God called 
the Bible.  

Ancient clocks tell us that the earth once rotated with a 
backwards wobble. It posed a great challenge to early 
scientists and priests contending with switched sunrises and 
sunsets a few times and is very interesting to see how 
various ancient cultures solved the common problem of 
uneven years and shifting lengths of seasons by building so 
many pyramids, outdoor observatories, clocks and calendars. 
Each of their complicated systems required advanced 
mathematics, which has not been understood in modern 
times because almost all university researchers believing in 
atheistic fairy tales assume that the earth’s seasonal cycles 
have remained unchanged for billions of years. This book 
examines newly discovered science facts of recent research 
work published in magazines to balance it with wisdom from 
the Bible, which took some time to accumulate.  

To write for an audience of scientists believing in evolutionary 
fairy tales elevated to educational dogma requiring billions of 
years is a challenge to any writer. Yet, with all of our modern 
technology, most still do not know the purpose for human 
existence and do not know why the universe exists either. 
God has now revealed the explanation of many mysteries 
concerning ancient bronze-gold clocks hanging in museums, 
ancient pyramids and stone circles and even the reasons for 
some of the traditionally preserved features found in fancy 
clocks from the Middle Ages. That really served no critical 
function, such as the last ancient astrological clock design in 
Prague high up the bell tower that even serves as a model for 
a cuckoo clock sold to tourists.  

This book upends a lot of faulty teaching found in universities 
being postulated by an atheistic academic priesthood trying 
to undermine and silence God’s Word. Ancient clocks 
adjusted to NASA atom clock calculations were needed by 
God, and by mankind, to keep a redemption plan 
programmed like a railroad schedule. That schedule reveals 
preset dates of ancient prophecies dated like a railroad is 
planned with stations going through different time zones.  

That schedule reveals preset dates of ancient prophecies 
which match the dating of the Apocalypse laid out like 
stations going through different time zones on a dual railroad 
for balance. History cycles can project future dates accurate 
to a day if ancient clock-calendars are calibrated to our 
present NASA calendar because God planned it that way. The 
present astronomical calendar does not change any longer 
because the earth’s wobbling axis has almost come to rest at 
a 23½° tilt.  

Ignorance of God’s Plan for Humanity and ancient clocks has 
created much confusion in Bible seminaries, where ivory 
tower philosophers come up with all kinds of dogmas that do 
not make scientific sense. Faith got a bad repudiation from 
these dreamed up religious dogmas because the theologians 

did not recognize the logical, scientific evidence embedded in 
the Bible, which is identified clearly once one knows God’s 
Plan for a new Jod universe.  

We can find out about the schedule and learn a lot about 
physics in the process. Bible prophecy connects to a time 
dimension following scientific laws, which puts the Bible back 
on top, worthy once again of great respect. 

The Fourth Babushka Book 
 Genetic Modification Exposed!  

This book explains why the Apocalypse must be so 
severe. Because of modern technology’s unnatural 

and greedy manipulation of many species’ genetic codes, God 
must destroy large areas of the globe to preserve the 
creation. The world’s environmental ecosystems must be 
cleansed and purified through fire and extensive calamities so 
that mankind can survive.  

Modern society has become totally corrupt. In their race of 
mega-profits, global corporations are destroying the earth for 
the next generation by genetically modifying all foods. The 
products of this mad science are destroying the natural 
balance built into the creation, such as causing massive 
extinction of honeybees that are disappearing.36 If left 
unchecked, this irresponsible use of scientific knowledge 
would by itself terminate God’s creation and destroy His Plan 
for Humanity.  

Massive biological manipulation is poisoning the environment 
with wholesale destruction. God must interfere to save what he 
created for future generations. A willful rebellious atheism lies 
at the core of this global threat to all life. It has almost reached 
the point of no return and must be stopped in the next three 
years or Satan will be able to gloat, “This time, God, I screwed 
up your creation irreversibly because I am more powerful than 
you!”  

Watch God’s reaction to Satan’s greatest challenges since the 
Flood. God must not delay His schedule by showing mercy for 
a second chance. Instead, He must hurry up to save the 
creation before the natural order becomes extinct. The 
cuckoo bird now set to appear at the “midnight hour” of 
21.December 2012, which will reset the time dimension in 
another parabolic time direction as even the ancient Mayans 
and Aztecs recorded in their calendars. Read this Babushka 
about a primary cause of the Apocalypse 2008-2015.                                                

The Fifth Babushka Book 
 Reflections on Global Warming  

This book witnesses against the false opinions 
promoted by atheistic governments, which is one of 

the latest and most popular hot buttons for politicians to put 
more money in their pocket. Not surprisingly, they are not 
interested to learn that historical events reported in the Bible 
can tell us the cause of global warming.  

We can become informed about climate change in ancient 
books of many civilizations especially coming from a historic 
4,000-year Bible perspective. Learning about events recorded 
by ancient eyewitness can aid us in a global warming theory 
why the weather is changing in our time which could give us 
enough data for a climate model and not wasting a lot of 
dollars in wild speculative assumption on top of assumption.  

Therefore any discussion on global warming connected with 

                                    
36 Forum Pearls #127 - Why are Honeybees Disappearing?  
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the Bible should not be stifled by the establishment. I invite 
my fellow scientists to get a little educated in the true realism 
of what is happening to our globe from a spiritual Christian 
perception using a dual rail approach. Global warming 
theories finally come around to agree with the Bible to 
establish facts and reject fairy tale theories from the past as 
explained in Science News. 37 

Studying God’s creation increases knowledge and makes us 
wiser. If you want to be educated in science from God’s 
perspective, this short booklet unifies a number of scientific 
and theological concepts that are scaled from larger to 
smaller patterns of structured principles like each Babushka 
book is a little smaller. 

The Sixth Babushka Book  
A Donut Atom Nuclear Story 

This last book is wow. It discusses how God created 
and sustains the universe. For centuries people 

looked up into the starry sky and wondered about how it got 
started. How old is the universe? Why does it exist?  

When electron microscopes were invented, it became possible 
to look at atoms and compare it with the universe. Atoms 
could become a model replicating the same laws forming a 
universe with vast spaces between humongous galaxies and 
are replicated by the relatively vast spaces similar found 
between an atom’s particles. Today, peering through a 
telescope or a microscope looks to me the same.  

Many forces we experience daily cannot be fully explained by 
physics. For example, how is “life” manufactured? Where did 
it come from? The same line of questioning applies to gravity, 
which is still a mystery. Add to it magnetism, electricity, light 
and what we call the dimension of time, and even more 
concepts debated in science and religion in fact become even 
more complex. Their study demands a concentrated 
gathering of information that seems to come with a lot of 
confusion not following the path of logic. They become so 
complex that their equations can no longer be processed 
without massive computers capable of handling billions data 
bytes per second.  

However, God has turned on the light to shine in darkness. 
Now, for the first time in history, His Plan for Humanity has 
been more completely revealed from the dual perspective of 
applied science and the Bible. That is because the time has 
come for the Apocalypse to begin, which will consummate 
human history outside of God’s government. These ideas will 
not be found in theological institutions or explained in the 
halls of leading universities. They arrived just in time to set 
the record straight for true scientists during a time dominated 
by an atheistic education system devoid of common sense. 

This final Babushka book presents a new theory of atomic 
structure. Many believe in fairy tales and false doctrines 
invented by fallible human beings that blind them to the total 
picture of God’s plan for humankind from a heavenly or Heh 
perspective. To understand the time dimension of the 
material universe, we need clocks. The first cuckoo clock 
invented is in heaven. It was not made in Germany.  

But clocks with cycle gears are linked to calendars that must 
work together like calculators measuring time. It requires a 
little background knowledge to understand how it works. My 
theory of atomic structure is a concept from the Bible that is 

                                    
37 Science News, October 25, 2008 - Cooling climate “consensus” of the 1970s never 
was - Myths often cited by global warming skeptics debunked, by Sid Perkins at 
www.sciencenews.org. 

much better at explaining the laws of physics, such as how 
gravity works and where does it comes from. I present it 
from a biblical perspective unheard of in the halls of higher 
education.  

The Donut Atom Theory explores an intelligence system 
embedded within the rainbow found above God’s throne in 
the bible’s book of Revelation. It looks at atomic structure 
and the physical laws of the universe from God’s perspective. 
To read it, one must first acquire a little instruction on how 
atoms were created as related to the beginning of the 
universe. The answer conforms to God’s Plan for Humanity. 
Without that plan nothing makes sense, which is why 
atheistic university halls are full of confusion and false 
teaching. My last Babushka book explains nuclear science in 
simple language for the average person. 

The Seventh Babushka Book  
All my Babushka concept books are linked to the 
Bible, which is really the biggest Babushka book 
embedded with God’s concepts to educate us. 
Within its pages we read about the history of 

humanity, many of God’s laws and principles for life and may 
discover God’s Plan for Humanity.  

It includes ancient calendars to measure time. The plan of 
God revealed that the earth is God’s laboratory where we 
learn for ourselves the consequences of good and evil and 
may qualify for the promised First Resurrection of the Saints 
similar to the illustration in nature, a two-cycle system like 
the caterpillar-butterfly life cycle. 

My Babushka books attempt to explain more fully many 
concepts of God’s design of the universe and purpose for life 
as cross-referenced with scientific discoveries. I present a 
balanced, 360° theater-in-the-round projection by including 
discoveries like HANS – the Hebrew Alphabet Number 
System, which opened many more mysteries.  

The HANS overlay of science led me to write these six 
concept books that should educate some skeptics biased from 
incomplete information supplied by our educational system’s 
atheistic religion. Simply stated, God’s Word can be trusted 
and agrees with true science.  

Reading the six Babushka books would help end the 
confusion of Christian bias due to faulty theology, too. The 
Bible reveals many mysteries from scientific perspectives that 
should be considered in both churches and universities. 

Have fun reading these Babushka books that are designed to 
widen your horizons by learning something you probably 
wanted to know about since childhood.   

Learn how to become a Saint who will be resurrected after 17 
September 2015. Despite being disturbed many misled 
pastors will join the crowd who probably will not survive the 
Apocalypse either being too proud to be warned by a modern 
day Jonah.  

I urge you to read – listen - think for yourself, so that you 
will not perish but accept God’s gift of Eternal Life to be saved 
just in time. God’s serious message to the peoples of all 
nations today is announced: 

The Apocalypse is scheduled for 
21 December 2008 - 21 December 2015. 
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